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Foreword
Rafael ObRegOn

Health Communication and Mass Media: An Integrated Approach to Policy and Practice is a 
timely publication for several reasons. I will focus on three key reasons that I believe 
connect very well with the main threads of the book. First, it will enrich our understanding 
of the critical role that emerging dimensions of mediated communication play in public 
health today, particularly web and mobile media. The social and cultural transformations 
brought forth by new communication technologies require little argumentation. 
What is needed, urgently, is a more profound examination of how these technological 
transformations alter people’s daily lives, including health-related issues. By examining 
the role of theory, this volume addresses one of the major gaps in current research in 
mobile and web-based communication health interventions. For instance, a review of 
mobile communication-based interventions to change health behaviors (Riley et al., 
2011) calls for greater utilization of behavior change theories to guide mobile health 
behavior interventions, and a greater recognition of the interactive and systemic nature 
of mobile communication.

The second reason, and perhaps this is the most important contribution of this 
volume, is the notion of media ecosystems as a critical point of departure. This concept 
aptly recognizes the complexity of today’s communication environment, including the 
increasing and pervasive presence and role of mobile and web communications in people’s 
daily experience, in addition to an already saturated “traditional” media environment. 
Health Communication and Mass Media: An Integrated Approach to Policy and Practice 
examines the interconnectedness of media and mediated health communication that 
includes a series of exemplars provided by a solid group of contributors. While the research 
discourse and, to a lesser extent, practice in public health has increasingly moved toward 
a greater focus on the social determinants of health, and on the interconnectedness of 
those determinants, many public health programs still tend to approach the role of media 
and communication from a uni-dimensional perspective. A media ecosystem approach 
should set the course for a renewed exploration of the role of media and communication 
in health communication, and this volume provides a wonderful opportunity to identify 
trends and emerging questions. Further, the communicative experience, from the 
intrapersonal, to the interpersonal, to the family and community, to the broader social 
environment, following an ecological approach, of individuals and collectives need to be 
recognized as part of a broader media ecosystem, which has important implications for 
policy and practice.

The third, but by no means a less important reason, is the emphasis that Health 
Communication and Mass Media: An Integrated Approach to Policy and Practice places on the 
ethical dimensions of health communication and media. As a scholar and practitioner 
whose work for more than twenty years has primarily focused in international settings, 
I have seen several examples of how ethical considerations are often overlooked or 
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minimized in order to facilitate the achievement of program goals or research objectives. 
In addition, the focus on positive messaging and adequate portrayals of population 
groups (e.g., people with disability) also brings to light the ethical implications of 
producing content and messages that may contribute to reinforcing long-established 
negative stereotypes that prevent people with a particular condition to reach their full 
potential. In my current position as chief of communication for development at the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) we have sponsored the development of a 
manual on communicating with children (Lemish and Kolucki, 2011), which promotes 
the use of a series of principles for message and content development across a variety 
of media and seek to ensure inclusive communication, and an assets-based approach. 
Often, ethical dimensions of health communication and media are not given the type of 
attention that they surely deserve; therefore I think this volume also contributes to filling 
an important gap in the literature.

Back in 2004 Vicky Freimuth and Sandra Rouse Quinn took stock of the contributions 
of health communication to eliminating health disparities. In their text, they summarized 
major breakthroughs in the growth of health communication as a field of study, and 
highlighted key aspects of health communication research and practice. Five years 
later, Thompson, Dorsey, Miller, and Parrot (2009) co-edited the Handbook of Health 
Communication, which made a significant contribution to our understanding of the 
theoretical and applied breadth of health communication as a subfield, with a primary 
focus on the U.S.A. In 2012, my colleague Silvio Waisbord and I co-edited the Handbook of 
Global Health Communication, which looked at the international and global dimensions of 
health communication. While research and practice in health communication is clearly a 
very dynamic process, and is often approached from different disciplines, the increasing 
attempts to map out various aspects of health communication not only demonstrate the 
sustained growth of scholarship in this area, but also the need to continually examine 
trends in this subfield. Each of the volumes listed above, though broad in scope, asked 
a different set questions that led to a wide range of conclusions and new questions for 
research and scholarly work.

When Benjamin R. Bates and Rukhsana Ahmed, both of whom I had the opportunity 
of knowing and collaborating with at Ohio University, Athens, OH, asked me to write 
the foreword of their co-edited volume, I saw it as a reaffirmation of how dynamic the 
health communication subfield is, and how much work is ahead of us. Benjamin Bates and 
Rukhsana Ahmed have impressively pulled together a broad and rich set of contributions 
that collectively provide an in-depth and nuanced discussion of mobile and web mediated 
communication and their policy and practice implications for public health. The book’s 
focus on the intersection of web media, mobile media, communication systems, and 
ethics, and theory, policy and practice is a welcomed contribution to an increasingly multi-
disciplinary and complex subfield, which is likely to grow in complexity as a result of the 
rapidly changing media and communication environment. I hope readers concur with me 
in finding this volume a valuable complement to the health communication literature.
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Preface

I’m not a media scholar, but my life is quite mediated – through the Internet, of course, and 
radio, recorded music, and countless hours spent watching TV and films. Illness, sorrow, and 
perhaps especially memory are inscribed with mediated traces that are influential in sense-
making and managing fundamental dialectics of living. (Sharf 2010: 628)

In this remark, health communication scholar Barbara Sharf notes how pervasive mass 
media are in shaping communication about health issues. Today’s media-rich environment 
presents opportunities as well as challenges for health communicators to use the different 
media platforms for dissemination and interpretation of health-related messages regarding 
prevention, health promotion and treatment for patients, their families, health care 
providers, and public health policy makers. Over the past several decades, there has been a 
considerable growth in health communication research demonstrating how the processes 
and application of lessons learned from research can help in media efforts to prevent 
diseases, promote health, and shape public health policies and practices. Yet, we still have 
much to learn about the influences of mediated communication on health outcomes as 
well as to apply best practices from this research into public policy. There is a need to 
consider multiple perspectives and approaches in the study of health communication in 
ever-changing mass mediated contexts, including examination of mobile communication 
technologies, new media and the web, communication systems, and media ethics. To this 
end, Health Communication and Mass Media: An Integrated Approach to Policy and Practice 
brings together exemplars of current health communication research and applications in 
mass mediated contexts spanning across geographic regions.

Rukhsana and Ben
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chapter 1 Communicating Health 
through Mass Media: An 
Overview

Rukhsana ahmed and Benjamin R. Bates

introduction

Health communication has been defined as the study and use of communication 
strategies to inform, influence, and motivate individuals, institutions, and communities 
in making effective decisions to improve health and enhance quality of life (U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services 2005). Considering this wide scope of health 
communication, scholars, practitioners, and policy makers recognize the significance of 
health communication to public health (Rimal and Lapinski 2009, Schiavo 2007). In 
today’s media-saturated world, the importance of research on health communication in 
mass mediated contexts cannot be overemphasized, especially given that mass media 
are important communication channels for advancing health education and promotion, 
disease prevention, and shaping public policy.

Much of the public’s understanding of health and health policy is not from their 
direct experience. Instead, most of their understanding is mediated. Health and illness 
discourses are pervasive in the print media, television, cinema, and the Internet (King and 
Watson 2005). Media channels, including print journalism, advertisements, fiction films, 
television shows, documentaries, and computer technology affect the healthcare system 
and individuals’ use of that system (Friedman 2004). Clearly, media representations of 
health and illness shape our understanding of the experience of illness, health, and 
healthcare and influence health beliefs, health behaviors, healthcare practices, and 
policy-making (Seale 2002, 2004).

In addition to shaping general understandings, mass media play an important 
role in promoting public health (Abroms and Maibach 2008, Atkin and Wallack 1990, 
Viswanath, Wallington and Blake 2009). As Wallack (2000) argued, media “can be a 
delivery mechanism for getting the right information to the right people in the right 
way at the right time to promote personal change” and that “they can be a vehicle for 
increasing participation in civic and political life and social capital to promote social 
change” (338). In today’s media rich landscape, and especially with the advancements of 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), increasing efforts are underway 
to incorporate mass media strategies into health education, promotion, and disease 
prevention practices (Melanie, Wakefield and Hornik 2010, Parker and Thorson 2009, 
Viswanath, Wallington and Blake 2009). At the same time, scholars have documented 
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mass media’s reach to select audiences and specific, limited, and moderate effects in 
influencing health knowledge, attitude, and behavior (Atkin 2001, Rice and Atkin 2009, 
Atkin and Salmon 2010, Salmon and Atkin 2003). To fully realize mass media’s role in 
facilitating the pursuit of health education and promotion, and disease prevention, 
health communicators need to exploit multiple mass media and interactive digital media 
channels and carry out carefully planned media strategies to reach intended audiences.

Regardless of medium or strategy, Griffiths and Knutson (1960) argued that “three 
effects might occur: the learning of correct health information, the changing of health 
attitudes and values, and the establishment of new health behavior” (515). Scholars 
interested in the role of mass media in health communication have studied effects of 
media use on health outcomes and effects of planned use of media to achieve health 
outcomes in many areas (Finnegan and Viswanath 2008). Programs designed to promote 
changes in health behavior and prompt treatment of illness have demonstrated the 
effectiveness of mass media channels in health promotion and disease prevention efforts 
such as discouraging alcohol, tobacco, and drug use (Snyder et al. 2006, Strasburger and 
Wilson 2002); minimizing harmful effects of violent television (Rosenkoetter, Ozretich 
and Acock 2004, Rosenkoetter, Rosenkoetter and Acock 2009); addressing eating disorders 
(Shields 2005, 2006); promoting physical activity (Strasburger and Wilson 2002, Van 
den Berg, Sztainer, Hannan and Haines 2007); curbing aggressive behavior and violence 
(Murray 2008, Strasburger and Wilson 2002); and promoting responsible sexual decision-
making (Strasburger 2005, Strasburger and Wilson 2002), among other areas.

Collectively, these studies encourage us to attend to two issues for a successful mass 
mediated health communication intervention: the issue of theory and the issue of 
medium.

the issue of theoRy

Health communication, when delivered effectively in mass mediated contexts, has 
considerable potential to promote the health of individuals, communities, and 
populations. These mass mediated messages are more likely to be successful in affecting 
health knowledge, attitudes, behavior, practice, and policy if they integrate health 
communication theory into their design and evaluation (Atkin and Wallack 1990, Dutta-
Bergman 2005, Hornik 2002, Maibach and Parrott 1995, Murray-Johnson and Witte 
2003, Noar, Harrington and Helme, 2010, Palmgreen and Donohew 2010, Randolph and 
Viswanath 2004, Rice and Atkin 2001, Salmon and Atkin 2003, Silk, Akin and Salmon 
2011, Slater 2006). Although there are many specific communication theories that can be 
brought to bear on mass mediated messages, three families of theoretic approaches have 
been most commonly used: media advocacy approaches, social marketing approaches, 
and entertainment – education approaches.

Media advocacy approaches include theories that involve “the strategic use of mass 
media for advancing a social or public policy initiative” (Stewart and Casswell 1993: 167). 
Although these approaches are used for public health promotion, they do so in a way 
that addresses institutional and governmental decision makers through indirect lobbying 
efforts (Wallack et al.1993). As a powerful health communication strategy, media advocacy 
plays an important role in engaging people in dialogue about health promotion and 
disease prevention, facilitating community organizing to generate demand or support 
for health services, and potentially influencing policy-making on critical public health 
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issues (Marchibroda 2009, Rock et al. 2011, Wallack and Dorfman 1996). In general, such 
efforts are likely to draw on communication theories from the realm of rhetoric, public 
relations, and agenda-setting.

Social marketing approaches involve the use of marketing concepts and techniques “to 
design and implement programs to promote socially beneficial behavior change” (Grier and 
Bryant 2005: 319). Social marketing approaches – such as the Theory of Reasoned Action, 
the Health Belief Model, and the Transtheoretical Model – have become a popular health 
promotion tool to influence perceptions, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors regarding health 
issues (Edgar, Volkman Logan and 2011, Paço et al. 2010). Scholars have identified social 
marketing as an important condition for successful public health mass media campaigns 
because of its potential to “create the appropriate messages for distribution and, where 
possible, message theory and tailoring (creative marketing and messages)” (Randolph and 
Viswanath 2004: 422, Huhman 2010). However, health communicators and practitioners 
require understanding of the theoretical underpinnings of social marketing to effectively 
use it to plan public health interventions (Dooley, Jones and Desmarais 2009, Grier and 
Bryant 2005, Walsh et al. 1993). Because most social marketing approaches seek to affect 
individual beliefs, attitudes, or behaviors, the theories used in social marketing tend to be 
derived from psychological theories of decision-making.

Entertainment-education approaches consist of:

purposely designing and implementing a media message to both entertain and educate, in order 
to increase audience knowledge about an educational issue, create favorable attitudes, and 
change overt behavior (Singhal and Rogers 1999: xii). 

Studies have documented how, through combining entertainment and education, 
this mass media strategy has been applied to produce behavior changes for HIV/AIDS 
and Sexually Transmitted Disease (STD) prevention (Glik et al. 2002, Kennedy et al. 
2004), syphilis screening (Whittier et al. 2005), and condom use (Collins et al. 2003). 
Entertainment-education approaches emphasize partnership among entertainment media 
practitioners, public health and health communication professionals and academics for 
designing effective health promotion and disease prevention interventions (Kennedy  
et al. 2004). Most entertainment education approaches draw from the family of theories 
that emphasize social learning and social psychology.

As important as a strong theoretical basis for mass mediated health communication 
is, a strong theory needs an equally strong consideration of the medium to be used.

the issue of medium

Any health communicator has a variety of media from which to choose when attempting 
to influence health beliefs, behaviors, and policies. These media include, but are not limited 
to, news media, mass mediated advertising, and new communication technologies. For 
different issues and different audiences, different media may be more or less effective in 
spreading the desired message.

Print and electronic news media are major sources of health information (Rice 2001, 
Winett and Wallack 1996). Health news media coverage has an important role in shaping 
health behaviors at the population level (Pierce and Gilpin 2001, Niederdeppe and 
Frosch 2009) and influencing public health policy (Tong et al. 2008, Asbridge 2004). 
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However, as health news coverage becomes more prevalent in the media, researchers are 
calling into question the quality, completeness, and validity of reporting (Cassels and 
Lexchin, 2008, Hayes et al. 2007, Hoffman-Goetz and Friedman 2005, Jaffery et al. 2006, 
Moynihan et al. 2000, Cassels et al. 2002, Larsson et al. 2003). Given the role of news 
media in shaping public perception of health issues and public policy agenda-setting, 
journalists, healthcare researchers, and professionals should work together in assuring 
quality, completeness, and accuracy of reporting is vital (Schwartz and Woloshin 2004, 
Moynihan 2003, Entwistle 1995).

Health promoting advertising is also used as a medium for health communication. As 
part of a multimedia campaign to promote healthy behavior, advertising on television, 
radio, or cinema and in print outlets can play a central role promoting public health 
(Peddecord et al. 2008). However, while health promotion advertisements can influence 
health through demonstrating health effects (Hyland et al. 2006, Siegel 1998) and raising 
awareness of health messages (Levy and Stokes 1987), the efficacy of health-promoting 
advertising has yet to be established (Lynch and Dunn 2002). Therefore, scholars call for 
more research to map its potential for health promotion (Fennis 2003, Lynch and Dunn 
2002, Peddecord et al. 2008).

In today’s media saturated environment and within a global context of bio-
terrorism, infectious disease threats, and natural disasters, traditional one-way delivery 
of messages from a central source can be usefully complemented by more interactive 
platforms that allow people to engage with health issues, help them find acceptable and 
appropriate solutions to health problems, and encourage them to play a central role in 
self-care. While public health mass media campaigns traditionally rely on “television, 
radio, newspaper, and printed materials, especially broadcast spots, press releases, and 
pamphlets” (Salmon and Atkin 2003: 461), ICTs have “the potential to transform health 
campaigns” (468). Yet, as Kline (2003) argues, “there is considerable interest regarding the 
relationship between the popular media and our understanding of health issues” (575). 
As such, traditional communication methods have not been replaced by new media; 
rather there is a complex media ecosystem in which health consumers, practitioners, and 
regulators find themselves. And, as ICTs promise for public health increases with more 
people turning to the Internet to access healthcare information (Cline and Haynes 2001, 
Rice and Katz 2001, Shuyler and Knight 2003) and with more public health agencies 
using these tools for communicating public health issues (Brownstein et al. 2010, Currie 
2009, Khan et al. 2010), more studies need to analyze the efficacy and efficiency of new 
media in this context.

Rapid advancements in mass media technologies continue to offer new and more 
effective ways to provide healthcare. Web and mobile technologies – including eHealth 
and mHealth technologies, electronic health records and other communication systems 
– have shown themselves to be helpful for improving health communication (Glueckauf 
and Lustria 2009, Whitten, Cook and Cornacchione 2011, Wright 2009). Although 
these, and other, communication technologies may make medical communication 
faster and more convenient, and may have developed alongside better medications and 
surgical techniques, it is important not to confuse improvements in technology with 
simple improvements in human health. On the one hand, new ICTs have accelerated 
the means for improving public health processes and healthcare delivery in terms of 
enhancing the dissemination of health information (Jareethum et al. 2008, Levine  
et al. 2008); aiding remote medical consultation, diagnosis, and treatment (Handschu 
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et al. 2003, Hsieh et al. 2004); and facilitating communication, collaboration, and team 
work among and between healthcare professional and receivers (Rice and Katz 2001, 
Turner 2003). ICT-based health information systems and decision support systems can 
also help facilitate medical research and increase administrative effectiveness in medical 
facilities (Murphy, Ferris and O’Donnell 2007, Ortiz and Clancy 2003). On the other 
hand, efforts to integrate ICTs into healthcare services have given rise to newer health 
communication challenges. For example, not every individual has access to these 
technologies, thus widening the digital divide in access to health information (Hagglund, 
Shigaki and McCall 2009, Lorence, Park and Fox 2006). Increased availability of online 
health information and services places a demand on consumers to develop additional 
skills essential to navigate the technology used to obtain, process, understand, and apply 
health information (Bernhardt and Cameron 2003, Berry 2007, Zarcadoolas and Pleasant 
2009). Moreover, while technology will allow more convenient communication between 
patients and physicians and geographically bounded medical settings, the importance 
of understanding the effects of technology-mediated communication on patient-doctor 
relationship cannot be denied (Cullen 2006, Eckler, Worsowicz and Downey 2009, Turner 
2003). Hence, we need to better appreciate the ways that communication technologies 
assist, sometimes, and interfere, other times, with the ability to attain health goals by 
patients, providers, and public health agencies.

meeting the Challenge of new theories and new media

In light of this rapidly developing and changing media ecosystem, there is a need for 
scholars and practitioners of health communication to understand multiple perspectives 
and approaches in the study of health communication if they are to understand the 
unique contributions, benefits, and challenges of different media technologies on health 
practices and policies. As Viswanath, Wallington, and Blake (2009: 324) argued:

A clearer understanding of the range of mass media delivery channels; the changing and 
converging media environment; the communication inequalities that exist; social, institutional, 
cultural, and policy influences; and new and existing theoretical and methodological 
frameworks are all necessary to understand the complex influence of mass media on population 
health. Addressing these issues, both in study and in practice, will undoubtedly help researchers 
and health professionals harness the best practices of communication and the mass media to 
improve individual and population health. 

As such, in addition to exploring the role of traditional media, such as print and 
television, we need to examine the role of new technologies in shaping the public’s 
health. And, even if we understand the technologies, we also need to consider how we use 
these technologies: are we using these technologies in effective, appropriate, and ethical 
ways as sources of health information and advocates for health behavior? Against such 
a backdrop, this volume, Health Communication and Mass Media: An Integrated Approach 
to Policy and Practice, seeks to contribute to our understanding of traditional media and 
new media technologies in supporting health policy and practice by bringing together 
exemplars of current health communication research and applications in mass mediated 
contexts spanning across geographic regions.
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To meet this goal, this volume attempts to accomplish four objectives. First, we 
seek to offer a broad treatment of health communication practices and theories in mass 
mediated contexts. We do not seek an in depth exploration of a single medium or a single 
technology. Instead, we seek to demonstrate the breadth of options available to health 
communicators to give communicators an awareness of the options for media available 
to them. Second, we promote a diversity of methodological approaches. Depending on 
the medium under investigation, and the kind of questions the researchers are asking 
about it, some methods will reveal more insight to inform health policy and practice than 
other methods will. We believe, then, that each project should use the methodology best 
suited to the question being asked. Third, we support an integrated approach to theory 
and application; we believe that the best theory can be demonstrated in health policy 
and practice and that the best health policies and practices are those that allow for greater 
understanding of larger theoretical principles. Each author has been asked to show how 
their theoretical understanding informs the application that they offer and how their 
applications result in better understandings of communication theories. Finally, we seek 
to include up-to-date exemplars of both completed and ongoing health communication 
research and applications in mass mediated contexts, including mobile communication 
technologies, new media and the web, communication systems, and media ethics.

We realize that the present volume is partial; it does not represent all possible media 
contexts analyzed with all possible methodological tools under the lens of all possible 
theories. This book only hints at the breadth of health communication in mass mediated 
contexts and we make no apology for this broad treatment. We ask you to see this volume 
as a starting point for your own research, policies, and practices in mass mediated health 
communication.

how is this Book structured?

The collection of contributions in this volume is divided into five parts with one 
introductory part and four thematic parts: Introduction; Health Communication and 
Web Media; Health Communication and Mobile Media; Health Communication and 
Communication Systems; and Health Communication and Media Ethics. Part 1 serves to 
introduce the book, its purpose and organization. It also deals with important questions 
concerning types of information source and the value of theory-informed campaigns 
in mass mediated health communication contexts. Parts 2, 3 and 4 offer integrations of 
theory and applications in specific mass mediated contexts: web media, mobile media, 
and communication systems. Finally, Part 5 addresses the ethical ramifications of different 
mass media strategies and representations. Collectively, these five parts feature exemplars 
of current research in health communication and of practical applications of best health 
communication practices in mass mediated contexts.

intRoduCtion

The first part of this book features three chapters devoted to the setting of the book and 
introductory perspectives. Beginning with this chapter, in Chapter 1, “Communicating 
Health through Mass Media: An Overview,” the editors provide an overview of the book. 
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This chapter contextualizes the book with an aim to facilitate readers’ understanding and 
use of the book.

Considering media as integral sources of health information, in Chapter 2, “Healthcare 
Reform Information Sources in Relation to Information Quality, Information-Seeking, 
and Uncertainty,” Bevan, Sparks, Ernst, Francies, and Santora underscore the importance 
of examining how and where the public obtain healthcare reform information. More 
specifically, the chapter explores American public perception of information quality, level 
of information-seeking, and the degree of uncertainty experienced in relation to their 
use of various interpersonal and media sources to gather healthcare reform information. 
The online survey findings reveal participants’ preference for magazines as a source 
to obtain quality healthcare reform information and reduce uncertainty. The findings 
also reveal the Internet as the most important and frequently used source of healthcare 
reform information. As such, Bevan and colleagues argue that policy makers should use 
this medium to disseminate healthcare reform information. In conclusion, Bevan and 
colleagues urge government officials and health communication scholars to consider their 
findings for developing effective ways of communicating healthcare reform information 
and policies to the public. 

Closing this part, Frenette, in Chapter 3, “Theory-based Health Campaigns: A Winning 
Combination,” brings our attention to health campaigns and the need for these to be 
theoretically grounded. Frenette argues that successful health communication campaigns 
are theoretically informed and successful applications, in turn, contribute to the further 
development of theory. More specifically, by providing examples of successful health 
campaigns, Frenette demonstrates how media theories are crucial, but often overlooked, 
components in designing and evaluating health campaigns. She shows that persuasion 
theories, models, and frameworks can offer a sound theoretical foundation to help increase 
the success of mass media health campaigns. Although the final outcome of a health 
campaign depends on other factors as well, Frenette insists both health practitioners and 
academics need to develop theoretically informed health campaigns, considering their 
potential to help enhance individual and public health.

health CommuniCation and WeB media

The second part of this book is concerned with integration of theory and application 
of health communication in the web media context. The three chapters in this part 
are centered on the increasing use of web technologies to promote public health 
initiatives, carry out health education interventions, and provide social support to deal 
with health related issues. Chapter 4, “Disease, Representation, and Public Relations: 
A Discourse Analysis of HIV/AIDS Websites,” Agarwal, D’Silva and Leichty examine 
health communication in the context of mediated HIV/AIDS issue representation. More 
specifically, they provide a discursive critique of the HIV/AIDS representation on three 
International Nongovernment Organizations websites. Findings of the discourse analysis 
reveal communicative challenges in international public relations programs in addressing 
important health promotion initiatives in an online format. Using the lenses of power 
and identity, Agarwal and colleaugues provide a framework to understand how discursive 
content of the websites constructs the HIV epidemic, the affected publics, and potential 
solutions.
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In Chapter 5, “Managing Sexual Health and Related Stigma through Electronic 
Learning Environments,” Noltensmeyer, Peters, Meisenbach, and Eastman-Mueller 
discuss the development of a media health intervention, the University of Missouri’s 
sexual health education website, known as {s}health. The website was developed with 
two objectives in mind: providing accurate, engaging sexual health information in a safe 
and secure online environment; and creating an electronic learning environment that 
educates students about stigma management communication. By discussing innovations 
of using peer-to-peer learning, implementation difficulties encountered and promotion 
strategies, and presenting the theoretical foundation for the design and content used on 
the site, Noltensmeyer and colleagues demonstrate how research, theory, and application 
can inform one another through an interdisciplinary approach to developing interactive, 
web-based sexual health attitude and behavior intervention. The chapter offers insights 
into the challenges in and importance of designing modules and messages that are 
guided by theory and demonstrates interactive yet efficient ways of engaging students in 
discussions of sexual health.

Finally, Nimrod, in Chapter 6, “Beneficial Participation: Lurking vs. Posting in Online 
Support Groups,” explores the association between the type of participation in health-
related Online Support Groups (OSGs) and psychological well-being. More specifically, 
Nimrod examines differences between “posters” (who post messages to other members 
of the community and/or respond to their posts) and “lurkers” (who do not interact 
with other members and simply read others’ posts) in OSGs for people with depression. 
He finds that “posters” agree more than “lurkers” that the online support groups 
provide them with both online support and offline improvement. Nimrod argues that 
being actively involved in communication can improve the health and well-being of 
individuals. The chapter offers theoretical and practical implications regarding Internet-
based communicative practices in health contexts. Nimrod concludes that, to be effective, 
health professionals should encourage patients to use OSGs, and that group moderators 
should use de-lurking strategies to enhance the lurkers’ experience.

health CommuniCation and moBile media

The third part of this book deals with integration of theory and application of health 
communication in mobile media contexts. The three chapters in this section are focused 
on the growing use and application of mobile phones to disseminate and access health 
information, deliver health interventions, and influence health outcomes. Holtz and 
Buis, in Chapter 7, “Effectively Promoting Healthy Living and Behaviors through Mobile 
Phones,” discuss the use of mobile phones as a practical intervention delivery modality 
within the field of health communication. They present a case study that employed 
principles from social cognitive theory to test an innovative mobile phone SMS 
intervention for asthma management. The pilot study findings indicate the feasibility 
of tracking asthma symptoms and improving self-efficacy of asthma patients. In light of 
the rapid technological progress and mHealth as an emerging field, Holtz and Buis argue 
for designing and testing more theoretically based interventions to understand the full 
impact of mobile phone applications for managing chronic diseases.

Based on the premise that public health agencies need to understand how to develop 
text messaging initiatives that are most likely to be effective, Karasz, Li-Vollmer, Bogan and 
Offenbecher in Chapter 8, “Targeting Young Adult Texters for Public Health Emergency 
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Messages: A Q-study of Uses and Gratifications,” investigate the uses and gratifications 
of text messaging for young adults in an urban area in King County, Washington. They 
employ uses and gratifications theory and Q-methodology to shed light on how and 
why young adults use texting to help health practitioners understand what will make 
their text messaging programs more resonant and appealing to this audience. Karasz and 
colleagues discuss how the findings can assist in targeting and marketing text messaging 
campaigns for emergency preparedness and response to young adults. They also discuss 
how the findings can inform the content of text messages in order to maximize the 
potential for influencing health outcomes in this group.

In light of the increasing use of the Internet and mobile technologies to access health 
information, Briones and Sundstrom close Chapter 9, “Reaching the Unreachable: How 
eHealth and Mobile Health Technologies Impact At-Risk Populations,” by exploring how 
traditionally hard-to-reach health consumers use the web and mobile technology for 
health purposes, and why they prefer to use these channels. They show how eHealth 
affects medical providers, health educators, consumers, patients, and vulnerable 
populations. With special attention to aspects of mobile health and its relationship with 
at-risk populations, Briones and Sundstrom present a case example of the Text4Baby 
campaign in the United States. Briones and Sundstrom argue that the Text4Baby is an 
effective model of an mHealth communication campaign and its ability to reach targeted 
audiences with discrete advice and information will narrow the gap between knowledge 
and behavior change. Briones and Sundstrom offer suggestions for health practitioners 
and directions for health communication scholarly research in order to fully understand 
and determine the effects of the Internet and mobile technologies on health issues.

health CommuniCation and CommuniCation systems

The fourth part of this book comprises three chapters that demonstrate media are 
not just used to push information, but that networked communications technology 
allows us to input and participate in the creation of health information on individual 
and organizational scales. These studies address the growing interconnectedness of 
clinical, organizational, and administrative practices in technology-mediated health 
communication efforts. As individuals use networked communications technology for 
delivery of healthcare at a distance, understanding how these systems are used and 
engaged is growing more important. In Chapter 10, “Coming Full Circle in Rural Trauma: 
Chronicling the Development and Testing of Communication Systems in Rural Trauma 
Networks,” Avtgis and Polack present a longitudinal, multi-study collaboration that seeks 
to improve the communication-related aspects of trauma team function, interaction, 
and coordination for the ultimate outcome of increased performance and patient safety 
within the rural trauma system in West Virginia. They find that the use of competent 
communication and appropriate computer mediated communication contributes to 
effective rural trauma network communication practices. Avtgis and Polack call for more 
attention to complex phenomena such as the trauma patient triage process and resulting 
communication and argue for interdisciplinary collaboration to identify problematic 
issues associated with communication and the practice of trauma medicine.

In Chapter 11, “From Patient-based Records to Patient-centered Care: Reconfiguring 
Health Care Systems for Interoperable Electronic Health Records,” Mardis uses a 
Computer-Mediated Communication perspective to explore the scope, complexity, and 
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interdisciplinary nature of interoperable Electronic Health Record EHR systems. Through 
an assessment of standardization practices in clinical, administrative, and technical 
domains, she highlights some of the unresolved conflicts-over-standards that EHR 
initiatives have inherited and will have to face if widespread interoperability is pursued. 
Mardis argues that, to make the interoperable EHR possible, healthcare systems must 
undergo significant transformations that can achieve uniformity in health information 
uses, interpretations, and collection practices.

Aceti and Luppicini, in Chapter 12, “The Role of Communication in Health Informatics 
Integration Success: Case Study of an Ontario Pediatric Critical Care Unit,” uses a 
sociotechnology lens to present a case study of the integration of mHealth technologies 
within an Ontario pediatric critical care unit. Considering the challenges in integrating 
health informatics into practice, and because mistakes can disrupt clinical workflows and 
patient care, Aceti and Luppicini hold it necessary to understand the interaction of social 
and technological contexts to ensure the successful use of health informatics within an 
organization. Focusing on end-user experiences and organizational strategic vision, their 
case study illustrates key issues with and the processes involved in health informatics 
integration. Aceti and Luppicini report the development of an integration model which 
they argue can be used to assist organizations in integrating health informatics and 
anticipate obstacles that may possibly occur before the integration is completely derailed.

health CommuniCation and media ethiCs

The fifth and final part of this book features three chapters dedicated to addressing the 
ethical dimensions of communicating health through mass media. The potential of mass 
media channels in advancing health education and promotion, and disease prevention 
goals raise important ethical concerns that are embedded in these activities. Lee, in 
Chapter 13, “Doing Good, Doing Right: The Ethics of Health Communication,” opens 
this section by highlighting the scarcity of research on the ethics of mass mediated health 
communication. Lee attributes this lack to the exclusive focus on message efficacy, which, 
she argues, is grounded in the assumption that “doing good” is more important than 
doing “right.” Against such a backdrop, Lee seeks to better understand the relationships 
between and among ethical values, message ethicality, and message efficacy in mediated 
health communication. Lee advocates for morally grounded health messages and the 
need for an ethical model of public health messages.

Continuing the argument about the importance of positive health communication 
messages, in Chapter 14, “Eating Disorders and Obesity: Conflict and Common Ground 
in Health Promotion and Prevention,” Watson and McCormack bring our attention to 
the challenges to ensure consistency and reach of health messages about weight, bodies, 
and eating in light of various mediated contexts. They discuss conflicting and common 
ground in health promotion, prevention, and early intervention for obesity and eating 
disorders. By presenting cases based on a composite narrative of clinical experience, 
Watson and McCormack exemplify how mediated health communication messages 
designed to improve health knowledge and/or behaviors may result in unintended 
harmful effects. They offer practical key messages and strategies to exemplify integrated 
positive approaches to eating disorder and obesity prevention and health communication 
and promotion initiatives and media portrayals.
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Finally, Chapter 15, “The Ethics of Disability Representations on Television,” 
by Worrell focuses on the ethical implications of the portrayal of health issues in the 
media. Worrell examines the ethics of disability representation on primetime television 
by focusing on the portrayals of disability and the accuracy of such portrayals. Finding 
the under- and mis-representations of disabilities in the media to be problematic and 
potentially harmful, Worrell advocates for continuing research into disability portrayals. 
She calls for examining their potential effects of these portrayals to help generate more 
knowledge of their ethical implications. This knowledge can help educate individuals, 
policymakers, and voters regarding issues related to disability, argues Worrell.

Conclusion

Who should Read this Book? Why and hoW? 

We have carefully chosen the contributions in this volume so that they collectively shed 
light on health communication research and practice in mass mediated contexts. We 
hope reading this book will allow readers to access and understand multiple perspectives 
on mass mediated health communication. We wish readers to recognize how health 
communication theory, research, and practice in mass mediated contexts inform each 
another. Finally, we desire readers to engage applied media and communication projects 
that provide models for their own efforts in health communication policy and practice.

As mentioned above, the book has a broad scope, offering an integrated approach 
to communication theory and application in mass mediated contexts. When reading 
this book, we encourage readers to reflect on the topical and methodological diversity 
in the field. We also encourage readers to appreciate the ways that theory shapes health 
communication applications and how those applications inform the further construction 
of theory. We believe reading this book will facilitate dialogue about the nexus between 
health communication research and application in mass mediated contexts.
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introduction

Passed in March 2010, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 (PPACA) 
has engendered significant, sometimes heated, debate among citizens and policymakers 
and will set into motion numerous, sweeping changes for the U.S. healthcare system. 
PPACA (hereafter referred to as healthcare reform) has the capacity to affect almost every 
single American by changing legislation, regulating insurance laws and employee benefits, 
and covering an additional 32 million individuals (The Commonwealth Fund 2010). 
Though there is much debate about healthcare reform and the impact it will have on the 
healthcare industry and the economy in the U.S. (Doherty 2010), there is little systematic 
knowledge regarding how the public is acquiring information about healthcare reform 
and the public’s perceptions and understanding of healthcare reform itself. 

Healthcare reform is an emerging health policy context that is relevant to health 
communication researchers for three reasons. First, healthcare reform can have a direct, 
simultaneous impact both on well individuals and those with chronic and acute health 
conditions. Second, information about healthcare reform includes elements of prevention, 
intervention, and/or treatment, based on individuals’ current health status. Finally, due 
to healthcare reform’s partisan nature, public perceptions and understandings of it could 
be considerably impacted by the one-sided, divisive perspectives of the political entities 
and organizations that have a considerable stake in the success or failure of the legislation. 
Thus, determining how and where the public is acquiring healthcare reform information 
is important in order to begin to recognize public perceptions and understandings of the 
legislation. This chapter thus explores the various interpersonal and media sources used 
by the public to gather healthcare reform information in relation to individuals’ amount 
of information-seeking, beliefs about the provision of reliable, quality information, and 
level of uncertainty about healthcare reform. 
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Media and interpersonal information sources

Information, which is “stimuli from a person’s environment that contribute to his or 
her knowledge or beliefs” (Brashers et al. 2002: 259), can be obtained via a number of 
communication channels (Dutta-Bergman 2004). One reason health communication 
scholars and researchers have become interested in health information-seeking behavior 
in particular is because it is such a prevalent use of media and interpersonal sources 
(Burkell et al. 2006). Initially, individuals seeking health information are likely to consult 
interpersonal sources such as family or friends (Buller et al. 1995), though media sources 
such as television, newspapers, and the Internet, are subsequent, important sources for 
health information (Brashers et al.). Media are certainly integral health information 
sources, as they define illness and health, feature services and products that can help 
consumers manage their health, and provide a representation of others who have specific 
health conditions to a large number of individuals (Cotten and Gupta 2004). For example, 
Fox (2006) suggests 80 percent of adults surveyed have searched for health information 
online, and 53 percent indicated they used the information they found to make health 
decisions.

Dutta-Bergman (2004) examined interpersonal and media health information sources 
that included TV, radio, newspapers or magazines, hotlines, the Internet, and family 
or friends. He found that individuals who utilized active sources such as newspapers, 
magazines, and the Internet, which encourage the gathering of information and require 
participants to communicate with others while obtaining information, were more likely 
to have strong health beliefs and to be health conscious than those employing passive 
sources such as TV and radio. Dutta-Bergman’s study examined a random sample of 
Americans, which presumably included both individuals who were healthy and those 
with health conditions; this is a population similar to those who we believe will be 
impacted by healthcare reform and thus will seek information about it. As such, we also 
utilize these information sources in this chapter to understand how the public acquires 
and evaluates information about healthcare reform. 

In related research on health information sources, Pecchioni and Sparks (2007) found 
that patients’ family members reported being significantly more satisfied with the Internet 
as a health information source, whereas patients themselves reported more satisfaction 
with doctors and nurses as health information sources. Madden and Fox (2006) also 
found that 58 percent of caretakers reported the Internet was an important tool for 
making health decisions. Time constraints, competing demands for attention, and a lack 
of training in effective communication impair physician’s communication with patients 
(Sparks et al. 2007), which most certainly influences patient health information-seeking 
behaviors (Sparks and Villagran 2010), and can greatly impact medical adherence and 
decision-making for patients (Tinley et al. 2004). 

In addition to being related to multiple aspects of individuals’ health beliefs, use of 
various information sources are also of interest because they can be linked to specific 
health behaviors. For example, Buller et al. (1995) found that the more individuals sought 
skin cancer information from print media (that is, newspapers, magazines, newsletters, 
or pamphlets), the more they engaged in skin-protection behaviors. Further, use of 
healthcare providers and magazines or newspapers as information sources, as opposed to 
the Internet and toll-free phone numbers, was positively related to requesting a specific 
prescription medication (Lee 2009). Lee also determined that using the Internet as an 
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information source facilitated consumers to discuss specific prescription medication 
with their health providers, an effect that grew substantially between 1999 and 2002. As 
such, using various media and interpersonal sources for obtaining health information 
has a number of potentially important implications, particularly when considering that 
behaviors related to healthcare reform can involve any combination of prevention, 
intervention, and/or treatment. We thus examine these sources in relation to information-
seeking, information quality, and uncertainty. 

inforMation-seeking 

Information-seeking is defined as “the purposive gathering of information” that is 
intentional and goal-directed (Hogan and Brashers 2008: 50). Passively attending to 
healthcare reform coverage when it is encountered, especially in a media environment 
where health information is readily available and difficult to avoid (Brashers et al. 2002), 
would also constitute information-seeking in this chapter. This perspective also aligns 
with Hogan and Brasher’s principle of uncertainty management which states that there 
are multiple information sources and forms. 

In terms of health information-seeking, individuals employ a variety of sources. 
In a study of breast cancer patients, high monitors (that is, active information seekers) 
were more likely to use newspapers and magazines as cancer information sources than 
low monitors (Cowan and Hoskins 2007). Further, individuals with diabetes reported 
frequently turning to their friends and family for information, as well as passively 
acquiring information from sources such as newspapers and television (Longo et al. 2010). 
The Internet was a popular source for prescription medication information (DeLorme  
et al. 2011).

According to Buller et al. (1995), individuals who are faced with risky, uncertain 
health situations where multiple courses of action are possible will actively search for 
information. Though healthcare reform was followed very closely by 51 percent of the 
American public in 2010 (Pew Research Center for the People and the Press 2010), many 
individuals could not accurately or confidently describe the specifics of the legislation 
(Knowledge Networks 2010). Thus, it is likely that many citizens sought information 
about healthcare reform and employed a variety of mediated and interpersonal sources to 
do so. We next consider how they evaluate the information that they seek.

inforMation QuaLity 

The quality of health information involves individuals evaluating the information they 
seek by way of the following components: how current or recent the information is; 
how relevant it is to what the individual is searching for; how reliable and accurate the 
information is believed to be; how comprehensive and inclusive the information is; and, 
how useful the individual finds it to be in meeting his or her needs (Eysenbach and 
Kohler 2002, Sheppard et al. 1999). Burkell et al.’s (2006) sample of spinal cord injury 
participants indicated that, though online information was seen as more accessible, it 
was also perceived to be less accurate, current, and specific. Participants also expressed 
some concerns about magazines or newsletters, with information from this mediated 
periodical source viewed as more current, but less accessible and specific. Nevertheless, 
periodicals were a source of spinal cord injury information that was employed by a large 
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proportion of participants. In another context, HIV/AIDS patients rated their healthcare 
professionals as being most likely to provide quality, reliable information (Hogan and 
Palmer 2005). Though other interpersonal information sources were ranked next, Hogan 
and Palmer noted that this source was not very strong in terms of quality and reliability. 

Similar to interpersonal sources, prior research has shown that the Internet produces 
an overload of information that is not regulated for quality and, thus, could potentially 
be unreliable and harmful (Christensen and Griffiths 2008, Cowan and Hoskins 2007). 
Despite this limitation, perceived usefulness of the Internet as an information source 
positively predicted individuals seeking prescription drug information online (DeLorme 
et al. 2011). Information quality thus seems to be of particular concern when the Internet 
is a primary information source. Overall, there is conflicting research evidence about 
the extent to which online health information is perceived to be of high quality, and 
little empirical indication about whether the quality of health information varies by 
other media and interpersonal health information sources. As a broad health topic that 
affects both well and ill consumers and provides information for health prevention, 
maintenance, and treatment, healthcare reform is thus an ideal context for examining 
information quality differences by information source.

uncertainty 

According to Brashers (2001), uncertainty occurs “when details of the situation are 
ambiguous, complex, unpredictable, or probabilistic; when information is unavailable 
or inconsistent; and when people feel insecure in their own state of knowledge or the 
state of knowledge in general” (478). In the health context, uncertainty is so integral to 
information-seeking that Cotten and Gupta (2004) define health information-seeking 
as searching for and receiving messages that assist in uncertainty reduction about one’s 
health status. Uncertainty can also be linked to information quality. For example, 
information about a subject that is found to be unreliable or inaccurate, dated, irrelevant, 
and/or incomplete will likely mean that the individual is uncertain about the topic. 
Indeed, in the long-distance caregiving context, uncertainty shared a significant small-
to-moderate, positive relationship with information quality (Bevan et al. 2011). Though 
uncertainty and information processes are inextricably linked (for example, Hogan and 
Brashers 2008), no known research has examined whether levels of uncertainty differ 
by health information source. However, Gill and Babrow (2007) found that themes of 
uncertainty and ambivalence were dominant in magazine articles about breast cancer, 
suggesting that uncertain messages are present in (and may differ by) health information 
sources. 

As healthcare reform significantly alters a health care system that is already 
challenging and complex (Johnson 2011) and how the legislation will actually unfold and 
be implemented is unknown (Doherty 2010), it should be a highly uncertain situation 
for consumers and thus an ideal context for comparing uncertainty levels in relation 
to different information sources. Further, healthcare reform is a health topic that is of 
interest both to those who are well and ill and involves prevention, intervention, and 
treatment messages. Thus, healthcare reform differs from many specific health conditions 
or illnesses in an integral way: individuals cannot rely on health professionals as a reliable 
information source. For example, research regarding information sources for health topics 
such as skin (Buller et al. 1995) and breast (Cowan and Hoskins 2007) cancer, diabetes 
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(Longo et al. 2010), HIV/AIDS (Hogan and Palmer 2005), and spinal cord injury (Burkell 
et al. 2006) identified health professionals as frequent, reliable sources of information 
for participants about their conditions. However, physicians themselves are uncertain 
about healthcare reform (Doherty 2010) and if that influential information source is not 
available, individuals are likely to experience uncertainty about the legislation. Further, 
this uncertainty could differ by both the sources that are employed and viewed as most 
important. 

research Questions

Healthcare reform is a health issue that has been extensively covered by media sources 
such as the Internet, television, magazines, and newspapers. Indeed, it was one of 2010’s 
top news stories (Crary 2010, Pew Research Center for the People and the Press 2010, 
Tharoor 2010). Despite the extensive news coverage, individuals were frequently wrong 
about what was and was not contained in the healthcare reform bill, and were also fairly 
uncertain about their judgments (Knowledge Networks 2010). As such, investigating 
which sources were used and preferred by the American public for healthcare reform 
information in relation to information-seeking, information quality, and uncertainty is 
valuable for understanding which sources are perceived as useful and which are not about 
this important, far-reaching topic. 

Healthcare reform is clearly a new and unique form of health policy and is a broad 
health topic. As such, it is unlike much health information-seeking research topics that 
focus on a specific illness or condition. We thus ask the following three exploratory 
research questions in the context of healthcare reform:  

RQ1: Does level of information-seeking vary by (a) whether or not a particular 
information source was used and (b) what the most important source of information 
was?

RQ2: Does level of information quality vary by (a) whether or not a particular 
information source was used and (b) what the most important source of information 
was?

RQ3: Does level of uncertainty vary by (a) whether or not a particular information 
source was used and (b) what the most important source of information was? 

Method

participants and procedures

Researchers at Chapman University collected these data, as part of a larger study on 
public perceptions of healthcare reform. An online questionnaire on SurveyMonkey.
com was employed. All individuals had to meet two criteria to participate: (1) be 18 
years or older; and (2) be an American citizen. Participants (N = 389) were recruited in 
three ways. First, Facebook and Twitter posts and emails to the researchers’ extended 
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social and professional contacts were employed. Initial participants recruited via this 
method were also asked to forward the study link to others who they thought may want 
to participate. Second, study information was posted under Craislist.org’s Community: 
Volunteers section in six randomly selected cities: Kansas City, MO; New York, NY; Dallas, 
TX; Butte, MT; and Baltimore, MD. Third, information about the study was announced 
in Chapman University undergraduate communication studies classes, and the survey 
link was given to interested students. Upon consenting to participate, individuals were 
told that the study investigated individuals’ perceptions and understanding of healthcare 
reform, defined as “the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) that was 
signed into law in March 2010.” Participation took approximately 10–15 minutes, was 
voluntary, anonymous, and without compensation.  

The survey was open from September 24, 2010 to October 30, 2010, a date range that 
was chosen for three reasons: 

1. to ensure that enough time had passed since March 2010, when healthcare reform 
became law, so that participants could seek information and form opinions about it; 

2. to correspond with heightened healthcare reform media coverage accompanying the 
implementation of the initial set of benefits of the law that took place on September 
23, 2010; and

3. to finish collecting data before the November 2, 2010 national midterm elections so 
participant responses would not be impacted by the election results. 

Participants averaged 41 years of age (range = 18–78, SD = 16.06), were primarily male (n = 
239, female n = 98), and classified themselves as White/Caucasian (n = 280, Asian n = 25, 
Hispanic/Latino n = 24, other n = 22, Black/African American n = 3, American Indian or 
Alaska native n = 2, Hawaiian or Pacific Islander n = 1). Respondents’ highest completed 
education level included no degree (n = 2), high school/GED (n = 41), Associates degree 
(n = 27), Bachelor’s degree (n = 113), Master’s degree (n = 94), Ph.D./Ed.D. (n = 33), MD 
(n = 8), and other (n = 11). Participants were currently employed in full-time (n = 177) 
or part-time (n = 75) positions, or were unemployed (n = 72). Annual household income 
ranged from under $10,000 (n = 11), $11,000–20,000 (n = 13), $21,000–$30,000 (n = 
11), $31,000–$50,000 (n = 31), $51,000–$75,000 (n = 45), $76,000–$100,000 (n = 51), 
$101,000–$150,000 (n = 67), to over $150,000 (n = 53, prefer not to answer n = 47). Most 
participants (n = 204) voted for Barack Obama for president in the 2008 election (did not 
vote for Obama n = 88, did not vote n = 34) and were Democrats (n = 168, Republican n = 
54, Independent n = 77, other n = 25). 

The majority of participants currently had health insurance (yes n = 352, no n = 
37), and those who were insured indicated it was sufficient for their healthcare needs 
(yes n = 295, no n = 57) and was moderately-to-highly satisfying (M = 5.37, SD = 1.53, 1 
= strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). Via a series of non-exclusive items, a minority 
of participants reported being members of groups that were particularly likely to be 
impacted by healthcare reform (that is, parents with children without insurance n = 23, 
those with jobs that do not provide health insurance n = 62, who cannot get insurance 
due to a pre-existing condition n = 23, who cannot afford health insurance n = 56, who 
are employed in the healthcare field n = 74, are small business owners/self-employed n = 
46, or are seniors on Medicare n = 18). Via three 7-point items, participants moderately:
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1. supported healthcare reform (M = 4.71, SD = 2.09); believed that 
2. healthcare reform will personally impact their health (M = 4.54, SD = 1.68); and 
3. that healthcare reform will be an improvement over the U.S.’s prior method of 

handling healthcare (M = 4.47, SD = 2.01). 

In addition, a 7-point item found that participants were paying a moderate-to-high 
amount of attention to healthcare reform (M = 5.03, SD = 1.59).

Measures

Information sources Information source about healthcare reform was measured using 
items adapted from Dutta-Bergman (2004). Seven dichotomous yes/no items asked 
whether participants had used each source for healthcare reform information and then 
were asked via a single item to choose which source was most important (see Table 2.1). 
The following information sources were included: TV, radio, newspaper, magazines, 
Internet, family or friends, and other. 

Information-seeking Healthcare reform information-seeking was adapted from Kahlor et 
al.’s (2006) 2-item scale. Higher values indicate more information seeking (1 = Strongly 
disagree, 7 = Strongly agree; When healthcare reform comes up, I try to learn more about 
it; M = 4.88, SD = 1.36, a = .69).

Information quality The healthcare reform information quality scale was adapted using 
eight Likert-type items from the 2003 Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS) 
that measured cancer information quality (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree). As 
this adapted scale has not been used in a health policy context such as healthcare reform, 
we conducted an exploratory principal component analysis with varimax rotation. 
Criteria for factor selection were a .65 primary loading with all other loadings under .35, 
an eigenvalue of at least 1, and at least two items per factor. Two factors meeting these 
criteria emerged: (1) a 4-item satisfaction with information quality factor (for example, You 
were satisfied with the information you learned about healthcare reform; eigenvalue = 

Information source Use: Yes/No Most important

tv 285/79 42

radio 208/136 46

newspaper 258/92 62

Magazines 151/172 10

internet 304/54 149

family or friends 236/98 35

other 51/169 26

Note: N = 389.

table 2.1 Media and Interpersonal Information Source Frequency and 
Importance
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1.19, 11.93 percent of the variance explained; M = 4.34, SD = 1.33, a = .77); and (2) a 
6-item difficulty obtaining information factor (for example, It took a lot of effort to get 
the information you needed about healthcare reform; eigenvalue = 4.55, 45.52 percent 
of the variance explained; M = 3.80, SD = 1.33, a = .81). Higher items indicate greater 
information quality satisfaction and difficulty.

Uncertainty Uncertainty regarding healthcare reform was assessed by way of seven 
items from Mishel’s (1981) health-related uncertainty measure (1 = Strongly disagree,  
7 = Strongly agree; It is not clear to me what is going to happen with healthcare reform). 
Higher values indicate greater uncertainty (M = 4.39, SD =1.27, a = .85).

results

The three research questions were tested via a series of univariate ANOVAs. For RQs 1a, 
2a, and 3a, univariate ANOVAs examined levels of the information and uncertainty 
variables according to whether or not each information source was used. For RQ1a, 
those who employed each of the healthcare reform information sources except for 
family/friends engaged in greater information-seeking than those who did not use these 
sources. For RQ2a, those who read magazines were more satisfied and had less difficulty 
with healthcare reform information quality than those who did not. In addition, those 
consulting family/friends were less satisfied and had more difficulty with healthcare 
reform information quality than those who did not. For RQ3a, individuals who used 
magazines as an information source for healthcare reform were more certain than those 
who did not. In contrast, those who acquired healthcare reform information from family/
friends experienced more uncertainty than individuals who did not employ this source 
of information. No other information source differences were observed for information-
seeking, information quality, and uncertainty (see Table 2.2 for means and F values). 

For RQs 1b, 2b, and 3b, the four information and uncertainty variables were examined 
in relation to the fixed factor of most important healthcare reform source. Tukey HSD 
posthoc tests were employed. Only information-seeking (RQ1b) significantly differed 
according to most important information sources: when newspaper or other sources 
were rated as most important, there was more information-seeking than when family/
friends was the most important source with no other sources differing from one another. 
No other most important information source differences were observed for information 
quality (RQ2b) or uncertainty (RQ3b; see 2.3 for means and F values). 

discussion

Our exploratory study detected a number of interesting trends regarding participant 
sources of information about the topic of healthcare reform in relation to differing levels 
of information quality, information-seeking, and uncertainty. Participants who used 
each information source, except for friends/family, reported seeking more information 
about healthcare reform (RQ1a). If magazines were used or family/friends were not used 
as information sources, the quality of information was satisfying to participants, and 
this information was also viewed as less difficult to obtain (RQ2a). If participants did 
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Satisfaction 
with 

information 
quality

Difficulty 
obtaining 

quality 
information

Information-
seeking

Uncertainty

Information Source F F F F

tv .69 .27 4.78* .90

yes M 4.29 3.85 4.94a 4.45

no M 4.43 3.76 4.56b 4.30

radio .48 1.27 8.45** 1.00

yes M 4.31 3.74 5.07a 4.35

no M 4.41 3.91 4.63b 4.50

newspaper .05 2.25 18.84*** .02

yes M 4.33 3.74 5.08a 4.41

no M 4.37 3.99 4.38b 4.43

Magazines 8.08** 9.92** 16.98*** 9.27**

yes M 4.57a 3.54a 5.22a 4.18b

no M 4.15b 3.01b 4.60b 4.62a

internet .01 .81 13.03*** 1.33

yes M 4.34 3.77 5.01a 4.37

no M 4.33 3.95 4.27b 4.59

family or friends 5.65* 10.48** 1.49 14.27***

yes M 4.22b 3.97a 4.78 4.59a

no M 4.60a 3.46b 4.98 4.00b

other .10 1.59 15.68*** .23

yes M 3.56 3.56 5.55a 4.17

no M 3.51 3.83 4.73b 4.28

Note: For each column, values with different subscript letters significantly differ at p < .05. 
 * p < .05 ** p < .01 *** p < .001.

table 2.2 F Values and Means for Media and Interpersonal Information Sources 
by Information-seeking, Information Quality, and Uncertainty 

not use magazines or did use family/friends as an information source, they were more 
uncertain about healthcare reform (RQ3a). Results showed those who indicated that 
newspaper or other channels were their most important information source engaged in 
more information-seeking than those who identified family/friends as most important, 
with no differences observed by most important information source for uncertainty or 
information quality (RQ1b, 2b, and 3b). What these findings mean for understanding 
the utility of various information sources for acquiring healthcare reform information is 
discussed below. 

Participants’ use or non-use of a particular information source was found to be 
significantly related to each of the information and uncertainty variables. In particular, 
when magazines were employed as a source of healthcare reform information, participants 
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engaged in information-seeking, felt that this information was less difficult to obtain 
and satisfy, and felt more certain about healthcare reform. Further, when newspapers 
were rated the most important healthcare reform information source, participants sought 
more information. These findings are generally consistent with Dutta-Bergman’s (2004) 
research, which found that those who obtained health information from newspapers or 
magazines were more health-oriented than individuals who did not. 

Both newspapers and magazines can provide active, cognitively involved, in-depth 
coverage of a health issue and can also be archived for future information-seeking (Dutta-
Bergman 2004). These qualities may make magazines, and to a lesser extent, newspapers, 
particularly appealing as an information source for individuals who are learning about 
healthcare reform and may thus explain this pattern of findings. Further, compared to 
television and newspapers, magazines may be viewed as a less partisan or biased form of 
media for health information, which may explain why participants viewed information 
from this particular media source as being of relatively higher quality and providing 
more certainty about healthcare reform. Magazines may have also been viewed as 
providing information that is easier to obtain because they can be available in multiple 
forms (for example, both in paper form and online through the magazine’s website). 
Further, magazines provide a great deal of information, which to our participants may 
have translated into less difficulty obtaining information because they did not have 
to consult additional information sources. In addition, the growth of magazines as a 
health information source (Gill and Babrow 2007) means that this media channel has 
the potential to be an invaluable resource for individuals seeking healthcare reform 
information. 

In contrast, when healthcare reform information was obtained from interpersonal 
sources such as family/friends, participants felt that this knowledge was less satisfying, 
more difficult to obtain, and felt more uncertain about healthcare reform than those who 
did not. Further, when family or friends was selected as the most important healthcare 

Information Source Satisfaction 
with 

information 
quality

Difficulty 
obtaining 

quality 
information

Information-
seeking

Uncertainty

F 1.10 1.53 5.17* 1.05

tv 4.01 3.94 4.33a, b 4.55

radio 4.39 3.60 5.02a, b 4.18

newspaper 4.42 3.73 5.23a 4.36

Magazines 4.32 4.12 4.25a, b 4.15

internet 4.44 3.76 5.04a, b 4.38

family or friends 4.01 4.33 4.07b 4.81

other 4.56 3.51 5.25a 4.23

table 2.3 F Values and Means for Most Important Media and Interpersonal 
Information Sources by Information-seeking, Information Quality, 
and Uncertainty

Note: For each column, values with different subscript letters significantly differ at p < .05. 
* p < .01.
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reform information source, less information-seeking occurred. Our results are potentially 
problematic when considering that university students recently indicated they used 
family and friends most frequently as a source of health information (Percheski and 
Hargittai 2011). This pattern of findings also differs from Dutta-Bergman’s (2004) results, 
which viewed family/friends as a useful source of information. However, our findings 
suggest our participants may be aware that family or friends can be an inaccurate and 
detrimental source of health information, as cautioned by Buller et al. (1995). 

In addition, the topic itself may explain the inconsistency between our findings 
and Dutta-Bergman’s (2004) regarding the family/friends information source, such that 
the ubiquity of healthcare reform may have meant our participants found themselves 
as passive, even unwilling, participants in interpersonal interactions about the issue. 
This pattern of non-use also would clarify why use of the family/friends information 
source was the only one for which information-seeking levels did not significantly differ. 
Further, the controversy of the topic may also assist in understanding these findings – 
the politically charged, partisan atmosphere surrounding healthcare reform may have 
meant that discussing the topic with family or friends was not perceived by participants 
as helpful. In fact, if discussed with those who have differing, extreme opinions and if the 
conversation is primarily one-sided in nature, healthcare reform could be a polarizing, 
frustrating, and conflict-inducing topic. Overall, our pattern of findings suggests that 
magazines, and to a lesser extent, newspapers, seem to be a useful form of healthcare 
reform information, whereas learning about healthcare reform from family and friends 
can potentially be problematic. 

Though not a specific focus of our investigation, we also found that the Internet 
was both the most-used healthcare reform information source and the most important 
channel for our participants. Though this finding may to some extent be an artifact of 
our online data collection method, it is consistent with previous research (for example, 
DeLorme et al. 2011, Eysenbach et al. 2002, Fox 2006). Our results may partially be 
explained by Pecchioni and Sparks’ (2007) research, which found that family caregivers 
were more satisfied with the Internet as a source of health information. 

As the Internet is an active information source that is used by individuals who are 
health conscious, have strong health orientations, and take part in healthy activities 
(Dutta-Bergman 2004), that this source is preferred by our participants for acquiring 
healthcare reform information makes sense. However, the general lack of quality control 
regarding online health information (for example, Cline and Haynes 2001, Eysenbach and 
Kohler 2002) means that information obtained about healthcare reform via the Internet 
could be inaccurate, misleading, or biased. These limitations of the Internet seem to be 
of particular concern for our participants, who did not discern that information quality 
differed according to whether or not the Internet was used or was their most important 
source of healthcare reform information.  

implications for academics

Academic research can extend and be informed by our findings in two ways. First, our 
information quality variable emerged as a multidimensional concept. The satisfaction 
with the quality of information dimension involved confidently being able to find 
information about healthcare reform and viewing information as useful, satisfying, and 
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trustworthy. Conversely, the difficulty in obtaining quality information variable included 
frustration, trouble, and effort in locating and comprehending information about 
healthcare reform. Using the same 2003 cancer information HINTS items, these same 
information quality dimensions were also observed in long-distance caregiving research 
(Bevan et al. 2011). Information quality has been measured unidimensionally, but our 
findings suggest that information quality is multidimensional. Future research may want 
to consider these nuances and how quality of information is assessed in multiple ways.

Second, a variety of future research ideas for scholars interested in healthcare reform 
emerge from our findings. Longitudinal studies that trace public information-seeking 
and understanding of healthcare reform until and beyond its full implementation in 
2014 would provide an ongoing examination of how the public seeks and consumes 
knowledge about this important topic. Another healthcare reform research topic is to 
compare information management and usage behaviors of individuals who are healthy to 
those with acute and chronic health conditions. Relatedly, the extent to which healthcare 
reform information-seeking and usage behaviors may differ when attempting to prevent 
or treat specific health conditions or simply to remain well would also be informative.  

implications for Health practitioners 

The PPACA is a new and evolving national health policy that will affect millions of 
Americans. Which sources for healthcare reform information are used and viewed as most 
important can assist health practitioners in designing messages that alleviate uncertainty 
and difficulty in obtaining information, while promoting information-seeking practices 
and satisfaction with the quality of information obtained. We thus offer a number of 
implications of our findings for health practitioners. 

First, healthcare reform campaign messages may want to recommend active, in-
depth information media sources such as magazines to individuals who are interested 
in acquiring quality healthcare reform information. However, individuals who are not 
health-oriented may be less likely to employ active media sources such as magazines 
and newspapers, and doing so exclusively in campaigns may create a knowledge gap, 
especially if a unique population is of particular interest (Dutta-Bergman 2004). Tailoring 
different healthcare reform messages for passive media sources, such as TV and radio, 
may also target individuals with a low health orientation (Dutta-Bergman). 

Conversely, designers of health campaign messages may want to caution individuals 
about acquiring information from their family or friends about healthcare reform. Though 
this source of health information has been considered valuable in previous research (for 
example, Buller et al. 1995, Dutta-Bergman 2004), the partisan and controversial nature 
of healthcare reform means these interpersonal sources are likely to be less useful in 
this context. Finally, the Internet is generally thought of as a valuable and frequently 
employed health resource (for example, Rains 2007). In this context, however, health 
communicators should understand that the Internet, though the most frequently used 
and preferred healthcare reform information source for our sample, was also perceived 
by our participants as no more or less a useful or certain information source than TV, 
radio, or newspapers. As such, determining ways to assure consumers that they can be 
certain about online healthcare reform information from specific sources such as www.
healthcare.gov, the official government website, and that it is of high quality, would allow 
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health campaign designers to make the best use of this media source for disseminating 
healthcare reform information.

conclusion

A number of limitations exist in this study. Our convenience sample does not truly 
represent the perspectives of the entire U.S. population about healthcare reform. That 
this study was conducted online also likely inflated the number of individuals who used 
and preferred the Internet as a healthcare reform information source. However, from 
September 23–26, 2010, during the start of our data collection, healthcare was the second 
most followed news story by the American public (Pew Research Center for the People and 
the Press 2010), suggesting that many of our participants were likely seeking healthcare 
reform information via a variety of sources at that time. Nonetheless, future research 
should attempt to include a larger sample size with individuals from a broader range of 
backgrounds (for example, SES, race/ethnicity, age, gender, and so on) using multiple 
data collection methods. 

In conclusion, all aspects of healthcare reform are new – the actual guidelines of the 
legislation, the interpretation and enactment of the laws, media coverage, and even the 
response and feedback of individuals who are most affected by it. As the provisions of 
healthcare reform continue to take effect and are challenged in federal and state courts, 
individuals are going to desire more certainty about the legislation as well as more quality 
information. Our exploratory findings suggest that magazines are the preferred source 
for such quality healthcare reform information and decreased uncertainty. However, 
the Internet, as the most frequently used and important source of healthcare reform 
information by our sample, should also be considered by those who are invested in 
the continuation and success of the healthcare reform legislation. Overall, government 
officials and health communication scholars can use our findings to devise the most 
concise and effective way of communicating healthcare reform information and policies 
to the public.  
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chapter  3 Theory-based Health 
Campaigns: A Winning 
Combination

Micheline Frenette

introduction

Mass media health campaigns are designed to encourage people to adopt behaviors that 
favor their well-being. However, bringing about such changes usually requires a great 
deal of effort and persuading people to engage in them is quite a challenge. Although the 
design of a successful campaign includes many important steps such as understanding 
the stakeholders and documenting the problem at hand (that is, understanding the 
probable causes and relevant solutions as well as the characteristics of the population of 
concern) (see Frenette 2010), the purpose of this chapter is to underscore the importance 
of theoretical models as the cornerstone of any good communication strategy. Theory, in 
the context of health promotion, may be defined as a conceptual framework that serves to 
understand, explain, and predict human behavior; theory draws our attention to variables 
such as beliefs and attitudes that studies have shown to be linked to how a person will 
behave in a particular situation and provides an explanation for the relationships among 
these variables (Cameron 2009, Rimer and Glanz 2005). Theories are useful because they 
allow us to go beyond our intuition and personal experience to build a broader and 
more explicit understanding of human behavior and to become familiar with a variety of 
approaches to the challenging task of guiding people toward better health habits. In that 
light, it is astonishing to observe the extent to which a large number of health campaigns 
are not theoretically grounded. For instance, Jones and Donovan (2004) conducted a 
survey of health promotion practitioners to investigate the extent to which they were 
aware of, understood, and utilized the major health promotion theories and models 
derived from research in the areas of psychology and communication. To their dismay, 
they found that fewer than half of practitioners used any of the standard theories and 
models taught in health promotion courses in their work.

In developing the argument that we should keep insisting on the necessity for health 
campaigns to be theoretically anchored, this chapter intersects with two major themes 
of the book. First, it clearly echoes the principle that the best health communication 
campaigns are theoretically grounded and it also supports the idea that, in turn, theory 
development is best guided by successful applications. To that end, it will be argued 
that, in fact, two sets of theories are needed to increase the probability of successful 
mass media health campaigns. The first set of theories comprises the multiple persuasion 
models developed to help us understand what moves people to change their behaviors so 
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as to better their health (or why they resist doing so) in order to translate the campaign 
objectives into effective communication strategies. Such strategies may be applied in a 
variety of contexts (that is, interpersonal, organizational, mass media, and so on). As 
health communication practitioners increasingly use media as vehicles of dissemination, 
it is argued that we need another set of theories: those that have evolved over the years to 
help us understand how media function within society and how they may be harnessed 
to influence individual and collective behaviors. I will demonstrate the relevance of the 
two ensembles of theories by offering examples of successful health campaigns in each 
case.

Persuasion Models

There are many persuasion models and the reader will find a useful overview in Cameron 
(2009). Space constraints allow the presentation of only two of the best known ones, 
the Health Belief Model and the Stages of Change (or Transtheoretical) model. They 
will serve as examples of how theories can lead to a better understanding of the issues 
and subsequently, translate into concrete suggestions for the design of campaigns on a 
diversity of health problems.

the health BelieF Model

The Health Belief Model (HBM) (Becker 1974, Janz and Becker 1984) identifies, in its 
earliest incarnation, four factors that, together, determine the probability that a person 
will change her/his behavior in order to minimize risks to her/his health. The first factor 
is the person’s own perceived vulnerability, which depends on the perceived level of risk 
(“How likely is it that I have this problem if I persist in my ways?”) and on the severity of 
the problem (“How harmful would the consequences be?”). The second factor is related 
to the assessment of the costs and benefits of the recommended solution: the person must be 
convinced that the recommended behavior will solve the problem and that its benefits 
will outweigh the costs and drawbacks entailed by its adoption. Third, the person must be 
confident in her/his ability to put the solution into action. Fourth, the HBM suggests that 
the presence of environmental incentives that push the individual to act could tip the scales 
(for example, the pressure from a friend, services offered in the neighborhood and so on).

Campaigns inspired by the Health Belief Model generally seek to increase the targeted 
population’s perception of the risk, which is not always easy: logical demonstrations 
may leave people indifferent, while emotional messages like the ones using fear must be 
handled cautiously. For example, messages presenting people with disability following 
a traffic accident certainly illustrate the serious potential consequences of speeding, but 
individuals living with disabilities may feel that the message stigmatizes them as somehow 
deserving of their disability. In addition to increasing risk perception, there are many 
other angles of approach suggested by the HBM. Based on the analysis of the problem as 
experienced by the audience, it is possible to either highlight the benefits of the solution 
(that is, being more in control of one’s health, better weight management, and so on) 
or to demystify the perceived disadvantages of the latter (that is, explaining preventive 
medical tests, suggesting ways of preparing vegetables, and so on). For complex problems 
such as drugs and gambling addictions, self-confidence may be the most important factor 
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to consider, in which case the best option for the campaign could be to direct people 
towards the appropriate resources. The HBM has proved a valuable guide for interventions 
related to various health problems. Let us consider three of them briefly.

Wong and Tang (2005) explored the factors specified by the Health Belief Model 
relating to the practice of habitual and volitional health behaviors against Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) among Chinese adolescents. These factors included 
perceived threat of SARS, perceived benefits and barriers in practicing SARS preventive 
health behaviors, cues to action, knowledge of SARS, and self-efficacy. Perceived health 
threat (as reported in the media) and environmental cues to action (such as posters and 
disinfection stations) were salient correlates of the practice of SARS preventive health 
behaviors. Wong believed that adolescents (as well as the general population) perceived 
preventive health behaviors against SARS (such as facemask-wearing and hand-washing) 
as having more benefits than costs, since local health authorities often emphasized their 
effectiveness and simplicity. In this case, self-efficacy did not contribute significantly to 
the understanding of SARS preventive health behaviors compared to other components 
of the HBM, mainly because they were relatively easy to perform. In short, the HBM 
offered an explanation of why the interventions to counter SARS were effective. Such 
knowledge is valuable because it provides guidelines for the analysis of similar problems 
in the future.

A more complex situation involves adolescents who engage in a wide variety of 
high-risk behaviors for contracting hepatitis B because they perceive the risk to be low. 
Slonim et al. (2005) examined this problem from the perspective of the HBM, which 
led them to identify the barriers that prevented the adoption of protective behaviors 
such as vaccination. The biggest barrier by far, mentioned by 94 percent of interviewees, 
was that “most adolescents do not like getting shots” (180) and fear of needles was the 
most frequently listed potential barrier to vaccine acceptance (30 percent). Suggestions 
as to how campaigns could help overcome such barriers included increasing perceived 
susceptibility (for example, “provide everyday examples of how hepatitis B is contracted” 
(182), “emphasize that the virus lives on surfaces for at least seven days” (182), “tell them 
that hepatitis B is 100 times more contagious than HIV” (182)); increasing perceived 
severity (for example, “hepatitis B may lead to cirrhosis – scarring of the liver, liver cancer, 
liver transplants, or even death” (183)); or, increasing response-efficacy (for example, “the 
three-dose vaccine series prevents hepatitis B” (183), “hepatitis B is the only STD you can 
get vaccinated against” (183), “a shot is less painful than getting a tattoo or ears pierced” 
(183)). In this case, the HBM suggested it was necessary to intervene simultaneously 
on various aspects of the situation to help bring about change. In the next example, a 
different picture of the situation is derived from the same model.

To support breast cancer prevention among adolescent girls and their mothers, Silk  
et al. (2006) conducted focus groups and analyzed them with a coding scheme based 
on the Health Belief Model. With regard to susceptibility, adolescent girls were able 
to identify age and heredity as risk factors, but they were somewhat confused about 
what heredity really means. A campaign might then acknowledge and define the role 
of heredity (for example: “If your mother or aunt had breast cancer, later in life you 
might be at risk too. Here are some things you should know” (Silk et al. 2006: 3133). 
The researchers also suggested addressing myths as a way to attract teenagers’ attention 
and increase the salience of the issue. For instance, adolescents erroneously believed 
that being hit in the breast might increase your chances of breast cancer later in life. 
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A message that incorporates casual, familiar language that they commonly use could 
address “hits to the chest” and focus instead on relevant factors that do reduce risk (for 
example, to avoid alcohol and to exercise regularly). Indeed, both mothers and daughters 
reported strong beliefs about eating fruit and vegetables and exercising regularly as 
essential factors for good health, but they did not clearly link such lifestyle factors to 
breast cancer prevention. Due to the high levels of perceived severity of breast cancer by 
both mothers and daughters, the authors felt it was unnecessary for a campaign to insist 
on the potential severity of the disease. In this case, the HBM drew attention to the fact 
that the major obstacles to change lay in the erroneous beliefs about susceptibility and 
the lack of knowledge of preventive factors.

the StageS oF change (or tranStheoretical) Model

Another well-known theoretical model for health campaigns is Prochaska and 
DiClemente’s (1983) Stages of Change model, later renamed the Transtheoretical Model 
of Change (TMC) (Prochaska, Johnson and Lee 1998). The TMC defines six stages and ten 
processes of change. The stages of change are defined as occurring over time and consist 
of: 

a) precontemplation;
b) contemplation;
c) preparation;
d) action;
e) maintenance; and
f) termination. 

Precontemplators are identified as people who see no problem with their current 
behavior and express no intention of changing. Individuals in the contemplation stage 
convey awareness of a behavior problem, and are seriously thinking about overcoming 
it within the next six months. Preparation defines the stage within which people intend 
to take action shortly, usually in the next 30 days, and have begun to make some small 
behavioral changes. Action is the stage in which individuals have modified their behavior, 
experience or environment in the last six months, to change or overcome a problem. The 
maintenance stage involves preventing relapse and can last from six months to as long as 
five years. Finally, termination is the stage in which individuals express no temptations 
to return to their former behavior and have 100 percent self-efficacy. Progression through 
these stages is not necessarily linear and regression is always a possibility.

Processes describe how people go about making changes and include five experiential 
ones and five behavioral ones. The experiential processes of change consist of 
consciousness raising, dramatic relief, environmental reevaluation, social liberation, and self-
reevaluation. The behavioral processes of change include helping relationships, stimulus 
control, counterconditioning, reinforcement management, and self-liberation. The processes of 
change and the stages of change are interrelated, with the former acting as precursors to/
facilitators of the latter (Prochaska, Johnson and Lee 1998). The number and complexity 
of processes used to make change increase as people move from precontemplation to 
maintenance. Two additional constructs used with the Transtheoretical Model of Change 
are reminiscent of the Health Belief Model: “decisional balance” and “self-efficacy” 
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(Prochaska, Johnson and Lee 1998: 71). Decisional balance refers to the ways people 
perceive the benefits and barriers associated with making changes. Self-efficacy refers 
to the degree of confidence a person has in being able to make or maintain change 
in various situations. People who are in the precontemplation or contemplation stage 
typically perceive barriers as strongly outweighing benefits. They also often have low 
self-efficacy. The opposite is usually seen for those in the action or maintenance stages. 
For tailored materials to be effective, the components of decisional balance, self-efficacy, 
and processes of change must be relevant to the people targeted based on which stage 
they are in.

Over the years, studies have confirmed the relevance of the TMC to foster a wide 
range of healthy behaviors, such as exercising and eating vegetables as well as preventive 
behaviors to avoid injury and skin cancer. For example, Tai-Seale (2003) identified the 
proportion of citizens in rural counties at different stages of change for regular physical 
activity. Almost half of the population was in the precontemplation stage – suggesting 
a population at great risk for diseases with physical inactivity as a risk factor. Further, 
barriers and triggers differed by stage of change and demography. The author concluded 
that specific groups in this population may benefit from a campaign aiming to increase 
self-efficacy, the availability of time for activity, and the awareness of associated benefits.

Ruud et al. (2005) designed newsletters containing stage-matched messages based on 
the TMC to increase motivational readiness to increase fruit and vegetable intake among 
young adults. While participants in all stages wanted to know how to add more fruits 
and vegetables to their diets, their needs and interests varied somewhat according to 
what stage they were in. Although participants from all stages liked the recipes, time and 
ease of preparation were especially important to participants in the precontemplation 
or contemplation stage. Participants in the preparation stage particularly focused on the 
pictures and graphics, indicating they provided a good cue for trying the item pictured. 
They also appreciated tips on making simple substitutions to common foods. On the 
other hand, if they were in the action or maintenance stage, respondents enjoyed the 
more creative recipes in addition to the simple ones. Participants in the precontemplation 
or contemplation stage were also interested in how to prevent spoilage, while those in 
the preparation and action or maintenance stage wanted more information about serving 
sizes. Those in the precontemplation or contemplation stage made stronger statements 
about how the taste of vegetables influenced their intake. Thus, they may benefit from 
stage-tailored messages that focus not only on how to add more vegetables to the diet but 
also on ways to enhance their flavor.

Kidd et al. (2003) used the TMC to improve injury prevention interventions because 
they felt it allowed greater sensitivity in detecting where along the change process an 
intervention might be more effective to move a person to think about injury prevention 
or to function as a “booster” in supporting movement from action to maintenance of 
hazard avoidance. Among the participating high school agriculture students selected for 
follow-up farm visits one year later, 86 percent had made safety behavior changes in their 
work. For their part, Cho and Salmon (2006) conducted a pilot study to investigate the 
effects of fear appeals for the promotion of skin cancer preventive behavior among college 
students in different stages of change. After being exposed to fear appeals, individuals who 
were in the precontemplation stage indicated a greater likelihood of thinking defensively 
and fatalistically regarding the facts on health risk than those who had intended to 
engage in or who had previously engaged in preventive behavior. Concurrently, after 
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being exposed to fear appeals, those who were in the precontemplation stage reported 
less favorable attitudes toward message recommendations, weaker intentions to engage 
in the recommended behavior, and less performance of preventive behavior than those 
who had contemplated or had previously engaged in preventive behavior. This study is a 
good example of how the stages of change TMC may be advantageously combined with 
different persuasion techniques, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of the latter.

Nonetheless, like any theoretical tool, the TMC does not offer a foolproof solution. 
For example, one shortcoming was pointed out by Rutter and Quine (2002); they 
contested the premise that barriers are identical from one person to another, and yet 
believed that this shortcoming is easy to circumvent by knowing the specific barriers 
for any given circumstance. Furthermore, interactive media can compensate for this 
weakness by offering individuals the opportunity to select the information that directly 
concerns them, or by sending reminders or reinforcements through emails or text 
messages. Another legitimate objection that applies to all persuasion models deplores the 
fact that they tend to focus on individual responsibility and to ignore the wider social 
determinants of health such as laws and regulations, school systems, workplaces, social 
and medical services, community cohesion, and so on (Dutta-Bergman 2005). Indeed, a 
campaign on healthy eating for young people is an empty gesture if a school’s cafeteria 
and vending machine offer low quality food. As a result, a significant portion of the 
energy spent on health promotion may be better oriented towards structural changes of 
this kind. Nonetheless, health practitioners still need to address individual citizens and 
they are likely to do so through the media. To enhance the effectiveness of the persuasion 
models hopefully used in the design of health campaigns, proper consideration should 
also be given to the ways in which the media themselves influence people.

Media influence theories

When a health campaign is launched in the media, it accounts for only a minuscule 
part of the content competing for the public’s attention. In addition, the message will 
reach people while their interest is directed toward other activities, such as listening 
to the news or enjoying a movie with family members. Therefore, it seems necessary 
to understand how the campaign’s influence will be amplified, reduced or cancelled by 
the media dynamics within which it is inserted. To illustrate this point, I will discuss 
two theories that are promising for planning health campaigns: Uses and Gratifications 
(U&G) and Cultural Studies (CS). There are several other theories about media influence 
and the interested reader will find a complete presentation in McQuail (1994).

the USeS and gratiFicationS theory

Following initial attempts to document the supposedly powerful effects of media, 
researchers eventually focused instead on what uses people made of the media (for 
example, listening to the news, watching movies, and so on) and how these uses gratified 
certain needs (for example, feeling connected to society, relaxing and so on) (Katz, 
Gurevitch and Haas 1973, McQuail 1994). The studies conducted within the tradition of 
“uses and gratifications” (or U&G) provide at least three valuable observations that can be 
kept in mind when trying to augment the potential success of a health campaign.
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First, the central component of uses and gratifications theory, that is, the very idea 
that people actively seek out particular contents with the aim of satisfying certain needs, 
is also quite relevant for health campaigns. In fact, there are two ways to incorporate 
the concept into one’s thinking about health campaigns. One is to consider how the 
campaign can merge with the uses the individual is engaged in when she/he becomes 
aware of the message. Indeed, it is easy to overlook the fact that a health campaign aired 
in the mainstream media is not sought out by the individual, but occurs when she/he 
is watching the news, listening to music or entertaining herself/himself through a story. 
Another researcher also believes this to be significant; Dutta-Bergman (2005: 9) writes:

take, for instance, the case of audience exposure to a fear-inducing advertisement right after 
watching a positive, emotion-inducing television program (a situation comedy). The viewer 
might simply be likely to avoid the message to maintain his or her positive emotional state.

Ideally, one would choose a program that would naturally blend in with the campaign’s 
content, but this is rarely possible. Instead, special attention can be devoted to the 
campaign’s format to make it as consonant as possible with the public’s listening or 
viewing experience (unless the avowed goal is to be provocative). The second way of 
taking into account the uses and gratifications concept for health campaigns is to consider 
what uses and gratifications the message lends itself to. Is it emotionally gratifying and/or 
aesthetically appealing? Does it provide practical advice? Does it point to resources in the 
environment, such as a helpline or website? DeBar et al. (2009) studied website use and 
behavioral outcomes in a multi-component lifestyle intervention promoting healthy diet 
and exercise for adolescents and found that the most visited website pages had content 
related to incentive points, caption contests, and fun facts. They concluded that web 
elements of a multi-component intervention may promote retention and engagement in 
target behaviors, as long as they blend fun and behavioral elements, rather than exclusively 
focusing on behavioral changes, to make them more acceptable to adolescent participants.

The second lesson to be learned from this perspective is to be mindful of the natural 
resistance to change. Indeed, members of the public, far from being easily malleable, 
spontaneously tend to choose content that will be in line with their needs, tastes, and 
opinions. Cognitive filters based on prior interests and views lead to selective exposure to 
media content, then to selective perception, and finally, to selective memorization. This 
selection is especially true for messages that go against the personal views of the individual; 
these messages are more likely to be filtered in order to avoid psychological discomfort, a 
phenomenon known as “cognitive dissonance.” Dutta-Bergman (2005: 11) is one of the 
few researchers to have acknowledged the value of this concept for campaign planners:

Selective exposure theory documents that individuals selectively orient their attention to those 
stimuli in their environments that match their existing predispositions, values, and behaviors. 
Therefore, campaign materials that propose to alter the belief structure of the receiver of the 
message are not likely to be adhered to. Instead, those individuals who are already interested in 
the issue end up learning from the message.

An example of such a cognitive filter comes from a study by Déry and Renaud (2007) 
who found that adolescents who already had an active lifestyle were more interested than 
their peers in the content on physical activity presented within an educational program.
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As the reader may have noticed, the concept of resistance to change developed 
within the U&G tradition is reminiscent of the Health Belief Model’s admonition to 
overcome barriers to change. However, it precedes the HBM in that it acts as a reminder 
that the best designed campaign may be easily ignored not only because a campaign is 
a minute portion of media content, but especially because a campaign’s core message 
usually contrasts with media content centered on entertainment, excitement, story-
telling, consumerism, and pleasures of all sorts. However, campaign planners can come 
to terms with this reality as illustrated by the following two examples. In a study on 
sexual risk reduction, Horner et al. (2008) found a way to capitalize on the story-telling 
potential of the media. They used a culture-centered approach for developing messages 
to promote sexual risk reduction in urban African American adolescents. Analysis 
focused on two barriers to sexual risk reduction: (a) social pressure for early initiation 
of sexual intercourse and (b) perceptions that condoms reduce sexual pleasure. They 
demonstrated how competing narratives identified in the analysis could be featured in 
radio and television messages advocating healthy behavior by modeling risk-reducing 
negotiation skills. Working on a sun protection campaign, Potente et al. (2011) had 
to contend with the fact that the sun is more often presented in the media as a source 
of beauty and pleasure rather than a risk factor. They used ethnographic methods to 
produce insights into sun protection behaviors and attitudes of Australian adolescents 
and revealed the complexity of the factors that influence sun protection behaviors, 
such as peers, lifestyle, environments, social norms, and fashion. Sun protection was 
imbued with associations of negativity, dullness, and irritation which were dissonant 
with adolescents’ buoyant, dynamic and fun filled experience of the sun. Key barriers 
to sun protection were found to stem from the perceived impact of sun protection 
behavior on peer acceptance, negative perceptions around what sun protection 
communicates about the user, the tone of existing sun protection communication, in 
sharp contrast with the spontaneous, unplanned nature of the adolescent lifestyle. As 
a consequence, a successful campaign on sun protection would need to acknowledge 
adolescent concerns in both its persuasive strategy and its format.

A third powerful idea for health campaigns that emerges from the uses and 
gratifications theory is the fact that media messages do not reach an individual who lives 
in isolation but one who instead is embedded within overlapping social circles (that is, 
family, friends, fellow students and/or coworkers, and so on). Indeed, some campaign 
planners tend to overlook the fact that media messages are often discussed in social 
circles, whether on the spot or later on, and that these discussions are likely to alter the 
individual’s perception of the campaign. As Dutta-Bergman (2005) points out:

A college student watching a message alone in a dorm room will perhaps respond very differently 
to the message as opposed to being exposed to the message amidst a group of friends at the 
student union (9). 

This difference was in fact observed by Helme et al. (2011). Her study team conducted 
interviews with young adults about conversations that took place in the context of a 
large, televised safer sex mass media campaign. Results indicated that Public Service 
Announcements (PSAs) were often viewed in the company of friends and significant 
others, and that it was not uncommon for conversations about the PSAs to take place. 
Three broad categories of these conversations involved discussions about PSA realism, the 
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seriousness of the message, and humor. While in some cases, conversations seemed to 
advance the goal of the campaign (for example, participants discussed the risk of sexually 
transmitted infections [STIs] and condom use), in other cases they did not (for example, 
participants discussed the lack of realism in a particular PSA).

Consequently, health practitioners might plan to harness the interpersonal 
component of media reception instead of leaving the outcome to chance. Van den Putte 
et al. (2011) point out that interpersonal communication can serve at least two functions 
in the context of health campaigns: (a) to stimulate change through social interaction 
and (b) to further disseminate message content in a secondary diffusion process. Van den 
Putte and colleagues’ study of smokers found that mass media messages (antismoking 
campaigns and news coverage relevant to smoking cessation) have an indirect effect on 
smoking cessation intention and behavior via interpersonal communication. Exposure 
to campaigns and news coverage prompts discussion about the campaigns, and, in turn, 
about smoking cessation. Interpersonal communication regarding smoking cessation 
then influences intention to quit smoking and attempts to quit smoking. In addition, 
a substantial number of smokers who were not directly exposed to the antismoking 
campaigns were nevertheless indirectly exposed via communication with people who 
had seen these campaigns. These results imply that the encouragement of interpersonal 
communication can be an important campaign objective.

The U&G theory we have just discussed is centered on individual needs and habits 
that guide media practices while the next theory directs our attention toward broader 
cultural issues pertaining to peoples’s experiences with the media.

the cUltUral StUdieS theory

Researchers in the tradition of cultural studies, among which Stuart Hall (1977, 1980) 
is considered as a founder, approach media in a different way. From their point of view, 
media are carriers of an ideology, understood as a system of meanings and practices 
that reflect the values of a social group (Curran, Morley and Walkerdine 1996). Media 
would tend to reproduce the society’s dominant ideological field and to make it look as 
natural and universal. In other words, the media are seen to function primarily as public 
meeting places that reinforce consensus by favoring a certain vision of the world, both 
in the news coverage and in works of entertainment. From this angle, the cultural studies 
approach leads us to question health campaigns from an ethical point of view, regarding 
the underlying values they embody. For example, do they attribute responsibility for 
the problem to individuals in the first place? Do they promote solutions that benefit 
the pharmaceutical industry? Do they act as a simple relay for established figures of 
authority?

Moreover, the cultural studies tradition has emphasized the interpretive capacities of 
members of the audience (Morley 1980, 1992). They are viewed as active participants in 
the communicative exchange who will strive to make meaning from whatever message 
they encounter. Cultural studies researchers also argue that, when faced with ideologically 
charged media content, persons may display various reactions. They can accept the 
worldview that is presented (hegemonic mode), partially accept it (negotiated mode), 
or reject it outright (oppositional mode). Although the “text” (that is, the campaign 
message) directs people toward a preferred reading, the decoding of the text can go in 
a number of directions since the process is grounded in several characteristics of the 
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individual, including knowledge and experience, but most notably, culture, values, and 
social context. Several examples may be found of how health messages lend themselves 
to different interpretations.

For instance, Richer and Renaud (2007) found that an imaginary character (the 
“blue man”) that was part of a campaign promoting physical activity was perceived 
differently by girls and boys. While boys were focused on his behavior and accepted him 
as an “athlete” who displayed skills they could imitate, girls saw him as an unattractive 
mascot that did not inspire them. In other words, girls overlooked the character’s 
message because his appearance did not appeal to them. The researchers argued that 
girls are socially conditioned to maintain high expectations of appearance, even when it 
threatens to interfere with their personal development. Cultural affiliations, even within 
a given society, also lead to different interpretations of health messages. For example, 
Miller-Day and Barnett (2004) examined ways in which ethnic identity and perceptions 
of cultural norms were linked to adolescent drug use attitudes. A cultural approach to 
adolescent drug use behavior entails investigating and describing a culture’s normative 
beliefs and the perceptions of members of that particular ethnic culture toward those 
beliefs as tied to cultural practices. Arguments for this framework suggest that drug 
prevention information presented in ways that are meaningful and culturally relevant to 
the targeted population is more likely to be retained and used than information presented 
in ways that do not reflect group values or norms. The most interesting difference that 
emerged in the stories of the Black respondents was that Blacks did more drugs than 
other races although demographics did not support this view. The Whites generally 
did not perceive drug use to be normative among other Whites. Miller-Day and Barnett 
(2004) argued for increased health campaign prevention efforts directed at erroneous 
perceptions of ethnic cultural norms.

Finally, let us consider another example that underscores the need to design media 
campaigns with the intended audience’s cultural beliefs in mind. In a study with young 
African teenagers, Ragnarsson, Onya and Aaro (2009) found that participants had limited 
knowledge about HIV from a biomedical perspective. Instead, their understanding and 
interpretations of HIV and other sexually transmitted diseases were largely informed 
by traditional and religious belief systems. Based on these interpretations, they also 
expressed distrust towards the medical health system, and distrust influenced where they 
said they would go for care, support, and treatment. The study demonstrated that some 
ways of understanding HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted illnesses may weaken 
efforts of health education interventions based solely on a medical and modern notion of 
disease. Consequently, the authors emphasized the importance of exploring traditional 
and religious belief systems and taking these into account when planning and designing 
behavior change interventions such as media campaigns.

In short, the Cultural Studies approach brings forward a very important idea: no 
unique meaning is inscribed within a message; rather, different interpretations, guided in 
great part by cultural affiliations, are likely to take place. As a consequence, the persuasive 
strategies of health campaigns should strive to be culturally meaningful. The preceding 
examples are meant to illustrate how media theories can merge with persuasion theories 
to help make health campaigns as relevant as possible. Such theoretical tools are valuable 
assets for both academics and practitioners.
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implications for academics

There are at least four ways in which academics may contribute to building theoretically 
sound health campaigns. First, they have an important role to play in helping health 
practitioners take advantage of the full range of theories by developing an integrated or 
“polymorphic” approach to campaign design. According to Dutta-Bergman (2005):

A polymorphic approach to theorizing and application development focuses on locating and 
harnessing the multiplicities of communication, on integrating the rich body of communication 
theories, and simultaneously retaining their diversity (16). 

This recommendation supports the suggestion to work toward an integrative 
framework that would include both persuasion models and media influence theories. 
The evaluation of health campaigns is also worthy of academics’ attention. In addition 
to measuring results, the theoretical bases of campaigns should also be examined so 
that we may continuously improve our theoretical constructs. Furthermore, an exciting 
challenge for researchers is to study the extent to which current theoretical models 
may be adapted for the design and evaluation of campaigns now taking advantage 
of the multiple applications of interactive communication technologies. Finally, it 
behooves researchers to find productive ways of sharing academic knowledge with 
health practitioners through traditional avenues such as workshops and publications 
while simultaneously exploring the creative possibilities of personalized media and 
social networks to such ends.

implications for health Practitioners

Throughout this chapter, several examples of how theoretical concepts were helpful in 
designing media health campaigns were presented. In closing, I would like to offer counter 
examples of campaigns that have sold themselves short for lack of proper attention to a 
theoretical foundation. After analyzing a set of smoking cessation messages to identify 
their underlying communication strategies, Cohen, Shumate and Gold (2007) found that 
message designers tended to favor certain strategies, hence abandoning other promising 
ones, because they knew little or nothing about theoretical models. The researchers 
further argued that, “These data might also indicate that message designers have difficulty 
producing theoretically grounded health communication messages” (Cohen, Shumate 
and Gold 2007: 100).

Another example comes from Lombardo and Léger (2007) who examined the Canadian 
Think Again social marketing HIV/AIDS prevention campaign, encouraging gay men to 
rethink their assumptions about their partners’ HIV statuses and the risks of unsafe sex. 
They found that while its design was clearly guided by social marketing principles, the 
campaign was not explicitly informed by any specific health behavior change theory and 
that theoretical concerns appeared to be an after-the-fact consideration. And yet, reviews 
and meta-analyses consistently show that effective HIV/AIDS interventions are theory 
driven and incorporate skill and self-efficacy-building aspects. In the researchers’ view, 
the Think Again campaign’s effectiveness may have been limited by its assumption of the 
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ideal scenario of a man making rational choices in a situation under his full volitional 
control which bore little resemblance to most situations encountered in real life.

conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to argue that a sound theoretical foundation should be 
a fundamental component of mass media health campaigns and to illustrate how both 
persuasion and media theories are necessary in this regard. Persuasion theories help us 
understand how people deal with a variety of health problems, how they resist change 
and how they may be more likely convinced to bring improvements to their lifestyle. 
Media theories are often overlooked in the process of designing and evaluating health 
campaigns and yet, they are a complementary theoretical asset to be used in conjunction 
with persuasion theories. Indeed, they help us understand how media function in society 
and how they may best be harnessed to reach individuals in the most meaningful manner 
possible. Clearly, there is no guarantee of success since the ultimate outcome of a health 
campaign depends on many other factors, some of which are not under the control of 
health practitioners. Nonetheless, a solid theoretical base remains the cornerstone of an 
optimal campaign and should be a primary concern for both health practitioners and 
academics. The efforts necessary to develop theoretically anchored health campaigns 
appear justified, given their potential to assist people in improving their individual and 
collective well-being.
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introduction

While approximately 8,200 people from developing countries die of HIV/AIDS daily, each 
day there are 13,500 new HIV infections (ActionAid 2010). AIDS has no cure. Because of 
the enormity of the crisis, several International Non Government Organizations (INGOs) 
offer a wide range of HIV/AIDS-related information on their websites. Based on the 
premise that HIV/AIDS-related health communication is integrally constituted by the 
discursive representation of disease, in this chapter, we provide a discourse analysis of 
HIV/AIDS representation on three INGO websites – ActionAid, AIDS Alliance (Alliance), 
and Avert. Our analysis focuses on an examination of how the INGOs represent HIV/AIDS 
on their websites with respect to their target publics. We investigate how the organization 
communicates with affected stakeholders and publics. We also examine how the websites 
construct the identities of those infected with HIV/AIDS and their communities. The goal 
of the analysis is to develop solutions that are both ethical and culturally sensitive.

International NGO websites strive to fulfill organizational goals through maintaining 
relationships with diverse publics that cross national borders. Stakeholders in such 
relationship-building processes include not only those affected, but also their families, 
the community within which these practices are embedded, INGOs, activist groups, 
pharmaceutical companies, corporate stakeholders, service organizations, governments, 
and policymakers. A key challenge in issue representation on an international website 
is to present the issues in a manner that is sensitive to both the local context and the 
multiple stakeholders. For example, researchers have examined the HIV/AIDS pandemic 
from the perspective of communicative relationship building with stakeholders with 
the goals of disease prevention and fostering context-friendly practice (Bardhan 2002). 
Examining relationships with international publics, however, involves the challenges of 
bringing into the mainstream marginalized voices while simultaneously remaining true 
to local cultural and social norms (Sriramesh and White 1992). INGOs dealing with HIV/
AIDS need to build relationships with marginalized publics that are sensitive to local 
norms, beliefs, and practices. 
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Our chapter examines health communication in the context of mediated HIV/
AIDS issue representation. We analyze international public relations discourse on 
INGO websites. In offering a discursive critique of the HIV/AIDS representation of three 
INGOs, the chapter identifies communicative challenges in international public relations 
programs addressing vital health promotion initiatives in an online format. We examine 
HIV/AIDS issue representation using the lenses of power and identity. These lenses enable 
us to investigate how publics and potential solutions for the HIV epidemic are framed. 
We begin with a discussion distinguishing INGOs from NGOs and their role in issue 
representation in initiatives involving health promotion and social change.

ingOs and issue representation on websites

Although INGOs function like NGOs, INGOS have a wider scope of activity. They operate 
globally while NGOs function within a particular nation. NGOs are defined as “private, 
voluntary, nonprofit groups whose primary aim is to influence publicly some form of 
social change” (Khagram, Riker and Sikkink 2002: 6). In extending this definition of 
NGOs to the international sphere, INGOs can be defined as international nonprofit 
groups working in more than one country to influence or bring about social change. 

In recent years, as INGOs have grown dramatically in number, size, and networks 
(Keck and Sikkink 1998), so has their impact on the causes they represent. Their impact 
has been aided, in particular, by the use of information and communication technologies 
(ICTs) such as organizational websites. ICTs have increased membership across 
geographical regions and promoted media coverage received by the issue (Shumate and 
Pike 2006). ICTs also assist INGOs in achieving other goals such as fostering social change, 
connecting stakeholders and building a policy consensus around an issue (Shumate, Fulk 
and Monge 2005). 

Although the potential of ICTs for promoting social change globally is promising, 
ICTs also have limitations in that they can impede meaningful transformations that 
seek to integrate disempowered voices into the mainstream. Disempowered publics 
often do not have Internet access and hence cannot participate in framing the issue or 
in disseminating communications about the issue. These asymmetries limit an INGO’s 
capacity to bring about desired social, economic, and political change where it is needed 
most. 

international Public relations and ingO website Discourse 

International public relations has been defined as the examination of the theory and 
practice of public relations across borders (Curtin and Gaither 2007) even as others 
have wondered if there is any form of public relations that is not global anymore 
(Sriramesh and Vercic 2003). International public relations endeavors are encumbered by 
environmental variables that are specific to particular contexts such as those of political 
ideology, economic system, activism, culture, and media (Sriramesh and Vercic 2003). 
Given the diversity in these variables, culture has emerged as one of the most important 
facets of international public relations practice (Huang 2000, Taylor 2001, Zaharna 2000, 
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2001) and is recognized as central to the act of meaning production in society (Curtin 
and Gaither 2007, Hall 1980, Williams 1961). 

As a form of global media discourse, websites of large INGOs strategically construct 
both the identities of those represented as well as the international organization itself 
(Appadurai 2001). The discourse on the websites of the international organizations 
engages both in (a) communicative relationship building with its stakeholders and (b) 
in identity construction of the publics and the organization. It is therefore important 
to consider the implications of online forms of communication on shifting traditional 
notions of power and access (Holtz 1996). 

Despite the challenges of the digital divide where a large number of those affected in 
developing contexts may not have access to the Internet or the information presented on 
the Internet, it is still important to examine the impact of INGO websites on HIV/AIDS 
for their communicative engagement with stakeholders and in framing the identity of 
affected publics. We believe such an examination opens a discursive forum to represent 
issues of identity and stigma in a manner that recognizes local cultural meanings of gender, 
sexual practices, and disease while constructing solutions based on the epidemiology of 
the pandemic. 

Method

Examining the discourse for the micro-practices of representation implies viewing 
discourse as “not just of representing the world, but of signifying the world in meaning” 
(Fairclough 1992: 64). Not only does discourse serve to represent, but it also imbues 
the issues, publics, or relationships, it represents with meaning. To analyze the HIV/
AIDS discourse on the websites, we drew upon Fairclough’s (1992) three-level approach 
to discourse analysis. The first level of analysis examines textual information for the 
rhetorical devices employed and the manner in which they position the speaker within 
the discourse. The second level of analysis considers the type of discourse and how it is 
articulated (for example, dominant discourse, contradictory discourse, silent discourse) 
and its location in the text. The third level of analysis locates the discourse within larger 
social, historical, and cultural contexts (Fairclough 1992). Our analysis focuses particularly 
on the representation of the goals of the INGOs on their websites along these three levels. 

We chose the websites for analysis using the principle of maximum variation 
sampling. This approach selects cases that differ significantly on a dimension of critical 
interest (Flyvvbjerg 2006). We selected INGO websites that differed significantly in how 
they framed their mission with respect to HIV/AIDS. This sampling approach enables 
the researcher to identify common patterns that hold across the different sampled units. 
It also allows a researcher to identify unique variations on the general pattern (Patton 
2001). We expected this strategy to provide information-rich cases that would capture 
some of the variation in HIV/AIDS issue representation on INGO websites. Using this 
principle, we selected the following: ActionAid, AIDS Alliance, and Avert.

Brief DeScriPtiOn Of the three ingO weBSiteS 

ActionAid ActionAid depicts HIV/AIDS as an issue of social justice. HIV/AIDS is one of 
many social justice and equity issues that the organization addresses. ActionAid (www.
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actionaid.org) has over 1500 full-time staff worldwide. It has programs and partnerships 
in approximately 40 countries, particularly in Africa and South Asia (Yearbook of 
International Organizations 2009a). 

AIDS Alliance (The Alliance) The Alliance (www.aidsalliance.org) focuses solely on HIV/
AIDS along multiple dimensions, especially as it relates to community organization. The 
Alliance has a full-time staff of more than 300 people and has programs in nearly 25 
countries in Africa and South Asia (Yearbook of International Organizations 2009b). 

Avert Avert (www.avert.org) is a small NGO that explicitly defines itself as the “most 
popular AIDS website” on the Internet. Avert is a small organization that is primarily 
focused on its educational mission via its website. It only has 11 full-time staff that 
primarily maintains its website. The site had more than 11 million visitors in 2008. Avert 
partners with community organizations in South Africa, but its international presence is 
quite modest (Whitehill 2009).

analysis and findings

We examined the dialogic representation of the dominant and silent stakeholders, 
cultures, and solutions. INGO websites may inadvertently reproduce or challenge the 
hegemonic sociocultural and political conditions. INGOs have an existence outside of 
the local sociocultural, political, and economic conditions in which HIV/AIDs occurs. As 
a result, INGO websites may be able to generate new discourses that oppose the dominant 
local narratives surrounding HIV/AIDS. These narratives could illuminate underlying 
assumptions, and challenge essentializing discourses around HIV/AIDS. Because of 
their international scope, INGO websites may also constitute persuasive frames that 
reify difference as for example, through marginalization of publics, or (re)envisioning 
alternative solutions that challenge disempowering discourses. 

analySiS Of POwer

The discourse of power is significant because it illuminates how INGO websites shape 
strategic initiatives through mainstreaming the issue, regulating access, or promoting 
relational dialogue. We begin with an analysis of ActionAid’s website.

ActionAid Website ActionAid’s website is oriented toward lobbying, providing preventive 
care, campaigning, and communicating with international institutions. For example, the 
web page states that in Africa, ActionAid is “working with the governments [to] establish 
National AIDS Commissions and community support groups that act as lifelines in hard-
hit regions” (ActionAid 2010) as well as helping to create a program where individuals 
find agency by devising solutions to address their own needs.

Prominent on ActionAid’s HIV/AIDS web page are documents for institutional 
stakeholders such as annual reports and policy documents for financing universal access. 
These documents provide information for government and the institutional targets of 
public lobbying initiatives; they thereby facilitate integrative engagement with other 
members of the community (see also Buzzanell 1994). Other links on the web page’s 
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left margin exemplify the tactics of large-scale issue mobilization for HIV/AIDS through 
events such as the World AIDS Day and Global AIDS Week (both for 2007, 2008), as well 
as academic and empirical endeavors (ActionAid Fellowship Program). 

ActionAid’s strategy of bridging the individual and the collective, the margins and 
the mainstream, on a common platform is exemplified by the membership that includes 
those in positions of political power as well as those at the margins of the discourse. For 
example, a procession organized by a nominated member of the Parliament, Ms Njoki 
Ndungu, “call(ed) on the government to review its policies on the links between violence 
against women and girls and HIV and AIDS” (ActionAid 2010). Participants highlighted 
issues of cultural and legal discrimination and the need to create awareness among those 
in legislative power so that “if they can see the injustices that we are going through, 
only then will they create laws to protect us” (ActionAid 2010). Further, ActionAid’s use 
of governmental and state actors legitimizes the issue through an official recognition 
of the pandemic; one that offers protection to those victimized by the legal system. Its 
strengths lie in creating an inclusive platform for collective articulation. In this regard, 
empowerment through collective mobilization can be envisioned as a form of cooperative 
enactment in organizing to bring about meaningful social and political change through 
supporting a form of participatory politics. 

However, in its framing of the issue, one limitation of the mobilization efforts is 
that women are constituted as discriminated against, as seeking institutional protection 
and guidance. Ultimately the voices of ordinary women represent a silent discourse and 
lack agency in a framework where women are represented as embodying meaningful 
agency seemingly only within a governmental logic. While oriented toward collective 
agency, ActionAid must strive to balance the constraints of a “control system that orients 
and constrains member behavior” (Harter, Edwards, McClanahan, Hopson and Carson-
Stern, 2005: 420). In other words, it should embody the strengths of collective agency 
without silencing the individual voices of those receiving assistance or those who are at 
the margins (Papa, Auwal and Singhal 1997).

Alliance Website The Alliance represents HIV/AIDS as a dominant discourse that 
is embedded in community narratives and universal access to large-scale structural 
initiatives. The Alliance focuses its strategies on strengthening the individual-community 
relationship: “It may be because the drugs are not available. Or it may be that you’re 
scared to ask for the help you need” (AIDS Alliance 2010). At the same time the Alliance 
strategies also focus on the core principle of universal access to structural resources. For 
example, on its website the Alliance recognizes the importance of taking a community and 
infrastructural approach such that “the actions taken by all stakeholders in the coming 
years will determine [how] many lives are saved (or not) as a result” (AIDS Alliance 2010).

The Alliance website thus includes both the dominant power structures and the 
community context that defines those infected with HIV/AIDS. Toward that end, the 
Alliance’s website utilizes strategies of institutional collaboration such as publishing 
a report along with UNAIDS focusing on universal access, policy deliberations, and 
funding (AIDS Alliance 2010). This set of strategies illustrates the Alliance’s concern with 
mainstreaming the issue and targeting publics through integrating collective action at 
the global level with corresponding tactics at the local and community level.

One way the public relations function can achieve its ethical goals of creating a more 
equitable, democratic society is by analyzing the manner in which the public relations 
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function selectively represents power discourses for articulating the voices of those most 
affected yet not traditionally included in the stakeholder-publics framework of INGOs 
(Motion and Weaver 2005). An illustration of this ethical framework can be found under 
“How We Work,” (AIDS Alliance 2010). There, the Alliance writes, “We know from 
our experience that the most successful responses to HIV are built on local leadership, 
commitment and responsibility” (AIDS Alliance 2010). The Alliance site also states, “We 
emphasise the importance of working with people most likely to affect or be affected by 
the spread of HIV. These are often people from marginalised groups, who are the most 
vulnerable and hardest to reach” (AIDS Alliance 2010). As exemplified by both these 
instances, the Alliance website discursively constructs micro-level power relationships 
between local leadership and the marginalized publics. 

Avert Website Avert’s website presents a primarily informational strategic approach, 
wherein the framing of target publics and solutions empowers by offering knowledge 
countering prevalent stigmatizing discourses and empowerment through mainstreaming 
the marginalized. For example, the smart card initiative (launched by Ashodaya, an NGO 
in Karnataka, a state in India) is described on Avert’s website thus: 

As well as encouraging sex workers to look after their health, this initiative raises sex workers’ 
self-esteem by integrating them into mainstream culture. [T]his can help them to take a firmer 
stance on condom use when negotiating with clients (Avert 2010). 

The smart card contains medical details of the holder (that is, the sex worker) and must 
be presented at a health check-up at least once in three months to remain valid. A 
valid smart card can be used by sex workers to get discounts on essential amenities. As 
a public relations tactic, we find that the smart card performs two vital functions: (a) 
that of providing knowledge of their epidemic and the systemic causes; and, (b) that of 
empowerment, in simultaneously leveraging power in favor of those marginalized.

Similarly, other initiatives on Avert’s website offer innovative strategies for 
articulation of an empowered role-identity for the sex workers. The most well known of 
these programs is the Sonagachi program in Kolkata, India. This program conjoins peer 
educators, madams (brothel-owners), and pimps in educational initiatives and training 
in a way that targets the constraints of their lived experience (such as client resistance 
to using a condom, dependence on clients for subsistence and wages) productively 
through leveraging power in partnership with the local (institutional) law enforcement. 
Avert’s presentation of successful solutions help to identify these strategies and empower 
individuals in these interstitial discursive public spaces.

analySiS Of iDentity cOnStrUctiOn anD StigMa

The discourse of identity illuminates the manner in which the identity or public 
face of social justice contradicts local struggles through locating stigma as a means of 
reproducing social difference. Stigma is defined as the socially constructed identification 
of a particular social group or groups of people that is based on a physical, behavioral, or 
social trait that diverges from prevalent group norms (Goffman 1961, 1963). A relational 
interrogation of the beliefs and social processes underlying construction of stigma reveal 
how stigmatization discursively reproduces embedded hegemonic societal norms that 
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victimize or de-legitimize those most affected by the epidemic. For example, research 
shows that stigma negatively affects sexual behaviors, care-seeking behaviors, and 
adherence to antibiotic regimens to disadvantage those at-risk (Farmer 1994, Fortenberry, 
McFarlane, Beakley, Bull, Fishbein, Grimley et al. 2002, Herek, Capitanio and Widaman 
2002, Scott 2009). By investigating identity constructions surrounding HIV/AIDS we 
hope to reveal alternative ways of constructing identity that envisage meaningful change 
at both the community levels and individual levels (Parker and Aggleton 2003). By 
interrogating stigma in identity construction we frame the social inequalities underlying 
HIV/AIDS-related practices through the lens of an informed biosocial understanding. 
This understanding can lead to interventions addressing relationships between those 
affected and the communities they are a part of, their institutional structures, and the 
inter-organizational network of INGOs to have an integrative and meaningful social, 
political, and cultural impact. 

Because HIV/AIDS is a sexually transmitted disease, its meaning attaches to a number 
of taboo topics related to gender and sexuality. Hence, local constructions of gender 
and stigma must be overtly invoked and subverted in order to undermine existing 
dominant elements of HIV/AIDS narratives. We now compare and contrast INGO website 
representation of stigma in conjunction with gender representation. 

ActionAid Website ActionAid recognizes stigma implicitly in its discursive construction 
of the implications of living with HIV/AIDS. It states, for example, that “people living 
with HIV and AIDS are denied many of their basic rights such as employment, safety, 
sexual and family life and to living free from violence” (ActionAid 2010). It primarily 
addresses stigma by pointing to the need to redress gendered forms of poverty. ActionAid 
also notes that stigma is a cause of poverty: “women and girls are the poorest of the poor 
because of the extreme forms of discrimination that persist in many parts of today’s 
world” (ActionAid 2010). 

Furthermore, ActionAid’s discursive framing of strategies targeting HIV/AIDS focuses 
attention on violence against women while being mindful of the micro-operations of 
power in localized contexts. For example, the website states: “Women are more vulnerable 
to HIV infection because they are not able to insist on protected sex, even when they 
know their partner is infected. Men often use physical violence to reinforce their power 
over women and girls” (ActionAid 2010). ActionAid seeks to address the micro-operations 
of gender relations through targeting the localized mechanisms of social construction of 
sexuality and control. 

Alliance Website On its website, the Alliance describes itself as “a network of national, 
independent, locally governed and managed linking organisations” (AIDS Alliance 2010). 
One of its core principles is that “everyone has the right to access the HIV treatment they 
need, without stigma” (AIDS Alliance 2010). The programmatic intervention strategies 
of Alliance target victimizing identity norms, specifically: “harmful sexual and gender 
norms and structural factors that fail to promote a legal and policy environment that 
fully supports the human rights of people living with HIV and those who are most at risk 
of infection” (AIDS Alliance 2010). Although treatment through antiretroviral therapies 
enable HIV infected individuals to live longer, those infected continue to be stigmatized. 
Stigma is a powerful social label (Goffman 1959, 1963). A stigmatized group can be defined 
as “a pejorative category of people who are devalued, shunned, or otherwise lessened in 
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their life chances and in access to the humanizing effect of free and unfettered social 
intercourse” (Alonzo and Reynolds 1992: 4). A human rights approach acknowledges 
and targets the fundamentally gendered premise of the issue: “The destruction wrought 
by HIV/AIDS is fuelled by a wide range of human rights violations, including sexual 
violence and coercion faced by women and girls” (AIDS Alliance 2010). The Alliance’s 
approach for HIV prevention, treatment and care includes “bringing people with HIV, 
community stakeholders and health providers together to develop partnerships, address 
gaps and difficulties, and support families and individuals” (AIDS Alliance 2010). The 
Alliance’s website’s discursive representation presents gender as negatively constituted by 
essentializing discursive practices. It also represents women as empowered agents with 
potential for resistance and looks for innovative strategic solutions that arise from the 
juxtaposition of contradictory subject positions and practices. Although local discourses 
work toward maintaining existing hegemonic relations, by encouraging community 
participatory strategies in their approach, the Alliance website effectively co-opts the 
normalizing community response and envisions positive solutions. 

The Alliance website includes examples of stigma-reduction programs in El Salvador, 
Mexico, and individual sub-Saharan African countries. The programs described on the 
Alliance website train the trainers with government support. Our analysis reveals that 
detailed information on stigma-reduction programs, if made available, would benefit 
those who access the site for information. For example, at the time of the analysis, by 
working with a partner organization, such as CISHAN (a linking organization comprised 
of 2000 partners of the International HIV/AIDS alliance in Nigeria), the Alliance had 
succeeded in putting a stigma and discrimination bill before the National Assembly of 
Nigeria. Unlike Avert, the Alliance website takes an international strategic approach by 
targeting government publics and performing a supportive role (such as planning and 
grant management) for its linking organizations.

Avert Website Of the three websites we examined, Avert explicitly targets its strategies 
toward those infected with HIV/AIDS. Avert represents AIDS as a disease of epidemic 
proportions. Its predominant strategy is to provide information on HIV/AIDS including: 
the history of AIDS, the science of HIV testing, treatments, and continent-specific 
information. The section on Africa, for instance, provides information on the continent 
and specific country-based information. The website’s discursive style reflects an 
integration of context and culture. As a discursive strategy, the site furnishes extensive 
general knowledge about human sexuality, questions and answers about sex, including 
a section about how to have sex that emphasizes contraception and disease prevention. 

Recognizing that young people need sex-related information, the site extensively 
discusses preventive measures for teenagers. It addresses prevention by explaining that 
HIV/AIDS can be transmitted in multiple ways including sexual activities, blood, and 
mother-to-child transmission. The site thus avoids essentializing HIV/AIDS as a sexual 
disease. HIV/AIDS infections also are represented in a gender-neutral manner as diseases 
experienced by both sexes and transmitted in both heterosexual and homosexual 
relations. While the website itself stays clear of any stigmatizing comments, it raises 
awareness of stigma through extensively discussing factors that contribute to stigma, the 
social-cultural levels at which stigma is experienced, and the effects of stigma. 

Fundamentally a social justice sensibility evokes a call to action that questions the 
status quo, and “entails a moral imperative to act as effectively as we can to do something 
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about structurally sustained inequalities” (Frey, Pearce, Pollack, Aartz and Murphy 1996: 
111). The intersection of power and identity concerns enables practitioners and scholars to 
understand “lived experience [through] which the embodiment of difference in spatially 
constitutive social practices reveals multiple sites of social restructuring” (Agarwal and 
Buzzanell 2008: 333). 

Discussion 

Our textual examination of the HIV/AIDS representation on the websites of three 
INGOs demonstrates that meaningful dialogic communication is needed to build 
viable relationships with relevant stakeholder groups. Issues of power are addressed by 
countering the stigmatizing and marginalizing discourses representing the disease and 
those affected. Issues of identity are addressed through reconstituting the disease-identity 
and the identity of its stakeholders (the people living with HIV/AIDS, the institutional, 
organizational, and community-based stakeholders). As we search for equitable and 
effective solutions to deal with the global pandemic, grassroots organizations and INGOs 
play a critical role in the discursive representation of the disease and those affected. 

Organizationally, the three INGOs are consistent in how they target their publics 
and in the objectives that they construct for their publics. ActionAid’s website focuses 
on a wide spectrum of issues and appears to target issue activists with a concern for 
social justice. The Alliance website focuses on community mobilization and participatory 
action by appealing to volunteers and those interested in engaging with HIV/AIDS within 
their communities. Avert’s website is informational and targets a range of publics from 
those affected by HIV/AIDS to researchers, policy makers, and organizers. Below we (a) 
examine the INGOs textual discourse critiqued along the two themes and (b) identify 
specific strengths and challenges for each INGO.

POwer

Avert’s website represents HIV/AIDS as an issue of structural power defined by an 
imbalance of information and knowledge among vulnerable populations. In contrast, 
the Alliance website represents HIV/AIDS as a problem of insufficient (infrastructural) 
community development. ActionAid’s website constructs HIV/AIDS as an issue of social 
justice. The Avert website reveals the lowest display of power as a social justice issue 
while the Alliance website implicitly acknowledges power as a social justice issue but 
downplays the need for structural changes through direct political action and power 
redistribution. Predominantly, the focus on community solidarity and community 
mobilization serves to normalize the discourse and push social justice concerns to the 
periphery of the community, thus marginalizing these concerns. The Alliance website 
targets multiple stakeholders to articulate locally created knowledge frameworks. It is 
particularly sensitive to the global/local tensions among diverse (international or national) 
stakeholder groups as well as the individual (local, community) opinion leaders. Avert’s 
strategies are primarily informational, but the discourse on the website eschews binary 
constructions of victimization.

Alliance’s focus on community mobilization and solidarity is a good start, but it 
papers over many of the pathologies associated with HIV/AIDS that originate in the 
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inequitable power distribution within local communities. Indeed its focus on community 
mobilization may silence the various kinds of advocacy, confrontation, and conflict that 
are needed to change the community and reduce power- and social-inequality. Focusing 
on community solidarity can direct attention away from inequitable power distributions 
that are the source of many HIV/AIDS problems. Part of the challenge might be to balance 
social activism and communitarianism to achieve social equity within communities. For 
Alliance’s website, emancipatory power lies in its ability to engage the tensions of calling 
upon individual mobilization and political action. Its challenge is to critically scrutinize 
its tactics and ensure that they embody meaningful agency for women and empower 
them within the context of their lived experiences. 

iDentity 

Although ActionAid recognizes the role of identity in constituting stigmatizing differences, 
in defining the parameters of the issue, the site also situates women in disempowering 
gender roles. Its website acknowledges that society marginalizes the infected who often 
“suffer social discrimination and distancing. They also shoulder the blame for the 
infection while their families are ostracized” (D’Silva, Futrell, Jayasri and Gohain 2008: 
78). The infected become characterized as the untouchables of our age (Nardi 1990). In 
ActionAid’s case, it would be helpful to articulate strategies that address the social forces 
that reify gendered identities such that women can exercise control over their own sexual 
relations. 

For Alliance’s website, mitigating the detrimental impact of identity and differences 
on prevention, treatment, care, and support is a fundamental part of the solution. By 
emphasizing the role of culture in addressing the international dimensions of HIV/AIDS 
discourse, Alliance’s strategic approach recognizes that while discriminatory practices 
prevalent in society are an endemic problem, their existence is also a site for re-envisioning 
strategic solutions. 

For Avert’s website, identity is represented through the lens of stigmatizing differences. 
While several pages are devoted to discussing AIDS-related stigma, we find that the site, 
however, does not effectively cover laws and countries that criminalize homosexuality, 
thereby silencing the voices of (and stigmatizing) homosexuals and those infected. Since 
its framework does not critique the ideological foundations manifesting in stigma, the 
Avert website is voiceless about the legal, governmental discourse surrounding this key 
marginalized public. This silence is one challenge the website could address.

implications for academics

Our study is an exemplar of how a comparative analysis of mediated strategic 
communications can contribute to building effective models for health communication 
research and practice. Furthermore, our INGO website analysis suggests that the lenses 
of power and identity can be usefully applied in future research regarding the public 
health context of HIV/AIDS. This chapter contributes to international public relations 
scholarship by providing insights that can be applied in future studies involving cross-
cultural stakeholder management and issue representation. Given the relevance of new 
media and web-based platforms as well as mobile communication technologies in public 
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health initiatives in developing countries and regions such as India, future research can 
focus on extending these findings to mobile communications in a range of contexts such 
as rural regions, marginalized or stigmatized populations. It can also build discourses that 
counter and contradict harmful community norms (for example, in female infanticide, 
child marriage, and maternal health).

implications for health Practitioners 

Our textual analysis of HIV/AIDS representation identifies individual strengths and 
shortcomings of mediated strategic communication on the INGO websites. We offer 
the following recommendations to health practitioners that combine the strengths and 
address limitations of the websites analyzed. First, ActionAid’s website embraces a wide 
range of issues that raise the concern of issue competition where different issues compete 
for the attention of activist publics. Practitioners, especially NGOs that are ideological 
and not issue-based, should design objectives and strategies that keep the clarity and 
specificity of focus in representing issues relating to HIV/AIDS. 

Second, our study cautions that the strength of the dominant discourse of community 
mobilization and participatory action on Alliance’s website should not become an excuse 
for shying away from raising issues related to power and identity imbalances within 
communities. Communities strongly prefer consensus and harmony. This preference 
can impede addressing critical power related issues. We suggest that practitioners 
recommending community-based and participatory strategies should be conscious of the 
need to integrate tactics of conflict and activism to illuminate disempowering community 
narratives. Third, Avert’s website targets active and aware publics with comprehensive 
information on HIV/AIDS through tactics ranging from interactive quizzes to personal 
stories. We recommend that practitioners represent objective, biomedical information on 
HIV/AIDS with subjective, lived experiences that speak toward meaningful empowerment 
to successfully integrate objective and subjective forms of knowledge that articulate 
empowered forms of role-identity for individuals in their communities. 

conclusion

This examination of HIV/AIDS issue representation on INGO websites utilizing the 
themes of power and identity provide a framework to understand how discursive content 
of the websites constructs the epidemic, the affected publics, and ultimately, its solutions. 
Through the analysis of the three INGOs, our chapter foregrounds how political, socio-
cultural, and economic conditions are imbued in the micro-practices of power and 
identity that define the communicative relationship building tactics presented on the 
websites of the INGOs. Future studies can extend the generalizability of our findings 
through multiple methods including interviews, observations, and surveys with 
practitioners, website designers, and key stakeholders sampled across a range of INGOs. 
Our chapter adds to the body of literature addressing HIV/AIDS as a cultural phenomenon 
that demands that the various contexts of the pandemic be explored at both the global 
and the local levels (Airhihenbuwa, Makinwa and Obregon 2000). Indeed, our analysis 
contributes to and extends the call to apply international and intercultural perspectives in 
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public relations toward relationship-building strategies so as to find synergies in dialogue 
between stakeholders (Sriramesh and Vercic 2003) that help us formulate inclusive and 
dialogic forms of communicative action.
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chapter  5 Managing Sexual Health 
and Related Stigma 
through Electronic 
Learning Environments

Candy J. noltensmeyer, sara Peters, rebeCCa J. 
meisenbaCh and heather eastman-mueller

introduction

The University of Missouri (MU) sexual health education website, known as {s}health, 
(see shealth.missouri.edu) was a challenging media health intervention to develop. We 
begin this chapter by providing background information about the sexual health climate 
in which this project was produced. Next, we delve into development of the {s}health 
website by introducing:

a) innovations using peer-to-peer learning; 
b) implementation difficulties encountered; and
c) promotion strategies used. 

Once the challenges of website construction have been revealed, we present a theoretical 
framework for providing sexual health knowledge and resources to college students, an 
overview of the measures developed to assess stigma-related attitudes toward Sexually 
Transmitted Infections (STIs) after exposure to the website, as well as preliminary findings. 
Then, implications for academics and health practitioners are offered. Finally, future 
directions are discussed such as mobile applications, diversity initiatives, and further 
research on tools to teach media literacy through deconstruction examples.

This chapter works to demonstrate some of the ways in which research, theory, and 
application can inform one another through an interdisciplinary approach to developing 
interactive, web-based attitude and behavior interventions. In addition, the project 
discussed in this chapter represents an in-progress exemplar of current communication 
and health research being used to enhance sexual health attitudes and practices of 
university students. 

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC 2009), sexually 
active adolescents aged 15–19 years and young adults aged 20–24 years are at a higher 
risk of acquiring STIs than are older adults. This risk in part is due to a combination 
of behavioral, biological, and cultural issues younger people encounter while attending 
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college. College students are in the midst of what Arnett (2000) defines as emerging 
adulthood, a period of extended adolescence that individuals in their late teens through 
their twenties go through in which they encounter profound change. During this 
emerging adulthood life stage, college students are more likely to engage in a variety of 
sexual experiences, including unprotected sex, due to diminished parental surveillance 
and increased independence from normative expectations (Arnett 2000). Investigating 
risky sexual behaviors in college students is a priority given the high rates of newly 
diagnosed STIs and unintended pregnancies (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
[CDC] 2009, Kost, Henshaw and Carlin 2010). 

In a study frequently cited by a CDC-funded public awareness campaign, as many as 
one in two sexually active persons will contract an STI by age 25 (Weinstock, Berman, and 
Cates 2004). In particular, the US state of Missouri is at or below the national averages 
for most STI categories (Cates et al. 2004). In a 2009 survey of MU students, 70 percent 
(n=863) reported engaging in sexual activity in the last 30 days, and of those, 42 percent 
did not use a barrier method (Eastman-Mueller 2009). The {s}health website was created 
by MU students and faculty to address this sexual-risk taking environment.

stis at a university

The University of Missouri is centrally located between Kansas City and St. Louis in 
Columbia, Missouri. With a city population of 100,733, the University annually provides 
higher education to more than one-third of the state’s college-bound high school 
graduates. In Fall 2010, the University had a record enrollment of more than 32,000 
students, representing every Missouri county, every state, and more than 100 countries. 
Additionally, 11 colleges and universities are within a 50-mile radius.

In Fall 2009, the fourth author surveyed 935 MU students, ages 18 to 24, about sexual 
health issues. Results showed moderate to high levels of STI knowledge; specifically, 93 
percent (n = 721) agreed alcohol consumption is associated with higher rates of STIs 
among this population, 82 percent (n = 636) reported STIs, if left untreated, can cause some 
forms of cancer, and 87 percent (n = 670) agreed that at least half of new HIV infections 
in the United States are contracted by individuals under the age of 25. Additionally, 93 
percent (n = 608) felt it was important to know a partner’s sexual history, and 88 percent 
(n = 567) reported that a partner’s sexual history would influence their decision to engage 
in sexual activity with the partner. 

Although students seemed to understand the seriousness of contracting an STI, 31 
percent (n = 204) of students did not feel comfortable asking their partner if they had 
been tested for an STI. When asked what concerns students had when deciding to obtain 
STI testing, 66 percent (n = 425) reported fear of receiving positive test results as the 
number one barrier to their decision to get tested. Additionally, 51 percent (n = 330) 
were afraid of what people might think, 48 percent (n = 311) were concerned about 
test result confidentiality, and 46 percent (n = 300) reported the testing expense was a 
contributing factor in their behavior choices. Of all the students surveyed, 84 percent 
reported they had engaged in consensual sexual activity at some point in their life. 
Forty-two percent (n = 274) of sexually active respondents reported having been tested 
for STIs, excluding HIV; only 28 percent had been tested for HIV. The results suggest the 
need for improved sexual health education regarding testing procedures and a reduction 
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in STI stigma among the MU population to promote the normalization and increased 
acquisition of STI testing. 

development of an intervention Website

Despite plenty of evidence about the presence and negative consequences of STIs, the 
sexual health knowledge, rates of barrier method use, and STI testing among college 
students remain unsatisfactory, both across the US and at MU. When investigating where 
MU college students seek health information, 79 percent of students reported using the 
Internet (Eastman-Mueller 2009). In an effort to capitalize on this finding, a website was 
conceptualized that would not only promote student learning surrounding sexual health 
but also build interdisciplinary collaborations campus-wide among students and faculty 
in order to better address these issues. 

Some universities have created websites that provide sexual health information to 
students; however, most outsource the construction of their websites. One of the best 
examples of a university-based website is the broadly focused goaskalice.columbia.
edu website at Columbia University. The professionally staffed, university-run website 
answers questions submitted by site visitors about all health issues; one section of the 
website answers sexual health questions. Much more common are text-focused web-links 
associated with university student health centers (for example, the human sexuality pages 
at UNC-Chapel Hill, see also http://campushealth.unc.edu/index.php?option=com_con
tent&task=view&id=425&Itemid=94). Some common non-university sexual health sites 
include sexualhealth.com, teensource.org, and Iwannaknow.org. A hybrid option would 
be for a university to outsource the creation of its sexual health resources. While this 
choice can create a very professional look and design, it is very expensive and likely 
bypasses the opportunity for a peer-to-peer learning environment online. 

Peer-to-Peer learning

The project team wanted to implement interdisciplinary collaborations among both 
students and faculty. If students are involved in constructing and maintaining the website, 
they can benefit from synthesizing, evaluating, and communicating information, which 
in turn promotes a deeper understanding of the subject area (Christiansen and Bell 2010). 
Thus, having students not only create the content and text of a sexual health website, but 
also encouraging them to determine the best strategy to present the material to their peers, 
reinforced learning outside of the classroom. Peer-to-peer learning is well-documented 
in the literature as a cost-effective learning tool in health promotion practices, as it 
allows learners to take sociocognitive responsibility for their own learning (Scott et al. 
2009) and promotes transferable teamwork and interpersonal skills (Keppell et al. 2006). 
Sociocognition involves learning through social interaction. Thus, interactivity of the 
website creates a social environment that promotes the construction of knowledge and 
could impact a change in behavior, values, and expectations. 

Developing an interactive website to support the sexual health needs of college 
students required a wide range of skills and talents from a team of student-peers and 
faculty member. Our original team consisted of faculty members from the Department of 
Communication, University Extension Services, and the Student Health Center, graduate 
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students from the Departments of Computer Engineering, Communication, and Rural 
Sociology, as well as undergraduates from a wide range of academic majors. These 
students and faculty members were selected due to their interests, expertise, and skills 
in web design, statistical analysis, sexual health, stigma theory, and health promotion. 

While our overall goal was to communicate sexual health information to students, 
it was the interactive peer-to-peer design of the website that was to be a unique feature. 
In basic communication terms, the team was aiming for a transactional process of 
communication from peer to peer, more so than a one-way transfer of information from 
the research team to the university students. However, with this transactional process 
came a number of challenges when it came to actual implementation.

imPlementation diffiCulties

As might be expected, creating an interactive web environment using only faculty 
members and students’ talents involved a number of challenges that had to be addressed. 
First, the high level of student involvement in developing the website generated several 
issues, including professionalism, time available to work on this project outside of class 
work, and student knowledge levels. The students that participated in this project were 
exceptional students who dedicated a lot of time to the project; however, this project was 
not their primary focus. Most of the undergraduate students were members of a sexual 
health class called Sexual Health Advocacy and Service Learning. As part of the class they 
designed various initial modules for the website. In addition, a graduate research assistant 
was assigned to oversee the undergraduate students’ work. Getting these students to 
attend the larger team meetings to convey their ideas outside of class was challenging. 
There were times when particular team deadlines were set and not fulfilled due to student 
coursework and schedules. Most undergraduate students seemed to view their work 
on the project as class work and did not perceive it as something requiring workforce 
professionalism. Alternately, this project may have been many students’ first experience 
with a professional project. Managing the project’s timetable was sometimes problematic 
for the many students involved, especially when the project schedule became time 
sensitive as deadlines drew near. In addition, the undergraduates in the sexual health 
course were not trained in communication theories and the majority ended up creating 
traditional reports of information with bullet points that mirrored offerings on other 
university run websites rather than highly interactive modules. 

Furthermore, having a project that focuses on sex was its own difficulty. The website 
name, “{s}health” was deliberately selected to avoid being blocked by security software 
and firewalls that block access to sites that have the word “sex” in the title. While we 
understood that this word gets millions of hits and searches through Google every year, 
we avoided creating another barrier to accessing accurate information with our somewhat 
ambiguous title. 

Student knowledge levels also impacted the technical website development. We had 
a number of computer science graduate students applying to work on the project, and 
we were very fortunate in who we were able to hire with the limited grant funding we 
received. Yet, understandably, as the interactive elements of the project were developed, 
the team often would request tasks and outcomes that the graduate students had not yet 
learned to accomplish. Making the time to learn these new skills significantly slowed 
down the research project and sometimes resulted in modules that did not look the 
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way the students and faculty had initially designed them. Alternately, sometimes team 
members changed their minds after seeing designs implemented. Hiring a professional 
company to (re)generate these elements would have been more efficient, but our project 
lacked the funding and remained committed to providing learning opportunities for our 
team members. 

On the technical level, our team had unexpected issues getting all Internet browsers 
to work equally well with the programming of the web page and integrating design 
we wanted with what was possible. In the initial programming phase our website 
was functional in one browser (Chrome), however, it did not translate across browser 
platforms without visual distortions due to the nature of the initial programming. Our 
graduate student programmers spent a good deal of time trying to make the interactive 
elements of the web page display and function the same across browsers. These difficulties 
in display and function may not be unique to {s}health; many professional website 
designers intentionally “optimize” their programming to work with a particular browser, 
as the way that different browsers interpret the same computer code results in different 
looks and feels of a website. During the two years we have been developing this website, 
smartphone web surfing has become much more common among college students. 
Mobile phone viewing of websites also impacts the formatting of websites and will likely 
change many of the ways such websites are programmed.

Finally, we had to manage the constraint of needing our website to be sustainable 
after our initial start-up grant funding was spent. Elements of the website, such as the Ask 
Us forums, need to be monitored and updated. Responses to the discussion board were 
made on a regularly scheduled bi-weekly basis to ensure timeliness and still maintain 
a reasonable workload for staff. Furthermore, it was clear that managing the html 
content required a formidable set of skills that the main researchers did not possess. 
After investigating a variety of options in consultation with university technology staff, 
the researchers decided to transfer the webpage into a new, easy to use, open source 
program known as Joomla. The team hopes that in this format, individuals who are not 
web-design experts will feel comfortable making regular updates to the site. However, the 
simpler programming may limit the innovative designs. Design experts will still need to 
be hired occasionally if more complicated new modules are conceptualized. 

Promotion

In addition to the construction of the website, students had their hands in the 
promotion of the website as well. While the initial version of the website was being 
tested, undergraduate students in a communication capstone course were designing 
proposals for promoting the website to all undergraduate students at the university. Five 
teams of four to seven undergraduate students each applied communication and public 
relations theory to create their communication campaign proposals for the website team’s 
consideration. Representatives from the website research team, the university’s Sexual 
Health Advocate Peer Education (SHAPE) program, the Department of Residential Life, 
and a non-profit community HIV prevention organization listened to formal proposal 
presentations from the student teams and helped select which proposal to implement. 
In the end, two of the proposals were selected as winners and portions of each were 
implemented in the final marketing plan to promote the website. This method benefitted 
both the students in the capstone course and the website project. The students gained the 
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experience of designing a plan that actually could be implemented on their own campus, 
integrating classroom theories with real world applications. Simultaneously, the research 
team got the advantage of having its publicity campaign for the website being designed 
by members of its target audience–MU undergraduate students. 

Such a plan increases student involvement in the project, but again also potentially 
could limit the final product based on the level of relevant knowledge the students 
had acquired through their program of study. In addition, the Student Health Center 
selected the elements that were used from the two winning campaigns in isolation from 
the communication researchers on the project. This practice of allowing clients to select 
winning campaigns on their own has been the standard procedure of the capstone course 
instructor, but by being involved in the implementation of the winning campaigns, the 
instructor now recognizes the value of having the course instructor consult with the client 
to guide campaign selection and implementation. In this case, the winning proposals 
focused heavily on one-time events with some ideas for generating sustained student 
awareness of the website throughout the academic year. A launch party event generated 
the most traffic for the website, but return visits were much less frequent. Greater focus 
on sustained visibility practices in contrast to one-time events is advisable. 

theoretical framework and Preliminary findings

With the background of the {s}health website’s construction and promotion in place, 
this chapter now will provide discussion on the theoretical foundation for the design 
and content used on the site and provide preliminary findings regarding student users’ 
stigma-related attitudes toward STIs and sexual health knowledge. The purpose of the site 
was to develop an interactive, engaging, evidence-based sexual health website for college 
students to promote critical analysis and open communication on a variety of sexual 
health topics and related stigmas. 

sexual health engagement

Development of the learning modules was based on the Theory of Reasoned Action 
(TRA) by Fishbein and Azjen (2010). A theoretical basis is an important element in the 
success of an intervention and TRA is one of the more functional models used to depict 
relationships among behavior, intent, and social norms (Roberto et al. 2007). 

According to TRA, an individual’s knowledge and attitudes impact both behavioral 
intentions and actual behavior. Behavior is primarily determined by one’s intentions, 
although other factors such as skills and ability to follow one’s intentions also impact 
behavior (Bleakley et al. 2009). Intention is based on the attitudes and perceptions of 
what others think and do with regard to performing the behavior (that is, perceived 
norms), and beliefs about one’s ability to perform the behavior when faced with adversity 
(that is, self-efficacy) (Bleakley et al. 2009). An assumption of this theory is that people 
make decisions deliberately by taking in information, considering the consequences 
of engaging in a particular behavior, and reflecting on what they believe their peers’ 
expectations are as the appropriate course of action. In contrast to many other social 
behavior models, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (Azjen 1985), the TRA suggests 
that people do not act spontaneously but are assumed to be rational participants in their 
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decision-making process. Many researchers have argued that when applied to younger 
adults and risky behavior, this theory does not take into account the influence of emotion 
(temperament), family, and impulsivity common among this age-group (Gerrand et al. 
2008). 

However, much of the literature supports the use of TRA to help explain sexual 
behavior. For example, research has found that social norms and beliefs impact the onset 
of sexual behavior (Carvajal et al. 1999, Flores, Tschann, and Marin 2002, Gillmore, 
Archibald and Morrison 2002) and abstinence from sexual intercourse (Collazo 2004). 
Alternatively, Robinson et al. (1998) showed that attitudes and efficacy expectations 
predicted engaging in sexual intercourse. Unger, Molina and Teran (2000) found that 
perceived consequences influenced individuals’ desire to engage in sexual risk behaviors. 
We enlisted TRA to test the efficacy of an interactive website on young adults’ sexual 
behavior and STI stigma attitudes. Based on this theory, interactive modules were created 
to encourage students to critically investigate their sexual health values and stigma 
attitudes, and acquire accurate health information in a confidential manner to promote 
desirable health outcomes. 

Much of the content on the {s}health website contains information on a variety of 
topics and message delivery. For example, the site has an instructional video on how to 
properly use a protective barrier device. Virtual maps allow users to retrieve directions 
to and information about local STI testing centers, free safety products locations on 
campus, and resources for health education and advocacy programs. The fast facts and 
the interactive games sections were designed to promote knowledge acquisition in a fun, 
user-friendly manner. Research supports the efficacy of internet- and cell phone-based 
or computerized interventions (Moskowitz, Melton and Owczarzak 2009, Lightfoot, 
Comulada and Stover 2007, Ybarra and Bull 2007, Noar, Black and Pierce 2009). In 
addition to interactions possible through the website, we have transferred many of the 
above-mentioned modules into a mobile application. This feature allows individuals to 
text anonymous questions to the site and determine their real-time proximity to the 
nearest sexual health resource in the Columbia area. 

To address the attitudinal construct within the TRA model, the site hosts the “Sex 
Word of the Day” campaign (SWD). This campaign enlisted peer educators to develop 
words that begin with the stem “sex.” Each word corresponds with a sex positive, 
empowerment message. For example, sexpression is communicating with your partner 
about barrier protection, testing, and sexual boundaries. These SWD messages were 
designed to promote cultural acceptance of open communication surrounding sex. To 
further promote messaging normalcy, the SWD Campaign materials include photographs 
of our community and campus. 

Peer expectations and perception of social norms were gauged by providing individuals 
the opportunity to pose a question to a peer educator/healthcare professional. In a 
randomized control study of computerized interventions for HIV prevention, adolescents 
who were exposed to interventions using their computers were significantly less likely to 
engage in sexual activity and have fewer sexual partners than both individuals involved 
in small group interventions and the control group (Lightfoot et al. 2007). Another 
study supporting the use of innovative technology to promote sexual health was a study 
conducted by Moskowitz et al. (2009) where counselors used instant messaging (IM) to 
counsel a random sample of men who have sex with men in real-time through a sexual 
health website. Results showed that approximately 90 percent of the 279 message sessions 
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contained sexual health information with 43 percent of the IM sessions containing 
information about HIV/STI testing and 39 percent addressing risk-taking behaviors. On 
our website, real-time chats with a student blogger and video peer testimonials about 
different sexual health topics are features designed to normalize and de-stigmatize sexual 
health communication through similar technology.

The Interactive Zone or “Choose Your Own Adventure” module was designed by 
college students to enable their peers to navigate through realistic, potentially stigmatizing 
scenarios (for example, alcohol use, communicating about barrier methods, getting a 
positive STI test) and to experience potential consequences of their decisions without 
taking the risk in the real world (see Figure 5.1). Our hope is that, if we expose students 
to realistic outcomes, they can then weigh the benefits and consequences to determine 
the best plan of action to overcome challenges faced in their daily lives. These interactive 
modules provide a communicative bridge in which students can actively participate in 
stigmatizing scenarios through a preferred medium. 

It is important to note that the concept of interactivity has been disputed in terms of 
where to locate interactivity itself. Some researchers position interactivity in the user as 
it is dependent on the users’ skill to manipulate it (Bucy 2004); others place interactivity 
within the medium (Sundar 2004). However, we argue that interactivity should reside 
in the communication process. Interactivity is thus built upon connection between 
the user and the medium and the resulting interactions (Kim and Stout 2010). This 
definition guided the overall design of the sexual health website and more specifically, 
the content. 

stigma management CommuniCation

Although the site was primarily developed using university students’ preferences for 
seeking sexual health information electronically as an effective route to increase sexual 

Figure 5.1 Interactive Zone Webpage of {s}health
Source: Screenshot Courtesy of University of Missouri Student Health Center.
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health knowledge and to promote dialogue surrounding perceived STI risk, a secondary 
goal was to educate students about stigma management communication (SMC). Our 
hope in developing the interactive zone scenarios was to not only provide students with 
opportunities to learn from realistic stigmatizing sexual health situations but to also 
analyze students’ decisions in these situations. 

Research shows that stigma is a very powerful deterrent to acquisition of STI 
screening, getting STI treatment, and communicating with partners about sexual 
history (Fortenberry et al. 2002, Kalichman and Simbayi 2003). Barriers to testing and 
communication may contribute to the high prevalence of STIs among this population 
(Fortenberry et al. 2002). The association of STIs with moral judgments and shame 
has been clearly documented in the literature (Lichtenstein 2003). As a result, patients 
frequently report fear of being stigmatized in the event of receiving a positive STI 
diagnosis, which in turn creates a high level of anxiety of being labeled and socially 
ostracized (Lichtenstein 2003).

Therefore, our research team wanted to increase the knowledge of STI prevention and 
risk reduction/STI stigma management techniques by exposing college students to the 
{s}health website. To do so, some website modules focused particularly on making site 
visitors aware of a variety of stigma management strategies discussed in Meisenbach’s 
(2010) SMC model and positive messages about getting tested. The SMC model is being 
used as a framework to investigate how students’ exposure to the website may influence 
their stigma-related STI attitudes. The model posits that individuals’ attitudes toward 
(a) accepting or challenging public understanding of the stigma and (b) accepting or 
challenging that the stigma applies to them personally will predict what strategies they 
will use to manage a stigma message. Communication strategies used to manage stigma 
include accepting, avoiding, evading responsibility, reducing offensiveness, denying, and 
ignoring/displaying the stigmatizing characteristic. 

Two measures were developed to measure stigma-related attitudes: the self-stigma 
acceptance scale and stigma activism scale. These measures were created in response to 
a lack of existing scales that account for, (a) whether an individual chooses to accept or 
challenge if the stigma applies to them personally and (b) whether an individual chooses 
to accept or challenge the public’s understanding of the stigma. An 11-item self-stigma 
acceptance scale and a ten-item stigma activism scale were tested for reliability in a pilot 
study of 171 students. Both measures were found to have strong reliability (five items of 
the self-stigma acceptance scale had a Cronbach’s alpha of .75; the stigma activism scale 
had a Cronbach’s alpha of .84 with all ten items included). 

The STI self-stigma acceptance scale reflects an individual’s attitude about the extent 
to which they perceive that an STI stigma applies to them. For the measures, stigma is 
defined for research participants as being discredited or demeaned by others because of 
a particular characteristic. The measure uses a 4-point Likert-type scale (Strongly Agree, 
Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree) and includes statements such as: “I would feel 
stigmatized if I had an STI,” “I would want to challenge anyone who might suggest that 
I am somehow dirty if I have an STI,” and “I would accept that others might see me as 
having poor morals if I had an STI.” 

The STI stigma activism scale indicates an individual’s attitude toward accepting 
or challenging others’ perceptions of STI stigma. Stigma activism focuses on how an 
individual perceives others’ views of STIs as well as their level of activism. The measure 
uses a 4-point Likert-type scale (Strongly Agree, Agree, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree) 
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and includes statements such as: “I think it is appropriate for the general public to view 
having an STI as an indication of poor morals,” and “I want to stop people from treating 
someone with an STI as being unworthy of respect” (reverse coded). 

The research team is currently testing the predicted relationships among self-stigma 
acceptance, stigma activism, and stigma management communication strategies. The 
team is also testing the impact of exposure to the website’s stigma management content 
on these variables and relationships. The pilot study findings revealed that individuals’ 
attitudes toward a stigma’s public applicability to them (self stigma) and their attitude 
toward challenging or maintaining others’ perceptions of the stigma (stigma activism) 
predicted their use of the following SMC strategies: accepting F(2, 183) = 19.56, p < .001, 
evading responsibility for F(2, 183) = 5.52, p < .05, and denying F(2, 183) = 8.14,  
p < .001. Analysis found that the more a person strongly challenges self stigma and public 
stigmatizing of STIs, the less likely the person will use the accepting strategy, F(2, 183) = 
19.56, p < .001. Likewise, the more a person strongly disagrees with self stigma, the less 
likely the person will attempt to evade responsibility for the stigma; however, the more a 
person strongly agrees with public STI stigmatizing the more likely the person will choose 
the evading responsibility strategy, F(2, 183) = 5.52, p < .05. As for the denying strategy, 
the more a person strongly accepts self stigma and publicly challenges stigma, the more 
likely the person will use a denial strategy, F(2, 183) = 8.14, p < .001. The pilot study also 
showed that individuals who challenge public STI stigma have a greater self efficacy in 
practicing safe sex, r(186) = .291, p < .001, r² = .08. Thus, a person who is more likely 
to strongly challenge others’ stigma attitudes will be more confident in their ability to 
practice safe sex. 

The research team is currently analyzing data collected from the main experiment 
in which undergrad students were randomly assigned to intervention and control 
conditions, where the intervention condition was working through 15–20 minutes of 
modules on the {s}health website. These participants completed a survey including the 
SMC measures, self-esteem measures, and a variety of sexual knowledge, attitude, and 
behavior measures immediately following the experiment and again approximately one 
month later. The results should provide valuable initial information about the impact of 
the website on sexual health and stigma attitudes and behaviors. 

summary of lessons learned (thus far)

This project began with a coincidence of the fourth author’s interest in capitalizing 
on student preference for the Internet as a source of sexual health information with 
the third author’s desire to find real world opportunities for her students to implement 
communication theory in practice and to test her theory of stigma management 
communication. As such, the interdisciplinary project team has been learning along the 
way. In particular, we have learned to expect the unexpected with technology. Although 
web design may sound technical, in our experience it is equal parts art and science, and 
as such is difficult to predict and manage without unanticipated setbacks. Theoretically, 
we have learned the challenges in and importance of designing modules and messages 
that are guided by theory. Many of the undergraduate students who were designing 
initial modules were familiar with the sexual health content, but were not well trained in 
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TRA or SMC theory. Keeping the theories in the forefront as each interaction is designed 
is essential to effective projects. We will continue learning lessons as we move forward. 

implications for academics

Beyond our lessons learned, the project has several implications for academics. From 
an instructor perspective/standpoint, student learning occurred throughout the entire 
process by challenging students on the project team to research reputable sexual and 
reproductive health information and to convert it into an interactive, theory guided 
format to promote learning among their peers. Skills students refined as a result of 
working on this project included critical thinking, problem solving, communication, 
team work, and negotiation. This model can be applied to service learning projects 
or to a problem-based learning module in the classroom. The project itself can and is 
already being used by instructors at several higher education institutions as an example 
of activism and social media or as a route for teaching students in a sexual health course 
the content they need to know. 

The project findings are preliminary, but they do have some implications for research. 
Most specifically, the pilot test data suggests that fuller testing will provide support for 
the modeled relationships between self stigma and stigma advocacy attitudes and the 
stigma management communication strategies articulated in SMC theory (Meisenbach 
2010). It also suggests a relationship between challenging public STI stigmas and safe sex 
related self efficacy. The project team has gathered further data to further examine these 
preliminary findings and in particular to determine whether exposure to website modules 
has an impact on stigma attitudes and SMC strategy use. 

implications for health Practitioners

This project could also be applied to the healthcare setting. Healthcare practitioners 
such as mental health and primary care professionals could incorporate the website 
as a supplementary or additional patient education resource tool. Frequently, and 
throughout the healthcare system, providers are very limited in time and resources. 
A healthcare provider could use this resource to answer sexual health questions the 
client/patient may have after their appointment by assessing the anonymous question 
posting section. Furthermore, we hope that the website demonstrates interactive yet 
efficient ways of engaging students in discussions of sexual health. We hope that other 
sexual health providers will use this project as a springboard for their own innovative 
websites.

future directions

We propose to develop and expand our university’s sexual health education website, 
{s}health, in various directions in the future. The next steps in expanding the website 
include assessing the effectiveness of the existing modules; designing additional planned 
interactive applications, providing individualized feedback to site visitors, incorporating 
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ways to reach more diverse audiences, supplying multiple learning tools for media literacy 
and, lastly, proposing evaluation tools to improve the website in the future. 

mobile aPPliCations

The biggest current innovation that complements the {s}health website is the 
development of a mobile phone application (app) interface. In today’s changing media 
landscape, students are among the most frequent users of smart phones, as almost 
half of all iPhone users are under the age of 34 (Kellogg 2010). This platform will also 
allow for the student user to easily send the {s}health website’s content to their friends. 
For example, using the mobile app, student users could forward their friends the “Sex 
Word of the Day” and could locate the closest sexual health services, including where 
free condoms are available, where to access emergency contraception, and STI and 
pregnancy testing centers while out in the community making choices about their 
sexual health. The {s}health app was made available to students in January, 2012. 

diversity initiatives

Another future endeavor in the expansion of the {s}health website will be to incorporate 
content features that will appeal to a culturally diverse audience. One of the ways to 
accomplish this task is to allow the user to select the language the website content is 
formatted in. Having this language choice is important on a college campus such as MU 
given that 1,948 international students attended Mizzou in 2010, representing over 
100 different countries (International Center University of Missouri 2010). Previous 
research has also shown that making health information adaptable to international 
students is important because they may vary in their degree of sexual communication 
and level of disclosure as compared to domestic students. For instance, sex is a taboo 
topic in traditional Chinese culture (Gao, Lu, Shi, Sun and Cai 2001); thus, discussions 
regarding sexual matters with family members are a rare occurrence. Instead, Chinese 
students tend to rely on the public media as their primary source of sexual health 
information, a finding consistent in other nations as well (Porter 1993). 

media literaCy

Lastly, we propose providing media literacy opportunities on the site by posting 
mainstream sexual media messages that users can analyze. Website visitors will watch 
a video or listen to a song and then be asked a series of questions that will pop up onto 
the screen following the media message, encouraging them to think critically about 
the messages contained within the particular video or song they recently saw or heard. 
By using multiple modes to display sexual messages, we hope to reach a more diverse 
scope of learners and educate them on how to better identify the sexual messages and 
values contained within the popular media they are likely to be exposed to on a regular 
basis.

It will also be important to evaluate the website using tools such as a frequency 
counter to tally how often the website is accessed and which pages generate the most 
traffic. Likewise, a feedback button allowing direct comments from site visitors could 
help improve the website. 
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Conclusion

This chapter began by providing information about the sexual risk-taking environment 
that inspired this project. Then, we explained the development of the {s}health website 
by introducing innovations of using peer-to-peer learning, implementation difficulties 
encountered, and promotion. We then presented our theoretical framework for providing 
sexual health knowledge and resources to college students, an overview of the measures 
developed to assess stigma-related attitudes toward STIs after exposure to the website, 
and some preliminary research findings. Finally, implications for academics and health 
practitioners and future directions were discussed. 

Overall, it is our hope that using interactive technology to promote sexual health 
among college students will effectively engage them in learning about and understanding 
their own sexual health practices. We as researchers also hope that this project and 
specifically this chapter will help us and others develop similar and improved electronic 
learning environments focused on issues of health communication and practice.
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chapter  6 Beneficial Participation: 
Lurking vs. Posting in 
Online Support Groups 

Galit Nimrod

introduction

Using the Internet as a resource for social support in coping with health conditions 
is usually associated with online peer-to-peer support groups. Health-related Online 
Support Groups (OSGs) tend to focus on specific conditions (for example, chronic 
diseases, disabilities, and addictions) and operate through diverse applications such as 
email lists, chat rooms, or forums/bulletin boards. Compared with other immediate 
support alternatives (such as telephone hotlines) and face-to-face support groups, online 
groups have several advantages, including accessibility, anonymity, invisibility and 
status neutralization, greater individual control over the time and pace of interactions, 
opportunity for multi-conversing, and opportunity for archival search (Barak 2007, Barak, 
Boniel-Nissim and Suler, 2008, McKenna and Bargh 2000). These characteristics, along 
with availability and simplicity of use, may explain the popularity of these OSGs among 
Internet users (Johnson and Ambrose 2006).

Members of health-related OSGs are typically people who are diagnosed with a 
health condition, but they may also be undiagnosed individuals concerned about 
specific symptoms, as well as people caring for loved ones with the condition (Kral 2006). 
Previous research has demonstrated that people with stigmatized illnesses such as HIV/
AIDS or mental illnesses use the Internet for health information and social support 
significantly more than those with non-stigmatized conditions (Berger, Wagner and 
Baker 2005, Davison, Pennebaker and Dickerson 2000). Apparently, “having an illness 
that is embarrassing, socially stigmatizing, or disfiguring leads people to seek the support 
of others with similar conditions” (Davidson et al. 2000: 213), and online groups enable 
them to receive support while remaining anonymous and invisible.

The invisibility offered by the OSGs allows for another option that is unique to these 
groups – “lurking.” Members of online groups may be generally divided into “posters” 
and “lurkers.” Posters are members who post messages to other members of the OSG and/
or respond to their posts. Lurkers are those who do not interact with other members and 
simply read others’ posts (White and Dorman 2001). Although the prevalence of lurking 
may vary considerably depending on the health condition and the nature of the specific 
group, it was estimated that lurkers comprise 46 percent of the membership of health-
related OSGs (Nonnecke and Preece 2000). Therefore, lurkers should definitely be taken 
into consideration when examining the benefits of such groups. 
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This chapter aims to explore the association between the type of participation in 
health-related OSGs (that is, posting vs. lurking) and psychological well-being. The 
chapter is based on a recently completed research project that examined OSGs for people 
with depression and explored members’ participation patterns, interests, and benefits 
gained from participation. The chapter demonstrates how being actively involved in 
communication can improve the health and well-being of individuals, and provides both 
theoretical and practical implications regarding Internet-based communicative practices 
in health contexts.

literature review

According to Preece, Nonnecke and Andrews (2004), the main reasons lurkers gave for 
not actively participating in the OSGs were: 

1. lack of need to post and considering reading as sufficient; 
2. thinking that posting is not helpful either because they felt they had nothing to offer 

or because others had already said what they wanted to say; 
3. poor usability (that is, technical difficulties with the software); 
4.  not liking the group dynamics or perceiving it as not matching their needs; and
5. needing to find out more about the group, its norms, and communication style. 

The last reason characterizes people who are moderately shy (Finfgeld 2000), and members 
who are relatively new to the group (White and Dorman 2001). These justifications for 
lurking suggest that lurkers may become posters with time, and indeed, familiarity with 
the group and persistent involvement contributes to eventual ‘de-lurking’ and active 
participation in the online group life (Rafaeli, Ravid and Soroka 2004).

Nevertheless, there is evidence demonstrating that posters’ and lurkers’ motivations 
for joining OSGs are somewhat different. In a study of 375 online MSN groups, Nonnecke, 
Andrews and Preece (2006) demonstrated that, although both lurkers and posters ranked 
getting a “general understanding” highly, posters reported higher expectations of the 
OSG from the start and exhibited higher interest in group interactions. Far more posters 
reported, for example, that they were interested in participating in conversations, 
making friends, getting empathic support, and offering their expertise. Similarly, 
Ridings, Gefen and Arinze (2006) found that lurkers differed significantly from posters 
in their willingness to give information and exchange social support. They also found 
that lurkers had less trust than posters in the abilities of other members to answer their 
questions or give advice, and had more misgivings about the benevolence and integrity 
of others. This lower level of trust may deter lurkers from active participation in the 
online groups.

As a result of the different motivations of lurkers and posters and their different 
views of the OSG, their experience of the group and the benefits they gain may vary as 
well. There is a growing body of knowledge about the potential benefits of health-related 
OSGs. These benefits include, among others, information exchange, social support, affect 
toward the discussion board, opportunity for social comparison, optimism regarding the 
health condition, increased skill or ability to cope with the condition, improved mood, 
decreased psychological distress, and strategies to manage stress (for example, Rodgers 
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and Chen 2005, van Uden-Kraan et al. 2009, Wald, Dube and Anthony 2007). While most 
studies agree that online groups are beneficial to some extent, there is an ongoing debate 
on whether the outcomes of participation should be examined by clinical measures.

A review of studies that examined OSGs’ impacts on health issues (Eysenbach et al. 
2004) revealed only limited support for their effect on depression and social support. 
However, most of these studies combined additional interventions, hence not necessarily 
allowing for an accurate evaluation of the benefits of the OSGs alone. Barak and colleagues 
(Barak, Grohol and Pector 2004, Barak et al., 2008) argued against the application of 
particular therapeutic measurements in studies evaluating the effects of OSGs. They 
claimed that it is both unrealistic and faulty to separate the groups’ impact from other 
interventions, since these groups do not substitute treatment. They suggested viewing 
OSGs as complementary to professional care, because this means of emotional support 
can provide empowerment, stress relief, and improved general well-being.

To date, most of the studies that examined the benefits of participation in health-
related OSGs have focused on posters. Several studies (for example, Barak and Dolev-
Cohen 2006, Houston, Cooper and Ford 2002) have stressed the posters’ degree of 
activity and involvement as a major factor in determining the level of personal relief they 
could expect from participating in the group. These studies indicated that the more active 
posters were, the more they benefited from OSGs. However, relatively little is known 
about the benefits that lurkers gain from OSGs as compared with those who are active 
posters.

The aforementioned study by Nonnecke et al. (2006) demonstrated that posters’ 
expectations were better met than lurkers’ expectations. More lurkers than posters 
reported that they received less than the expected benefit, and far fewer lurkers than 
posters perceived a greater than expected benefit. While these findings imply that posting 
is more beneficial than lurking, the nature of the perceived benefits gained is unclear. In 
addition, that study did not focus on health-related OSGs, but rather examined a broad 
variety of different types of online groups. 

Two recent studies provided an initial understanding of the differences between 
posters and lurkers regarding the benefits they gain from health-related OSGs. Van 
Uden-Kraan et al. (2008) examined members of OSGs for patients with breast cancer, 
fibromyalgia, and arthritis. Their study indicated that lurkers were significantly less 
satisfied with the OSG compared to posters, and scored significantly lower than posters 
with regard to empowering processes. However, they scored similar to the posters in most 
empowering outcomes (with the exception of “enhanced social well-being”). Similarly, 
Mo and Coulson (2010) examined members of OSGs dedicated to individuals living with 
HIV/AIDS. Their study, too, indicated that lurkers were less satisfied with the OSGs than 
posters. This lower level of satisfaction was reflected in variables related to relationships 
(for example, “relationships with members” and “responses from members”), but not 
in variables related to information (for example, content and amount of information). 
Hence, lurkers were less satisfied compared to posters, as “they did not enjoy the same 
opportunity to develop a relationship with other members of the group” (1191). They 
also scored lower than posters in measures of empowering processes. However, there were 
no significant differences between posters and lurkers in self-care self-efficacy, loneliness, 
depression, or optimism.

These two studies yielded similar conclusions. Based on the lack of differences in the 
outcomes of participation, these studies suggested that lurking in the OSGs may be just as 
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beneficial as active participation. These conclusions are consistent with Nonnecke and 
Preece’s (1999) notion that a strong sense of community can be developed even without 
posting. It is important to note, however, that the two studies differed significantly in 
their approach. The first (van Uden-Kraan et al. 2008) examined subjective non-clinical 
outcomes, whereas the latter (Mo and Coulson 2010) examined objective clinical 
outcomes. This literature review found no study that combined clinical and non-clinical 
measures in examining the differences between posters and lurkers in health-related 
OSGs. This combination may be of value, as it could highlight the associations between 
specific benefits of participation and the overall well-being of group members.

the Present Study

The study presented in this chapter aimed to provide some of the missing information in 
the current body of knowledge. The main goal of the study was to explore the association 
between the type of participation in OSGs (that is, posting vs. lurking) and psychological 
well-being. For that purpose, the study combined subjective measures, namely, perceived 
benefits gained from participation, with objective clinical measurement. In addition, the 
study explored the associations between these different measures. 

The study examined posters and lurkers in online peer-to-peer support groups targeting 
people with depression. These groups may be regarded as representative of health-related 
OSGs because people with stigmatized illnesses use the Internet for information and 
social support significantly more than those with non-stigmatized conditions (Berger et 
al. 2005, Davison et al. 2000), and because among those with stigmatized conditions, 
people with depression use the Internet the most (Millard and Fintak 2002). In the past 
decade, OSGs that are dedicated to the discussion of depression have grown into a mass 
social phenomenon estimated at dozens of such groups worldwide, with hundreds of 
thousands of members. Concurrent with their increased prevalence, a growing body of 
research has tried to explore the online groups’ potential role in the management of 
depressive disorders (for reviews see Griffiths, Calear and Banfield 2009a, Griffiths et al. 
2009b). However, so far no study explored the differences between posters and lurkers in 
these groups. 

This study was designed to answer the following questions: 

1. What is the incidence of posters and lurkers in online depression support groups, and 
can these segments be differentiated using background characteristics? 

2. Are there differences between posters and lurkers in the interests they have in the 
issues discussed in the OSGs (which may explain their motivations for being active 
or inactive), and do they differ in participation patterns other than posting behavior?

3. Are there differences between posters and lurkers with regard to perceived benefits 
gained from participation and level of depression, and if so, what explains the 
differences in the level of depression? 

By addressing these questions, the relationships between members’ behavior and well-
being were explored, and some general suggestions regarding the impact of participation 
in OSGs were drawn.
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method

data ColleCtioN aNd SamPle

The study was based on an online survey of 558 members of 16 peer-to-peer OSGs for 
people with depression. To recruit participants, the Principal Investigator (PI) contacted 
the administrators of 30 active OSGs and asked for their permission to post a call for 
volunteers on their websites. All the groups were English-based and explicitly targeted 
people with depression (according to their names, home-pages, and welcome posts). 
Eleven administrators approved and even posted the call on her behalf, two said that 
they would examine the request but never answered, and one refused. Others did not 
respond even after three requests. In these cases, the PI independently posted messages 
in the OSGs. Of the 16 unauthorized messages posted, only five survived. Others were 
deleted by group administrators after a short period (between several hours and a couple 
of days) and the PI was banned. Yet, it is assumed that some respondents were recruited 
by the short-lived posts in the other 11 online groups. 

The call for volunteers included a short description of the research aims, and a link to 
the survey website (a Survey Monkey application). The first page of the website included 
a longer description of the study, a consent form, and the PI’s contact information. 
Volunteers were asked to read the instructions and confirm their consent to participate. 
Then, they were asked to fill-in an online survey. They were invited to contact the PI with 
regard to any question they may have, but none did. There were no sampling criteria 
and participation was anonymous. Therefore, the study was exempted from human 
subjects review. Data collection lasted two months and ended when the questionnaire 
was filled by 1,000 people. After screening out those who did not sign the consent form 
and questionnaires with less than 80 percent of the questions answered, the sample size 
was 793. For the purpose of the current investigation, only repeat visitors were examined. 
Newcomers to the OSG from which they were referred to the survey were screened out. 
The final sub-sample size was 558. 

meaSuremeNt

The questionnaire included mostly closed and some open-ended questions regarding the 
following areas:

Participation patterns The interview began with several general questions that examined 
how users learned about the OSG, and when they visited it for the first time. Additional 
questions looked at current usage patterns, including frequency of visits, posting 
behavior, and visiting other OSGs for people with depression. Respondents were also 
asked to report if there were factors constraining their participation in the OSG, and if 
so, what those were.

Interest in issues discussed in the OSGs Respondents were presented with a list of the 
nine most-discussed topics in the OSGs for people with depression (Nimrod 2012), which 
included “symptoms,” “relationships,” “coping,” “life,” “formal care,” “medications,” 
“causes,” “suicide,” and “work.” They were asked to rate their interest in these topics 
using a four-point scale ranging from “have no interest” to “very interested.”
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Benefits of participation Respondents were presented with a list of 13 statements, which 
describe various benefits from participation in OSGs for people with depression. This 
list was based on the previous research on OSGs for people with depression (especially 
Alexander, Peterson and Hollingshead 2003, Barak 2007, Houston et al. 2002, Powell, 
McCarthy and Eysenbach 2003). Respondents were asked to rate the extent to which each 
of the statements described the benefits they gained from participation, using a five-point 
scale ranging from “totally disagree” to “totally agree.” 

Depression severity Depressive symptoms were measured by the Iowa short form (Kohout 
et al. 1993) of the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression scale (CES-D; Radloff 
1977), asking 11 of the original 20 questions with three rather than four response 
categories. This measure is a self-report instrument that asks respondents to describe their 
mood over the past week, on a three-point frequency scale. Sample questions include 
items such as “In the past week I felt depressed” and “In the past week I felt lonely.” 

Background questionnaire The last part of the interview included a background 
questionnaire with demographic and socio demographic questions. The variables 
examined were: age, gender, perceived health, marital status, education, economic 
status, country of residence, having been diagnosed with depression (and if so, what the 
diagnosis was).

data aNalySiS

Sample participants were split into posters and lurkers based on the data concerning 
active participation. Lurkers in this study were defined as people who never posted 
messages when visiting the OSG from which they were referred to the survey. OSG 
members who reported being active (that is, posting messages) at least to some extent 
were defined as posters. To examine differences between posters and lurkers in their 
background characteristics, participation patterns, interests, and reported benefits, cross 
tabulations and Chi-square tests as well as t-tests were employed. The next step included 
calculating the depression scores for each respondent, and then the average for each 
group of users. Differences between the groups were examined by t-test procedures. To 
understand the association between active participation and depression, all variables that 
correlated with active participation were included as independent variables in a linear 
regression model, with the level of depression as the dependent variable. A confidence 
interval of 95 percent was used in all tests, and only statistically significant findings are 
presented in this chapter.

results

SamPle CHaraCteriStiCS aNd PartiCiPatioN PatterNS

Most of the respondents were 20–50 years old, and the mean age was 36.1 years. Seventy 
percent were female. Nearly half (48 percent) were single, 36 percent were married, and 
most of the rest were divorced. The average number of years of education was 14.8. Fifty 
percent of the respondents reported having average income and 35 percent reported 
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income lower than average. Fifty-nine percent were from the US, 21 percent were from 
the British islands, 7 percent from Canada, and 6 percent from Australia. Relatively few 
(7 percent) resided in non-English speaking countries.

Regarding health, 53 percent perceived their health as good or excellent, and only 
13 percent perceived their health as poor. Most respondents (76 percent) were diagnosed 
with depression. Sixteen percent reported being depressed but not diagnosed, and 6 
percent reported caring for someone with depression. The most frequent diagnosis was 
major depression (68 percent), followed by bipolar disorder (14 percent) and dysthymia (4 
percent). Depression scores ranged between 11 (least depressed) and 33 (most depressed), 
with a mean score of 23.69 (higher than 21 – the cutoff for depression). 

Twenty percent were relatively new members in the OSG from which they were 
referred to the survey (less than a month) and about 40 percent were “veterans” (more 
than a year). Sixty-one percent reported having constraints on participation, and the most 
common constraints were depression itself (53 percent) and lack of time (23 percent). 
Most respondents found the OSG either after intentional searching for OSG for people 
with depression (52 percent) or coincidentally (39 percent). Only 1 percent learned about 
the online groups from their therapists.

differeNCeS BetweeN PoSterS aNd lurkerS iN BaCkGrouNd 
CHaraCteriStiCS, iNtereStS, aNd PartiCiPatioN PatterNS 

The prevalence of lurkers in the sample was rather small. Most interviewees (82 percent) 
reported being active (that is, posting messages) at least to some extent, and the rest were 
lurkers. No differences were found among the two groups in their socio-demographic 
characteristics, including age, gender, economic status, education, family status, health 
perception, and state of residence. There were also no significant differences among the 
groups with regard to their level of interest in most topics discussed in the OSGs. The 
one exception was their interest in “relationships,” as the lurkers were significantly more 
interested in this topic than the posters (p < 0.001). Fifty-seven percent of the lurkers 
reported being very interested in relationships compared with 42 percent of the posters.

No differences were found between the two groups of users with regard to the way 
they found the OSG, having constraints on participation, and the type of constraints. 
Cross tab and chi-square test showed that the posters visited the OSGs significantly more 
often than the lurkers (p < 0.001). Fifty-nine percent of the posters reported visiting the 
OSGs three to seven times a week (vs. 32 percent of the lurkers), and 39 percent reported 
visiting them on a daily basis (vs. 15 percent). Posters also had a significantly longer 
membership duration (α < 0.001). Forty-three percent of them have been members in the 
OSG for more than a year compared with 23 percent of the lurkers.

differeNCeS amoNG tHe GrouPS iN PerCeived BeNefitS aNd level of 
dePreSSioN 

Contrary to the findings with regard to interests, many significant differences between 
the groups were found in the level of agreement with statements describing benefits from 
participation (see Table 6.1). These differences were indicated with regard to immediate 
benefits of participation (for example, feeling connected, feeling understood), as well 
as in benefits that permeated into members’ offline reality (for example, better coping, 
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Benefit Segment (n) Level of agreement (%)

Totally 
disagree

Quite 
agree

Neither 
agree nor 
disagree

Quite 
agree

Totally 
agree

i’m getting better Posters (448) 6.5 12.3 36.4 27.9 17.0
Lurkers (98) 9.2 18.4 43.9 20.4 8.2

i cope with the 
depression better

Posters (445) 2.0 7.0 30.3 39.1 21.6
Lurkers (98) 8.2 8.2 42.9 29.6 11.2

i have more hope Posters (448) 3.1 8.3 29.5 37.9 21.2
Lurkers (98) 8.2 8.2 35.7 35.7 12.2

i get inspiration for 
fighting depression 

Posters (451) 2.4 4.4 17.1 44.6 31.5
Lurkers (98) 6.1 3.1 34.7 42.9 13.3

i can be of help to others Posters (447) 2.5 4.0 17.2 41.6 34.7
Lurkers (98) 14.3 6.1 37.8 33.7 8.2

i feel understood Posters (451) 2.9 4.0 10.6 35.3 47.2
Lurkers (98) 6.1 4.1 25.5 36.7 27.6

I can share my difficulties 
with other participants 

Posters (451) 1.1 1.8 7.5 41.7 47.9
Lurkers (99) 5.1 10.1 26.3 34.3 24.2

i feel connected with 
others

Posters (449) 2.0 4.2 15.4 38.1 40.3
Lurkers (98) 7.1 7.1 22.4 37.8 25.5

table 6.1 Differences between posters and Lurkers in perceived Benefits

Note: Pearson Chi-square < 0.05 in all Cross-tabs presented.

Variable Un-standardized
coefficient

Standardized 
coefficient β

B SE B
(constant) 24.839 3.900
Seniority -.302 .127 -.095*
frequency of visits -.358 .148 -.103*
Benefit – share difficulties -.343 .296 .062
Benefit – feel connected -.008 .292 -.002
Benefit – cope better -.045 .319 -.009
Benefit – more hope -.546 .318 -.110
Benefit – getting better -1.958 .259 -.424***
Benefit – help others -.705 .268 -.148**
Benefit – inspiration .461 .306 .089
Benefit – feel understood .555 .295 .112
interest in “relationships” .353 .218 .064
active participation .874 .558 .067

Note: R square = 0.239, F score = 13.579. 
Dummy codes. Active participation: 1 = poster, 0 = lurker
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05

table 6.2 active participation and associated Variables as predictors of Level 
of Depression: Summary of linear regression analysis
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feeling better). In all cases, posters agreed more than lurkers that participation provided 
them with these benefits. No significant differences were found in benefits associated 
with knowledge (better understanding and knowledge), daily functioning (dealing with 
daily tasks and having more control), and relationships with people outside the OSG. 
Hence, while lurkers were more interested in relationships than posters, they reported the 
same level of offline social benefits as the posters. 

After calculating the average depression score for each group, and conducting a T-test, 
results also indicated a significant difference between the groups with regard to the level 
of depression (p = 0.003). Posters were significantly less depressed than lurkers (Mean = 
23.37 vs. 25.01). No differences were found with regard to self-defined condition (that is, 
diagnosed, depressed but undiagnosed, caring for someone with depression) or type of 
diagnosis among those who have been diagnosed. 

In order to understand the association between active participation and depression, all 
variables that correlated with active participation were included as independent variables 
in a linear regression, with the level of depression as the dependent variable (see Table 
6.2). The overall regression model accounted for only 23.9 percent of the variance. Hence, 
other variables, not examined in the model, may better predict depression. Still, the 
findings suggest that it is not the active participation per se, but rather two of the benefits 
associated with it (“getting better” and “helping others”), as well as posters’ seniority and 
frequency of visits, that may explain the differences in the level of depression between 
posters and lurkers.

implications for academics

Considering the sample size in this study, as well as the fact that sample characteristics 
were quite similar to those found in previous research (Griffiths et al. 2009b), this study 
seems to be quite representative of members of OSGs for people with depression. This 
study is the first to segment members of OSGs for people with depression based on their 
posting behavior, and the first to combine non-clinical and clinical measures in examining 
differences between posters and lurkers. This combination provided some of the missing 
information in the current body of knowledge, produced a detailed understanding 
regarding OSG members, and may serve as a basis for several arguments regarding the 
contribution of active participation in OSGs to members’ well-being.

The frequency of lurkers in the survey was rather small, 18 percent only. Several factors 
may explain this low rate, the first being the high level of activity in the surveyed OSGs 
(Nimrod 2012). Previous research suggested that online groups with the highest traffic 
levels generally have the lowest lurking levels (Nonnecke and Preece 2000). Apparently, 
once message rates reach beyond a comfortable level, following the contents posted 
in an online group takes more effort and only members with a relatively high level of 
involvement and strong sense of community adhere to the group. Other reasons may be 
the tendency of lurkers to avoid responding to surveys (Nonnecke et al. 2006) and their 
higher level of depression. Hence, it is possible that the level of lurking in the surveyed 
online groups was actually higher than that represented in the sample. 

The fact that lurkers and posters in this study did not differ in their background 
characteristics, nor in having constraints on participation and the type of constraints, 
suggests that taking active part in the OSGs was not a result of having fewer constraints, 
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but rather a matter of personal choice. The single difference found with regard to posters 
and lurkers’ interest in issues discussed in the online groups may explain that choice. 
As lurkers were more interested in “relationships! than posters, but chose to avoid 
affiliations with other members, it is possible that lurkers in this study were people who 
found managing relationships while being depressed challenging. It is also possible that 
in addition to being depressed they were socially fearful or shy (Finfgeld 2000). However, 
a more reasonable explanation is that they were simply less familiar with the group. 
The findings indicated that the posters visited the OSGs significantly more often than 
the lurkers, and that they also had a significantly longer membership duration. This 
indication suggests that those who were more familiarized with the group, either as a 
result of seniority or as a result of being heavy users, felt more comfortable taking part 
in it. This pattern is consistent with previous research that demonstrated that lurkers are 
relatively new to the group and feel that they need to find out more about it, its norms 
and communication style before taking active part in it (Preece et al. 2004, Rafaeli et al. 
2004, White and Dorman 2001).

Previous studies that examined the differences between posters and lurkers regarding 
the benefits they gain from health-related OSGs (Mo and Coulson 2010, van Uden-
Kraan et al. 2008), suggested that lurkers are less satisfied with the OSG compared to 
posters. However, they demonstrated that lurking in the OSGs may be just as beneficial 
as active participation. In contrast, the present study proposes that lurking in OSGs is 
less beneficial than active participation. The findings indicated that posters experienced 
more online support (for example, feeling connected, feeling understood) as well as more 
benefits that permeated into their offline reality and general feeling of improvement in 
their condition (for example, better coping, feeling better) than lurkers. In addition, they 
had lower levels of depression. Hence, based on both non-clinical and clinical measures, 
this study suggests better psychological well-being outcomes both in the personal sphere 
and in the social sphere for group members who publicly interact with other members of 
their OSG. In the social sphere, posters experience understanding and emotional support. 
In the personal sphere, they experience improved general well-being. The social benefits 
occur while participating; the personal benefits result from participation but are reflected 
in the individuals’ daily lives. 

The reason for the difference between the findings of the current investigation and 
the previous two pioneering studies is unclear. One explanation may be the different 
measures used in each of the three studies; another explanation may be the different 
types of groups examined. The previous studies explored OSGs for patients with breast 
cancer, fibromyalgia, and arthritis (van Uden-Kraan et al. 2008) and online groups for 
people with HIV/AIDS (Mo and Coulson 2010), whereas the current study investigated 
OSGs for people with depression. It is possible that the benefits gained from participation, 
as well as the gaps between posters and lurkers, vary between various health conditions. 
Similar to HIV/AIDS, depression is a stigmatized condition. However, as it is a mental 
condition characterized, among others, by feeling lonely and misunderstood, the active 
communication with other OSG members may have greater impact on the posters. 
Nevertheless, even previous studies (for example, Nonnecke et al. 2006) revealed a lower 
level of satisfaction among lurkers in general, and particularly with regard to variables 
related to social issues such as satisfaction with other group members (Mo and Coulson 
2010) and enhanced social well-being (van Uden-Kraan et al. 2008).
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Lastly, the current study was the first to combine clinical and non-clinical measures 
in examining the differences between posters and lurkers in health-related OSGs. This 
combination enabled the differences in the level of depression between posters and 
lurkers to be examined. The findings indicated that the better psychological well-being of 
the posters may be explained by two of the benefits associated with active participation 
(“getting better” and “helping others”), as well as by their higher frequency of visits and 
longer duration of membership. Hence, the posters were less depressed not just as a result 
of their involvement in the group, but also thanks to the empowering effect of helping 
others in the group (Barak et al. 2004, 2008). In addition, they were in a better condition 
simply because of the time that passed since they joined the group. As many of them were 
group members for more than a year, and most of them were diagnosed and treated, they 
benefited from combining the formal care and the OSG, which complemented treatment. 
Therefore, they were in better condition than their newer and more depressed peers, and 
thus could offer them help and support in the same way that others have supported them 
in the past.

implications for Health Practitioners

Similar to previous studies (for example, Mo and Coulson 2010, van Uden-Kraan et al. 
2008), the study described in this chapter suggests that participating in health-related OSGs 
may be beneficial even when participants do not take active part in the communication 
process. The level of agreement with statements describing benefits from participation 
among lurkers was rather high, and many of them reported benefits such as gaining 
knowledge, feeling connected, and getting inspiration for coping with depression. Hence, 
practitioners should recognize the value of health-related OSGs regardless of participation 
patterns, and encourage patients to use them. Nevertheless, the findings also indicate 
that active participation in OSGs is more beneficial than lurking. These findings imply 
that the faster non-active newcomers in OSGs de-lurk, namely, switch from lurking to 
active participation, the quicker they would benefit from the groups. 

Previous research (for example, Bernstein-Wax 2007, Schultz and Beach 2004) 
suggested de-lurking strategies and improvements that OSGs may adopt in order to 
enhance the lurker’s experience. These strategies include having a visible and active 
moderator, having a prominently displayed statement of purpose and code of conduct, 
providing technology induction, creating a special welcome area in the OSG as a safe place 
for lurkers to visit in order to become familiar with the group, paying special attention to 
acknowledging and responding to new members promptly, using ice-breakers (suggesting 
topics for discussion that will not threaten newcomers), promoting diversity of viewpoint, 
offering mentoring partnerships, and even holding offline events to strengthen online 
relationships. 

These strategies emphasize the significance of having attentive and qualified group 
moderators. A study by Wise, Hamman and Thorson (2006) even provided empirical 
support for the importance of moderators. That study explored how moderation, 
response rate, and message interactivity (that is, the extent to which messages relate 
to one another) affect people’s intent to participate in an online group. The findings 
demonstrated that participants who viewed a moderated online group reported a 
significantly higher intent to participate than participants who viewed an un-moderated 
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group. In addition, participants reported a significantly greater intent to participate in an 
online group featuring interactive messages, but only when response rate was slow. These 
results suggest that “both structural and content features of online communities affect 
individuals’ intent to participate in the community” (35). Moderators of health-related 
OSGs who wish to enhance lurkers’ involvement should try to optimise both types of 
features.

Conclusion

This chapter provided readers with an exemplar of current research in health 
communication, and demonstrated health communication in a group context. The 
chapter enhanced the understanding of how health-related OSGs are used, what explains 
the different types of usages, and which usage is more effective in improving individuals’ 
health. In so doing, it yielded both theoretical and practical implications. From the 
theoretical perspective, the study presented in this chapter is significant in at least three 
ways. First, it shows evidence demonstrating that being actively involved in OSGs is more 
beneficial than lurking. Second, it provides an explanation for the better psychological 
well-being of posters as compared to lurkers. The findings indicate that the posters may 
have been less depressed as a result of their frequent visits, longer membership duration, 
and the empowering effect of helping others. Third, the study demonstrates that 
lurking results from a personal choice, and thus may change. This is where the practical 
implications become relevant. This chapter suggests that professionals should encourage 
patients to use OSGs, and that group moderators should use de-lurking strategies to 
enhance the lurkers’ experience. These practices may make the health-related OSGs even 
more effective in improving individuals’ health. 

limitatioNS aNd future reSearCH

Notwithstanding the strengths of the study presented in this chapter, it has limitations 
that should be acknowledged. First of all, there is an inherent bias in this sample – of those 
who use the Internet and, more specifically, those who are willing to engage with others. 
This group might be less depressed than those who truly avoid any contact with others, 
and therefore not be representative of people with acute depression. Second, despite 
a multi-national composition, most respondents lived in English-speaking Western 
countries. In addition, the present study was cross-sectional, hence only associations 
were examined and not causalities. 

Future research, then, should investigate health-related OSGs using longitudinal 
methods and examine non-English OSGs to explore cultural variations. As it is possible 
that the benefits gained from participation as well as the gaps between posters and 
lurkers vary among different health conditions, additional types of groups should be 
examined as well. As lurkers tend to avoid responding to surveys (Nonnecke et al. 2006), 
studies should also explore online groups with low traffic levels, which generally have 
higher lurking levels (Nonnecke and Preece 2000). Additionally, as lurking is a tendency 
common to new group members, it may be valuable to interview members with long 
membership duration about their experiences, and how they turned from lurkers to 
posters. Because of the many benefits OSGs offer, further studies should also look for 
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ways to promote membership among people who do not visit OSGs. With only 1 percent 
of OSG users referred to OSGs by their therapists, additional research should also examine 
professionals’ awareness and attitudes, and explore educational activities.
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chapter 7 Effectively Promoting 
Healthy Living and 
Behaviors through Mobile 
Phones

Bree Holtz and lorraine Buis

introduction 

The prevalence of chronic disease (for example, diabetes, asthma, and heart disease) 
is increasing worldwide (G. Anderson 2010, CDC 2009, Wagner, Austin, Hindmarsh, 
Schaefer and Bonomi 2001, Wu and Green 2000). As the number of people living with 
one or more chronic diseases climbs, the healthcare system is forced to re-conceptualize 
the ways in which healthcare and health education are delivered to patients. Because 
the number of mobile phones in use is increasing they may offer a potential solution 
for helping people manage these chronic illnesses and provide opportunities to promote 
healthy living. The use of mobile phones and other mobile computing devices for health 
service delivery is known as mHealth (Mechael et al. 2010). 

This chapter discusses mobile phones as a practical intervention delivery modality 
within the field of health communication. A literature review of previous uses of mobile 
phones within the context of health promotion interventions is provided. We also 
highlight the theories that have been utilized in developing and evaluating mHealth 
applications. The chapter demonstrates the practical implications and uses of mobile 
phones used in healthcare settings, followed by a case study focused on the development 
of a SMS intervention for asthma management.

literature review

The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) has estimated that there are more 
than 5.9 billion mobile phone subscriptions worldwide (ITU 2011). Moreover, using text 
messaging to communicate is increasing in popularity; more than 200,000 text messages 
are sent every second (ITU 2010). Within the United States, mobile phone adoption is 
near ubiquitous, with high rates of penetration across all education and income-levels, 
rural and urban locations, as well as racial and ethnic groups (Fox 2010, Lenhart 2010). 
According to the Pew Institute, 83 percent of the American adult population owns a 
mobile phone (Smith 2011). Although mobile phone adoption is higher among younger 
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groups, over half (58 percent) of the population aged 65 and over own a mobile phone 
(Fox 2010). Additionally, 28 percent of people ages 18–29, and 15 percent of all adults 
18 years and older, have sought out health information using their mobile phones (Fox 
2010). As mobile phones become increasingly integrated into daily life, these numbers 
are expected to rise.

A small, but growing number of studies within the literature have used mobile phones 
to help improve patient health outcomes. Previous uses include mobile phone approaches 
to lifestyle behavior change and health promotion including managing diabetes and 
asthma, smoking cessation, increasing physical activity, and providing prenatal care 
and sexual health information. Mobile phones have also been used for administrative 
purposes, for example sending appointment reminders or test results to patients. While 
not a systematic literature review, Table 7.1 provides a handful of good examples of peer 
reviewed literature that has been conducted in this context. Generally, these studies have 
been relatively small, but have demonstrated positive trends in helping support short-

Mobile phone Interventions reference

diabetes (r. anderson, Funnell, Gitzgerald, and Marrero 2000; arsand, 
et al. 2008; Benhamou, et al. 2007; Carroll, et al. 2007; Curran, 
et al. 2010; Faridi, et al. 2008; Farmer, et al. 2005; Ferrer-roca, 
Cardenas, diaz-Carama, and Pulido 2007; Franklin, et al. 2008; 
Franklin, Waller, Pagliari, and Greene 2006; Gammon, et al. 
2005; Hanauer, et al. 2009; istepanian, et al. 2009; Katz and 
nordwall 2008; Kollman, riedl, Kastner, schreider, and ludvik 
2007; Krishna, et al. 2009; Quinn, et al. 2008; rami, et al. 
2006; rossi, et al. 2009; tasker, et al. 2007; turner, et al. 2009; 
Vahatalo, Virtamo, Viikari, and ronnemaa 2004; Wangberg, 
et al. 2006)

asthma (K. anderson, Qiu, Whittaker, and lucas 2001; anhøj and 
Møldrup 2004; Cleland, Caldow, and ryan 2007; Holtz and 
Whitten 2009; lee, Jun, Kwon, and Hong 2005; neville, Greene, 
Mcleod, tracy, and surie 2002; Pinnock, slack, Pagliari, Price, 
and sheikh 2007; ryan, Cobern, Wheeler, Price, and tarassenko 
2005)

smoking Cessation (obermayer, riley, and Jean-Mary 2004; rodgers, et al. 2005; 
Whittaker, et al. 2009; Free, et al. 2011)

Physical activity (Fukuoka, Vittinghoff, Jong, and Haskell; Hurling, et al. 2007; 
Joo and Kim 2007)

Prenatal Care (Johnson 2010)

sexual Health information (dhar, leggat, and Bonas 2006; levine, et al. 2008; lim, 
Hocking, Hellard, and aitken 2008)

appointment reminders (Chen, Fang, Chen, and dai 2008; downer, Meara, and da 
Costa 2005; Geraghty, Glynn, amin, and Kinsella 2008; Koshy, 
Car, and Majeed 2008; leong, et al. 2006)

test results/treatment times (Cheng, et al. 2008; Menon-Johansson, Mcnaught, Mandalia, 
and sullivan 2006)

table 7.1 examples of mhealth Interventions
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term behavior change in individuals (Fjeldsoe, Marshall and Miller 2009b, Krishna and 
Balas 2009). People who have used their mobile phones for health related activity have 
reported that they are, in general, satisfied with using their mobile phone in these types 
of interventions (see Table 7.1). However, many of the studies perform only short-term 
follow-ups, making it difficult to determine if the influence of and engagement with 
these interventions are ongoing. Since the focus of the majority of these interventions is 
clinical outcomes, the use of theory in intervention design and implementation is often 
lacking. However, mobile phones provide a new medium to extend the reach of health 
campaigns and may assist in promoting healthy behavior. Furthermore, this approach 
also allows for a dynamic method for tailoring messages and engaging patients through 
interactive messaging.

When theoretical frameworks have been used in the design and dissemination of 
mobile phone based interventions, they have been able to demonstrate positive behavior 
changes (Fjeldsoe, Marshall and Miller 2009a). This is especially true when examining 
self-regulation and self-monitoring focused theories (Lorig, et al. 1999). Other theories 
that have been used include the theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991), transtheoretical 
model/stages of change (Prochaske and Velicer 1997), theory of reasoned action (Fishbein 
1979), health belief model (Becker 1974), and social cognitive theory (Bandura 1989). By 
rooting text message health-behavior change interventions in a theoretical framework, 
we may be better able to utilize the underlying mechanisms that contribute to efficacious 
interventions. Despite the benefits of utilizing a theoretical approach when developing 
text message-based behavior change interventions, many do not. In a recent systematic 
review of 14 text message-based behavior change interventions, only four reported using 
theory as part of the intervention development (Fjeldsoe et al. 2009).

Practical applications and uses

There are many practical benefits to using mobile phones in health promotion 
interventions. Mobile phones allow tailored messages to easily reach a target population 
and allow for real-time interaction. Many mobile phone based interventions have focused 
on health promotion and education, reminders, scheduling, and notifications, which are 
good examples of how the use of theory can better promote positive behavior change.

HealtH ProMotion and eduCation

Health education and promotion are the cornerstones of many public health campaigns 
and using mobile phones in these campaigns have successfully reached large groups of 
individuals over a distance in a dynamic way. These devices offer an engaging way to 
connect a campaign or intervention with the selected audience through text messages, 
game applications, and videos. 

Highlights There are several examples of mobile phones being utilized both for very 
large and diverse populations and for narrowly-targeted interventions. The Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have been pioneers in using mobile phones to 
develop public health campaigns that are tailored for individuals based on their location, 
gender, and age. The text messages sent provide general health advice, as well as tips 
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and information during public health emergencies (CDC 2011). Another illustration of a 
large-scale health promotion campaign is Text4Baby, a program that provides expectant 
and new mothers with prenatal and infant information. This program sends free text 
messages to the expectant or new mother, tailored to her week of pregnancy, or age of 
infant, that continue until the baby is one year old (NHMHBC 2011). The campaign 
has been widely disseminated, reaching more than 216,000 unique users. Evaluations of 
nationwide text message programs such as the CDC and Text4Baby programs are ongoing 
and not yet published in the literature (see Holtz and Buis, this volume). These campaigns 
however, have already provided valuable insights into developing text-based campaigns. 
For instance, using rigorous methods in developing messages with evidence-based 
recommendations, community feedback, continuous testing and revision of messages, 
and extensive collaborations with both public and private organizations are key factors 
to success. 

Another initiative developed a program for smoking cessation called Tx2Quit, based 
on social cognitive theory. This campaign was developed and tested in New Zealand and 
targeted young adults who smoked. Tx2Quit utilized text messages to help individuals set 
goals, provide support, and provide distraction from smoking (Rodgers et al. 2005). Over 
1,000 messages were developed by a team comprised of young adults, health researchers, 
and experts in adolescent smoking cessation, behavior change, and health. The group also 
developed an algorithm to tailor the messages to the participant based upon self-reported 
characteristics and habits. Txt2Quit was able to demonstrate significantly higher quit rates 
in a randomized trial than the control group, which received text messages unrelated to 
smoking cessation (Free et al. 2011). Later, the some of the researchers from the Txt2Quit 
project demonstrated the feasibility of using video messages instead of traditional text 
based messages (Whittaker et al. 2011). This video message pilot study, like many others, 
was unable to recruit a large enough sample to provide statistical significance, however 
the data trends suggest this is a feasible channel and may provide the needed assistance 
to help young adults to quit smoking.

Moving forward The future for these types of health promotion and education campaigns 
via mobile phones is becoming more popular. While the efficacy of these campaigns is 
not entirely known, the evaluations that have been conducted indicate the possibility 
of positive outcomes. Future interventions should be developed using theory as a 
foundation, which may help to understand the underlying mechanisms explaining how 
these interventions function. Additionally, interventions need to use rigorous evaluation 
methods and publish the results so the interventions and results can be duplicated by 
other organizations.

reMinders

The use of text messaging for health-related reminders for medication adherence and 
self-monitoring has been previously documented in academic literature and may serve 
as a convenient way to remind individuals to engage in specific health-related behaviors. 
Because cell phones are widely incorporated into daily life, they may be more convenient 
for reminders or alerts than alarm systems, emails, or other notification devices.
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Highlights Documented reports of the use of text messages to improve medication 
adherence through medication reminders are now emerging within the medical literature. 
Despite the presence of several randomized controlled trials of text message reminders to 
improve medication adherence, the efficacy of these reminders remains unclear. Recent 
work by Pop-Eleches et al. (2011) found that in a randomized controlled trial of text 
message reminders to promote adherence to antiretroviral treatment in sub-Saharan 
Africa, 53percent of the participants who received the weekly text message reminders 
achieved acceptable levels of medication adherence, compared to 40 percent of control 
group participants (p = .03). Moreover, Strandbygaard et al. (2009) demonstrated that 
asthmatic participants, randomized to receive text message medication reminders, had a 
17.8 percent greater mean adherence rate to anti-asthmatic medications as compared to 
a control group at the end of the trial (p = .019). Counter to these positive trials, several 
studies have reported encouraging, but mixed or inconclusive results. For example, 
Cocosila et al. (2009) conducted a one-month randomized controlled trial in which 
participants receiving text message reminders to take daily vitamin C tablets were found 
to improve their self-reported medication adherence from 1.3 pills a week to 4.5 pills a 
week at the end of the trial. The control participants also improved their self-reported 
adherence from 1.6 pills a week to 3.7 pills a week at the end of the trial, with significant 
differences in the increases in adherence (p = .001). Despite this finding, the difference 
between the two groups in the number of missed pills in the last week of the trial was 
not significant. Similarly, work by Hou et al. (2010) found no differences in the number 
of missed pills for new oral contraceptive users randomized to receive daily medication 
reminders compared to control group participants. Likewise, Ollivier et al. (2009) found 
no differences in adherence to malaria chemoprophylaxis in French soldiers returning 
from Côte d’Ivoire randomized to receive a text message reminder intervention when 
compared to a control group.

Moving forward Despite the inconclusive reports of the efficacy of text message reminders 
to improve medication adherence, it is expected that the number of people using 
this technology to remember to take medications will increase. Consumer demand is 
constantly driving the availability of text message based programs and a simple Internet 
search for “text message medication reminders” yields several for-profit consumer-facing 
programs that individuals can sign up to use. Furthermore, with the proliferation of other 
consumer-oriented health information technologies such as personal health records and 
patient portals sponsored by health plans and healthcare provider practices, text message 
driven reminder systems are easily incorporated and offer providers with marketable 
tools to recommend to patients.

sCHedulinG/notiFiCations

Notification of appointment reminders and test results is another use of text messaging 
that is gaining traction, and has implications on health-related behaviors. Although 
much of the research documenting the use of text messaging for these purposes has been 
conducted outside of the United States, the implications are far reaching.

Highlights Text message reminders regarding upcoming outpatient appointments 
have been successful at reducing failure-to-attend rates in a variety of clinical settings 
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in Ireland (Geraghty et al. 2008), Australia (Downer et al. 2006), Malaysia (Leong et 
al. 2006), the UK (Koshy et al. 2008), and Brazil (Da Costa, Salomao, Martha, Pisa and 
Sigulem 2009). Typically sent 24–48 hours prior to a scheduled appointment, these quick 
notifications of upcoming appointments usually provide recipients with a mechanism 
to cancel appointments via text message or phone in the event that the patient foresees 
their inability to keep their appointment, which has considerable implications for 
patient scheduling, streamlining office management, and cost-savings. Furthermore, text 
messaging has been recently documented as a method for notifying patients that they 
need to schedule routine provider visits for prevention activities such as vaccinations 
(Kharbanda et al. 2011) and mammograms (Lakkis, Atfeh, El-Zein and Mahmassani 
2011). These simple, brief communications are perfectly suited toward a text message 
delivery modality.

Although the use of text messaging for administrative information tasks such as 
routine notifications and scheduling reminders has been established, the use of text 
messages to deliver test results is markedly more controversial and evidence to support 
this usage is sparse. Despite this lack of evidence, there exists some support in the research 
literature to indicate that test results delivered via text messaging may be beneficial for 
certain types of results. For example, Cheng et al. (2008) demonstrated that pregnant 
Taiwanese women who screen negative for Downs syndrome face a shorter period of 
anxiety while waiting for the results of their screening test when the results are delivered 
via text message. Furthermore, Menon-Johannson et al. (2006) showed that the use of 
text messaging to deliver test results to patients receiving services from a sexual health 
clinic in London significantly shortened times to diagnosis (7.9 days±3.6 days v. 11.2 
days±4.7 days, p < .001) and median time to treatment (8.5 days, range 4–27 days v. 15.0 
days, range 7–35 SG, p = .005) for chlamydia.

Moving forward With the increasing integration of health information technology systems 
into general practice, the potential for sending automated scheduling and notification 
text messages is rapidly increasing. As many electronic medical records systems have 
built-in functionality that would allow providers to send notices via text message, 
the capability for increased use of text messaging for these purposes already exists. As 
these automated text message notifications have the potential to streamline work-flow 
processes, the potential to be a cost-effective method for improving efficiencies within 
the healthcare system is great. However, convincing providers to utilize this functionality 
remains a barrier to utilizations. Provider concerns abound regarding the privacy and 
security of personal health information due to national policies and regulations (for 
example, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) continue to be an 
impediment for implementation. Moreover, even in the absence of privacy and security 
concerns, the delivery of test results via text-messaging may not always be appropriate. 
It could mean there are fewer opportunities for patient education and counseling, 
which could lead to continuation of negative health-behaviors, anxiety due to lack of 
information, the adoption of medically unadvised behaviors and treatments, or other 
negative health outcomes.

Now that the context of several mobile phone applications that can benefit from using 
a theoretical foundation have been demonstrated, a small case study will be presented 
as a basic model that can be followed when planning a theoretically informed mHealth 
intervention.
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Case study

The following presents a pilot study that was conducted to test the design and feasibility 
of using mobile phones in asthma management. This case study is presented as an 
example of using theory in the development of a mobile phone SMS intervention (Holtz 
and Whitten 2009).

BaCKGround

Asthma is a chronic disease and a growing health problem worldwide. While there is 
currently no cure for asthma, adequate management of the disease leading to asthma 
control can allow people to live normal and independent lives. Mobile phones can serve 
as a potential platform to facilitate the management of asthma. The objective of this 
study was to employ principles from social cognitive theory (SCT) to test the feasibility of 
tracking asthma symptoms through a mobile phone application.

soCial CoGnitiVe tHeory (sCt)

SCT subscribes to a model of emergent interactive agency, stating that persons are neither 
“autonomous agents nor simply mechanical conveyers of animating environmental 
influences. Rather, they make causal contributions to their own motivation and action 
within a system of triadic reciprocal causation” (Bandura 1989: 1175). The overarching 
theme (triadic reciprocal causation) studies the interactions between a person, their 
environment, and their behavior. According to this understanding of reciprocal 
determinism, a change in any part of the system will affect other elements in the system 
(Bandura 1977). This theory could then explain why employing mobile technology 
in management of asthma will change the environmental, personal, and behavioral 
factors related to asthma self-management, which could lead to patients managing 
their condition in a different ways. However, SCT can further explain this phenomenon 
through examination of its constructs, such as observational learning, behavioral 
capability, outcome expectancy, and self-efficacy (Vankatesh et al. 2003, Miller 2005).

Self-efficacy and outcome expectancy have been suggested as being important factors 
in health promotion and management in chronic diseases (Grus, Lopez-Herandez, 
Delamater, Appelgate and Wanner 2001, Zabracki and Drotar 2004). The concept of self-
efficacy is defined as the perception of one’s own abilities to accomplish a particular 
job or task (Vankatesh et al. 2003. Bandura (1989) states self-efficacy is a key feature 
of an individual’s belief regarding their potential to demonstrate control over events, 
such as asthma attacks, that affect their lives. The concept of self-efficacy is central 
to understanding an individual’s capability to carry out a healthcare plan for chronic 
diseases (Grus et al. 2001).

Outcome expectancy refers to the anticipatory outcomes of behaviors. It suggests 
that, “people develop expectations about a situation and expectations for outcomes 
of their behavior before they actually encounter the situation” (Baranowski 1997: 72). 
Compeau and Higgins (1995) suggest that outcome expectations deal with the individual’s 
expectations of their sense of accomplishment if successful in an undertaking. Bandura 
(1989) states that self-efficacy has some effect over an individual’s outcome expectancy 
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but it can also be parsed out “when outcomes are not completely controlled by quality 
of performance” (1180).

Self-efficacy and outcome expectancy have been studied in the context of asthma. 
As individuals perceive greater self-efficacy and outcome expectancy, they experience 
better control of their asthma, which leads to overall improved health, less missed 
school or work, and fewer visits to the emergency department (Zebracki and Drotar 
2004). However, these factors have not been studied in conjunction with a mobile phone 
asthma management application. This research sought to test these two factors of SCT by 
demonstrating that managing asthma via a mobile phone will improve participants’ self-
efficacy and outcome expectancy in regards to their asthma management.

MetHodoloGy

Participants This project used a convenience sample which included four participants, 
with a diagnosis of asthma, to participate in a one month long (per each individual) 
feasibility test of a mobile phone based asthma management program. A general 
practitioner from a small, rural family practice selected the participants; she judged 
them to have mild to moderate asthma (not including exercise induced asthma) that was 
controlled. Participants were between the ages of 18 and 35. Participants took their peak 
flow reading each day and used mobile phone text messaging to send it to a web server. 
If they did not send a text message by 11am, they received a reminder via an automated 
text to their phone.

Data Collection Self-efficacy and outcome expectations were measured by using a 
validated questionnaire, pre- and post-intervention (Grus et al. 2001). The scale was 
slightly modified to reflect a self-administered questionnaire regarding the individuals’ 
own asthma. Response items were based on a five-point Likert style rating scale, 1 
indicating strong disagreement and 5 indicating strong agreement. Data from the server 
regarding text message usage was also collected and analyzed. At the end of the study 
period, participants participated in a telephone interview, at which time they answered 
open-ended questions regarding the mobile phone application.

results

The results suggest a trend of improved positive self-efficacy (pretest M = 3.77, SD = .66; 
posttest M = 4.18, SD = .72). However, the results indicate from the pre-test to the post-
test there was no difference in outcome expectancy (pretest M = 4.25, SD = .28; posttest  
M = 4.25, SD = .13). Participants agreed the mobile SMS asthma management application 
was useful in monitoring their asthma (M = 4.56, SD = .52) and were satisfied using 
a mobile phone in this way (M = 4.13, SD = .32). During the open-ended interviews, 
participants stated they felt more knowledgeable about their disease and liked the 
reminder feature as it helped them remember to take their asthma medications.

Other interesting results that emerged include the perceived ease of use of the 
application (M = 4.47, SD = .52). One participant noted, “It was easy to understand, 
simple and easy to use.” Another stated, “It was very easy to use and the results came so 
quickly.” Participants also reported they felt they had a better way to communicate with 
their physician. A participant stated, “The doctor will have the same information I have, 
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it would be easy to really talk about my asthma because we would be on the same page.” 
A different participant said, “It gives the doctor the day to day condition of my asthma, 
she would have accurate information and be able to help me more.”

disCussion

This research indicates monitoring asthma via a mobile phone application was a feasible 
method for asthma management, and has the promise of improving self-efficacy of asthma 
sufferers. As with most studies there are some limitations that should be noted including 
using a convenience sample selected by the study’s referring physician. Another limitation 
also related to the sample was its size; however, many studies of this nature tend to have 
a low sample size to demonstrate feasibility, a full study using randomize control groups 
with a larger sample should be conducted in the future to further demonstrate results and 
health outcomes. This study was also unable to determine if compliance would drop over 
an extended period. However, there were some positive trends that can be used to further 
this type of intervention.

Self-efficacy improved because the participants were actively managing and monitoring 
their asthma symptoms. This application made the participants more aware of their 
disease through the feedback mechanisms, which in turn increased their perceptions of 
self-efficacy. Improved self-efficacy in managing one’s own asthma through utilization of 
this text message application demonstrates that the application enhanced the individual’s 
capability to carry out their health plan. It also denotes a reduction of any perceived 
barriers of carrying out their asthma plan, by improving their asthma awareness and 
increasing positive perceptions of doctor-patient communication. Low self-efficacy has 
been associated with increased asthma related morbidity and is considered to be a key 
feature of self-management behaviors that are key to successful control of asthma (Grus, 
Lopez-Hernandez, Delamater, Appelgate, Brito, Wurm and Wanner 2001). This study 
adds to the current knowledge by advancing our understanding of how social cognitive 
theory can predict how patients with asthma who use their mobile phone for asthma 
management will have increased self-efficacy, which has the potential to improve health 
outcomes.

However, outcome expectancy remained the same in this population. Outcome 
expectancy was relatively high with these participants at the outset, implying these 
participants expect the actions they take regarding their asthma will have a beneficial 
effect. Zebracki and Drotar (2004) have also demonstrated that younger people tend to 
have high expectations and believe they will have good health in the future. Additional 
studies with larger sample sizes should be conducted to further test constructs from SCT. 

implications for academics

There are several implications for academic professionals that should be taken from this 
chapter. The first is that theory can help better explain behavior change phenomenon and 
improve the ability to replicate studies. Additionally, longer study periods are necessary 
to fully understand the influence that mobile phone interventions have on individuals 
and their health. In order to successfully implement a mobile phone intervention 
it is important to work with a multidisciplinary group. This is not only because it is 
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inherently a multidisciplinary field, but also to improve the translational impact. A 
multidisciplinary group should include members of the target audience, subject-area, 
technology, communications, and public health experts.

implications for Practitioners

For practitioners seeking to implement a mobile phone intervention, it is important to 
incorporate professionals from many disciplines developing long-term interventions. 
Also key is to develop interventions that are evidence-based and have been found to 
improve health outcomes in the past. While it may not seem important in a practical 
context, using theory is important when developing a health intervention. Theory can 
be used as a foundation for the intervention and it can also help explain the behavior 
change that it presents. Once the interventions have been developed and completed it is 
important for the results to be published for others to be able to learn and replicate the 
outcomes.

Conclusion

Using mobile phones for health interventions and promotion is a dynamic method to 
connect with target populations. However, this is a rapidly changing environment and 
new ways to use mobile phones are being discovered. Future studies and interventions 
should look toward smart-phone based approaches that include games to engage people 
(Read and Shortell 2011). Furthermore, to understand the full impact of mobile phone 
and health “apps,” more theoretically based interventions must be designed and tested. 
Moreover, it is essential that mHealth applications move beyond pilot studies with short 
follow-up periods to larger scale evaluations with longer-term follow-up. mHealth is 
currently an emerging field and the majority of the studies have been demonstration 
projects while beginning to build an evidence-base; as the field moves forward, 
longitudinal and more rigorous studies can and will need to be conducted that will be 
able to demonstrate health outcomes. As chronic diseases may be lifelong, it is important 
to understand if these interventions have a long-term benefit. 
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chapter  8 Targeting Young Adult 
Texters for Public Health 
Emergency Messages: 
A Q-study of Uses and 
Gratifications

Hilary N. Karasz, MereditH li-VollMer, sHaroN 
BogaN aNd WHitNey offeNBecHer

introduction

Public health departments have a responsibility to be responsive to their public’s 
communication needs, delivering information in ways that are easily accessible and fit the 
ways that individuals prefer to communicate. The best forms of health communication 
do not require people to step outside of their usual information-seeking behavior. Instead, 
information is better when it is provided seamlessly in the flow of the daily contexts of 
people’s lives. From our perspective as both public health practitioners and researchers, 
text messaging – otherwise known as Short Message Service (SMS) – offers a potentially 
powerful means of outreach that meets people where they are. People use texting in ways 
that make it distinctive from other types of communication. By identifying how and why 
people use text messaging, and developing health communication strategies within the 
context of people’s expected attitudes, uses and motivations, health communicators will be 
more successful in using text messaging to address fundamental communication gaps and 
provide wider access to health information, particularly during public health emergencies.

This chapter aims to shed insight on how and why young adults use texting – 
informed by a uses and gratifications theoretical approach – to help health practitioners 
understand what will make their text messaging programs more resonant and appealing 
to this audience. In addition, for communication researchers and others engaged in 
audience research, it demonstrates the value of Q-methodology to investigate the uses 
and gratifications of communications technologies.

Background

text MessagiNg’s PoteNtial

SMS text messaging’s specific characteristics make it a potentially powerful channel for 
many forms of health communication for three reasons. First, texting is pervasive. In 
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2011, 73 percent of adults with cell phones reported using texting, up from 65 percent 
in 2009. Unlike the digital divide among users of online technologies, texting has been 
more quickly adopted by people across a wide range of language, ethnic, and income 
groups. Some ethnic minorities have even higher rates of texting use, with 76 percent of 
African American and 83 percent of Hispanic adult cell phone owners reporting they text, 
compared to 70 percent of whites (Smith 2011). Second, texting is mobile. People have 
their cell phones with them much of their waking hours. They even sleep with them: a 
2010 survey by the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project found that 
two-thirds of adults reported keeping their cell phone on or near them when sleeping 
(Lenhart 2010). Finally, texting is reliable. Text messages are more likely to get through 
than a phone call, especially in emergencies. Phone calls require a direct one-to-one line 
of connection, but text messages move through the network using multiple pathways to 
get to their end destination (Coyle 2005).

The accessibility, immediacy and mobility of texting offer potential for the delivery 
of health information as part of everyday public health practice. Its ability to reach 
people with urgent information, even when other communications systems are non-
functional, suggests that texting could be a true lifeline in emergency contexts as well 
as for everyday health.

Need for audieNce researcH aBout text MessagiNg

Setting up a texting program at a health department that reaches a large number of 
people in a short time is not as simple as composing a text on one phone and sending it 
out to another. It requires a considerable investment in funds and resources to work with 
a text messaging vendor, develop and promote a texting program, develop protocols, and 
train staff. Before making this investment, health departments should understand their 
audience’s needs in order to optimize texting with their residents.

For any text messaging program to be successful, it must have subscribers. If no one 
opts-in to a texting program, the texts will reach no one, even if the rest of the program 
is well conceived. Marketing of the texting program is therefore critical to its success; an 
understanding of what will make it appealing to target audiences is required. Equally 
important is an understanding of what kinds of texts target audiences want to receive. 
Text messages can be tailored to a specific individual’s interests. Content that is more 
relevant is more likely to be understood, remembered and acted upon (Bull 2011). Public 
health communicators likely have a strong notion of what information people should 
get, but if we do not know what the target audience finds relevant or of value, we risk 
losing a subscriber base.

uses aNd gratificatioNs

To better understand what people want from texting, we employed a uses and gratifications 
approach as our theoretical foundation. The uses and gratifications approach assumes 
that individual differences among media users propel each person to seek out and use 
different media technology and content in different ways (Bryant and Thompson 2002). 
The gratification-seeking and audience-activity model within this tradition addresses 
how viewers’ attention to the content of messages is influenced by the particular kinds 
of gratifications they seek, as well as their attitudes. Effects on the viewer’s thoughts, 
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emotions, or behavior depend on involvement with the message and behavioral 
intentions of the viewer (Rubin and Perse 1987).

Motivations for mobile phone use include instrumental (task-oriented) ones, such 
as using the phone for work or for emergencies (Roos 1993) or for the immediate 
accessibility it provides (Leung and Wei 2000); affective, such as the desire for security 
(Ling 2000) or for feeling closer to family members (Leung and Wei 2000); and social, 
such as the extensive use of mobile phones by teens for social networking (Ling 2000) 
and the display of a cell phone to indicate status or fashion (Leung and Wei 2000).

With respect specifically to text messaging on the mobile phone, prior uses and 
gratifications research has shown that social motives outweigh instrumental motives 
among young people, the earliest adopters of the technology. In a Dutch study of 
12–25-year-olds, researchers found that immediate access and social interaction were 
primary motives for text messaging use (Peters et al. 2003). Similarly, Grant and 
O’Donohue (2007) found that social stimulation and entertainment were primary 
motivations for older adolescents. Younger texters used texting much less for 
informational purposes, and widely disliked the use of texting for advertising. The 
researchers concluded that although social gratifications drive texting use for young 
people, they do not want social interaction with outside entities; to reach young 
audiences, marketers and others outside young people’s social networks should instead 
develop texting content that supports young people in maintaining their relationships. 
Manhatanankoon (2007) found that personality traits – like personal innovativeness 
and playfulness – predicted text messaging usage patterns.

As demonstrated by these studies, texting programs must take into account what 
target audiences want and support them in their desired uses of texting if they are 
to successfully engage people. An analysis of the uses and gratifications of different 
consumer segments can delineate the types of people, or “personas” that use texting, 
how they use it, and why. In technology industries, personas are constructed characters 
used to document the goals, behaviors, needs, and limitations of a group of technology 
users. Technology developers use personas to help understand the end user and guide 
decisions about product development based on users’ characteristics, needs, and desires 
(Snyder et al. 2011). Public health communicators can borrow this technique to guide 
development of text messaging programs.

To help public health communicators construct personas for text messaging users 
that can aid in the development of relevant text messages and marketing of text 
messaging programs, we sought answers to the following research questions: RQ 1: 
What are the uses and gratifications that young, urban adults seek or obtain from SMS 
text messaging? RQ 2: What are the different types of text message users among young 
adults and what attitudes do they hold towards text messaging?

Method

Q MetHod for uses aNd gratificatioNs aNd attitudiNal audieNce 
researcH

To better understand why and how people use texting, we wanted to segment the audience 
by their uses and gratifications, rather than major demographic groups, like ethnicity, age 
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and gender. Q methodology is a useful tool in this endeavor because it elicits groupings 
or “types” of people based on their own subjective viewpoints about a topic – in this 
case, what they think about text messaging (Brown 1980, 1991). Q methodology allows 
researchers to uncover how types of like-minded individuals think about an issue in 
similar ways and in ways that are different from others. Q is powerful in part because 
of its internal validity and authenticity; it allows participants to model their beliefs 
independent of constructs or categories predetermined by researchers. Additionally, 
using Q methodology to construct texter types or “personas” can assist with the creation 
and marketing of public health text messaging programs and optimizes the chances that 
audiences will find it useful and relevant.

deVeloPMeNt of stateMeNt set

Q method involves the rank ordering of opinion statements about the topic by research 
participants. To develop the set of opinion statements, we reviewed the grey and academic 
literature and conducted interviews with people who use text messaging to determine 
what they liked and did not like about texting until we reached a saturation of opinions; 
this process resulted in an initial list of 100 opinion statements about texting. An advisory 
group winnowed the list down to a more manageable list of 46 statements that reflect 
attitudes, uses and gratifications identified by previous studies (see the Appendix for a 
complete list of statements).

recruitMeNt of ParticiPaNts

We chose to study young adults because they are heavy users of text messaging (Smith 
2011) and because they may be harder to reach with traditional media. Following Q 
method, which typically includes a number of participants that is significantly smaller 
than the statement set (Brown 1991), we recruited a convenience sample of 31 young 
adults between the ages of 18 and 29 from across King County, Washington. Interviewees 
were recruited at community colleges and other educational facilities, county employees, 
and community based organizations. Each participant received a $20 gift card upon 
completion of the interview. Participants were interviewed alone, and interviews 
were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Each participant “sorted” the opinion 
statements across a continuum of negative six, representing “least agree” to positive 
six, representing “most agree.” As shown in Table 8.1, the number in parentheses is the 
number of statements sorted under each ranking of agreement in a forced distribution 
format.

Researchers documented the order in which participants ranked the statements. 
Using the software program, PQ Method 2.11, we ran a factor analysis on the individual 

least agree              Neutral              Most agree

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

(1) (2) (2) (3) (3) (4) (16) (4) (3) (3) (2) (2) (1)

table 8.1 Q-Sort Statement Distribution
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rankings of statements – or “sorts” – to extract different groupings from the data set. PQ 
Method first created a correlation matrix, in which each individual sort is compared to 
every other sort. Factors were then extracted using the principal components method. 
Varimax rotation helped distinguish the differing perspectives between factors.

This process produced eight factors that we examined to see which factors to include 
in the final rotation. Following the principal of parsimony (Brown 1980) we looked for 
the number of factors that loaded as many of the sorts as possible, while still presenting 
a factor picture that was illuminating.

To assist with qualitative analysis of the transcribed interviews, all interview data was 
assigned codes connected to uses and gratifications identified in previous studies. Three 
research assistants conducted the coding, reaching intercoder reliability at Krippendorff’s 
α of .67 or greater for each coefficient.

results

Of our 31 participants, 25 loaded significantly on one of four factors.

This study revealed four types of texters among the people in the sample. Each texter 
type represents a distinct way of thinking about the technology, how it is used, and what 
benefits texting brings to the individual. We have named the four types: 

1. the On-the-Go texter; 
2. the Strategic texter; 
3. the Personal texter; and
4. the Security texter. 

A discussion of these types follows.

PersoNa 1: tHe oN-tHe-go texter

Uses and gratifications On-The-Go texters are characterized by their busy lifestyles. 
Texting to them is the tool with which they organize and manage all the facets of their 
lives. Texting is a useful and necessary tool for planning events, connecting quickly with 
friends and family, and taking care of errands. In essence, texting allows them to more 
efficiently multitask. Texting does not strengthen or deepen relationships; it is a necessary 
tool for communicating. There is no question in their minds that texting is here to stay.

On-the-Go texters most strongly agreed with the following statements:

factor 1 factor 2 factor 3 factor 4 did not load

Number of participants significantly loading 
on each factor

10 8 3 4 6

table 8.2 participant Factor Loadings
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• “Texting has become part of the social protocol. It’s just the way we communicate 
now” (rank 6; factor loading: 2.16).

• “I like texting because it’s efficient, short, and to the point” (rank 5; factor loading 1.89).
• “There are often times during the day when it is inconvenient to talk on the phone 

but where sending a text is much easier” (rank 5; factor loading 1.84).
• “I text because it’s an easy way to let someone know you’re thinking of them” (rank 

4; factor loading 1.61).
• “I text to verify social plans” (rank 4; factor loading 1.47).

Key attitudes held by on-the-go texters

Texting is the communications norm Significant at p <.01, a key statement for On-the-Go 
texters that distinguished them from the other texters was “Texting has become part of 
the social protocol. It’s just the way we communicate now” (factor loading 2.16. This 
underscores the On-the-Go texter’s belief that texting is fundamental to communication. 
These texters believe that texting is a communications technology that is here to stay, 
that “it’s the communications norm.” Their friends and co-workers use text, and they 
“can’t see it not being a tool in phones, like any time in the near future…it’s pretty simple 
and pretty timeless.”

Texting is always appropriate On-the-Go texters always have their phones with them and 
texting is so quick and easy. There are few situations where their impulse is not to text 
first. For example, when privacy is an issue, “a lot of times it’s more appropriate to text 
than have … a conversation that’s audible throughout the room.” On-the-Go texters 
even confess to “sneakily text[ing]” during movies.

Text me only useful information, not spam This texter type uses text to get information, 
for example, “where I need to be, what time, [I get] updates from my friends as the 
plan is changing.” They do not particularly use text to get news, however, and those 
that reported signing up for news-type messaging services have found it disappointing 
because of the spam that followed:

There have been a couple of things [I’ve signed up for] and I ended up getting the like “go to this 
thing and buy this ringtone” and some span stuff and I have to cancel … That gets obnoxious 
in my opinion.

With respect to emergency text messages, one On-the-Go texter said:

I’d definitely sign up for something like that. Anything important is good to have. [a bus arrival 
text] wasn’t that important to have, but if it was like an earthquake … [that would be valuable].

PersoNa 2: tHe strategic texter

Uses and gratifications Strategic texters are characterized by their use of texting exclusively 
as a tool for quick, targeted communication. They use texting to avoid long conversations. 
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They are suspicious of texting’s influences on society and therefore tend to resist texting too 
often. They prefer to use other forms of communication to deepen their relationships. To 
them texting is convenient and efficient in situations where small amounts of information 
need to be communicated. Texting has its place, but that place is limited.

Statements with which Strategic texters most strongly agree:

• “There are often times during the day when it is inconvenient to talk on the phone 
but where sending a text is much easier” (rank 6; factor loading 2.17).

• “I hate it when I’m hanging out with people and instead of socializing, they text with 
other friends” (rank 5; factor loading 1.64).

• “I text when I don’t want to talk or get into a lengthy conversation” (rank 5; factor 
loading 1.27).

• “I text only when I can’t call, email or meet in person” (rank 4; factor loading 1.23).  
• “Texting is too expensive” (rank 4; factor loading 1.20).

Key attitudes held by strategic texters

Texting is useful to control social interactions Making a phone call is a preferred form of 
communication, but the Strategic texter finds texting useful when making a call would 
be problematic. Strategic texters strongly agree that there are times when talking is 
inconvenient and texting is a good option. For example, when you want to avoid a 
lengthy conversation:

you just feel awkward calling somebody and somehow it’s just easier to text them. Then you 
don’t have to hear their voice or have to interrupt them.

Texting meets the needs of others as well Strategic texters note the advantages of texting, such 
as when people like to contact others who live in another time zone, and they’ve already 
gone to bed: you “aren’t going to wake them up with the phone ringing. They can check 
it when they’re awake.” Similarly, sometimes it is more appropriate to text rather than call: 
“we have to respect their time … maybe they were doing something else or sleeping.”

Texting is most helpful with coordination and planning Common uses included setting up 
plans, with texts such as “You need to be here at this time,” and coordinating location, 
“I’m sitting in this seat at the concert.” According to Strategic texters, texting is good for 
planning because it does not require sitting down at a computer, and rather than risk 
getting into a lengthy or unwelcome phone call, text is easier. “I send specific targeted 
messages generally if I’m coordinating and even with friends because it’s less intrusive, 
for example, if someone’s driving,” noted one Strategic texter.

Texting doesn’t strengthen relationships The Strategic texter uses texting under certain 
circumstances, but does not use text as a means to foster social relationships. The 
ranking of statements that were distinguishing for this type include “I text to deepen my 
relationships” (-1.98), underscoring this type’s strong disagreement with the notion that 
text messaging can be used in cementing relationships. In addition, the Strategic texter 
strongly and uniquely disagreed with the statement that “If I’m not constantly connected 
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to my social network of friends via texting I feel left out” (-.208), demonstrating that 
texting is simply a tool in the Strategic texter’s repertoire, not an essential means to 
connect to others.

One Strategic texter explained:

I don’t think text messaging … impacts my relationships other than coordinating in person 
meetings … I never explained my thoughts to anyone over a text message or anything.

In fact, texting helps maintain superficial relationships:

I just don’t think it’s very emotionally deep. With acquaintances I’d probably just text message 
so I could avoid calling them, so I use it for the opposite [of maintaining deep relationships].

The cost of texting is another reason texting does not help with relationships, and this 
group strongly agreed that cost was a barrier. In fact, strategic texters considered cost of 
texts more than other types of texters:

I actually hope people don’t text me back because then it’s just a waste of money … I’ll text you, 
assume you got it and unless there’s a question in it you don’t need to text me back.

PersoNa 3: tHe iNtiMate texter

Uses and gratifications Intimate texters are characterized by their use of texting as a way to 
maintain relationships with close friends and family members. These relationships tend to 
be the major focus of their texting. Although they do use it for some practical reasons, they 
think of it as being a tool to use with a tight knit circle of close people. Because they do invest 
themselves personally into these communications, it is also important to them that people 
be considerate about their texting and therefore think it is impolite to text in a group. They 
are not interested in the technology for the flashy features, constant access or social status.

Statements with which Intimate texters most strongly agree:

• “I hate it when I’m hanging out with people and instead of socializing, they text with 
other friends” (rank 6; factor loading 2.38).

• “I text because it’s an easy way to let someone know you’re thinking of them” (rank 
5; factor loading 2.03).

• “I text to deepen my relationships” (rank 5; factor loading 1.98).
• “There are often times during the day when it is inconvenient to talk on the phone, 

but where sending a text message is much easier” (rank 4; factor loading 1.26).
• “I like texting because it’s efficient, it’s short and to the point” (rank 4; factor loading 

1.12).

Key attitudes held by intimate texters

Texting can be rude The Intimate texter perceives that texting can play a strong role 
in social connections, for better or worse. They use text messaging to strengthen 
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relationships, but note that texting also can get in the way. The Intimate texter most 
strongly agreed with the notion that it is annoying when people text in front of him: 

If you’re telling a story to someone … they get on their phone and then you have to repeat it … 
I just get annoyed so much when they’re not paying attention.

Getting a quick response to text messages is also important, even if the other person is 
busy, as one Intimate texter explained: 

It is disrespectful … and a sign of weakness on the part of the person who has kept quiet.

Texting is for connection A defining statement for Intimate texters was “I text to deepen 
my relationships” (1.98). However, texting is reserved for only a few people close to the 
Intimate texter. In particular, family is important to this type of texter: 

I am family oriented and I’m becoming more as I get older and so I just want to keep those 
relationships that I have and make sure we are communicating and on the right path.

Texting is a quick way to keep the connection to family and close relationships simmering:

If you’re tired after a long day, but you’re thinking about that person, you just want to say ‘how 
was your day’ and they’ll respond, hopefully.

Another Intimate texter uses it as a means to stay connected when no other option is 
available: 

When I’m home alone or during the night, or when my [girlfriend] can’t talk to me, that’s all 
I’ll do. I prefer calling, but she told me not to so I can’t help [but text].

Texting is not a good way to get information Unlike the other types of texters, the Intimate 
texter does not use texting to get information. They disagreed with the statements, “I like 
texting because I can text to get directions/ names of restaurants directly to my phone” 
(-1.91) and, “I like texting because I can text to get news and information” (-1.70). Even 
though it is easy to text, the Intimate texter prefers to call and ask for directions, or use the 
Internet for news and information. Possible exceptions to receiving texts for information 
would be if the texts were emergency oriented:

I have this bad habit of not watching television or reading the newspaper, and most of the 
time I don’t know what’s happening. So if I were to get a text … telling me about a plane that 
is hijacked and crashed in Puget Sound like 15 minutes ago ... that would be helpful so I can 
take a precaution.

PersoNa 4: tHe security texter

Uses and gratifications Unlike other texter types, this group strongly valued the privacy 
and security aspects of text messaging. To them, texting is a security blanket that 
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provides peace of mind. It works as a tool not only to save important information that 
could come in handy in times of need, but it also works as a way of keeping important 
personal information private. Texting is also a tool used for physical protection in cases 
of emergencies and when they feel personally threatened. These are the people who 
think about unsafe situations that might happen and who feel better that their phone is 
with them at all times just in case. Texting is a dependable tool for communicating with 
friends and family who live far away.

Statements with which Security texters most strongly agree:

• “I like texting because texting is private. I can text without my kids/friends/parents 
knowing the subject matter” (rank 6; factor loading 2.19).

• “I like texting because I can store a message and look up a message later” (rank 5; 
factor loading 1.80).

• “I like texting because I can avoid interrupting someone” (rank 5; factor loading 1.77).
• “I feel safer knowing I can text someone if I were in a dangerous situation” (rank 4; 

factor loading 1.58).
• “I like texting because I can get/send messages while I’m doing something else” (rank 

4; factor loading 1.33).

Key attitudes held by security texters

Texting is private While The Security texter and the On-the-Go texter share many of 
the same opinions about the utility of texting, there were significant differences. A 
distinguishing statement for the Security texter was “I like texting because texting is 
private. I can text without my kids/friends/parents knowing the subject matter” (2.19) 
The Security texter likes being able to communicate without anyone hearing the 
conversation, unlike a voice call:

I think when you’re calling someone, other people will listen in and would … infer something 
from your conversation.

Another Security texter values texting because:

I like knowing it’s really safe and I’m having a one to one conversation.

Whether the topic is school, or romantic partners, or just avoiding an awkward situation, 
Security texters note the freedom in being able to express oneself via text in private:

If us two friends [want to] hang out, and I didn’t ask my roommate and he listens to me, that 
would be a little bit rude so it’s better to text.

Another benefit of texting is that messages can be stored securely. One Security texter 
commented:

I have siblings that check my phone sometimes, but that’s why there’s a lock thing. So you can 
lock it and that’s good. It is pretty private.
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Texting provides a sense of security. Another distinguishing statement for this group was 
“I feel safer knowing I can text someone if I were in a dangerous situation” (1.58). For 
example, a Security texter described a situation where there is a person who is volatile, 
and you want to call for help discreetly:

It’s really quiet and no one can really notice. Especially since I have a phone that you can just 
touch it, without the buttons clicking. It’s easy.

Another Security texter described a more dire use: 

… if like I am kidnapped by someone and it’s really not appropriate to call, maybe, I mean, in 
that case text messaging is definitely the best choice.

Texting allows a person to stay in touch with a particular friend for help:

My friend, my best friend, we always text, so if I cannot do anything I know I can text her and 
then she can get me help. That safety, you just know it’s there.

iMPlicatioNs for acadeMics: WHy Q MetHod is effectiVe for audieNce 
researcH aBout text MessagiNg aNd uses aNd gratificatioNs

Unlike methods that highlight respondent differences based on demographics, Q 
method provides a window into the nuanced viewpoints within a group. Studies in the 
uses and gratifications tradition have typically used survey methods, where respondents 
are forced to choose among a few pre-identified answer choices. In contrast, Q explores 
the subjective perspectives of respondents and allows for deeper reflection of the topic 
by the respondent. It is also a mixed method approach that employs the process of rank 
ordering statements to engage the respondent in thinking through the complex attitudes 
behind a topic, and allows responses to be quantified. Q method is particularly effective 
for exploring text messaging viewpoints because it can capture the nuances of the varied 
and flexible ways people text. Using Q, researchers can directly analyze differences 
between people’s texting experiences according to their uses and gratifications rather 
than their demographic categories.

iMPlicatioNs for HealtH PractitioNers: MarKetiNg aNd text Message 
desigN strategy for ideNtified PersoNas

The four different texting personas that emerged from this analysis can be used to 
aid health departments and providers in the development of more successful texting 
programs. Health communicators can target efforts to fit the distinct uses of texting, 
gratifications sought from texting experiences, and attitudes about the technology 
found in these personas. By focusing on the characteristics of the personas, practitioners 
can craft more enticing marketing campaigns to increase opt-in as well as inform the 
development of text messages that resonate with the audience. Using the public health 
emergency preparedness as an example, we developed the following suggestions for 
shaping materials around the four personas.
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The On-the-Go texter has fully embraced text messaging as a part of his or her life 
and communication style. Marketing materials that use phrases like “fits into your busy 
lifestyle,” “texting is the best way to receive this information,” and “easy to get updated 
information,” will be attractive to this group. Emphasizing that the information will be 
highly useful and can be read at the On-the-Go texters’ convenience will be an important 
caveat. Health programs that craft messages with the On-the-Go texter in mind may use 
multi-tasking as a hook. For example, an emergency preparedness texting program could 
focus on helping this group manage their busy lives with a text like “Stopping by the 
pharmacy? Don’t forget to get a flu shot too. It will help you stay protected against a flu 
outbreak.” 

The Strategic texter is far more selective about texting. Since the Strategic texter 
appreciates texting for its quick and controlled interaction, emphasizing the briefness 
and limited number of the messages may be a good approach. For example, marketing 
materials may say something like: “Texts will be short and to the point, allowing you to 
follow up only on the information that interests you.” Texting programs will also be more 
inviting to Strategic texters if you emphasize that the information provided by text will 
allow them to coordinate and plan. Marketing the business-like quick communication 
style of text messaging will appeal to the Strategic texter, who values the targeted nature 
of texted communications. For the Strategic texter, an emergency preparedness program 
might include messages that emphasize tips for coordinating post-emergency meet-up 
with family, or identifying an out-of-state contact if local land lines are down. These 
messages focus on the Strategic texter’s positive attitude about using text to coordinate.

The Intimate texter does not use texting much for news and information, but rather 
to deepen relationships. The best approach to encourage the Intimate texter to sign up 
for texting program may be to emphasize how the information provided may be of use 
to family and friends. For example, appropriate appeals could include “receive important 
emergency health information you can forward to your close friends and family,” or 
“make sure you have the information your close friends and family need in the event of 
an emergency.” Similarly, text messages would highlight the importance of taking steps 
to become more prepared to ensure close friends and family are safe. The text messages 
may also emphasize sharing the texts with their close network such as “forward this 
message to a close friend to make sure they are safe too.”

The Security texter clearly is an excellent target for an emergency text messaging 
program. Phrases like “information to stay safe in an emergency” will appeal to this type 
of texter. “Have information at your fingertips in case of a dangerous situation,” and 
“receive texts with critical information for your safety to store right in your phone” are 
likely types of marketing appeals that will be effective with this type. Clearly, the Security 
texter may respond well to a range of emergency preparedness texts, particularly ones 
that emphasize ways to increase their readiness and increased safety. Texts like “Have a 
supply of water for 3 days? In an emergency, this can be a lifeline” should be appealing.

When health departments or providers are recruiting broadly for a text messaging 
program, marketing materials and individual texts should include a mix of appeals 
designed to reach each of the personas. In addition, this study found one key “consensus” 
statement, which each texter type tended to place in the same location on the least agree 
to most agree continuum. Identification of a consensus statement may be used by public 
health to develop messages that will resonate with all texter types. In this case, all four 
texter types disagreed with the statement: 
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I wouldn’t rely on texting in an emergency because power and signal availability is unreliable.

An effective marketing appeal might be:

You know that texting can be the most reliable way to get info during an emergency. Sign up 
today to receive important messages to help you during a public health emergency.

conclusion

Provision of health information is a core mission for health departments in the 
promotion and protection of community health. In this time of limited resources, health 
departments need to use all the tools available to them to assist in this critical mission. In 
light of texting’s wide and increasing adoption, to ignore texting is not merely a missed 
opportunity but also a refusal to engage the public using a highly accessible, common, 
and frequently preferred means of communication.

At the same time, we recognize that strained resources make it challenging for health 
departments and other providers to keep up with technology. It is our hope that this study 
will encourage practitioners to consider how texting might fill communications gaps 
and will assist health departments in maximizing any investment they make in texting 
programs. A clearer understanding of the contexts within which people use texting, their 
reasons for using it, how they use it, and how types of texters cluster together can help 
ensure that members of the public will sign up for health texts and find them relevant to 
their needs and expectations.

This study also points to the practical benefits of integrating communication 
theory and diverse research methods to meet everyday needs of health communicators. 
As members of a public health department communications team, we embarked on 
this research to improve our communications practice. In the process, we found that 
application of uses and gratifications theory offered insights about how people in our 
community use and think about communications technology that would have been 
missed through a less rigorous focus group or survey study. The use of Q method allowed 
the subjective perspectives on texting to emerge from the community we serve, rather 
than from our own assumptions, and made it possible to organize their perspectives 
into personas that we can employ on a practical level. The study also demonstrated the 
value of applying an innovative method to the long-standing communications tradition 
of uses and gratifications. We, therefore, recommend and encourage more collaborative 
research teams between health communication professionals and researchers, which can 
result in fruitful outcomes for both parties.

future research

Text messaging is still a relatively new technology. As the use of text messaging continues 
to grow, the social norms and practices will also evolve. With the expansion of other 
technologies such as Smartphones and social media sites, the ways people use SMS 
text messaging are likely to shift. Future research will need to continue to capture this 
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evolution to ensure that organizations align their health communication strategies with 
the ways their audiences use the technologies.

This research sheds light on the ways people use text messaging, their gratifications 
and attitudes about the technology. There is still much to be learned about how health 
departments can be most effective in promoting and protecting health using this 
communication channel. Given the different types of texters in the community, what 
types of messages will be most effective in leading to behavior change? How can health 
organizations customize messages more effectively to take advantage of the personal 
nature of text messaging? What are the most effective ways to market texting programs to 
ensure we are closing the gap in access to information, not expanding it? Further research 
is needed to address these issues.
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appendix 8.1

final statement set

fasHioN/status/ self PreseNtatioN 

1. If I’m not constantly connected to my social network of friends via texting I feel left 
out.

2. Having a nice phone is less embarrassing for texting in front of friends.
3. I think other people text because they think it’s cool. It makes people feel popular 

and in demand.
4. I text because I think other people get a better impression of me.

affectioN/sociaBility

5. I text because it’s simple for just checking in.
6. I text because it’s an easy way to let someone know you’re thinking of them.
7. Texting has become part of the social protocol. It’s just the way we communicate now.
8. I typically text all day long to lots of different people.
9. I text to always be available to my family.
10. Texting makes me feel involved with what’s going on with other people.

iNtiMacy

11. I text to feel closer to family members.
12. I text to deepen my relationships.

relaxatioN/ escaPisM

13. Texting is a fun addiction!
14. I text to gossip or chat.
15. Texting helps me pass the time while I’m waiting.
16. I text to put off something I should be doing.
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iMMediate access

17. What I like about texting is that I’m always available at any time.
18. One of the best things about texting is that people always have their cell phones with 

them.
19. There are often times during the day when it is inconvenient to talk on the phone, 

but where sending a text message is much easier.

iNstruMeNtality

20. I like texting because I can store a message and look up a message later.
21. I like texting because I can text for work-related reasons.
22. I like texting because I can text to get directions/ names of restaurants directly to my 

phone.
23. I like texting because I can text to get news and information.
24. I text to verify social plans.
25. I text because it is too early or too late in the day to call.

reassuraNce

26. I text to let people know I’m running late.
27. I feel safer knowing I can text someone if I were in a dangerous situation.
28. I wouldn’t rely on texting in an emergency because power and signal availability is 

unreliable. 

last resort

29. I text only when I can’t call, email or meet in person.

Barriers/NegatiVes

30. I think that people text because they have nothing better to do with their lives.
31. Texting is too expensive.
32. Texting is a fad.
33. Texting people is quite stupid because you can call that person quicker than typing.
34. One problem with texting is receiving spam texts/junk mail and/or marketing texts.
35. I hate it when I’m hanging out with people and instead of socializing, they text with 

other friends.
36. In many situations it’s rude to text when in a group.
37. Texting is hard because the buttons are too small for my fingers.
38. I don’t like having to press the buttons so many times to get the letter I need.

MiscellaNeous

39. I like texting because it’s efficient, it’s short and to the point.
40. I like texting because I can get/send messages while I’m doing something else.
41. I text when I don’t want to talk or get into a lengthy conversation.
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42. I like texting because I can avoid interrupting someone.
43. I like texting because texting is private. I can text without my kids/friends/parents 

knowing the subject matter.
44. I like using short hand or abbreviations.
45. I think people text so that they can avoid conversations.
46. It’s rude if I text someone and they don’t text me back.
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chapter  9 Reaching the Unreachable: 
How eHealth and Mobile 
Health Technologies 
Impact At-Risk 
Populations

Rowena L. BRiones and Beth sundstRom

introduction

According to the Pew Internet and American Life Project, 80 percent of American users 
(or about 113 million adults) search the Internet for at least one specific health topic, and 
about eight million of those users turn to the Web for health information on just a typical 
day (Fox 2006). In addition, the online health-information environment is increasingly 
turning mobile, with 17 percent of cell phone users using their phones to look up health 
or medical information and 9 percent of users utilizing software or “apps” to help manage 
their health (Fox 2010). Among these users are communities of color, with the proportion 
of Internet users who are black or Latino nearly doubling between 2000 and 2010 (Smith 
2010). For many of these populations, the Web and mobile technologies are one way that 
they can access health information quickly and efficiently. 

Because the Internet and mobile technologies have become such pervasive tools 
for health consumers, it is imperative to learn exactly how these groups use the Web 
and mobile technology for health purposes and why they prefer to use these channels. 
The contributions of extant research on eHealth and mobile health technologies are 
influential because they not only enhance the theoretical frameworks surrounding 
this phenomenon, but they also greatly impact the practice of medicine and health 
communication. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to explore these questions 
through four different sections. 

First, an extensive review of literature on the Internet, mobile technology, and health 
will be explicated. Special attention will be given to aspects of mobile health and its 
relationship with at-risk populations (Smith 2010). The second section will be a case 
example of the Text4Baby campaign. This campaign was chosen due to its broad reach 
and success; it was the first grand-scale, national mobile health initiative in the United 
States with more than 3.5 million messages sent and more than 300 outreach partners 
joining the initiative (Text4Baby 2011). The theories and evaluation underlying the 
campaign will be presented, along with original qualitative research to explore pregnant 
women’s perceptions of the campaign and to understand how the Internet and mobile 
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technology impact understandings of risk and health among women on the margins. The 
third section includes the challenges and opportunities for using Web technologies in 
health contexts. Finally, the chapter will conclude with implications and future directions 
for health communication research and practice. 

ehealth and mobile technology from the Provider’s Perspective

One emerging phenomenon in clinical practice is patients attempting to incorporate 
information from the Internet into the medical consultation (Ahmad et al. 2006). 
A study by Sommerhalder and colleagues (2009) found that adding health-related 
Internet information (HRII) to consultations was appreciated by physicians; however, it 
oftentimes led to misleading interpretations. Another study by Ahmad et al. (2006) found 
that physicians felt that integrating Internet information into consultations caused 
misinformation on the part of the patient, leading to confusion, distress, and inaccurate 
self-diagnoses and self-treatment.

However, there have been instances in which physicians thought positively about 
the use of Web technologies in their practice. Houston and colleagues (2003) found that 
physicians who were satisfied with the use of email in their consultations thought the 
practice was not only time saving but also helped them deliver better care. Nordqvist and 
colleagues (2009) found that the development of a diabetes education portal led to a sense 
of community, saved time, and offered practical and social support to patients. Yet, they 
also found that the use of this technology could not replace face-to-face communication, 
but might complement it. In addition, physicians felt that the use of technologies in their 
patient interactions can also pose some medicolegal risks within the patient-provider 
relationship (Houston et al. 2003). 

The use of the Internet for health information may also increase a patient’s frequency 
of contact with a health professional for health information and for ailment treatment 
(Lee 2008a), as patients feel more equipped with what they have gathered. Imes and 
colleagues (2008) found that many patients believed the quality of information found 
on the Internet is worth sharing in a medical consultation, despite feeling uncomfortable 
with their providers. 

When discussing health-related Internet information with providers, patients’ 
satisfaction with the overall medical experience increased, as was found in Bylund 
et al.’s (2007) study on cancer patients. Though few of these patients were directly 
assertive with their oncologists, Bylund and colleagues found that those patients were 
comfortable making it explicit that they received their information from the Web. 
Additionally, Lee (2008a) argued that patients sought information on the Internet in 
the first place because they were overall more sensitive to health conditions and wanted 
to start a discussion with their doctors. By being equipped with this information, 
patients felt more legitimated by their providers, leading to a decreased concern about 
the health problem (Sabee et al. 2005). 

Wald and colleagues’ (2007) review of the literature found a few key points in regards 
to the various outcomes that result from the use of eHealth technologies. First, they 
found that the emergence of eHealth now leads to the triangulation of information, 
from patient to the Web to the physician. This triangulation not only helps augment 
the information provided by the physician, but it also shifts the conventional notions 
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of the patient-provider relationship by straying from the “traditional” idea of medical 
authority. However, this shift does lead to more positive outcomes, increasing shared 
decision-making, collaboration and teamwork between the two parties and creating a 
more efficient use of clinical time. 

ehealth and technology from the Patient’s Perspective

The Pew Internet and American Life Project conducted a series of telephone interviews to 
determine the motivations behind seeking health information on the Internet. Among 
the main reasons, individuals turn to the Web because: 

a) someone they know has been diagnosed with a health condition and they are looking 
on behalf of someone else; 

b) they themselves are diagnosed with a new health problem and are conducting their 
own research; 

c) they are searching from home to answer a specific question; 
d) they are being prescribed a new medication or course of treatment; and/or
e) they have unanswered questions after a doctor’s visit (Fox and Rainie 2002). 

In addition, a number of studies have been conducted to explore what factors predict 
whether or not a person will conduct information searches on the Internet. Rains (2007) 
discovered that trust plays a large role in this regard; in particular, having trust in the 
Web as a credible information source leads to more information seeking on the Internet, 
while simultaneously increasing distrust in the more traditional sources of information 
such as medical providers and entertainment-oriented media. Furthermore, Rains found 
that individuals prefer using the Web for health information because it offers them more 
control over an overabundance of sources, as opposed to more traditional media such as 
magazines and newspapers that are more limited in their reach and scope.

Control was also a factor that was shown to be important in Lieberman and 
colleagues’ (2003) study. They found that users preferred an interactive system that 
offered not only a high level of control but also shared tailored information. When 
websites or interventions personalized their feedback to users, their perceptions of the 
quality of content, as well as the informativeness of the content, increased. And, finally, 
in Lee’s (2008b) analysis of what constituted repeated search behavior on the Web, 
he found that participants were more likely to conduct searches if it satisfied their 
utilitarian needs (that is, treatment for a health condition), was relevant and credible, 
and increased their satisfaction.

Warner and Procaccino’s (2007) review of the literature found that frequent Web 
users had greater success of finding health information, found online information to be 
more useful, and had many of their health questions answered through the Internet. In 
addition, the decisions about health treatments made by Web users were more influenced 
by the health information that was found via online. Tian and Robinson (2009) discovered 
similar findings in their study on incidental Internet searching; those who inadvertently 
found health information online had positive overall Internet usage, more active health 
information seeking, and more frequent use of other media channels such as television, 
newspapers, and magazines for supplemental information. Other outcomes included 
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more frequent visits to the physician’s office and higher levels of health knowledge, 
though Web users claim that finding health information was not any easier for them 
as compared to non-Web users (Warner and Procaccino 2007). Another way that users 
could find health information is through their mobile devices from campaigns such as 
Text4Baby, which is detailed as a case example below.

text4Baby Case example: the First national mobile health 
Campaign in the u.s.

The infant mortality rate in the United States is over 6 per 1,000 live births. This places 
the United States 30th worldwide, behind developing countries such as Hungary and 
Cuba (Central Intelligence Agency 2010). Hispanic and African American women are 
about 2.5 times more likely than white women to delay prenatal care until the third 
trimester or to forego prenatal care (Rochman 2010). Text4Baby seeks to promote healthy 
birth outcomes among underserved populations. This campaign is the first grand-scale, 
national mobile health initiative in the United States, aiming to change prenatal and 
postpartum health behaviors. 

moBiLe heaLth and undeRseRved PoPuLations

Mobile health (mHealth) has been used successfully in developing countries to spread 
health messages. In the United States, 87 percent of African Americans and Latinos own 
cell phones. Furthermore, African American and Latino cell phone owners are more likely 
than whites to use a range of cell phone features including the Internet and text messaging 
(Smith 2010). Formative research for the Text4Baby campaign mirrored these results, 
finding that African-American and Hispanic moms are “avid” users of text messages. In 
this way, cell phones can provide broad reach to underserved populations.

The target audience for the Text4Baby campaign includes pregnant women, new 
mothers, and underserved populations. This audience has been operationalized as 
Medicaid-eligible women and Spanish-speaking women. The U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services plans to evaluate whether Text4Baby subscribers have better 
outcomes than nonsubscribers. The evaluation seeks to answer whether the access to 
advice prompts the desired behavior changes of increased doctor’s visits, reduced smoking 
rates, and other health behaviors. The ultimate goal is the decline of incidence of low 
birth weight and prematurity among the targeted audience populations.

The cornerstone of the Text4Baby campaign is the text messaging service offered 
completely free to women. Cell phone companies waive the text message fee for women 
receiving the service. Women sign up for the service by texting BABY (or BEBE for Spanish 
messages) to 511411. This nationwide campaign was launched in February 2010. In 
November 2010, Text4Baby campaign planners announced a new goal of 1 million users 
by the end of 2012 (Remick 2010).

During registration, women provide their due date or their baby’s date of birth to 
receive messages tailored with timely advice. Women receive a standard series of start-up 
health messages, such as advice to visit a doctor, followed by three messages per week 
during pregnancy and the first 12 months of their baby’s life. The messages are written 
by the National Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies Coalition (HMHB) and evaluated by 
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doctors, nurses, health care practitioners, and public health professionals. The messages 
cover diverse topics ranging from health care access, influenza, nutrition, prenatal care, 
mental health, labor and delivery to car seat safety. For example, a safe sleeping message 
reminds women, “babies go on their backs, not their bellies.”

The goals of Text4Baby are: 

1. to promote positive self-efficacy for pre-natal care; 
2. to encourage pre-natal and post-partum health care behaviors; 
3. to demonstrate the potential of mobile health technology to address maternal and 

child health; and
4. to demonstrate the potential of mobile health technology to reach underserved 

populations with critical health information. 

The campaign will also develop a base of evidence on the efficacy of mobile health 
interventions and catalyze new models for public-private partnerships in the area of 
mobile health.

PuBLiC-PRivate PaRtneRshiP 

The founding organization of the Text4Baby campaign is the National Healthy Mothers, 
Healthy Babies Coalition (HMHB). The organization is a recognized leader and resource 
in maternal and child health, reaching an estimated 10 million healthcare professionals, 
parents, and policymakers through its membership of over 100 local, state and national 
organizations. HMHB’s mission is to improve the health and safety of mothers, babies 
and families through educational materials and collaborative partnerships. HMHB’s 
(2010) core values include: 

1. a child’s right to be born healthy and raised in a safe and nurturing environment; 
2. equal access to quality health care; 
3. a collective voice to facilitate change; 
4. eliminating health disparities among all populations; 
5. cultural competence and respect for diversity; and
6. education to encourage healthy choices.

Text4Baby is made possible through a broad, public-private partnership that includes 
government, corporations, academic institutions, professional associations, tribal 
agencies, and non-profit organizations. Forty states are creating Text4Baby coalitions. 
Some of the partners include the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, CTIA Wireless Foundation, Johnson 
& Johnson, Voxiva, Wellpoint, and George Washington University. 

The campaign involves social marketing strategies and a variety of tactics, including 
text messages, a website, Ning, billboards, events, education entertainment, logo, posters, 
and flyers. One example of education entertainment is the inclusion of Text4Baby on 
an episode of the reality television show “16 and Pregnant.” The campaign is also being 
promoted by MTV, local health departments and Telemundo.

Between February and August 2010 more than 64,000 subscribers signed up for 
the service, more than 3.5 million messages were sent, and more than 300 outreach 
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partners, including national, state, business, academic, non-profit, and other groups 
joined the initiative (Text4Baby 2011). Text4Baby also won a Health and Human Services 
Outstanding Innovation Award (Chen 2010). The broad reach of the campaign highlights 
the success of new media and the social interactivity of the campaign. 

evaLuation

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services is leading a nationwide evaluation 
of Text4Baby in a randomized controlled cross-site design. Demonstration sites follow a 
common protocol based on comparison of text messaging plus usual healthcare compared 
to usual care alone. The data collection includes measurement of mother’s recall and 
response to Text4Baby messages, pre-natal behaviors, and neo-natal outcome data. The 
data is collected through an Interactive Voice Response (IVR) survey over mobile phones 
via a 10-minute survey and will be integrated with partner data collections and health 
status measures. Evans (2010) described the George Washington University researchers’ 
plans for long-term program evaluation over a three-year period. The evaluation uses a 
multi-theory approach to behavior change including the social cognitive theory (SCT), 
health belief model (HBM), and diffusion of innovations. Finally, the evaluation examines 
Text4Baby social marketing strategies and development of brand equity among Medicaid-
eligible pregnant women and new mothers. 

Local analyses of Text4Baby audiences provide supplementary data to the national 
evaluation. The National Latino Research Center at California State University and the 
University of California, San Diego, presented a preliminary assessment of Text4Baby at 
the American Public Health Association annual meeting in November 2011. The study 
included interviews with 38 Text4Baby users and a survey of 122 Text4Baby users in 
San Diego County. Participants rated Text4Baby as an 8.5 out of 10 overall. In brief, the 
study found an increase in knowledge, improved interaction with healthcare providers, 
increased attendance at appointments and increased uptake of immunizations and health 
resources by users (Chen 2011). 

Perceptions of text4Baby: the Current study

Local, process evaluations of Text4Baby, such as the one conducted in San Diego County, 
are an important supplement to the comprehensive national evaluation. To provide 
an interim, local analysis of Text4Baby, original qualitative research was conducted to 
explore pregnant women’s perceptions of the campaign and to understand how the 
Internet and mobile technology impacts women’s understandings of risk and health in 
the mid-Atlantic region of the United States. At the time of this study, there was no 
published data exploring women’s perceptions of Text4Baby. This study aimed to provide 
a local preliminary, in-depth understanding of women’s perceptions of Text4Baby. This 
original research was part of a comprehensive audience analysis project examining 
pregnancy. In-depth interviews with seven pregnant women provided a rich and detailed 
understanding of the Text4Baby campaign in the lives of these women. Purposive and 
snowball sampling techniques were used to recruit participants through acquaintances, 
informal contacts, and word of mouth (Silverman and Marvasti 2008). 
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data CoLLeCtion 

In-depth interviews were conducted with seven participants during the spring of 2011 at 
sites comfortable for participants, such as coffee shops, office locations, or the participants’ 
homes. Interviews lasted from an hour to over one and a half hours. Participants ranged 
in age from 24 to 38. The women were between 15 and 37 weeks pregnant at the time of 
the interview. With participants’ permission, all interviews were recorded and transcribed 
for accuracy. An open-ended question guide facilitated discussion during the interviews. 
Participants were prompted with questions, such as “Do you read or participate in any 
new media communities for pregnant women?” “Do you use any new media to find 
information or advice about pregnancy?” and “Do you remember seeing any new media 
campaign messages telling you what to do as a pregnant woman?” Probing questions 
further explicated the types of new media, such as websites, cell phone applications, and 
text messaging, among others.

data anaLysis

Data analysis was conducted using a grounded theory approach developed by Corbin and 
Strauss (2008). The transcripts were analyzed using axial and open coding to reduce the 
data and identify and relate concepts and themes across the data (Berg 2009, Corbin and 
Strauss 2008). Particular attention was paid to anomalies and deviant cases in the data 
(Silverman and Marvasti 2008). Memos and observer comments throughout the data 
collection and analysis process helped to maintain reflexivity and to identify emerging 
concepts (Rubin and Rubin 2005). The themes that emerged from these interviews are 
discussed in further detail below.

ResuLts

Temporality Participants were impressed that text messages were tailored based on 
due date. In particular, participants appreciated timely reminders to schedule doctor’s 
appointments. One participant noted:

you are at the doctor’s office so much, and appointments get more and more frequent throughout 
pregnancy, so it is helpful to get a text message reminder about when you are supposed to go to 
the doctor this month.

Women were most comfortable receiving text messages once per week; however, they sought 
the opportunity to seek out additional information online. According to one participant:

I look for information online that addresses the life of being a mom. I like to connect with other 
women, who can provide timely suggestions about the issues I am dealing with, today.

At the same time, these women negotiated issues of access and privacy. According to one 
participant, “I do like to read message boards about pregnancy and parenting, but I never 
post or really become part of that community.” Another participant described her experience 
contributing to the online community: “even though I am not contributing as a blogger, I 
did guest blog once, and I often comment on others’ posts and engage in the conversation.”
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Tailoring Participants suggested that the Text4Baby campaign could provide additional 
tailoring of messages based on an individual’s preferences. According to one participant:

a lot of the messages just didn’t apply to me because I already have a doctor, pediatrician, day 
care…I wish they had a check list of what kinds of messages I am interested in.

Participants expressed interest in a variety of topics, ranging from appropriate nutrition 
and exercise throughout pregnancy to coupons or product suggestions. Women also 
described the importance of protecting themselves from certain information. According 
to one participant:

in general, I don’t go on the Internet to search [for information] related to pregnancy. I think 
there is too much on there to scare pregnant women … what could happen “if” it [information] 
is not empowering or helpful.

These women described the importance of maintaining control over the type of 
information they seek during pregnancy.

Interactivity The current Text4Baby campaign offers one-way communication. An 
opportunity exists to provide two-way communication to create a dialogue with the 
audience to identify frequently asked questions and unknown barriers to positive health 
outcomes. Participants sought additional opportunities for two-way communication 
through the Text4Baby campaign. Specifically, participants desired an opportunity to text 
questions to Text4Baby and to receive personal answers to their health and pregnancy 
related questions. One participant shared, “I had a question about the safety of bedding 
for the baby’s crib. I read that bumpers aren’t safe for the baby. I think that is a question 
that probably a lot of pregnant women have.” The Text4Baby campaign serves as a source 
of expert information for pregnant women on a variety of topics, including health and 
safety for themselves and their babies.

Locality Participants appreciated that Text4Baby offers specific phone numbers for 
information and assistance with a variety of topics, such as day care and healthcare 
services. There is an opportunity to expand on this specificity by exploring additional 
local connections or creating local clubs or support groups that are connected through 
Text4Baby. One participant shared, “I am much more interested in what is going on in 
my community and connecting with pregnant women in real life.” Another participant 
noted, “the city and the community is kind to pregnant women. People are warm, they 
will talk to you. It is really lovely.” This perspective suggests the importance of capitalizing 
on opportunities for making local connections to improve health. Participants discussed 
the need for maternity clothes swaps and opportunities to share baby products, such as 
highchairs.

Limitations oF text4BaBy study

There were several limitations to this particular study. First, the study sample included 
only pregnant women in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States. In addition, 
only seven women were interviewed, which do not make the findings generalizable 
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to the entire population of pregnant women. Finally, the interviews constituted only 
preliminary, exploratory data designed to inform the national discussion regarding 
mhealth/text campaigns. However, despite these limitations, the importance of looking 
at Text4Baby as a case study helps offer insight into the promise of a national evaluation 
and the importance of theory-informed evaluation. 

disCussion

Text4Baby’s strength lies in its mHealth universal messaging system to reach underserved 
populations. Text4Baby finds the audience where they live. The public-private partnership 
extends the campaign’s reach and fosters community buy-in to the campaign. The 
campaign illustrates the importance of cultural competency in mobile health campaigns 
targeting underserved populations. Text4Baby offers Spanish language messaging with 
culturally sensitive advice to improve prenatal and postpartum health. As the campaign 
increases its participation among underserved populations, the opportunity to evaluate 
and refine messages to increase cultural competency should be leveraged. 

Text4Baby is an innovative, effective model of an mHealth communication 
campaign. This effort provides an exemplar for public campaigns that wish to leverage 
mobile technologies in the U.S. The future success of the campaign hinges on its ability 
to continue to diffuse the innovation to a wide audience and to enhance two-way models 
of communication, which will ultimately improve individualization. Text4Baby’s ability 
to reach targeted audiences with discrete advice and information will narrow the gap 
between knowledge and behavior change.

Challenges and opportunities to using the web in health 
Contexts

Based on the findings in terms of how both patients and providers use the Web and 
Text4Baby for health information dissemination and sharing, there are a series of 
challenges as well as opportunities in utilizing these technologies for information, 
education, community building, and outreach that emerge from this research. 

ChaLLenges in eheaLth 

Enhancing interactivity The use of eHealth calls for more interactive communication 
with audiences, which at times can be a challenge as compared to the traditional, linear 
one-way process of disseminating messages. Although Neuhauser and Kreps (2003a) 
found one-way messages to equally as effective as interactive messages, once way 
messages can be seen as intimidating and off-putting. The interactivity with audiences 
can be instantaneous, in which an individual receives immediate feedback from the 
online program based on their responses (Fotheringham et al. 2000), or it can include 
social interactivity, in which more open forums, support groups, and social networking 
opportunities are made available to health consumers. 

Creating dynamic and engaging communication With the number of different demographic 
groups within the U.S. population increasing, it can be challenging to segment and 
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target specific audiences to receive health communication messages. Not only do health 
educators need to keep their demographic information in mind, but they also have 
to take into account the various levels of health literacy within a community, causing 
difficulty in creating one consistent and cohesive health message or program. Therefore, 
online health program developers should include interesting narratives, graphics, audio 
and video clips that are easy to comprehend, yet still engaging for a variety of different 
audiences (Kreps and Neuhauser 2010). In addition, eHealth interventions should also 
be dynamic, in which program delivery is constantly changing to be individualized and 
tailored according to the characteristics of the consumer using the program, in real-time 
(Fotheringham et al. 2000). Creating dynamic communication, however, can also be seen 
as a challenge to researchers. Because it cannot be guaranteed that the experiences of two 
people will be exactly the same while participating in an online health program, it may 
be difficult for scholars to effectively determine whether the outcomes were based on 
features of the intervention itself (Eng 2002).

Designing proper outcome measures and metrics Because interactive health technologies 
are relatively still in their early stages, there has yet to be strong evaluative research to 
determine the effectiveness of online programs. For many organizations, success is solely 
measured by number of unique users or page views. Though this metric is helpful in 
determining the usage of the website or web portal, it does not effectively measure the 
actual quality of the application. Two ultimate questions that Eng (2002: 270) asks in 
this regard are: “Does the application improve the user’s health status?” and “What is the 
health and social impact of the application on the population level?” Health program 
educators need to determine how to accurately measure these items to better assess the 
impact of their programs. In addition, researchers need to work outside of the formative 
stages of eHealth programs through rigorous scientific methods to determine outcome 
measures that can be replicable in the future. 

Privacy, confidentiality, and security One advantage of the use of the Web for health is the 
openness within communication, as participants are interacting directly with computers 
as opposed to people, allowing for them to respond to sensitive questions willingly and 
openly without any fear, shame, or embarrassment (Fotheringham et al. 2000). However, 
as the number of online health applications increase, so does the volume and scope 
of health-related data on Web, which calls for program developers and professionals to 
assess the issues of privacy, confidentiality, and security. Health program developers and 
professionals need to pay special attention to this issue, to ensure that this information 
remains secure and confidential. In addition, health communication scholars can 
conduct qualitative research studies to explore consumers’ concerns about online privacy, 
confidentiality, and security (Eng 2002). 

oPPoRtunities FoR eheaLth

Increasing access and usability One of the many advantages of using the Web in a health 
context is the automated nature of many online programs, in which individuals can 
enter their data fairly seamlessly with instant results, as well as the convenience of this 
medium, as eHealth technologies eliminate the time restrictions to those who have access 
to it (Fotheringham et al. 2000). Therefore, one opportunity for health professionals is 
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to increase the accessibility of information, which is more than just providing computer 
hardware and Internet access to hard-to-reach populations. Increasing access should 
also include working to increase the usability of the Web for health information, by 
offering tools to increase online literacy, technical assistance, and multi-media interfaces 
with easier to understand graphics and sound files (Eng 2002). In addition, health 
communication scholars should turn their focus on these special populations. Previous 
studies have focused on solely traditional demographic subgroups; researchers should 
center their work on the more subtle nuances surrounding having access to online health 
applications (Eng 2002). 

Enhancing user’s control The trend towards health information seeking via the Web also 
opens up the opportunity for giving control to the consumer, allowing for them to take 
part in the decision-making process in regard to their health. One advantage of using this 
Internet is the flexibility of the channel, as audiences can seek out materials whenever 
they would like and how often they would like, putting the impetus in the hands of the 
consumer (Fotheringham et al. 2000). Consumers are readily accepting this power shift, 
as one study by Hesse and colleagues (2005) found that the majority of Americans would 
rather turn to the Internet first before going to their physician.

Customization Kreps and Neuhauser (2010) offer some suggestions in terms of how 
customization can change health computer-mediated communication: health educators 
can use computer systems to match individual’s preferences with select information from 
large databases; computers can send automated e-mail prompts to individuals reminding 
them about appointments or their personal care; and online communities can be formed 
through social support groups. Customizing messages leads to what Walther (1996: 5) 
refers to as “hyperpersonal communication” in which information is personally relevant 
to every individual while still maintaining its broad reach. 

Increasing quality of content Because there is no formal control over what can be posted 
on the Web, it can be difficult for users to know whether information posted online 
comes from a reputable source, or whether the information posted is false, manipulative, 
or otherwise problematic for the user. Therefore, another opportunity for eHealth 
communication is maintaining quality assurance over content. Suggestions for ensuring 
online sources are credible include methods such as “accreditation, certification, rating 
systems, public disclosure of key information about a site or product, and posting of seals 
and logos indicating compliance with a set of quality standards” (Eng, 2002: 268). However, 
the argument of free speech may inhibit this progress, and so it is ultimately up to the 
consumer to decide what is credible in the online space, thereby increasing the need for 
online literacy and numeracy education. Health researchers can take this need into account 
and conduct studies on how these factors of quality of content, quality assurance, online 
literacy, and online numeracy affect consumers’ perceptions of eHealth applications. 

Academic research In terms of the scholarship that can be conducted surrounding 
eHealth, Eng (2002) proposes that more research needs to be done on the following 
topics: impact of eHealth applications on health outcomes and healthcare quality, access, 
and cost on the individual and population levels; individual and population-specific 
differences in use and impact of online health resources; cost-effectiveness of technology-
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based tools; data integration models; and implementation, adoption, and reimbursement 
models for eHealth. Though these are promising areas of study, a review of the literature 
by Neuhauser and Kreps (2003b) found that research on the effectiveness of eHealth 
interventions in particular have been promising, specifically with the use of personally 
tailored communication, the use of computer-controlled telephone counseling, and the 
proliferation of online support groups. However, future studies need to be conducted to 
determine whether the Web’s impact on health has changed over the past several years, 
and discovering what the newest developments are and how the general public is being 
affected by the constant shifting and changing of eHealth interventions and programs. 
Key research questions can ask what the most frequently used online applications are 
among certain audiences, what behavioral motivation techniques are employed by these 
applications, and how theoretical frameworks play a role in the creation, dissemination, 
and reception of these eHealth applications. 

implications for academics 

eHealth research poses several implications for health communication scholarly research. 
As was found in Lustria et al.’s (2007) research, web-based interventions are more successful 
if they utilize a theoretical framework. This suggestion goes for all web-based applications; 
by using a theory as the underlying foundation for a website, web portal, or program, 
health professionals can more easily evaluate the true effectiveness of the campaign 
through the testing of different variables. Research can be conducted similar to Whitten 
and colleagues’ (2008) study, where they tested the utilization of three major behavioral 
change theories by breast cancer websites. Their findings revealed that there was a lack 
of strategic behavior change motivators present on these websites, which in turn led to 
a lack of attitude and behavioral change on the part of the intended audience. Future 
research can work to replicate studies such as these to determine whether theoretical 
frameworks are being underutilized in Internet and health research. 

implications for health Practitioners

eHealth research greatly impacts the practice of health communication as well. As was 
stated in the opportunities section, the use of eHealth calls for more dynamic, engaging, 
and interactive programs that not only reach multiple segments of the population, but also 
individualizes it to a more personally relevant level. With individuals inundated with health 
messages on a daily basis, health professionals can use web-based technologies to discover 
new and innovative ways to attract audiences and motivate them to undertake healthy 
behaviors. The Web can also help health educators increase the general public’s knowledge 
of certain health risks, reaching populations that may be harder to target and access.

Conclusion

In the past decade alone, an increasing number of scholars are asking questions about 
how eHealth affects perspectives of patient-provider relationships, dissemination of 
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health information, promotion of health education programs, online health literacy, 
and use of the Web for emotional and social support. The research in this chapter 
revealed that there are a number of advantages and disadvantages in using the Internet 
as a channel for communicating health. There are mixed reactions from both patients 
and providers as to whether using the Web is easier and more effective, with some 
individuals still preferring traditional routes to disseminating and seeking health 
information. 

Though the Internet is not replacing doctor-patient interaction per se, it is 
undoubtedly changing it by allowing consumers to have more active conversations 
with their physicians in an attempt to better understand health. Studies have found 
that patients armed with health-related Internet information felt more satisfied with 
their visits and felt more comfortable talking with their doctor. Because individuals can 
now seek their own health-related information, they can gain more control of their 
health, learning more about possible treatments, therapies, prescriptions, and other 
medical options that may not have been adequately explained by their doctor. The use 
of eHealth technology has dramatically shifted from the more traditional, authority/
expert model to a more consumer controlled, collaborative process. People can now 
take their health into their own hands, which several decades ago would not have even 
been possible. 

FutuRe ReseaRCh 

The current state of research on the Internet and health brings insight to future 
research that needs to be conducted. Researchers should aim to explore whether 
perceptions have changed for both patients and providers in terms of whether eHealth 
helps enhance their relationship. With more and more individuals using the Internet, 
it would be interesting to discover whether eHealth literacy continues to be an issue 
and whether misinterpretations and misunderstandings still ensue. In addition, more 
research needs to be conducted testing the relative advantage of web-based technologies 
– why should individuals use it, and what additional information or benefits does it 
offer as compared to other media such as television or magazines. And finally, more 
theoretical approaches need to be discovered that will optimize eHealth for patients, 
providers, educators and professionals. Scholars should work to discover what health 
communication theories can be best applied to eHealth contexts, and whether these 
theories can be shaped to better explain why individuals use the Internet for health 
information. 

The use of the Internet and mobile technologies to gain perspectives on health 
is quickly becoming an area that will surely continue to grow and shape the way 
individuals practice health communication. This chapter has shown the rich and diverse 
literature on this topic, particularly on how eHealth affects medical providers, health 
educators, consumers, patients, and vulnerable populations. However, this chapter 
also demonstrates how rapidly technology is changing and evolving, which calls for 
much more to be done in order to fully understand and determine the effects of these 
channels on health issues. With the ever-changing media landscape, the study of eHealth 
and mobile health will continue to be an ongoing learning process, affecting personal 
relationships, organizations, and society for many more years to come. 
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chapter 10 Coming Full Circle in 
Rural Trauma: Chronicling 
the Development and 
Testing of Communication 
Systems in Rural Trauma 
Networks

Theodore A. AvTgis And e. PhilliPs PolAck

introduction

The importance of efficient triage and treatment of trauma patients has been evident since 
the Napoleonic Wars when Larrey developed the ambulance volantes (flying ambulance) 
as a means of reducing the interval time from injury to treatment (Trunkey 1983). The 
golden hour for treatment of trauma patients was first conceptualized by Cowley (1975) 
using French data obtained from the treatment of soldiers during World War I (Santy 
1918). These data suggested that patients treated within the first hour of injury have a 
mortality rate of 10 percent, versus a mortality rate of 75 percent if treatment occurred 
within eight hours. Therefore, the reduction in time to definitive treatment is one of the 
most significant teaching points in surgical education.

In assessing the magnitude of trauma and the financial and human costs to society, 
the impact is quite alarming. Trauma is a significant and major killer of Americans under 
45 years of age claiming 150,000 lives annually. Globally, this mortality number jumps 
to three million lives annually (Adams 2009). To put this statistic into perspective, more 
people die from trauma than from the combined total of deaths from cancer, heart disease, 
HIV or lung related illness. Death by trauma is also an equal opportunity killer in that it 
claims lives regardless of racial, ethnic, socio-economic or cultural factors (Adams 2009). 
In light of these data coupled with the paucity of communication scholarship and research 
in this specific field of medicine, this chapter traces an ongoing intervention of message 
transmission within a rural trauma network, we identify promising results from the use 
of competent communication and appropriate computer mediated communication, and 
generalize those results to global rural trauma network communication practices. 

Waller, Curran, and Noyes (1964) reported that when treated within the golden hour, 
44 percent of rural trauma deaths were salvageable compared with 36 percent of urban 
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trauma deaths. Yet, they determined that a greater number of rural fatalities resulted from 
less severe injuries than those observed in urban settings. That is, rural injuries tend to be 
the result of blunt trauma (for example, caused by auto accidents and falls) as opposed 
to urban trauma which is more representative of penetrating trauma such as gunshot 
wounds and stab wounds. In fact, according to Mitchell and Medzon (2005), 80 percent 
of all deaths by penetrating trauma are caused by gunshot wounds. Although these data 
may seem counter-intuitive in terms of rural and urban trauma death percentages, delays 
in accident reporting as well as extended transport times were identified as contributing 
to preventable mortality of rural trauma patients. Given the increased mortality 
rates associated with rural trauma patients, researchers need to investigate all factors 
contributing to time delay in any efforts to work toward more efficient treatment and 
transport of rural trauma patients. Such factors include both process and procedure of 
medical triage as well as the level of coordination and collaboration among the trauma 
treatment team and members throughout the entire trauma care network. In terms of the 
communicative and psychological aspects of coordination and collaboration in trauma, 
communication researchers have begun research efforts (see, for example, Avtgis and 
Polack 2010, Avtgis et al. 2010, Kappel, Rossi, Polack, Avtgis and Martin 2011) but there 
is an abundance of research and education efforts that still need to be developed.

differenTiATing rurAl TrAuMA

The United States Bureau of the Census defines rural as an area with an urban population 
of 50,000 or less and a population density not exceeding 1000 people per square mile 
(Rogers, Shackford, Osler, Vane and Davis 1999). The American College of Surgeons, 
Committee on Trauma defines rural as an area where geography, population density, 
weather, distance or availability of professional or institutional resources combine to 
isolate the trauma victim in an environment where access to definitive care is limited. 
(Rogers et.al.1999). While approximately one-third of the American population resides in 
a rural area, only 9 percent of the U.S. physicians reside in these areas (American College 
of Surgeons 2006, Rogers, Osler, Turner, Camp and Lesage 1999). Therefore, this gap in 
doctor to patient ratio makes competent and efficient communication that much more 
important in order to maximize and effectively manage resources.

In the state of West Virginia, there are 55 counties covering 24,232 square miles. The 
medical facilities available within the state include two Level 1 trauma centers (that is, a 
referral hospital that is capable of handling any injury regardless of severity) which are 
located in the northern and southern parts of the state. There are four Level II (that is, slightly 
less comprehensive but have the ability to handle the majority of traumatic injuries) trauma 
centers [in reality two (2) because the facilities alternate trauma call and are in the same city 
(2) in Wheeling and (2) in Huntington]. The remaining 27 trauma facilities, Level III–IV 
(capable of stabilizing and transferring to a higher level facility), are located throughout the 
state. Figure 10.1 indicates the trauma facility resources throughout the entire state.

As can be seen from Figure 10.1, the importance of appropriate triage in order to 
reduce morbidity and mortality in light of the challenges of weather, terrain, and distance 
is sometimes a Herculean task. In order to most efficiently triage patients, reduce costs, 
increase safety, and reduce trauma physician burnout, concise appropriate and effective 
message exchanges are vital. In an effort to overcome such challenges, the state of West 
Virginia has five strategically located medical command centers that are staffed by 
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Figure 10.1 the State of West Virginia trauma Facility Location Map

Emergency Medical Technician/Paramedics who are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week via a microwave tower communication system. The medical command personnel 
provide field direction, utilizing state approved protocols to move through particular 
decision making schemes (for example, a victim is trapped for prolonged periods of time 
prior to discovery and/or extrication that is found over a mountain or down a creek bank).

coMMunicATion And effecTive TriAge

As demonstrated in the data presented earlier in this chapter, trauma is a significant 
health issue for all people and as such, researchers are constantly looking for best-practice 
solutions that lead to effective systems for the expeditious triage and management of 
trauma. Such processes come at great expense for the healthcare system. The need for 
accurate and effective triage is vital for several reasons. First, Kouzminova, Shatney, Palm, 
McCullough and Sherck, (2009) studied 20,332 trauma team activation processes. Of these, 
5881 were activations for major trauma and 14,451 were activations for minor trauma. To 
distinguish between major (Priority I) and minor (Priority II) trauma, Kouzminova et al. 
(2009) used the American College of Surgeons – Committee on Trauma, Trauma Center 
Triage Criteria (ACS-COT). These criteria specify physiologic, anatomic, and mechanism 
of injury as risk factors in prioritization determination. Table 10.1 lists the factors involved 
in Priority designation.
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The results of the study revealed that 
activation (for example, personnel 
or equipment) for major trauma is 
considerably more expensive than that 
of minor trauma. More specifically, it 
costs $3,726 less to respond to a minor 
trauma alert (that is, Priority II) rather 
than a major trauma alert (Priority I). 
Using projection calculations based 
on these data, Kouzminova et al. 
(2009) estimate that over a ten-
year period, the ability to accurately 
determine trauma priority would 
save $53,000,844. Second, appropriate 
triage determination would result 
in lower levels of surgeon burnout. 
According to Plaisier, Meldon, Super, 
Jouriles, Barnoski, Fallon and 
Malangoni (1998), trauma systems 
that utilize the two tiered trauma 
triage designation system (Priority 
I and Priority II) would realize a 
reduction of 578 physician hours 
every six months. In light of these 
conclusions, proper information 
for priority determination becomes 
a vital factor in increasing patient 
safety and fiscal responsibility and as 
well reducing physician ‘burn out’ by 
over-utilization of scarce resources.

Given that trauma is the 6th 
leading cause of death (accounting 
for 10 percent of global mortality) 

and the 5th leading cause of significant disability (Soreide 2009), to be effective, there 
needs to be a seamless transition in all phases of care for time, as demonstrated by Cowley 
(1975), is life. The remainder of this chapter will trace a longitudinal effort (a multi-study 
collaboration) to identify problematic issues associated with communication and the 
practice of surgery within the rural trauma system in West Virginia. Through focusing on 
affirming communication [that is, a practice of communication where the communicator, 
while being effective, also validates the experience of the other individual while also 
providing a climate for continuing discussion in a less aggressive, more productive and 
pro-social form (Infante 1988, Rancer and Avtgis 2006)]. Using both qualitative and 
quantitative methodologies, the results indicate promising outcomes in terms of:

a) an actual time reduction in the trauma process;
b) a recognition (via the integration of affirming communication training) of the 

importance of improving communication by trauma governing bodies; and 

Physiologic criteria 
 – systolic blood pressure <90 mm hg
 – respiratory rate <10, >29
 – glasgow coma scale score < 12
Anatomic criteria
 – flail chest
 – Two or more fractures of femur/humerus
 – Penetrating injury, mid-thigh to head
 – Amputation above wrist or ankle
 – spinal cord injury with paralysis
Mechanism of injury
 – heavy extrication > 20 min
 – death of same car occupant
 – ejection from closed vehicle
 – high energy transfer situation
 – fall > 20 feet
 – Pedestrian hit 20 mph or thrown 15 feet
 – Motorcycle/ATv/bicycle crash
 – vehicle rollover
  – Impact or significant intrusion
risk factor criteria
 – Medical illness
 – Pregnancy
 – Presence of intoxicants
 – hostility of environment (heat, cold, etc.)
 – Age < 5 or > 55 (some agencies use < 12  
   or > 55 yr)
 – eMs provider judgment 

Note: * Criteria are based on those included in the American 
College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma Field Decision 
Scheme and were developed and successfully implemented 
by the Oregon Trauma System.

table 10.1 acS-cOt regional Field trauma 
triage criteria*
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c) the development and assessment of a standardized communication curriculum 
predicated on the principles developed as a result of these studies. 

To further realize time reduction in the trauma patient transfer process, efforts are fully 
underway in the development and testing of SMART technology to determine if system-
wide interface between medical personnel, via trauma transfer application protocols 
mediated through SMART technology, will result in more favorable outcomes for both 
the patient and the surgical team.

sTudy one: exPlicATing ProbleMATic coMMunicATion

The first study sought to investigate the problematic communication perceptions and 
patterns between and among trauma personnel (Rossi, Polack, Kappel, Avtgis and Martin, 
2009). More particularly, we sought to investigate these patterns in relation to the specific 
process of trauma patient transfer and the way in which information is packaged and 
delivered. There is an assumption that the packaging and transferring of such critical 
medical information is something that has been engrained and concretized in the culture 
of trauma networks within which surgery is practiced. The trauma patient transfer process 
is considered a vital link to providing effective transfer to definitive care for trauma 
patients. It involves a delicate balance of coordination and logistics that are almost 
exclusively communicative in nature (see Polack and Avtgis 2011). Using the rural trauma 
centers of West Virginia as the back drop for the studies, the investigators sought to illicit 
feedback from individuals practicing in Level I and Level II facilities (that is, definitive 
care facilities for the sickest of patients) which are staffed by highly credentialed medical 
personnel utilizing some of the most technologically advanced equipment, and Level III 
and Level IV facilities which are staffed by medical personnel limited by the technology 
and manpower available to them. Of the 32 out of the 52 hospitals throughout the state 
of West Virginia, 54 people participated. Of these 52 participants, 28 were physicians, 
18 were nurses, three were trauma registrars, and one was EMT (four did not identify 
their role in their respective facility). Participants were provided with an open ended 
questionnaire asking two questions.

The transferring in process is something that is generally engaged in by Level I and Level 
II facilities while the transferring out process is something that is generally engaged in by 
Level III and Level IV facilities.

These data were probed for common themes among participants based on their 
trauma facility designation (for example, Level I). The findings of this study were most 
intriguing in that most frustration was centered on communication exchanges as opposed 
to treatment based concerns. More specifically, personnel in the Level III and IV facilities 
commonly identified condescension, dismissal, defensiveness, lack of teamwork, and time 

Question One

Please indicate the most detrimental aspects of the trauma patient transfer process (both 
transferring in as well as transferring out of your facility). This may include issues of communication 
or technology between facilities and also communication or technology within your facility.
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constraints when communicating with personnel from Level I and Level II facilities. For 
example, cutting people off in mid-sentence, asking “if they are sure” regarding aspects 
of the medical evaluation and opinion. On the other hand, personnel at Level I and Level 
II facilities reported a lack of competence, both medical and communication, as well as a 
perception that personnel at Level III and Level IV facilities provide too much extraneous 
information that is relatively unimportant with regard to patient care. For example, if 
there is a patient injured from an ATV vehicle accident, reporting the size of the ATV 
during the accident are less important to the more pressing vital signs and other data 
needed to provide the best prioritization possible. 

While it is important to assess the “stylistic” and perceptual aspects of communication 
exchange, the content of what is exchanged also needs to be accounted for. More 
specifically, which information about the patient’s condition is seen as vital/less vital, 
important/unimportant, and essential/nonessential? To answer these questions, we 
utilized an established information exchange protocol that has been shown effective 
within the ambulance service of New South Wales, Australia. This protocol is known as 
MIST (Mechanism of injury, Injuries, Signs and symptoms, and Transport) (Trauma Triage 
Tool, Major Trauma Criterion, MIST 2011). 

To assess the MIST protocol, which is primarily targeted at those who receive medical 
information (that is, Level I and Level II personnel at definitive care facilities), the 
following question was asked:

The results of this ranking procedure indicated that there were particular categories of 
the MIST acronym that appeared to be more superfluous or irrelevant when generalized 
to other environments and systems. For example, due to factors unique to the state of 
West Virginia, which include unique geographic and cultural factors as well as frequency 
and types of injuries commonly encountered, the MIST acronym excluded important 
information that the respondents in this study expected/demanded for effective triage 
and treatment. The criteria of the MIST as well as that outlined by the American College of 
Surgeons Committee on Trauma (ACS-COT; see Table 10.1) only include the physiologic 
[vital signs] and anatomic criterion [what part of the body is injured], mechanism [how 
the accident happened] plus special risk factors. These are also the prioritized criteria 
outlined by the Centers for Disease Control (Sassu, Hunt, Sullevent, Wald, Mitchko, 
Jurkovich, Henry, Salomone, Wang, Galli, Cooper, Brown and Satten 2009). What is 
missing from these trauma criteria, as indicated by the West Virginia respondents, were 
the environment in which the accident occurred and the patient’s response to treatment. 

Question two

Please rank in order from 1 to 4 where 1 is the most important and 4 is the least important, your 
perceptions of the following information types.

—— Mechanism (details of the accident).

—— injury (what injuries the patient has or has been observed to have).

—— signs (what are the patient’s vital signs including airway status).

—— Treatment (to the point of transfer, what treatments and/or diagnostic studies were  
 performed with the results included).
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As such, a new acronym was developed for the West Virginia rural trauma system known 
as MISER (Mechanism of injury, Injury, vital Signs, Environment in which the trauma 
occurred, and Response to treatment) (see Kappel, Polack and Avtgis 2010). The MISER 
acronym was adopted as a suggested acronym for consideration and published in the 3rd 
edition of the American College of Surgeons RTTDC (Rural Trauma Team Development 
Course Manual 2010).

Such use of cognitive chunking and acronyms are being readily employed in field 
triage as “pattern recognition” is believed to be vital in trauma triage decision making. 
For example, Jensen, Croskerry and Trathers, utilizing the DELPHI technique (Goodman 
1987), found that paramedics when faced with clinical decision making in emergency 
situations, engage in two different systems of decision making. System one decision 
making reflects the rapid formation of a hypothesis based on history learned from the 
dispatched information as well as visual cues encountered when the responder (for 
example, EMT) arrives at the scene. However, if the responder arrives at the scene and 
there is nothing obvious or few visual cues, then System two decision making is engaged. 
This decision making system involves the use of standardized protocol (for example, MIST, 
MISER, according to Table 10.1). In a test of system usage within the Portland, Oregon 
metropolitan area, Newgard, Nelson, Kampp, Saha, Zive, Schmitt, Daya, Jui, Wittwer, 
Warden, Shani, Stevens, Gorman, Koenig, Grubler, Rosteck, Lee and Hedges (2011) 
analyzed 9637 trauma activations and concluded that 23 percent of trauma activations 
were attributed to system one decision making. In light of so many (77 percent) cases 
being determined by system two decision making and the fact that including judgments of 
elements such as information about the environment in which the accident occurred are 
not universally acceptable or standard in information transfer protocol (Baxt, Jonesand 
Fortlage 1990), it would only make sense to develop a system that includes elements 
that are unique to a trauma system’s own jurisdiction (for example, topology, geography, 
resources available). Therefore, the MISER acronym, based on the needed information 
from trauma team personnel garnered from Study One, was developed in an effort to 
decrease the estimated 50 percent of patients who are over-triaged as well as decrease the 
rate of patients who are under-triaged. Currently, the under-triaged acceptable rates range 
from 5 percent to 10 percent (American College of Surgeons 1993).

sTudy ii Assessing The Miser

The second study sought to assess the quality of the triage information being exchanged. 
More specifically, the focus was to evaluate the communication exchange between field 
personnel and medical command personnel to assess the effectiveness of the MISER 
acronym. To evaluate adherence to the MISER acronym in properly determining Priority 
I or Priority II status of the patient based on the information provided, and whether 
redundancy (that is, two different modes of communication containing the same 
information) in the communication system would result in improved prioritization. The 
communicating parties consisted of field personnel, whose training is primarily at the 
basic level of emergency medical technician (EMT-B) and trained state paramedics who are 
well skilled and experienced emergency medical technicians (EMT-P). The EMT-P directs 
the field squads as to the appropriate type of transfer based on information provided by 
the field personnel. It is primarily based on this information from the field that the state 
trained paramedic will conclude the level of triage needed. The EMT-Ps are located in five 
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strategically located medical command centers throughout the state of West Virginia. 
There is an EMT-P available 24/7 via a microwave tower communication system. These 
operators provide direction and guidance to the field squad via state approved protocol. 

The need to effectively triage, as has been discussed earlier in this chapter, results in 
the reduction of death rates of seriously injured patients by 15 to 20 percent (Jurkovich 
and Mock 1999). Given the state of West Virginia contains primarily Level III and 
Level IV trauma centers with only (2) Level I and (4) Level II trauma centers state-wide, 
appropriate triage (which also means allocation of scarce resources such as surgeons and 
equipment) is all the more important. In addition to having limited resources, being a 
mountainous region also presents challenges in terms of volatile weather, terrain, and 
greater distance from scene to treatment facility. Therefore, testing the MISER acronym in 
an environment (that is, West Virginia) for which it was developed seemed only natural, 
timely, and appropriate.

Transcripts and audio tapes were obtained from a 60-day period of medical command 
operation. In total, there were 50 P1 and 47 P2 (total N = 97) case transfers to the Level 
I trauma facility studied. Coders consisted of 13 graduate/upper level undergraduate 
students in communication studies and health science related majors. The coders were 
randomly assigned to one of three coding conditions; C1 = transcript of the communication 
between field personnel and medical command (n = 5 coders); C2 = audio recording of the 
communication between field personnel and medical command (n = 4 coders); C3 = both 
transcript and audio communication between field personnel and medical command (n = 4 
coders). Each coder underwent three iterations of training in the MISER acronym and 
proper priority classification of trauma patients using audio examples of high, average, 
and low quality exchanges between the field personnel and medical command. The 
coders were further trained on what constitutes effective and appropriate information 
exchange in this high stress environment. The coders in all conditions were provided 
with a coding sheet (see Appendix 10.1). Each of the MISER elements were assessed by 
three questions assessing:

a) the overall quality of the information; 
b) the effectiveness of the information; 
c) the appropriateness of the information. 

Each question was assessed via Likert-type scaling ranging from 1: extremely poorly relayed 
to 10: extremely well relayed. Each of the MISER elements had a total maximum score of 30 
and a combined total score of 150.

The findings of the study revealed significant differences among experimental 
conditions in both correct priority determination as well as adherence to the elements 
of the MISER acronym. More specifically, the audio only condition yielded an accurate 
priority determination in 71 percent of the cases followed by the transcript only 
condition with 69 percent and both the transcript and audio condition had a 48 percent 
accuracy rate.  

Regarding the adherence to the MISER criteria, the audio only condition was found 
to be superior to the other conditions with a total adherence to MISER elements mean 
score of 102.22 (SD = 32.36) or 68 percent adherence, followed by transcript only  
(M = 94.00, SD = 33.55) or 63 percent, adherence and both audio and transcript  
(M = 68.06, SD = 21.91) or 45 percent adherence to the MISER elements. Regarding specific 
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MISER categories, the audio condition was significantly higher than both transcript only 
and audio/transcript conditions on Injury (M = 23.95; M = 22.06; M = 22.35), Environment  
(M = 9.25; M = 9.00; M = 3.84), and Response (M = 14.90; M = 12.80; M = 12.19) respectively. 
No significant differences were observed with regard to Mechanism (M = 21.55; M = 19.44; 
M = 21.19) and (vital) Signs (M = 21.43; M = 20.28; M = 21.56). The audio only condition 
also rated the information exchange between field personnel and medical command 
as significantly more effective, appropriate, and of higher overall quality than either 
transcript only or both transcript and audio conditions.  

The results of this study indicate that overall, audio transmission from the 
responding squad to medical command is more effective in almost every dimension 
assessed when compared to having the information provided in written transcript 
form or with redundancy of both audio and transcript combined. However, regardless 
of the fact that audio is the most effective means for relaying information. Is having 
communication exchange that results, on average, a 71 percent accuracy in priority 
designation acceptable? We believe that this rate of correct prioritization and inefficiency 
in adherence to the MISER criteria is unacceptable and as a result, we believe that only 
the integration of SMART technology in the trauma triage process will serve to improve 
the numerous problematic communicative features that have emerged as a result of 
these two studies.

implications for Academics

We argue that most if not all of the issues and findings from the two studies reviewed 
in this chapter are not within a “context” such as health, organizational communication, 
or computer mediated communication. Instead, we believe that these are simultaneously 
“context-less” and “context-full” studies in that coordination of human beings is a general 
human communication phenomenon and/or issue, not one that is necessarily bound 
by the context within which it occurs or owned by some domain of communication 
research scholarship. To provide meaningful and relevant interventions, researchers 
from all contexts of the communication discipline and research paradigms are necessary 
as the problems that are being encountered are complex and require complex skill 
sets and approaches. Technology and its manifestation on human relationships and 
endeavor will forever be linked. Explication of “contextual forces” should be avoided in 
lieu of the analyses of the complexities as they are occurring naturally. In this case, we 
would be remiss to attempt to isolate any particular aspect of the trauma transfer without 
accounting for the dynamic interactions among all aspects of process that involve 
people, technology, and naturally occurring phenomenon (that is, environment).

The communication scholar has real opportunity for interdisciplinary collaboration 
in the implementation of technological systems in critical care networks and other “crisis” 
driven ventures. The continued use of technology and its role in rural trauma will require 
scholarly inquiry as such practices and protocols that were described in this chapter are 
laden with ethical implications. When focusing specifically on rural trauma, based on 
the disparities described earlier, implicates both distributive and procedural justice issues. 
Scholars also have the opportunity to assess such disparities and monitor such efforts as 
changes in protocol and technology are implemented.
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implications for health Practitioners

We believe that to provide some meaningful answers for improving the processes 
reviewed here are not in seeking new technology (medical and otherwise), but seeking 
the right technology for the users, the system, and in the end, the technology and the 
proper use of that will result in the ultimate goal of increased patient safety and decreased 
mortality rates. To this end, we are currently testing the use of SMART (Self Monitoring 
Analysis and Reporting Technology) phones in conjunction with audio transmission in 
hopes of increasing proper priority determination. Such technology is currently in the 
development stage and is bringing together researchers from computer science, surgery, 
communication studies, mathematics and a variety of other relevant disciplines. A 
prototype of such a device is currently being built and will be tested in 2012. We believe 
that information transfer and coordination are aspects of human communication that 
will be well served with the integration of SMART to provide the rubric from which 
system-relevant data will be generated, transferred and interpreted.

The implementation of such systems is as crucial as the systems themselves. Healthcare 
practitioners, if involved in such innovation implementation need to be aware of all 
systemic influences that can have a negative result on the trauma transfer process. The 
role of technology in this process is one of added value in that technology is not the 
reason for the reduction in transfer time, but the healthcare practitioner’s proper use and 
coordination of the technology is. Therefore, as new systems and protocols are being 
tested, we should look to them not as the cause of increased patient safety, but as a tool. 
One would not say that a scalpel saved someone’s life and nor should we conclude the 
same for technology. Rural trauma is especially in need of technological intervention as it 
fits the unique challenges that trauma personnel face on a daily basis. Based on our data, 
we believe that the SMART technology holds the most significant benefit for the rural 
trauma team in the goals of time reduction and patient safety.  

Should scholars heed our call for more attention to other complex phenomena such 
as the trauma patient triage process and resulting communication, great contributions 
are waiting to be realized as information transfer, regardless of who is doing it or what the 
outcome may be, is a communication phenomenon?

conclusion

This chapter traces the evolution of an ongoing research program that seeks to 
improve the communication-related aspects of trauma team function, interaction, and 
coordination for the ultimate outcome of increased performance and patient safety. 
When investigating any process that involves human coordination and technological 
activation within high stress environments, the communicative interactions that 
occur in the system are the generator from which all other outcomes of the system are 
dependent. We believe that the trauma triage process and the trauma transfer process are 
not issues of health communication, but issues of human communication. The paucity of 
communication research in the area of trauma triage and transfer is alarming given the 
gravity of inefficiency and the amount of time and effort expended on the more mundane 
aspects of healthcare (for example, patient-provider interviewer during a wellness visit). 
This advocacy for increased research attention should not be at the expense of other 
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types of research but instead draw attention to a sorely under-researched area that has 
profound impacts on tens of thousands of people annually.

liMiTATions

While rural trauma networks share many of the same characteristics such as resource 
scarcity, difficult terrain, and large geographical areas, there are unique features to each 
rural system that may not necessarily be positively affected by conclusions based on one 
rural system. We cannot say conclusively that what works in West Virginia will work 
equally as well as Oklahoma or in Alaska. Trauma systems, like all other state and federally 
funded things, are also a derivative political system and as such subject to influences 
that are not necessarily medically mandated. We believe that such nuanced influences 
will indeed vary the results of any technological innovation. However, with that said, 
we also believe that there are enough commonalities in rural trauma that at the very 
least, some benefit would be realized from the integration of technology and competent 
communication training as that which was implemented in the West Virginia Trauma 
System. This is evidenced by the American College of Surgeons adopting the competent 
communication protocol for all rural trauma (American College of Surgeons 2010).

It should also be noted, that the research program synthesized in this chapter is on-
going and that results will invariably change as the SMART system is implemented and 
longitudinal assessment takes place. Such efforts should not be interpreted as end points 
but processes that are undergoing constant assessment and improvement efforts as we 
move forward toward a better protocol for the treatment of the rural trauma patient. 
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Appendix 10.1

coding sheet for Assessment of Priority and Adherence  
to the Miser criteria

Medical Command Study
Coding Sheet

2011

Coder#______________    Case #________________________

(Circle One)  Priority 1    Priority 2

Using the MISER criteria presented to you during the training, please answer the following 
questions:

A: Mechanism of Injury:
Was the mechanism of injury relayed to medical command?

    (Circle One) Yes No

Using a scale ranging from 0 = extremely poorly relayed to 10 = extremely 
well relayed, answer the following questions:

    How well was the information regarding the mechanism of injury relayed?
    ______________
    To what degree was the information regarding the mechanism of injury 
    relayed in an effective way? ______________
    To what degree was the information regarding the mechanism of injury 
    relayed in an appropriate way? ______________

B: Injuries:
  Were the injuries relayed to medical command?

    (Circle One) Yes No

Using a scale ranging from 0 = extremely poorly relayed to 10 = extremely 
well relayed, answer the following questions:

    How well was the information regarding injuries relayed? ______________
    To what degree was the information regarding injuries relayed in an 
    effective way? ______________
    To what degree was the information regarding injuries relayed in an  
    appropriate way? ______________
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C: Vital Signs:
 Were the vital signs relayed to medical command?

    (Circle One) Yes No

Using a scale ranging from 0 = extremely poorly relayed to 10 = extremely 
well relayed, answer the following questions:

   How well was the information regarding the vital signs relayed? ______________
   To what degree was the information regarding the vital signs relayed in an 
   effective way? ______________
   To what degree was the information regarding vital signs relayed in an 
   appropriate way? ______________

D: Environment:
 Were environmental conditions relayed to medical command?

    (Circle One) Yes No

Using a scale ranging from 0 = extremely poorly relayed to 10 = extremely 
well relayed, answer the following questions:

   How well was the information regarding environmental conditions relayed? 
   ______________
   To what degree was the information regarding environmental conditions 
   relayed in an effective way? ______________
   To what degree was the information regarding environmental conditions 
   relayed in an appropriate way? ______________

E: Response to Treatment:

  Was the response to treatment relayed to medical command?

    (Circle One) Yes No

Using a scale ranging from 0 = extremely poorly relayed to 10 = extremely 
well relayed, answer the following questions:

   How well was the information regarding the response to treatment relayed? 
   ______________
   To what degree was the information regarding the response to treatment 
   relayed in an effective way? ______________
   To what degree was the information regarding the response to treatment 
   relayed in an appropriate way? ______________
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chapter 11 From Patient-based 
Records to Patient-centered 
Care: Reconfiguring 
Health Care Systems for 
Interoperable Electronic 
Health Records

Nicole Mardis

introduction

Health care is an information intensive sector – an enormous amount of clinical, 
logistical, and administrative information is generated and used every day in the delivery 
of care (Rivard-Royer, Beaulieu, and Friel 2003). Much of this information is collected 
and stored on paper (Hillestad et al. 2005). The persistence of paper-based record keeping 
in healthcare has become an issue of national attention in Canada, the United States, 
and many other industrialized countries (Arnold et al. 2007, Zimlichman et al. 2011). 
It is hoped that the deployment of interoperable Electronic Health Records (EHRs) 
– longitudinal health records for an individual that can be viewed and contributed to 
from many different points of care – will improve medical practice by improving the 
accessibility and usability of patient information, which is frequently fragmented across 
care providers and not readily available to clinical and administrative decision makers 
(Rivard-Royer, Beaulieu, and Friel 2003). Over the past decade governments in Canada, 
the United States, and the United Kingdom, have committed substantial funding to EHR 
initiatives with the expectation that going electronic will improve the speed and accuracy 
of diagnoses, reduce errors and adverse events, reduce costly duplications of effort, and 
produce better data for public health research and surveillance (Baron et al. 2005, Arnold 
et al. 2007, Hillestad et al. 2005, Office of Health and the Information Highway 1997, 
Protti 2007, Zimlichman et al. 2011).

Despite considerable variation in the different national EHR initiatives that are 
currently underway, a common theme has emerged: these systems are more complicated 
and time consuming to develop than many expected (de Roos 2008). Popular 
explanations for the difficulty experienced getting interoperable EHR systems off the 
ground tend to pit the investors, developers, and end users of these systems against one 
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another. For example, governments are criticized for being overly optimistic about the 
benefits that can be expected from EHR implementations (Sidorov 2006), the technical 
experts developing these systems are criticized for failing to grasp the complexity and 
heterogeneity of clinical information needs, uses, and exchanges (de Roos 2008), and 
healthcare practitioners are criticized for resisting information technology out of fear of 
losing professional autonomy (Berg 1997). While some support may be found for each of 
these claims, they are all manifestations of a bigger issue: building an intereoperable EHR 
is a massive undertaking that forges new, and sometimes tense, interdepedencies between 
clinical, technical, and administrative practices and requirements. 

The purpose of this chapter is to draw attention to an element of Computer-Mediated 
Communication (CMC) that is underrepresented in discussions of what information 
technology can do for the healthcare sector: standards. Computers require detailed 
specifications and instructions to function. The average modern day computer draws on 
over 250 standards just to operate (Biddle, White, and Woods 2010). Using computers 
to augment human communication is not a simple task. While computers are excellent 
tools for managing large volumes of information, they cannot mitigate ambiguity or 
interpret information as humans do. Therefore, humans must specify and configure their 
information collection practices and patterns in ways that are conducive to CMC. These 
tasks are performed through the development and adoption of common standards. 

A major challenge facing EHR initiatives is the volume and complexity of the standards 
work needed to achieve interoperability. The typical starting point for EHR standards 
work is to focus on the development of health IT standards – technical specifications 
designed specifically for communicating health information. It is widely recognized 
that these standards must be informed to some extent by clinical and administrative 
information needs, uses, and collection practices (Hammond 2008). What is not well 
recognized, however, is just how heterogeneous clinical and administrative practices 
and requirements are (Berg 1997), and how influential this heterogeneity will be on 
the design and function of EHR systems. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate 
that the interoperable EHR is not a quick technical “fix” that can be “applied” to 
healthcare systems; healthcare systems must undergo significant transformations (that 
is, harmonizing and coordinating information collection needs, practices, and uses) to 
make the interoperable EHR possible. 

CMC research offers a useful conceptual framework for studying the co-shaping of 
human and technical systems, as it does not treat technology as a neutral tool. Rather, as 
Norman (1993) explains, each technology is viewed as having “constraints, preconditions, 
and side effects that impose requirements and changes on the things with which it 
interacts, be they other technology, people, or human society at large” (243). The goal 
of this chapter is to make use of the CMC perspective to broaden understandings of the 
scope, complexity, and interdisciplinary nature of the interoperable EHR. In doing so, the 
interoperable EHR is reconceptualized as the embodiment of the degree of uniformity (that 
is, standardization) that can be negotiated between clinical, administrative, and technical 
domains. It is argued that a major weakness of EHR development initiatives is that they 
are narrowly focused on technical requirements (de Roos 2008) and disproportionately 
informed by technical experts. Establishing a national health infostructure is a major 
project that no entity or profession has the time, resources, or expertise to carry out 
alone. A broad collaborative effort that is informed by inter-disciplinary research and 
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theory, as well as smaller-scale applications of CMC, is needed to support the negotiation 
of interoperability. 

The interoperable eHr: What it is and is Not

The interoperable EHR is one of the more recent and complex conceptualizations of how 
to make better use of computers and IT in the delivery of healthcare. The Healthcare 
Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS 2009) provide a general description 
of what EHRs are expected to contain and how they might be used:

The EHR is a longitudinal electronic record of patient health information generated 
by one or more encounters in any care delivery setting. Included in this information are 
patient demographics, progress notes, problems, medications, vital signs, past medical 
history, immunizations, laboratory data, and radiology reports. The EHR automates and 
streamlines the clinician’s workflow. The EHR has the ability to generate a complete 
record of a clinical patient encounter, as well as supporting other care-related activities 
directly or indirectly via interface—including evidence-based decision support, quality 
management, and outcomes reporting. 

The system described above represents an advanced form of computer-mediated 
communication. In general, CMC refers to “the process by which people create, exchange, 
and perceive information using networked telecommunications systems (or non-
networked computers) that facilitate encoding, transmitting, and decoding messages” 
(December 1997a). An important component of CMC is that it involves “people, situated 
in particular contexts, engaging in processes to shape media for particular purposes” 
(December 1997b). The elements of the EHR that are advanced from a CMC perspective 
include: the scope of transmission (for example, potentially including all care providers in 
a healthcare system); the range of contexts and activities to accommodate (for example, 
from e-prescribing to health surveillance); the various ways in which information has to 
be formatted for these different contexts and activities (for example, raw data is made 
viewable through a multitude of different interfaces and electronic documents); and, 
the amount of “coding” and “decoding” needed to share the information in consistent, 
secure, and unambiguous formats. 

It is important to distinguish EHR systems from other forms of CMC in health 
communication, such as Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems. An EMR is an 
application “used by healthcare practitioners to document, monitor, and manage health 
care delivery within a [care providing organization] ... that is owned by the [care provider]” 
(Garets and Davis 2006: 2). Adopting an EMR represents the transition from paper-based 
record keeping to electronic record keeping within a single point of care. While this 
transition from paper to electronic record keeping may represent a major internal change 
for care providers, doing so without establishing interoperability is not fundamentally 
at odds with the current structure of the health care system in which information is 
typically collected by care providers for their own use. 

There are many EMR applications available today that can run on basic computers. 
The reported benefits of EMR usage include: improved document management; improved 
data organization and representation; improved quality of patient care and chronic 
disease management; improved management of prescriptions; improved performance 
monitoring capabilities; a reduction in costs associated with transcribing and maintaining 
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paper records; and, a reduction in the time it takes to complete certain tasks (Chaudhry et 
al. 2006, Hillestad et al. 2005, Miller and Sim 2004). Several European countries achieved 
very high EMR adoption rates years ago in association with financial incentive programs 
(Schoen et al. 2006). EMR adoption rates by office-based physicians in Canada and the 
United States – countries that did not offer similar incentives until recently – are much 
lower (that is, less than 20 percent in Canada and less than 35 percent in the U.S.) 
(Commonwealth Fund Commission on a High Performance Health System 2008, Hing 
and Hsiao 2010, The National Physician Survey 2008).

Interoperable EHR systems differ from EMRs in that EHR systems are aggregators of 
patient information from many different care providers. This is an important distinction 
that is sometimes lost in the literature due to the common, yet incorrect, practice of using 
the terms EHR and EMR interchangeably. The main purpose of interoperable EHR systems 
is to enable the sharing of information across care providers. EHRs, therefore, depend 
upon the widespread use of point-of-service applications in clinical practice (for example, 
lab systems, pharmacy systems, and EMR systems) to collect information electronically, 
as well as the ability of these systems to exchange information in mutually useful and 
understandable ways (Garets and Davis 2006, Hammond 2008).

Most nations that are currently engaged in developing EHRs are still far from having 
systems in place that enable widespread interoperability (de Roos 2008). This limitation 
is not to deny the existence of any form of interoperability; there are many examples of 
electronic patient records being shared within small clusters of hospitals and clinics, as 
well as between a large number of care providers belonging to the same managed care 
consortium or associated with particular benefit providers (for example, the Veterans 
Health Administration) (Burton, Anderson, and Kues 2004, Etheredge 2007, Silvestre, Sue, 
and Allen 2009). For example, in 2010 an American-based insurer, Kaiser Permanente, 
announced that its own interoperable EHR system was up and running in 36 hospitals 
and 431 doctor’s offices, providing approximately 8.6 million patients with electronic 
health records (Charette 2010). 

Kaiser’s EHR is one of the largest systems in existence today. It is frequently cited as a 
success story that national governments should try to replicate on a grander scale. Kaiser’s 
system, however, cost over four billion US dollars to build, was 40 years in the making, 
and was not the insurer’s first attempt at an EHR – a US$400 million EHR project with 
IBM failed before Kaiser started on its current system (Charette 2010). For perspective, 
Canada launched an ambitious national EHR initiative in 2001. Approximately C$2.6 
billion was invested towards the goal providing at least 50 percent of the population 
(almost 16 million people) with an interoperable electronic health record by 2009 
(Infoway 2005). This goal has since been pushed back and expectations about the degree 
of interoperability that can be achieved in the near future have changed significantly 
since the project’s initiation (Infoway 2007). 

Why is the interoperable eHr such an elusive Goal?

The difficulty encountered in establishing the interoperability of health information and 
systems is not a technical issue only, it is also an alignment issue. Take for example the 
requirement of establishing semantic interoperability for the communication of health 
information. Semantic interoperability is achieved by “coding” health information with 
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“controlled vocabularies, lexicons, taxonomies and ontologies” to aid in its interpretation 
(Groen and Wine 2009: 1). This coding helps information systems receive, organize, and 
retrieve information appropriately. Semantic interoperability also helps care providers 
establish a shared understanding of the information they exchange. Establishing the 
technical framework to support semantic interoperability includes specifying the 
common data elements, terminologies, structures, and system organization needed to 
“share and use data from multiple institutions” (Hammond 2005: 1205).

From a technical standpoint, semantic interoperability may not be so difficult to 
pull off if care providers and health practitioners agreed on how to code and represent 
clinical information. However, this is not the case; there are competing terminologies 
and strategies for representing clinical information electronically. The situation becomes 
even more complicated when one takes into account all of the different organizational 
practices and legacy information systems currently in existence. For example, a single 
hospital may have multiple information systems in use – some built in house and some 
purchased from different vendors – that use different data elements and vocabularies. To 
achieve interoperability, these legacy systems will have to be accommodated for in EHR 
standards, connected via costly interface, or replaced altogether (Mardis 2009). 

Semantic interoperability provides just one example of how interdependent clinical, 
administrative, and technical considerations are with one another in the development 
EHR systems. Semantic interoperability happens to be one of the more immediately 
apparent examples because the use of clinical terminology in clinical practice and in 
health information systems is well established. There are, however, other less obvious 
interdependencies between these domains. Of particular concern in subsequent sections 
of this chapter is how the nature and use of clinical information, along with variances 
in administrative priorities and regulations for electronic record keeping, complicate the 
design of EHR systems. 

cliNical iNForMaTioN aNd sPeciFicaTioNs: a HisTory oF VariabiliTy 

The interoperable EHR represents a new, high-tech approach to solving an old 
“problem” in clinical practice: managing and using information more efficiently. This 
problem was first explored academically in the late 1970s and early 1980s in a series of 
studies that found significant variation in physician practice patterns, the widespread 
use of outdated and inappropriate procedures, and a lack of correspondence between 
clinical research and practice (Eddy 2005, Timmermans and Berg 2003). The main 
explanations provided for these variations were: humans are incapable of processing 
all of the information needed to make complex medical decisions; and there is a “lack 
of good evidence” to identify best practices (Eddy 2005: 3). Over the 1980s and 1990s, 
numerous agencies, associations, and collaborations arose around the world to develop 
and disseminate clinical findings and recommendations with the hope of reducing the 
noted inconsistencies in clinical practices and better informing clinical decision making 
(Eddy 2005, Timmermans and Berg 2003). Timmermans and Berg (2003) describe this 
rapid growth in the production of “evidence” and “evidence-based guidelines” as the 
outcome of a “cottage industry” of standards development bodies and organizations 
that arose without coordination (2–29). In short, the first widespread effort to better 
coordinate clinical practices via standards resulted in the uncoordinated production of 
numerous competing standards. This legacy is of major relevance to EHR initiatives, 
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which represent a much more complicated and intense standardization movement 
entering clinical practice. The difficulties encountered by previous standardization 
attempts can provide insight into a major problem that has surfaced thus far in EHR 
initiatives: aligning clinical and technical requirements.

Getting to the source of non-standard practices in clinical domains Efforts to explain the 
ongoing variation in clinical terminologies, protocols, and diagnoses tend to link it to the 
nature of medical practice and/or the manner in which clinical standards (for example, 
protocols) are developed. Studies that point to the nature of medical practice as the 
source of the “variation problem” argue that the discipline is too abstract to lend itself to 
standardization (Berg 1997, Stinchcombe 1986) and/or that clinicians have accumulated 
too much professional autonomy, which translates into idiosyncratic practices (Berg 
1997). Arthur Stinchcombe (1986), who approaches the subject of standardization from 
a theoretical standpoint, argues that both “formal rationality” (“standardized methods 
of calculation”) and “substantive rationality” (an understanding of the “substance” of 
“matters”) are necessary for the successful “routinization” of a profession (157). Medical 
practice contains some of the features necessary for achieving greater routinization 
(e.g. it has a supply of trained practitioners who are knowledgeable of the system of 
reason employed in the field). However, these practitioners often fail to arrive at “the 
same judgments after applying their methods of calculation to produce an authoritative 
judgment” suggesting that the “core” of medical practice is “irrational” (not easily 
reproduced) (Stinchcombe 1986: 157). According to Stinchcombe (1986), efforts to 
rationalize professions with an irrational core may, at best, achieve greater standardization 
of the more trivial or peripheral activities. 

In a more empirical investigation of the debate over whether medical practice is an 
art or a science, Berg (1997) suggests that medical practice is more complicated than it 
is irrational. The practitioner is frequently confronted with far more information to take 
into consideration than is accommodated for in the rules, so she/he must often rely 
on her/his expert judgment and experience, which can lead to significant variations in 
practice (Berg 1997). Berg (1997) argues that outsiders (to the practice) often interpret 
this use of expert judgment and experience as a failure to apply medical knowledge or a 
blatant refusal to comply with standards. Berg (1997) does not deny that judgments can 
be poor, experience misleading, and clinicians’ protective of professional autonomy. His 
goal is to highlight the complexities of medical practice and the ways in which clinicians 
are relied upon to manage it. To change this complexity would require a transformation 
of the practice, of the protocols produced (which would have to be expanded to absorb 
the complexity), and of the tools for enforcing adherence to them (Berg 1997). Berg 
(1997) concludes that the achievability and desirability of such a transformation has yet 
to be demonstrated. 

Using technology to make better use of clinical standards While the debate over the extent 
to which medical practice can be routinized lingers, efforts have been placed into 
making better use of the standards that already exist, such as by using information 
systems to help increase adherence rates. These efforts have enjoyed some success, but 
this success has been highly variable (Chaudhry et al. 2006, Sidorov 2006). For example, 
in perhaps the most comprehensive review of literature on the use of EMR systems in 
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clinical practice, Chaudhry et al. (2006) found that improvements in protocol adherence 
ranged from 5 percent to 60 percent and decreases in adverse events or complications 
ranged from 0.4 percent to 8.2 percent (based on a limited number of activities, such 
as increasing the rate of influenza vaccinations given, increasing fecal blood testing, 
decreasing adverse drug events, and decreasing deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary 
embolism). In a more limited review of seven different studies, Sidorov (2006) found that 
while EMRs may increase adherence to some “omission-type error reductions” such as 
“inpatient vaccination and anticoagulation reminders; diabetes, hypertension, vitamin 
B12 deficiency, thyroid, and anemia screening in the elderly; [and] health maintenance 
and counseling in a pediatric practice,” these systems have been shown to have no effect 
on adherence to primary care guidelines for asthma or angina management; “variable” 
and “limited” adherence to diabetes and coronary artery disease reminders; no effect 
on evidence-based interventions for heart disease and heart failure; [no] change in the 
care of patients with depression; [and] no impact on diabetic glucose control (1080–
81). Although it has not been shown why adherence to some standards and not others 
seems to increase with the use of computer-based decision support systems, it is worth 
noting that the improvements in adherence rates identified by Chaudhry et al. (2006) 
and Sidorov (2006) were achieved among the more routine activities, such as screening 
for a B12 deficiency. These findings are consistent with Berg (1997) and Stinchcombe’s 
(1986) argument: reminders to follow the rules will not help all that much if the situation 
at hand does not easily fit within the rules. 

The implications clinical heterogeneity for the HER On the surface, it may be hard to see 
how this discussion of clinical practices and standards relates to the EHR. The argument 
made here is that although health IT standards are largely technical in focus, they 
implicate a broad range of non-technical activities in the clinical domain. For example, 
developing health IT standards necessitates the specification of how health information 
is collected, coded, exchanged, and used, which itself necessitates some specification of 
how a health care system is organized, what the roles and responsibilities of entities in 
that system are, how end-users use information, and what policies and guidelines are 
adhered to (Hammond 2008). This already tremendous undertaking becomes a much 
greater endeavor if those who are to share information cannot agree on how to collect, 
code, organize, present, interpret, and use it. The difficulties encountered by previous 
attempts to reduce variability in the way clinical information is collected, used, and 
interpreted suggest that much of medical practice may never give way to widespread 
standardization. Popular thinking regarding EHRs misses this dilemma. Computers, with 
their tremendous processing power and capacity for connectivity, are assumed to contain 
all of the order and structure that is needed to improve the accessibility, usability, and 
shareability of health information. This is, at best, a half truth: computers provide a 
context for communication that has certain constraints, capacities, and implications, 
but humans must go through the process of organizing, detailing, and reconciling their 
patterns of communication to fit within that context. Reducing the variation in medical 
practices, terminologies, and protocols may, therefore, be more of a prerequisite for 
improving the quality and flow health information than an outcome. As the following 
section demonstrates, the variability of administrative practices and requirements adds 
another layer of complexity to EHR standardization work.
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THe HeTeroGeNeiTy oF adMiNisTraTiVe rules aNd rouTiNes

There are two broad categories of administrative rules and routines that are of particular 
relevance to EHRs: privacy and security policies and regulations; and information 
collection practices. The former refers primarily to legislation that cuts across different 
organizations. The latter refers to a wider range of information collection practices – such 
as what information is collected, how, and the manner in which it is formatted and coded 
(if at all) – that are established at the organizational level. The nature of, and variances 
between, these different types of rules and routines can have serious implications for EHR 
systems. 

The lack of specificity and consistency in provincial legislation relating to the 
electronic management and exchange of personal information is a major threat to the 
pan-Canadian EHR. As Michener (2010: 9–12) explains, if the basic principles/standards 
for EHR security are not established upfront, it will be left up to a rather slow and indirect 
approach – case law – to work out: 

The question that may be posed is the following: Should Canada’s laws reflect a pro-active 
leadership role in establishing basic principles for EHR security, or should we rely on general 
legal precepts of security to ultimately generate a set of rules, through a more circuitous process?

Technical progress on the EHR is, therefore, heavily implicated with the modernization 
of privacy and security legislation to account for the exchange of personal information 
via CMC. Unfortunately for EHR developers, the legislative domain parallels the medical 
domain in many ways: it is full of complexity and ambiguity, and reliant on highly 
trained professionals to interpret and apply general precepts to specific situations. 

Variances in organizational practices and routines regarding the collection, coding, 
and usage of health information also signifies a tremendous challenge for achieving 
interoperability. Hammond (2008: 8) explains:

Health care occurs in many different settings. Data requirement differ, priorities are different, 
and other influences such as culture and environment affect what is done … The key to 
interoperability is to make sure all pertinent classes of interoperability are satisfied. Any data 
element used at any site must come from the common meta-data registry.

Hammond (2008) puts on a brave face in explaining the “key to interoperability,” as 
if establishing a common meta-data registry and satisfying “all pertinent classes of 
interoperability” for all care providers in a healthcare system is not too daunting of a task 
(8). Reflecting on the earlier discussion of clinical heterogeneity, however, gives reason 
to expect this task to absorb a lot of time and give rise to a massive common meta-data 
registry.

The implications of administrative heterogeneity for the HER Both of the examples described 
above illustrate an important point: EHRs rely on a higher degree of inter-organizational 
and inter-jurisdictional coordination than is currently present in many healthcare systems. 
Achieving widespread interoperability requires all relevant organizations and authorities 
to align their policies and data collection practices with one another, and/or to embed legal 
and administrative constraints and requirements into EHR systems so usable information 
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is collected for all parties and no legislation is violated in the process of transmitting 
patient information across organizations and jurisdictions. The former solution (aligning 
legislation, priorities, and data collection practices) requires organizations, health 
authorities, and governments to establish common rules and routines. The challenge 
with this solution is that the rewards, sanctions, chains of command, and mechanisms 
for setting priorities and establishing rules are not as well defined between organizations 
and jurisdictions as they are within organizations and jurisdictions (Heckscher 2007). 
The latter solution of developing systems that can interface between numerous different 
requirements and practices greatly complicates EHR development work (de Roos 2008). 
Finally, both alternatives require time, resources, and collaboration, and may unearth all 
sorts of additional variances in practice. 

reFraMiNG THe eHr as a balaNce acT

The interoperable EHR is still largely conceptualized as a technical fix that will generate 
all sorts of efficiencies and cost savings in the delivery of healthcare by revolutionizing 
health communication. This view is problematic in that it misspecifies the source and 
timing of much of the change associated with achieving interoperability. The end 
result is that considerable time and attention is invested in developing the technical 
components of the EHR without a full appreciation of the scope and heterogeneity of 
clinical and administrative requirements that must be factored into the equation. A more 
accurate conceptualization of the interoperable EHR is the embodiment of the degree 
of uniformity that can be negotiated between clinical, administrative, and technical 
domains. This shift in thinking is needed to gain a more accurate understanding of the 
preconditions, constraints, side effects, and transformations involved in establishing the 
interoperability of health information and systems. A major challenge follows this shift 
in thinking, however: establishing a forum to support this negotiation process and a 
framework to integrate relevant research, theory, and real-world CMC implementation 
experience. In perhaps the closest attempt yet to such a framework, the Pan-Canadian 
EHR initiative established the Standards Collaborative (SC), an open and participatory 
body designed to serve as “… a single point of domestic contact for collaboration, co-
ordination, development, maintenance and on-going support …” of health IT and EHR 
related standards for use in Canada (Infoway 2007).  While the SC brings together groups 
that are directly implicated in the development and use of EHR systems to work together 
on the content and direction of EHR related standards, this body does not view clinical 
and administrative standards (or the lack of them) as central to its work (Mardis 2009). 

implications for academics

At the conceptual level, the interoperable EHR represents a cohesive “system” that can 
be “built” as a single project. In practice, however, it consists of many different ideas 
and activities that cut across different professions, organizations, and even jurisdictions. 
This multifaceted and fragmented nature of EHR work is not frequently picked up on in 
academic literatures, nor is much of the relevant research and theory on CMC used to 
inform EHR work. In this section it is argued that EHR work has the potential to influence 
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academic work, and conversely, academic work has the potential to shape EHR work. Two 
examples from the Pan-Canadian EHR initiative are provided to illustrate this point.

In a case study on the pan-Canadian EHR, Mardis (2009) found that there is a 
considerable amount of academic research occurring on EMRs and local integration 
(achieving interoperability between a small number of hospitals and clinics) in Canada 
that is disconnected from the Pan-Canadian EHR initiative. Mardis (2009) linked this 
disconnect to the national initiative’s strategy for achieving interoperability: care providers 
are to exchange information indirectly by viewing and contributing to a common data 
source (a shared repository). Peer-to-peer integration – having care providers exchange 
information directly with one another as many academic-based, local integration projects 
do – is discouraged by the national initiative (Mardis 2009). This barrier has generated 
some criticism of the pan-Canadian EHR as a top-down approach that is not only out of 
touch with clinical practice, but also with clinician-driven research on the adoption and 
use of health IT systems. 

In the same case study, Mardis (2009) found new, mutually beneficial relationships 
being forged between EHR development initiatives and academic institutions. For example, 
the Pan-Canadian EHR initiative received considerable criticism for asking vendors to 
adopt a complicated messaging specification that had not been tested in the field. A 
technical expert who saw this as a deficit in the national approach rallied support from a 
collection of public and private partners to establish an EHR Reference Implementation 
(a mock EHR built to spec that can be used for testing). Mohawk College’s Applied Centre 
in Health Informatics stepped in to house the Reference Implementation. Within a short 
period of time the center managed to integrate the Reference Implementation into its 
curriculum and get a mock EHR up and running. Since its establishment, the Reference 
Implementation Project has generated lessons learned from the implementation process, 
feedback on how the pan-Canadian EHR specifications perform, and recommendations 
for tooling and simplified message formats that may make the development and 
implementation of EHR projects less onerous and complicated (Mardis, 2009).

As the above examples demonstrate, EHRs, and more broadly speaking, the application 
of CMC in health communication, can influence academics in many ways, such as by 
placing new constraints on the institutions in which they work, changing priorities for 
research, creating new research opportunities, and providing new sites for investigation. 
At the same time, EHR work is so vast and complicated that it stands to benefit from the 
knowledge, resources, and rigor that academics and academic institutions can bring to 
the study and implementation of CMC in health communication.

implications for Health Practitioners

It is difficult to scope out all of the implications EHRs will pose for health practitioners, 
as the design and function of these systems have yet to be settled. At present time 
descriptions of the role EHRs will take in clinical practice vary from automating the main 
information exchanges that currently occur in healthcare, such as enabling clinicians 
to order and receive lab results electronically, to reconfiguring clinical practices and 
workflows around computers and decision support systems. Despite this uncertainty, 
one thing is clear: for the most part health practitioners have been treated as passive 
end users of health information and systems, rather than important stakeholders whose 
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active participation is needed in shaping the design and function of these systems, as 
well as in reconfiguring their own practices and patterns of communication in ways that 
are consistent with CMC. Feedback from EMR implementations suggests that even small 
scale implementations of CMC produce many implications for health practitioners. Take 
for example Baron et al.’s (2005: 223) description of the work involved in implementing 
a standalone EMR system in a single medical office:

[W]e found ourselves making innumerable decisions about how we would use the system before 
we really understood how it worked, and our vendor did not know enough about how our office 
worked to help us. We were forced to rapidly adjust our workflows during implementation, 
which seemed akin to rebuilding an airplane in flight … Going live rendered everyone in the 
office incompetent to do their jobs … variations in clinical style and work flow among the 
physicians – which had seemed acceptable if unnoticed before – now became the subject of 
scrutiny.

The description above highlights not only how work-flow-altering aligning human 
practices with CMC can be, but also how difficult it is for anyone, from vendors to 
clinicians, to anticipate the challenges that will be faced and the adjustments that will 
have to be made, even in small-scale implementations. Pursuing widely interoperable 
systems dramatically increases the number of practitioners and providers who have to 
coordinate their practices with one another.   

conclusion

The persistence of paper-based record keeping in healthcare has received much attention 
over the last 15 years. Ambitious technical solutions have been designed to improve 
the accessibility, usability, and share-ability of health information via the establishment 
of nation-wide interoperable EHRs. To date no nation has been successful in getting a 
fully functional and widely interoperable EHR system up and running. Three interrelated 
arguments have been put forward in this chapter to explain the difficulty experienced 
establishing the interoperability of health information and systems. First, it is argued 
that the interoperable EHR represents an advanced form of computer-mediated 
communication. Achieving the interoperability of health information and systems is 
not simply about exchanging packets of information, it is about employing computers 
to interpret, organize, and manage that information so it is presented to humans in 
consistent, secure, and unambiguous formats (Hammond 2005, Hammond 2008). 
Giving computers this larger role in health communication comes at the cost of having 
to structure health communication in a way that is amenable to computer-mediated 
communication. Second, it is argued that popular conceptions of the interoperable 
EHR misspecify the source and timing of much of the change associated with achieving 
interoperability. The transformative potential of the EHR lies in its development, not 
its application. It is the settling of agreement on where and how enough uniformity 
can be achieved in health information uses, interpretations, and collection practices to 
enable interoperability that is radical, not the technical manifestation of this agreement. 
Third, just how transformative EHRs prove to be depends on the extent to which clinical, 
administrative, and technical considerations and requirements can be aligned. At present 
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time there is a poor understanding of how heterogeneous clinical and administrative 
practices and requirements are, and the ultimate impact that this diversity of information 
needs and uses will have on the design and function of EHR systems. While some EHR 
initiatives, such as the Pan-Canadian initiative, have established forums to engage 
clinicians, administrators, and other implicated parties in EHR standardization work in 
the hope of speeding up progress, this work is still predominately technical in focus 
(Mardis 2009). Additionally, it is hard to establish a venue for negotiation that is mutually 
accessible and engaging for all of the relevant stakeholders. This is where academia can 
assist. Research that explores the multi-disciplinary nature of health communication, 
particularly in computer-mediated contexts, can help illuminate the coordination 
requirements and challenges facing EHR initiatives. 
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chapter 12 The Role of 
Communication in Health 
Informatics Integration 
Success: Case Study of an 
Ontario Pediatric Critical 
Care Unit

Victoria aceti and rocci Luppicini

introduction

Effective communication is essential to the functioning of the healthcare system, 
particularly in the sharing of information between healthcare providers and between 
providers and patients. Poor communication leads to poor quality healthcare services. 
Researchers have concluded that communication errors were twice as likely to cause 
preventable patient disability or death as inadequate medical skill (Zinn 1995). Coiera 
(2003) contends that “the sheer scale and complexity of these [interdisciplinary] 
interactions within the healthcare system puts a heavy burden on the process of 
communication” (232). As a way to ameliorate such problems, several organizations have 
recently turned to health information and communication technologies, also known as 
health informatics. While many of these technologies show great promise, integrating 
health informatics into practice is more challenging.

Health informatics is defined as a “systematic approach to the collection, organization, 
storage, use, and evaluation of health data, information and knowledge” (Layman and 
Watzlaf 2009: 6). Health informatics integration is often met with resistance, technical 
issues and insecurities, and resource shortages; the coordinated efforts of providers and 
researchers are needed to effectively develop strategies for easier integration.

Integrating a new technology is a difficult process in which mistakes can disrupt 
clinical workflows and patient care. Berg, Aarts, and van der Lei (2003) suggest that, 
“as information systems require interaction with people and thereby inevitably affect 
them, understanding information systems requires a focus on the interrelation between 
technology and its social environment” (297, see also Aarts, Peel and Wright 1998, Coiera 
2003). Effective integration of health informatics into an organization is only a technical 
issue, but a socially negotiated one between users, middle management, strategic leaders; 
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indeed, “it is the outcome of all these interactions that in the end settles the system’s 
fate” (Berg 2001:144, Kaplan 2001). This interaction between social and technological 
systems within an organization can be explored through sociotechnology theory.

SociotecHnoLogy tHeory

Sociotechnology theory is concerned with the influence that social contexts and 
technology have on each other. The main concept behind sociotechnology is that social 
contexts and technology are not separate, but occur in the same environment and thus 
influence each other in varying ways. Under sociotechnical theory, it is necessary to 
understand the interaction of social and technological contexts to ensure the successful 
use of health informatics within an organization.

In this chapter, we use a sociotechnology lens to present a case study of the 
integration of mHealth technologies within an Ontario pediatric critical care unit and 
the processes by which these technologies were integrated. MHealth (or mobile health) 
is the “development, dissemination and application of mobile information and wireless 
telecommunication technologies in the area of healthcare” (Siau and Shen 2006: 90). 
The results of the case study are used in the development of the Integration Model 
which illustrates a strategic approach to health informatics integration. The Model is 
intended to assist leaders not only in planning for the integration process, but also in 
foreseeing where obstacles are most likely to occur before the integration is completely 
derailed.

The purpose of the chapter will be threefold:

1. to explore how sociotechnical approaches to health communication studies can 
enhance health informatics knowledge; 

2. to illustrate key issues with health informatics integration drawn from a recent case 
study research on the uses of mHealth technologies within an Ontario pediatric 
critical care unit; and

3. to explain how the Integration Model can be used as a tool to assist organizations in 
integrating health informatics.

case Study

Site deScription

To investigate the extent to which the integration of health informatics influences 
interdisciplinary communication, a Pediatric Critical Care Unit (PCCU) in an Ontario 
children’s hospital served as the site of a case study. The PCCU is a secular unit within a 
major Ontario hospital consisting of various disciplines working within one specialized 
unit including, but not limited to, nurses, respiratory and physical therapists, physicians, 
and pediatric specialists. In the critical care unit each nurse is responsible for only one 
patient during a shift; patients in the PCCU are in critical condition and require this 
specialized attention. However, other healthcare providers in the unit attend to multiple 
patients during a regular shift.
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Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) have been used in the PCCU for several years. 
The organization uses electronic patient charting regularly. The children’s hospital 
which houses the PCCU is an innovative organization which has an extensive history of 
health informatics integration and is at the forefront of health informatics innovation in 
Canada. In fact, the organization has an entire clinical informatics unit devoted solely to 
informatics. This unit works to ensure that all information technologies are effectively 
designed, integrated and maintained. The PCCU has a history of hosting pilot informatics 
projects for the organization and had recently integrated a mobile tablet option as an 
alternative method for patient charting. At the time of the study, only the staff in the 
PCCU were using mHealth to input patient information.

The mHealth application used in the PCCU is compact and can be carried from 
room to room. Alternatively, it can be attached to a keyboard outside the room to allow 
for additional methods of information input. The application allows the use of touch 
screens, a stylist pen, or an external keyboard to enter information into a patient’s chart. 
The software used on the application is the same software used on desktop and laptop 
computers in the PCCU. All users are familiar with the computer software. Further, 
physicians working on the unit had other technologies at their disposal. For example, 
one physician used an iPhone to track patient information and a desktop computer to 
input patient information.

This case study looked at the integration of mHealth applications from an 
organizational top-level strategic perspective and from the perspective of the user. The 
following methodology section outlines the research design prior to presenting the study 
findings.

Methodology

Qualitative research methods were used in this case study to investigate the extent to 
which communication is influenced by the integration of health informatics. We followed 
Yin’s (2003) three principles of case study research data collection to ensure adherence to 
proper case study protocol. The first principle of case study data collection as described 
by Yin is to use multiple sources of evidence, thus semi-structured interviews, document 
analysis and a literature review were used in this study. The second principle of case study 
research is to create a database of evidence and separate the evidence from researcher 
notes. During data analysis, we made notes of our initial thoughts and connections in a 
separate folder from the data in order to ensure separation from data. Third, Yin suggests 
maintaining a chain of evidence whereby researchers organize data collected and include 
the date and time of the collection, the source of the data, and situational context of 
the data collection. We kept a record of all documents received including the date, time, 
location and source as well as a record of all interviews with the same information.

Semi-structured interviews with 11 employees. Six interviewees were healthcare 
providers, five were administrators. Interviews ranged from 20 minutes to 45 minutes 
in length and were conducted face-to-face. One interview was conducted over electronic 
mail due to time and scheduling constraints. All face-to-face interviews were audio 
recorded and later transcribed verbatim, followed by transcription verification by 
interviewees to ensure accuracy. Ethical approval was received prior to data collection 
from the University of Ottawa Research Ethics Board. Each participant signed a consent 
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form informing the interviewee that their information would be anonymized and used 
in further publications.

Organizational documents were collected from two main sources: those available 
online for public viewing and those supplied by organizational leaders. A total of 24 
documents were collected. Six were internal documents; 18 were available to the public. 
All documents were written by employees of the organization. Documents ranged in 
length from four to 114 pages.

We used thematic analysis to analyze both the interviews and organizational 
documents on internal informatics strategy. Organizational documents were analyzed 
first in order to better understand the organization, followed by employee interviews. We 
engaged in an initial round of microanalysis, as detailed by Strauss and Corbin (1998), 
involving a word-by-word analysis to discover a variety of concepts in the data. In this 
case study, over 100 concepts were discovered through microanalysis. As we engaged 
in microanalysis, we also wrote analytic memos to separate the data from researcher-
developed connections and contradictions (Yin 2003). These analytic memos were used 
to help us reflect on connections and to further understand the findings of the case study. 
With the help of our analytic memos, we found ten themes that helped us categorize 
the data. These categories from the findings of the case study were then compared to 
findings from literature on technology integrations in health. Using this comparison, an 
Integration Model was developed to translate the findings of the case study into a useable 
model for guiding health informatics integration.

the integration Model

The findings from the case study illustrated many critical components required in 
successfully integrating health informatics, specifically mHealth technologies, into 
an organization, including: significant end user contribution to system design, an 
organizational culture open to technological change, creative internal communication 
practices, training and education, and the evaluation of training and education. The 
major finding from the case study was the fact that health informatics integration did not 
occur in a vacuum, but in an environment compounded with multidisciplinary decision-
making, life and death situations, and strict care guidelines. Working in this environment 
has many pressures and integrating a new technology can put added pressures onto 
healthcare providers. As such, it is imperative that informatics be integrated purposefully, 
effectively, and efficiently.

Healthcare environments are complex communication systems, which require 
the coordination of several people and tools to function efficiently and effectively. As 
such, researching an information system in this environment requires a holistic view 
of both the social and technological components of the system. According to Coakes 
(2006), “Sociotechnical theory tells us we must importantly consider people, task, 
process, and environment (both internal and external) when considering how best to 
implement technology into our organizations” (591). Social subsystems can include, 
but are not limited to, organizational culture, politics, work-life issues, and other non-
technical factors (Kaplan 1997, Pirnejad et al. 2007). For sociotechnical paradigms are 
rooted in communication, and without understanding and exploring communication in 
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technological integrations, an adequate understanding of the impacts of the system on 
the organization cannot be uncovered (Herrmann, Loser, and Jahnke 2007).

Employee perspectives from this case study detailed the steps taken and opportunities 
missed during the implementation of the mHealth application in the PCCU. We discuss 
the procedures, intervening conditions, and pressures involved in the implementation 
of mHealth technologies as they emerged in the interviews and the document analysis. 
There are seven steps in this Integration Model and each step is described in sequence 
below: scanning the environment, choosing appropriate pilot site and technology, 
communicating organizational change, integration, adoption, evaluation of integration, 
and the decision stage.

Scanning tHe enVironMent 

Scanning the environment was first described by Aguilar (1967) as the task of searching 
for information which will help to track the course for an organization’s future. At the 
organization we investigated, information was gathered in both external and internal 
environments to provide insight into new and successful technologies as well as their 
viability within the organization. The information gathered was then used in combination 
with an internal scan of what the organization required and was ready for.

Pressures and lessons learned from past integrations influence the integration of a 
technology. As the organization is a teaching hospital, this type of healthcare organization 
is expected to employ the most innovative technologies and practices. However, this 
expectation is only one type of pressure among several within the Canadian healthcare 
environment. As indicated in a recent organizational strategy document, “key technology 
trends will also influence our information technology directions, financial struggles will 
continue as the government continues to reform healthcare and adjust to changes in 
demographics” (Hamilton Health Sciences 2006: 4–5). These multiple pressures illustrate 
the potential of external forces to influence the information gathering process as well as 
to steer the direction of the organization.

A second intervening condition is the institutional knowledge gained from past 
technological integrations. One participant explained, “we’re a little bit limited by 
decisions we made back then, but always cognizant every time we get an upgrade, 
what those things are that we can do better” (Participant 1, personal communication, 
September 16, 2009). This statement implies that the internal environment, including 
institutional knowledge of past integrations inform the health informatics direction of 
the organization. Further, it demonstrates the value in learning from past decisions to be 
able to improve future health informatics integrations.

These intervening conditions guide the organization in deciding if technologies 
can solve issues, in choosing which technology to implement depending on external 
pressures, and how to implement it. After this information gathering, a pilot site and an 
appropriate technology are chosen.

cHooSing tHe appropriate tecHnoLogy and piLot Site 

After the decision is made that integrating technology is required and the environments are 
scanned for information and organizational readiness, the organization then chooses the 
technology to integrate and the pilot site to integrate it. In this case study, the site chosen 
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was the Pediatric Critical Care Unit (PCCU). The organization chose the pilot site first and 
then the users in the PCCU assisted in choosing the technology. It is well supported in 
the literature that user participation in early stages enhances user acceptance, encourages 
realistic user expectations, facilitates user ownership, and decreases resistance (Lorenzi 
et al. 1997, Aarts, Peel and Wright 1998, Kaplan 2001b, Tsiknakis and Kouroubali 2009). 
Another aspect of choosing the technology is the notion of “fit.” Kaplan (2001b) and 
Aarts, Peel, and Wright (1998) agree that user needs and work routines should be major 
factors when choosing the appropriate technology. Each unit in a healthcare organization 
provides a unique service, and each therefore requires different technological systems, 
therefore the pilot site must first be chosen and then the users from that site should 
choose the technology.

The selection of a technology and a pilot site is a critical decision in the overall 
success of a technology; this selection is influenced by three factors: the organizational 
culture, employee characteristics, and resources available. Choosing the correct pilot site 
is important because the healthcare environment is constantly changing, and the users in 
the pilot group must be open to change and able to handle potential technical difficulties. 
The unique culture of the pilot group determines the viability of the technology. If users 
see technology as a tool that empowers and enables their work, they will accept the new 
technology; otherwise the technology will not be used (Lorenzi et al. 1997).

The current challenges faced by healthcare organizations in adopting new technologies 
may lessen as a younger generation joins the workforce. New employees expect technology 
to be implemented as they recognize that health informatics can improve their work 
routines and that these technologies are intrinsic to the delivery of quality healthcare 
services (Spitzer 2009). For example, the request for new technology is “coming from 
health care professionals and it is interesting; there wasn’t this request for information 
technology ten years ago” (Participant 2, personal communication, September 15, 2009). 
In addition to younger employees, the existing staff who are more computer literate 
healthcare professionals are also more likely to accept the new technology. Computer 
literate employees are open to technology and possess the capabilities to assist the 
organization in choosing the appropriate technology. Therefore these users are critical in 
the technology selection process.

Human and financial resources are important conditions in deciding if, which, and 
to what extent health informatics technology can be integrated. In an organizational 
document, it was noted that financial resources are required to effectively integrate 
technology into the organization. The document also noted that insufficient investment 
in the past has led to inadequate integrations. The document said, “we have some of the 
technology partially implement but further investment is required more importantly in 
the area of staffing to support the implementation or the workflow changes” (Hamilton 
Health Sciences 2006: 12). The amount of human and financial resources available to 
the organization can influence the choice of technology and where the technology is 
integrated.

The decisions made in this step of the Integration Model are the foundation of the 
technological integration and are imperative to the overall success of health informatics 
technologies at the organization. Thus, the most time must be spent on this step because 
a mistake or wrong decision at this step has implications for every future step in the 
integration.
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coMMunicating organizationaL cHange 

Once the pilot site and technology have been chosen, the integration must be effectively 
communicated to affected employees. Communicating innovations is the foundation 
of the diffusion process, as it is “the information exchange by which one individual 
communicates a new idea to one or several others” (Rogers 2003: 18). Through this 
interaction, innovations are discussed and the diffusion process commences. According 
to Rogers, the degree of homophily (or perceived similarity) between the individuals 
implementing and the ones using the technology influences the effectiveness of 
communication. Rogers claims that, “One of the most distinctive problems in the 
communication of innovations is that the participants are usually quite heterophilous” 
(19), or that participants perceive little similarity to one another. This challenge 
shows the need for a common language or knowledge base between the two groups of 
individuals in order for diffusion to be effective. At the Organization, the department of 
clinical informatics is in charge of managing the process of integration, which includes 
communicating change to employees. This department, then, needs to cultivate shared 
language and shared knowledge to promote successful integrations of new technologies.

Training is a critical step in communicating change. Prior to training, employees may 
be informed of the changes coming and how it will affect his/her work routines. However, 
training is when users are first introduced to the technology and its system. In addition to 
communicating change, the clinical informatics department trains healthcare providers 
on new health informatics integrations. Kirkpatrick (1998) claims that evaluation of 
training justifies the future use of training, the training department, and investment in 
the improvement of training resources. The effectiveness of these training sessions is 
imperative to the eventual use and sustainability of the technology. Therefore, there is 
broad agreement in the organization that training procedures must be evaluated so that 
additional training needs can be identified.

Resistance is a constant challenge for the organization because “what we’re asking 
them to do is to make lots of big changes” (Participant 2, personal communication, 
September 15, 2009). Resistance at this stage of the Integration Model is due to individuals 
feeling overwhelmed by change and by a loss of control over their work routines (Lorenzi 
et al. 1997). Although employee consultation in the “choosing” stage of the Integration 
Model reduces such resistance, the organization is large, and as such, there will always 
be resistance. Education and training sessions must address these concerns in order to 
reduce resistance and obtain broader support by users for the technological integration.

Communicating organizational change is the last step prior to the integration of 
health informatics technology within the organization. This step ends the planning stage 
of the Integration Model; it is in the next step that integration of the technology begins.

integration 

Integrating a technology requires the commitment of many individuals and resources within 
the organization. The physical act of integrating the technology, called “going live,” only 
takes a matter of moments after the correct infrastructure is put in place. The integration step 
illustrates that the small amount of time invested in first going live must also have longer-
term and consistent support in the initial weeks after going live. During this initial going 
live stage, it is imperative that users have continuous technical support for any questions or 
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working out any issues. At the organization, the clinical informatics department is stationed 
at the pilot site at all times to assist in ameliorating technical difficulties.

Just as in the previous step, resistance is an intervening condition which affects the 
integration of the technology. The same anxieties (loss of control and being overwhelmed 
with change,) continue in this step of the Integration Model. What is different in 
this step is that technical difficulties feed into user resistance. Participant 3 (personal 
communication, November 17, 2009) highlighted that the transition from training 
and education to going live is not smooth because training cannot cover all possible 
situations. As a result, technical difficulties or situational uncertainties create resistance, 
resistance which influences the integration of the technology.

adoption 

In the Integration Model, adoption refers to the use of the technology after the initial 
integration. Integration and adoption are separated into two steps to differentiate the 
introduction of the technology and its use after the initial phase of integration ceases. 
Adopting the technology and using it purposefully in everyday work routines incorporates 
three intervening conditions: employee perceptions, resistance, and use.

Kaplan (2001a) suggests that conversations about technology influence the way 
the technology is viewed and, more importantly, how it is used. In other words, social 
interaction places importance on the users’ conversations about technological integrations 
because these conversations create perceptions about the usefulness of the technology. 
This type of informal communication, a make-up of the organizational culture, frames 
the technology in a way which influences employee perceptions about health informatics 
integration. These perceptions do not directly affect adoption but encourage use of the 
technology or fuel resistance to the use of the technology. As participants highlighted 
throughout interviews, there will always be resistance to technological integrations, 
however as Kaplan suggests, these conversations assist to further drive understanding of 
health informatics.

eVaLuation of integration 

It is well understood technological integration must be evaluated. Evaluation is important 
to understanding how to improve practices in the next project as well as ameliorating 
any barriers to current integration. The success or failure of a technological integration 
is difficult to determine in a small amount of time. If the organization is to expand the 
project to other units, decisions must be made before a longitudinal investigation into 
the effects of the technology on the overall workings of the users can be completed. 
What can be understood are the immediate benefits and challenges faced by the users of 
the technology. Two main evaluations must occur at this stage of the Integration Model: 
training re-evaluation and an evaluation of the immediate benefits and issues perceived 
when using the technology.

As was discussed earlier in the chapter, training evaluations are important tools in 
understanding the effectiveness of the training and where more support is required to 
improve training efforts. An evaluation of the training after the adoption stage allows 
users to better assess the adequacy of the training and highlight any educational gaps 
(Kirkpatrick 1998). Research suggests that the results of training are best measured after 
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trainees are able to apply the skills and knowledge in their work situations (Kirkpatrick, 
1998). As a result, pre- and post-adoption evaluations of training are most effective 
in measuring the changes and illuminating the gaps in trainee knowledge of the new 
technology.

The organization investigated in this chapter measured the success of a technological 
integration through the achievement of pre-determined milestones. While quantitative 
data is important when integrating a technology and ensuring that it is on time, it does 
little to understand the employees’ perspectives on the effectiveness and usability of the 
technology in their work routines. During the integration stage, members of the clinical 
informatics department reported at a predetermined time every day to update the leaders 
and the Information Technology Department. These members discussed the successes 
and challenges with the new technology that were experienced that day. After the initial 
going live stage is over and the clinical informatics team leaves, there are meetings 
with managers of the pilot site to discuss successes, challenges, and opportunities for 
expansion with the newly integrated technology. A mix of qualitative and quantitative 
evaluation procedures assist in illustrating problems and allowing for an explanation of 
the quantitative data from the users’ perspectives. From this data collected and evaluation 
conducted, the organization then decides how to progress on the integration.

deciSion 

Once these technologies are introduced, research participants highlighted the changes in 
the way that information is charted using mHealth technologies, including what needs 
to be documented and when it is put into the patient’s file. Healthcare organizations 
are all connected and require information sharing, thus a change in the way that one 
particular group of healthcare providers share information creates challenges and new 
communication policies for other providers within the organization. Participant 1 
explains that “measurements of success are usually laid out in milestones because a lot 
of the projects depend on other projects being completed” (personal communication, 
September 16, 2009). Technological integration is constantly evolving and, in an 
interconnected organization, changes in one part have repercussions and create need 
in other areas. “HHS and ICT in particular has struggled to keep pace with the flood of 
new project and service requests and the demand for ICT services continues to grow 
significantly” (Hamilton Health Sciences 2006: 11). Thus, a realistic assessment of 
organizational resources is required to decide if the integration should continue, cease, 
and or expand to other units within the organization.

When these steps are completed, The Model begins anew. Each time the new 
technology is deployed to a new part of the organization, integration begins again. Our 
model is cyclical, as health informatics integrations with health are continuous, and 
previous implementations inform the next. In our view, it is important to consider the 
continuation of health informatics as technology drives the organization forward. It is 
clear that integration is not a one-time process. In addition, the linearity of previous 
models does not allow for backtracking where necessary. There is fluidity in the integration 
of health informatics which is better represented through a cyclical model, more so than 
a linear model as proposed by Golden (2006) and Aarts, Peel and Wright (1998).

The illustrated model incorporates intervening conditions which can impact the 
integration and eventual use of the technology; The Models of Golden (2006) and  
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Aarts et al. (1998) do not. Pressures, lessons learned from past integrations and employee 
perceptions have the potential to impact the extent to which and how a technology 
is implemented. Each of these conditions alters how the organization implements 
technology. These pressures are not static. For example, the changing demographics of 
the employee base are relieving one pressure from the organization while imposing a 
new challenge. In previous integrations, the Information Technology Department spent 
much of their time selling the importance of health informatics to employees and leaders. 
However, a younger and more computer literate generation of healthcare providers is 
entering the organization. These employees are encouraging new health informatics 
and “backdooring” these technologies themselves when necessary. This generational 
difference in user attitude and experience creates a new challenge for the organization 
that the organization strives to meet. Meeting such challenges is an ongoing process 
and represents important aspects in the Technology Integration Model because they 
inevitably influence the next health informatics integration.

implications for academics

This case study demonstrates the lack of knowledge about integrating health informatics, 
which should be viewed as a call to academics to conduct more thorough research on 
the topic. Further, this case study illustrates the importance of communication in health 

Figure 12.1 the Integration Model
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informatics integration and the role of socio-technology in the success and failure of 
an organization. Although this chapter provides some discussion on the role of social 
interaction, the role of organizational culture in health informatics integration requires 
further attention from academics.

implications for Health practitioners

For health practitioners this case study demonstrates the role of the internal and external 
environment in health informatics integration. It suggests that organizational culture 
has the potential to influence the success or failure of health informatics integration. 
This case study adds further understanding as to how communication can influence 
health informatics integration as well as illustrates the importance of communication 
in integration. It is imperative that health practitioners understand the influences of 
communication in integration as health informatics are to be adopted by healthcare 
organizations.

conclusion

Assessing technological integrations is not about labeling various technologies as successes 
or failures, but, as Bijker (2010) suggests, should be focused on understanding the process 
not the product. If this is to be true, one should not investigate the technology directly 
but the extent to which technology is perceived by its users as positive. For example the 
changing work routines and information sharing patterns of employees and any other 
repercussions resulting from the integration can be seen as helpful to or hindering the 
organization. As previously mentioned, employee perceptions about health informatics 
are becoming more positive as the larger share of younger employees see the necessity 
of electronic integration. However, these same employees stress the importance of user 
consultation as to ensure the most appropriate technologies are implemented.

Once these technologies are introduced, research participants highlighted the 
changes in the way that information is charted using mHealth technologies, including 
what needs to be documented and when it is put into the patient’s file. Health informatics 
integration alters organizational policies and procedures, creating repercussions for the 
entire organization, like changes in the work routines of healthcare providers. Healthcare 
organizations are all connected and require information sharing, thus a change in the way 
that one particular group of healthcare providers share information, creates challenges 
and new communication policies for other providers within the organization.

In reverse, one must look at how work routines inspire new technological integrations. 
Healthcare is a highly mobile environment, and as such mHealth technologies fit into 
the needs of the healthcare providers’ work routines. Thus, as the employees become 
more technologically sound, they call for the technologies to be integrated. One 
participant (Participant 1) mentioned that it will not take very long before students will 
not want to come to learn at the organization if it does not integrate health informatics 
into healthcare service delivery. Kaplan’s (2001b) notion of “fit” is important because 
the technology needs to fit the users’ work routines and how they best communicate. If 
healthcare providers use information and manage their decisions through technology in 
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ways unanticipated by developers, technology may have a poor fit (Heathfield and Wyatt 
1993). Therefore, developers of the technology must first assess users’ needs to choose the 
most appropriate technology to implement.

While this case study illustrates the role that communication plays in the integration 
of health informatics, there are other mitigating factors which may influence the 
integration of health informatics. This study focused solely on the Pediatric Critical Care 
Unit and thus the findings cannot be generalized to other units or hospitals. Nevertheless, 
the findings from the case study have shown that integration of new technology consists 
of many intervening conditions and complex processes. The proposed Integration Model 
accounts for these complexities better than existing linear models do. Previous research 
has focused on either the technology or the organization; however, as illustrated by this 
case study, the combination of social and technology contexts influence the integration of 
health informatics technology. Communication is a critical aspect of effective healthcare 
service delivery, and as such, the influence of communication in integration is important 
to consider. Future research should focus more closely on the role of communication in 
integration. One possibility would be to examine the Integration Model with respect to 
user consultation prior to integration.
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chapter 13 Doing Good, Doing Right: 
The Ethics of Health 
Communication

Seow Ting Lee

introduction

Most exemplars in health communication in mass mediated contexts focus on message 
efficacy and ignore ethical dimensions. Such a worldview is grounded in the assumption 
that doing good is more important than doing right, as seen in the ascension of 
teleological beliefs emphasizing outcomes over deontological, duty-based approaches 
that accentuate the rightness of an action rather than the action’s consequences. The 
limited discussion about ethics in health communication, however, is confined to 
philosophical or normative approaches with little systematic efforts in theory-building, 
empirical research, and practical applications. This chapter, with its foci in ethics and mass 
mediated communication, extends the health communication literature by applying an 
ethical lens to better understand the ethical values underpinning health messages by: 

1. explicating the values and ethical dimensions such as truth telling, authenticity, 
respect, equity and social responsibility in mass mediated health messages; 

2. connecting message ethicality to message attributes through an analysis of thematic 
frames, tone, gain-loss framing, emotion appeals, source, and target audience characteristics 
such as age group, health status, and gender; and

3. advancing an applied model for ethical health communication that includes practical 
recommendations for practitioners.

HeaLTH CommuniCaTion aS a BenevoLenT endeavor

Although health communication has developed over the last three decades into a dynamic 
and important field of study and practice with regard to the roles performed by mass 
mediated communication in creating, sharing, and disseminating health information for 
health promotion, little is understood about the values and ethical concerns embedded 
in persuasive messages to promote public health, disease prevention, and individuals’ 
adoption of healthful behaviors. Ethics, as a branch of philosophy and applied inquiry 
that addresses the moral correctness of an action or conduct of individuals or groups, is 
rarely discussed in health communication practice and scholarship for several reasons.

As targeted, goal-driven communication that seeks to effect positive changes in 
people’s lives by promoting health and preventing diseases, health communication efforts 
are taken for granted to be benevolent endeavors grounded morally in noble, altruistic 
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justifications and beneficent regard for others (Andreasen 2001, Faden and Faden 1978, 
Guttman 1997, 2000, 2003, Kirklin 2007a, 2007b, Kozlowski and O’Connor 2003, Lee 
and Cheng 2010, Lee 2011, Rogers 1994, Salmon 1989, Seedhouse 1988, 2004). There 
is an implicit understanding that health communication, as a purposeful attempt to 
bring about desired changes in individuals’ health-related behaviors or attitudes through 
messages of awareness, instruction and persuasion, is inherently and categorically moral, 
as it is a pursuit of a larger axiomatic good: individuals’ and societies’ well-being in health, 
a matter of fundamental import. Health communication sets itself apart from other mass 
communicated, persuasive messages. Advertising and public relations are seen as seeking 
to alter individuals’ attitudes and behaviors, often to the detriment of their interests or 
well-being, with the goal of selling a product or service, or of satisfying organizational 
goals (Jaksa and Pritchard 1994). With health communication’s historical associations 
with public service, lack of commercial motivations, and connections to the activities 
of governmental agencies, international and charitable organizations in public health 
interventions, as well as “a promise that scholarship, when applied to practice, can help 
individuals and groups with particular needs, or better society as a whole” (Guttman 
2000: xii), health communication’s values and motivations tend to attract little scrutiny.

In health communication, an applied area of research, scholars focus on studying 
how to make public health communication more strategic, an approach that appeals 
both to practitioners and researchers. They seek ways to enhance communication’s 
impact in health promotion through tangible, measurable outcomes such as drops in 
smoking rates or reductions in the number of teenage pregnancies. Consistent with the 
strategic approach, health communication inquiry is usually problem-driven, focusing 
on identifying, examining, and overcoming obstacles to better health. In such a calculus, 
ethics is given little consideration, yet any form of communication that aims to change 
people’s attitudes or behaviors by touching on deeply held personal preferences and 
values should be bound to raise many ethical questions.

Several health communication scholars (for example, Guttmann 1997, 2000, 2003, 
Salmon 1989, Guttman and Salmon 2004, Seedhouse 1988) have questioned the presumed 
ethicality or moral soundness of health communication. Seedhouse (1988), who suggested 
that “work for health is a moral endeavor,” wrote: “It can be tempting to think that work 
for health is value free, that some endeavors are simply good and desired by all, and 
have no effects that can be described as bad or undesirable” (57). Salmon (1989) made 
an eloquent argument for examining the implicit and taken-for-granted values in public 
communication interventions such as health campaigns. According to Salmon, “Rather 
than passively accepting that all social engineering efforts described in the ‘public interest’ 
are actually so, one must examine the underlying assumptions of the campaigners as well 
as the values they are implicitly and explicitly promoting” (20). Guttman (2000) observed 
that health communication campaigns tend to bask in a sense of righteousness and virtue.

Seedhouse (2004) suggested that “[e]thics is rarely thought to be an issue in 
standard health promotion work.” (53) Not surprisingly, the literature in public health 
communication, with few exceptions (Andreasen 2001, Faden and Faden 1978, Guttman 
1997, 2000, 2003, Kozlowski and O’Connor 2003), has rarely discussed ethics, and most 
of the discussion is philosophical or normative in approach (for example, Guttman 1997, 
2000, 2003). Ethical health communication is not only a moral prerequisite but has 
pragmatic significance. Considering the interplay of accountability, credibility, respect, 
and trust, a better understanding of public health messages could set forth a framework 
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for testing the relationships between message ethicality and message efficacy, and for 
explicating the socially responsible behavior of health communicators.

ethical Theories and Health Communication

Guttman (2000) observed that the central concerns in health communication ethics 
relate to persuasion and paternalism. In the context of speech acts, the communication 
activities in health communication include exposing, threatening, predicting, promising, 
encouraging, warning, and recommending, each with attendant ethical implications. 
Another set of concerns focuses on the infringement of autonomy. Manipulative or 
deceptive messages distort information, do not fully disclose all the facts, or make claims 
that deprive individuals of the ability to make autonomous decisions. Health messages 
seek to influence people’s attitudes or behaviors. These attempts at influence interfere 
with personal freedom, if we accept the notion that all competent individuals have 
the intrinsic right of self-determination to make decisions for themselves insofar that 
such decisions do not bring harm to others. Health communication interventions can 
also create unintended harm through fear appeals or implicit values that stigmatize a 
particular group of individuals, such as unwed mothers, smokers or AIDs patients, or 
when preventive or treatment activities are communicated in a positive light highlighting 
only the good and downplaying the potential risks.

Two broad approaches in ethical thought – teleological and deontological – provide 
an important framework for understanding such ethical issues. Teleological theory 
posits that the consequences of an act determine whether the act is right or wrong. 
The teleological approach, in emphasizing outcomes, is best summed up by utilitarian 
valuation of efficiency and results through maximizing the greatest good for the greatest 
number. From a teleological perspective, tools of persuasion such as exaggeration, 
omission of information, and fear appeals in public health messages may be justified 
even if these strategies may be untruthful, disrespectful, harmful to individuals or play 
a role in fanning anxieties, labels or stigmas or triggering contradictory reactions (Earler 
2000, Guttman 1997, 2000, 2003, Kirklin 2007a, 2007b, Kozlowski and O’Connor 2003, 
Lee and Cheng 2010, Lee 2011).

In contrast, the deontological approach suggests that some acts are bound by duty 
and must be executed regardless of consequences. The focus on the action rather than 
the consequences is evident in single-rule, non-consequentialist theories such as German 
philosopher Immanuel Kant’s categorical imperatives. One example is the precept of 
truth telling; a lie is a lie and cannot be mitigated by the lie’s benefits. Kant offered the 
strongest objection to deception. Kant (1785/1993), who defined a lie as any intentional 
statement that is untrue, considered lying to be an affront to human dignity. He famously 
argued that people have a moral duty to tell the truth, even to a would-be murderer 
who asks where his would-be victim is hiding. The Kantian approach is deontological, 
in that moral rightness depends on the act rather than its consequences. Based on the 
deontological perspective, health messages that employ exaggeration or untruths or 
questionable strategies would always be wrong (Earle 2000, Guttman 1997, 2000, 2003, 
Kirklin 2007a, 2007b, Kozlowski and O’Connor 2003, Lee and Cheng 2010, Lee 2011).

Public health communication’s reliance on teleological ethics, by focusing on 
consequences as the main determinant of a message’s ethicality, has been questioned by 
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some scholars who suggested that a health message should be assessed for its intrinsic 
moral worth rather than its outcome alone (for example, Guttman 1997, 2000, 2003, 
Kirby and Andreasen 2001, Kirklin 2007a, 2007b, Lee 2011). Others (for example, Baker 
and Martinson 2001, Cutlip 1994, Fagothey 1976) focused on the relative last end to 
distinguish it from more immediate instrumental ends such as improved fatality rates 
or drops in smoking rates. The final relative end of public health communication is 
open to debate, and involves complex variables including human values, education, 
advocacy, and freedom of choice. Seedhouse (2004) maintained that health promotion 
is fundamentally prejudiced and all initiatives held in the name of health promotion are 
ultimately based on human values rather than defensible, evidence-based theory.

THe TareS Framework

Baker and Martinson (2001) acknowledged that professional persuasion is a means to 
an instrumental end but argued that ethical persuasion “must rest on or serve a deeper, 
morally based final (or relative) end” (172). Baker and Martinson offered the TARES as a 
deontological framework for assessing the ethicality of public health messages through 
five principles to serve this final end. TARES is an acronym based on the first letters of five 
interconnected principles: Truthfulness of the message, Authenticity of the persuader, Respect 
for the person being persuaded, Equity of the persuasive appeal, and Social Responsibility 
for the common good. The TARES, designed for mass mediated persuasive messages 
including advertising and public relations, is the first model to examine the notion of 
practitioner accountability toward the message receiver in persuasive communication.

In applying the TARES, this chapter focuses on tobacco control messages, a rich locus 
for understanding the ethics of health communication. Tobacco control messages, one 
of the earliest manifestations of public health messages, account for one of the largest 
and most visible bodies of public health communication messages. In the United States, 
tobacco control campaigns, or antismoking campaigns, first gained momentum after 
1964 when the U.S. Surgeon General’s Office released the findings of a 15-year study that 
provided indisputable evidence about the negative effects of smoking on health, leading 
to a surge in the dissemination of antismoking messages by state and federal agencies.

Testing the TareS

The first empirical testing of the TARES was conducted by Lieber (2005), who conducted an 
online survey of public relations practitioners to examine their conceptualization of ethics. 
However, methodologically, the TARES is more suited for content analyses. Taking a content 
analytic approach, Lee and Cheng (2010) applied the TARES to health messages and published 
the first study to test the TARES by directly examining the content of persuasive messages 
for the five principles of Truthfulness, Authenticity, Respect, Equity, and Social Responsibility. In 
a content analysis of 826 television ads from the CDC’s Media Campaign Resource Center, 
Lee and Cheng (2010) identified and explicated relationships between the five values of the 
TARES and tobacco control message attributes such as thematic frames, emotion appeals, 
source, and target audience. The coding categories were based on prima facie duties toward 
the receiver according to the TARES through 19 items (Baker and Martinson 2001, Patterson 
and Wilkins 2008) (Appendix 13.1). For example, truthfulness was operationalized through 
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eight questions related to verbal truthfulness, visual truthfulness, omission, exaggeration 
and intent to mislead or to deceive. Lee (2011) focused on explicating truth, a fundamental 
dimension of ethics and one of the five TARES principles, in health messages through a 
content analysis of 974 television antismoking ads.

aSSeSSing THe eTHiCaLiTy oF ToBaCCo ConTroL meSSageS

The TARES provides a means of measuring the ethicality of health messages based on 
its five dimensions. Previously, Lee and Cheng (2010) showed that the tobacco control 
messages scored highly on ethicality based on the TARES. Under the TARES, questions 
are asked about the characteristics of the message (see Appendix 13.1). To pass the TARES 
test, a message must fulfill all five values. The number 1 indicates a failure to meet a 
TARES principle, and 2 indicates a “pass.” The truthfulness principle based on eight items 
averaged 1.95 (S.D.=.009); Authenticity based on two items averaged 1.96 (S.D.=.178); 
Respect based on two items averaged 1.96 (S.D.=.165); Equity based on two items averaged 
1.94 (S.D.=.192); and Social Responsibility based on 5 items averaged 1.88 (S.D.= .142), The 
grand mean for the 19 TARES items is 1.94 (S.D.=.009). Overall message ethicality or TARES 
index based on 19 statements operationalizing the five ethical principles ranged from 29 
to 38, with a mean of 36.67 and a standard deviation of 2.60. A reliability analysis showed 
that the 19 items have a good internal consistency, with Cronbach’s alpha exceeding .85.

Of the 826 messages, more than 1 in 3 (37.8 percent) passed the TARES fully by 
meeting the expectations of all 19 items operationalizing the five values of truthfulness, 
authenticity, respect, equity and social responsibility. Nearly one-third (29.9 percent) or 247 
messages met the expectations of 18 items of the TARES, followed by 133 messages (16.1 
percent) that fulfilled 17 items; 55 messages (6.7 percent) on 16 items; 28 messages (3.4 
percent) on 15 items; 23 messages (2.8 percent) on 14 items; 12 messages (1.5 percent) on 
13 items; nine messages (1.1 percent) on 12 items; five messages (.6 percent) on 11 items; 
and finally two messages (.2 percent) that met the expectations of only 10 TARES items.

Although the messages scored well in overall ethicality, three items (in descending 
importance) appear more challenging than others. Social responsibility. Nearly half 
(397 messages or 48.1 percent) failed the item addressing the message’s impact on the 
audience’s level of trust for health messages in general. Truthfulness. Nearly a quarter of 
messages (200 or 24.2 percent) failed the item addressing visual exaggeration. However, 
of the 200 “failed” messages, only two were misleading in visual exaggeration. Equity. 
About 10 percent of messages (82) failed the item addressing the issue of health messages 
taking advantage of human weaknesses such as anxieties, fears, and self-esteem issues.

Of 826 messages analyzed in Lee and Cheng (2010), more than half of the messages, 
458 or 55.4 percent were affiliated with state tobacco-control agencies and health 
departments, followed by 49 (6 percent) from the CDC, and 38 (4.6 percent) from the 
American Legacy Foundation.

Framing aS SCHema oF inTerpreTaTion in HeaLTH CommuniCaTion

Framing offers an important theoretical framework for understanding health messages and 
ethics. Selective organization of information – thematically, stylistically and factually – is a 
means of interpretation that helps individuals make sense of the world. According to Entman 
(1993), “To frame is to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient 
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in a communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, 
causal interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item 
described.” (52) Discussing health message frames, Kirklin (2007b) observed that individuals 
consciously and subconsciously frame their arguments to achieve specific goals, and their 
choice of frames is determined by personal beliefs and values. Conveying information in 
this sense is “far more than choosing which facts to share; it is about the way in which those 
facts will be presented or framed, with the choice of frame in turn shaping the nature of the 
truth that is conveyed” (59). For example, doctors, worried about consequences of a measles 
outbreak, are more likely to emphasize the protection that MMR immunization offers rather 
than research findings connecting MMR and autism or otherwise.

Although there is evidence to suggest that different message appeal types influence 
people’s attitudes and behavior differently (for example, Keller and Lehmann 2008, 
Leshner and Cheng 2009, Meyerowitz and Chaiken 1987, Rothman et al. 1993), the 
specific effects of message appeal types are neither consistent nor generalizable to other 
messages sharing those features (Beaudoin 2002, Leshner and Cheng 2009, Pechman et 
al., 2003, Wakefield et al., 2005).

The framing of health messages extends beyond gain-loss into other message attributes 
such as thematic frames, emotion appeals, tone, and message source, as well as audience 
characteristics such as target age group, smoker status and gender. Content analytic work to 
characterize and identify common elements of antismoking messages is relatively new. 
Studies that examined antismoking messages mostly focused on descriptive identification 
and classification of thematic frames (for example, Beaudoin 2002, DeJong and Hoffman 
2000, Goldman and Glantz 1998, Teenage Research Unlimited 1999, Pechman and Goldberg 
Wakefield et al., 2005), with forays into target audience, emotion appeals and gain-loss framing.

 Emotion appeals in persuasive messages (see Lang 1995, Donohew, Lorch and 
Palmgreen 1998, Keller and Block 1996, Witte 1992, Witte and Allen 2000) are grounded 
in health-behavioral theories that suggest that an expectancy of a negative outcome 
might reduce the likelihood of a behavior (for example, Fishbein and Middlestadt 
1989, Glanz and Rimer 1997, Rosenstock, 1990). Other scholars postulate that negative 
emotions elicited by health messages, such as fear, may facilitate the persuasion process 
(for example, Janis and Feshbach 1953, Rogers 1983, Witte 1992). Cohen, Shumate 
and Gold (2007), who content-analyzed 399 TV messages from the CDC, found that 
messages use more informational and humor appeals rather than sadness, fear, or anger. 
Another important message attribute is source. Wakefield et al. (2005) found that tobacco-
company messages tend to elicit positive emotions in youth than messages made by 
tobacco-control agencies.

In the body of research identifying and describing message attributes and audience 
characteristics of antismoking messages, evidence of efficacy of thematic frames, emotion 
appeals, source, and target audiences is still limited and contradictory (Pechman et al., 
2003, Wakefield et al., 2005). One link worth exploring is the relationship between 
message framing and message ethicality.

meSSage eTHiCaLiTy and meSSage aTTriBuTeS oF ToBaCCo ConTroL 
meSSageS

Previous findings (Lee and Cheng 2010, Lee 2011) and the preliminary data from ongoing 
research in this area present compelling evidence about a link between ethicality and 
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message attributes, suggesting that judicious framing of health messages is a necessary 
component in public health communication. Health messages are not value-free; they are 
inherently built on the underlying assumptions of communicators as well as the values 
that they consciously or unconsciously promote. Furthermore, these assumptions and 
values are closely intertwined with the framing choices made by communicators with 
regard to the message attributes and target audience characteristics. Based on chi-square 
and correlational analyses of 826 ads, message ethicality was significantly associated 
with message attributes such as thematic frame, tone, gain-loss framing, emotion appeal, and 
source (see Appendix 13.2). Intercoder reliability, based on Scott’s pi, exceeded .85 for the 
coding categories.

Thematic frame Messages that portrayed smoking as damaging to health and socially/
romantically unacceptable are found to be less ethical than messages that focus on tobacco 
industry manipulation, addiction, secondhand smoke and cessation. In particular, the 
social/romantic thematic frame is the least truthful.

Tone Messages with a negative or neutral tone are less ethical than messages with a 
positive tone.

Gain-loss framing Messages that framed the consequences as loss are less ethical than 
messages that framed the consequences as gain.

Emotion Appeal Messages that used shame and humor appeals are less ethical than 
messages using anger, sadness or fear appeals. However, fear appeals score the lowest on 
equity and respect.

Source Messages produced by state agencies, tobacco firms, or those without an 
identifiable source are less ethical than messages produced by the CDC and the American 
Legion Foundation.

Second, message ethicality is significantly associated with audience attributes such as 
target age group and smoker vs. non-smoker.

• Target Age Group – Messages targeting teens/youth are less ethical than messages 
targeting adults and general audiences. They score lower in truthfulness, equity, 
authenticity and respect than messages targeting adults and general audiences.

• Smoker vs. Non-smoker – Messages targeted at smokers are less ethical than messages 
targeting nonsmokers and general audiences, and score lower in equity and respect.

• Gender – There is no relationship between message ethicality and target gender.

implications for academics

The relationships between framing and ethical values have implications for framing 
theory. Theoretically, framing theory posits that persuasive mass communicators actively 
and deliberately deploy frames in advertising, public relations or political communication 
to achieve specific goals. Framing theory suggests, at the same time, that news framing 
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is shaped unconsciously by journalistic routines, social norms and values as well as 
organizational culture, with journalists having little control over the framing process 
(for example, Gamson 1989, Shoemaker and Reese 1996, Tuchman 1978). This tension is 
worthy of exploration.

Health communication closely intersects public relations and advertising in terms of 
its persuasive bent. Health messages are planned, targeted and managed with specific goals 
to alter people’s attitudes and behaviors in health. It is, however, unclear whether health 
messages are shaped by active intervention by communicators, as in the case of public 
relations or advertising messages, or unconsciously as in what is widely believed about 
journalists’ framing of news. We must ask, to what extent do public health communicators 
consciously embed their values into health communication, which is widely presumed to 
be a value-free, objective endeavor? The link between health communicators’ individual-
level variables (for example, their personal values, belief systems, and socio-economic 
backgrounds) and media frames deserves more attention than it has received.

To paraphrase Salmon (1989), we need to look beyond the superficial framing of 
health messages by their proponents as “prosocial” or “congruent with public interest.” 
(2) If health message framing is a conscious, active act by communicators, health 
communicators must directly confront their moral obligations to their audiences and 
can no longer seek refuge in vague presumptions of public interest and altruism.

implications for Health practitioners

The findings of Lee and Cheng (2010) and Lee (2011) and the ongoing content analytic 
work in this area offer several implications for the practice of health communication. 
There are underlying tensions between self-accountability and other-accountability, and 
between supportive and confrontational approaches.

Human beings are defined by a capacity for self-accountability (guilt) that keeps 
them functioning ethically and responsibly. Individuals may be accountable to others 
but they may not be as accountable to themselves when no one is watching or holding 
them responsible for their actions (for example, Shearer 2002, Passyn and Sujan 2006). 
However, the content analysis data suggests that self-accountability messages that 
directly confront individuals with evidence of their poor personal choices by spelling out 
the action’s negative consequences are less ethical according to the TARES. In contrast, 
thematic frames that focused less on self-accountability (poor personal choice) but more 
on other-accountability – for example the negative impact of other people’s behaviors 
(that is, tobacco company executives’ roles in tobacco industry manipulation, or other 
smokers’ addiction to cigarettes) or the action’s negative impact on other people (that is, 
secondhand smoke) – are more ethical. The link between ethicality and accountability 
suggests that framing choices in public health messages should consider avoiding first-
person-directed (“you”) messages and “in your face” accusations of poor personal choices. 
Instead, messages should present smoking as a third-person conceptualization or problem 
for the generalized other, for example, how other people are smoking cigarettes and how 
this practice is impacting their health.

Another form of accountability centers on the relationship between the message 
and the source. Under the TARES explication of ethicality, messages without source 
are less ethical than messages that are clearly labeled as produced by the CDC, state 
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agencies/health departments, or the American Legacy Foundation. Anonymity – with 
its implications of diminished accountability – plays an important role in ethics. In the 
context of persuasive communication such as public health messages, the moral agents – 
public health officials, communicators and organizations – are driven by specific motives 
and goals to communicate health messages to individuals or audiences. The very process 
of having to identify oneself in a health message, opening the message and source 
to public scrutiny and a test of publicity, is likely to alter the choices made about the 
framing of the message. It is suggested that health agencies clearly identify themselves 
as the source in health communication messages to foster communicator accountability 
toward the message receiver.

There also is a difference in ethicality between frames that support and those that 
censure. The cessation frame, by providing resource referrals and information, is more 
supporting than censuring, and does not force the message receiver to confront the 
consequences of his or her own action, unlike in the health damage theme that censures 
individuals directly for their poor personal choices. The claim that messages with a positive 
tone are more ethical than negative or neutral messages is consistent with the literature 
that suggests human beings react to a message differently if the same information is 
framed differently (for example, Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Based on the findings 
of the TARES, public health communication campaigns should be framed positively, 
supportively, and thematically to address other-accountability than adopt negative/
neutral, confrontational frames and thematic frames that focus on self-accountability.

In addition, TARES findings suggest an unethical targeting of youth and smokers. It 
seems that the young are presumed to be less deserving of ethical treatment, as messages 
that target teens/youth were found to be less ethical than messages targeting adults and 
general audiences. Specifically, messages for teens/youth score lower in truthfulness, 
equity, authenticity and respect than messages targeting other age groups. Although a 
power imbalance is inherent because the messages for teens/youths are designed and 
created by adults and figures of authority, this imbalance does not mitigate the issue of 
unethical treatment of youth/teens and blatant paternalism. Messages targeting smokers 
are less ethical than messages targeting non-smokers, and score lower in respect and 
equity in the TARES. Although this approach may be justified under a teleological or 
utilitarian reasoning, the double standards are questionable. Antismoking messages 
for teens/youth and smokers must better reflect TARES principles such as truthfulness, 
authenticity, respect, equity, and social responsibility. Teens/youth and smokers should 
be involved in the campaign planning and message creation.

Finally, the findings show a link between emotional appeals and ethicality as 
conceptualized by the TARES. Anger and sadness are two appeals that scored the highest 
in message ethicality and do not compromise any of the five TARES dimensions. 
Although fear is also positively associated (to a lesser degree) with message ethicality, 
it scored low in equity – possibly because messages that elicit fear tend to overload on 
information that goes beyond reasonable audience comprehension, and exploit human 
weaknesses. This finding to some extent supports the literature critical of fear appeals 
(Benet et al. 1993, Hastings et al. 2004). The fear approach has adequate theoretical 
grounding in the teleological and utilitarian perspective that appears to drive public 
health communication work. Messages are a means to an end and are valued not for 
their intrinsic moral worth but for their outcome. Based on such a notion, it is reasonable 
to “harm” a few individuals to achieve a larger public good for society as a whole. The 
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least ethical emotion appeal is humor, followed by shame. Humor pushes the borders 
of reality with depictions of the absurd and the funny side of life is easily understood, 
and rarely focuses on directly exploiting human weaknesses such as anxieties and fears. 
However, humor is a questionable appeal as it is negatively associated with truthfulness, 
authenticity, respect and social responsibility, and only slightly associated positively with 
equity. Another questionable emotion appeal is shame that scored poorly in respect, equity 
and social responsibility. Hence, the findings suggest that public health practitioners must 
proceed with caution when considering the use of humor, shame, and fear appeals.

Conclusion

This chapter, by focusing on a moral ground for health messages, offers an empirical 
contribution to a topic that has received mostly normative and philosophical 
discussion. It expands our understanding of message framing and provides a new ethics 
lens for investigating the interplay of truthfulness, respect, credibility, trust, social 
responsibility and effectiveness in public health communication. Health campaigns, 
despite their proponents’ assertions of objectivity and claims of evidence-based theory, 
are fundamentally subject to human values, as seen in the sample of tobacco control 
messages analyzed. The dominance of teleological beliefs emphasizing outcomes over 
deontological duty-based approaches that focus on the moral worth of the message is 
evident in the messages analyzed. However, doing good cannot be separated from doing 
right. To be morally grounded, an ethical model of public health messages, such as that 
built upon the values of the TARES, needs to embrace both teleological and deontological 
perspectives.
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Truthfulness – are the verbal claims truthful?
– are the visual claims truthful?
– is there important information omitted?
   • (if yes, is the omission deceptive?)
– are the verbal claims exaggerated?
   • (if yes, is the claim misleading?)
– are the visual claims exaggerated?
   • (if yes, is the claim misleading?)

authenticity – is there a sincere need for this message within the range of goods and 
   services available in our society?
– would the reason(s) presented in the message be convincing equally 
   to the audience member and the creator of the ad? 

respect – is the creator of the message showing respect to the audience?
– is the creator of the message willing to take full, open, public and 
   personal responsibility for the content of this ad?

equity – must the audience be unusually well-informed and bright to 
   understand the message?
– does the ad take advantage of human weaknesses such as anxieties, 
   fears, low self-esteem etc.?

Social responsibility – if everyone changes his or her attitude or behavior about smoking, 
   would society as a whole be improved, keeping in mind that 
   recreation, entertainment and self-improvement are worthy societal 
   goals?
– Are there some groups in society who could benefit from attitude or 
   behavior change after viewing this message?
– are there some groups in society that could be harmed by the 
   message?
– does this message increase or decrease the trust the average person 
   has for health messages in general?
– does this message take the notion of social responsibility seriously?

va
lu

es

appendix 13.1

Coding Categories for TareS
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category Item Description 

Message 
attributes

the message …

message Theme Health mainly conveys that smoking/tobacco use damages 
health (for example cause illnesses, or negative effects on 
pregnancy).

Addiction mainly conveys that cigarettes/tobacco products are 
addictive.

Secondhand smoke is mainly about the dangers of second-hand smoke.

Cessation Is mainly about quitting smoking (for example benefit of 
quitting).

Social/Romantic mainly conveys that smoking/tobacco use is socially 
unacceptable (for example among peers or in social/
romantic settings).

Family mainly depicts a smoker who quits smoking for the sake 
of family members.

Tobacco Industry 
manipulation

mainly conveys that the tobacco industry manipulatively 
market/sell their products.

Access Mainly about making it more difficult (esp. for youth) to 
gain access to cigarettes.

Parents is mainly about parents needing to talk to their child about 
tobacco use.

Tone Positive gives an overall pleasant feeling by using bright colors, 
uplifting music to convey a sense of cheerfulness.

Negative gives an unpleasant feeling by showing a dark setting, 
scary or sad music to convey a sense of gloom

Neutral neither of the above.

gain-Loss 
Framing

Gain Frames consequences of not smoking as gain.

Loss Frames consequences of not smoking as loss.

emotion appeals Fear aims to frighten the audience or elicit feelings of fear (for 
example, shows a dissected/blackened lung or organ of a 
smoker, imagery of morgue and cemetery).

Sadness aims to elicit sad feelings (for example, an emotionally 
negative scene that induces heartache, anguish, loneliness, 
such as smoking alone in the rain).

Guilt Aims to elicit feelings of guilt (defined as recognition that 
one’s smoking behavior has violated a standard/value 
important to others, or that others may have been hurt 
by the choice; for example, discovering that your child 
has picked up smoking after you).

appendix 13.2

Coding Categories for message attributes and audience 
Characteristics
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category Item Description 

Message 
attributes

the message …

emotion appeals
(continued)

Shame Aims to elicit shameful feelings (defined as negative 
feelings about being a smoker and a desire to keep 
others from discovering that one is a smoker; for example, 
hiding in the bathroom to smoke).

Humor Features a humorous situation or dialogue that makes the 
audience smile/chuckle/laugh.

Anger elicits feelings of anger or hostility toward someone (for 
example, tobacco industry; legislators).

Source State agencies Identifies a state agency as the source of the message.

Tobacco 
Companies

Identifies a tobacco company as the source of the message.

CdC Identifies CDC as the source of the message.

american Legacy 
Foundation

Identifies the American Legacy Foundation as the source.

Unidentified does not name the source.

audience 
characteristics

Target age 
group

Teens/youth  Targets teens/youth as the intended audience.

adults Targets adults as the intended audience.

general audiences Targets general audiences.

Smoker vs. 
nonsmoker

Smokers is targeted at smokers.

non-smokers is targeted at non-smokers.

general audiences does not differentiate in terms of the smoking status of 
the audience.

gender Female is targeted at females.

male is targeted at males.

general 
audiences

Targets general audiences.
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chapter 14 Eating Disorders and 
Obesity: Conflict and 
Common Ground in 
Health Promotion and 
Prevention

Hunna Watson and Julie MccorMack

introduction

Communication of information through health promotion initiatives, health campaigns, 
health education, and other forms of mediated health messaging has a significant role 
in improving health and preventing disease by shaping the knowledge and behaviors of 
community members. Unfortunately, for the spectrum of obesity, eating disorders, and 
related eating and weight problems, the messages given – despite utmost positive intent 
‒ can inadvertently create harm. Jointly aligning health communication initiatives 
and integrating best practice in health promotion across the weight-related spectrum 
are essential to optimize our capacity to reduce risk. Ensuring consistency and reach of 
health messaging is a particular challenge in this field, due to the diversity of mediated 
contexts whereby people obtain health information about weight, bodies, and eating. 

This chapter describes conflicting and common ground in health communication 
for the broad spectrum of weight-related problems, including obesity, eating disorders, 
and disordered eating. The discussion is intended to assist with safe and effective 
communication of health information and implementation of health promotion 
initiatives. The information has relevance for a range of contexts (that is, interpersonal, 
family, group, school, community, and society) and communication channels (that is, 
members of healthcare teams, government, academia, and mass media). 

Background

Worldwide obesity has more than doubled in the last three decades (Finucane et al. 
2011), with over 60 percent of adults and one in four children overweight or obese 
(National Preventative Health Taskforce 2009). Eating disorders and disordered eating 
are also on the rise (Hay et al. 2008). Around one in ten in the general population has 
current disordered eating and around 16 percent of women will experience an eating 
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disorder in their lifetime (Hay et al. 2008, Wade et al. 2006). Given the prevalence 
and significance of these issues, and challenges of treatment provision such as high 
costs and poor outcomes, clear, integrated health communication initiatives targeted 
to the prevention of these problems is vital. The next section outlines problems that 
may arise when communication initiatives to change attitudes and behaviors are not 
integrated.

Friendly Fire: collateral damage?

People today are inundated by messaging about health, bodies, food, and eating. Most 
alarming are the contributions made to our understanding by the food, diet, and cosmetic 
industries; industries that may profit from the vulnerability of people wanting to be 
healthier, thinner, or more attractive. However, even when messaging on these topics is 
provided by well-intentioned sources aiming to reduce the risk of obesity and/or eating 
disorders, there is potential for collateral damage to occur. This harm plausibly results 
from a failure to understand the full range of risk and protective factors across the broad 
spectrum of weight-related problems and when messaging is not well-integrated. The 
following cases exemplify how health communication messages designed to improve 
health knowledge and/or behaviors may inadvertently create harm. Each case is a 
composite narrative of clinical experience.

twelve-year-old sally is dressed in baggy clothes to cover and warm her body as she answers 
the doctor’s questions about her rapid weight loss. “in class, the teacher was talking about 
healthy bodies and got us to weigh ourselves and put all the numbers up on the blackboard 
and…i was one of the highest”, she sobbed. “When my friends found out that i was upset 
they told me i should skip lunch”, sally recalled. Her mother interrupted, “i explained to her 
that it was because she is one of the tallest, but you know, kids of that age don’t understand”. 
Following this event, sally became increasingly worried about her weight, started to skip 
meals, cut out different foods, and was now barely eating anything. 

thirteen-year-old tom had been the “most improved” football player last season and had been 
trying hard all summer to become super fit for the new season. He had taken all of his coach’s, 
Mr Jones, advice about eating healthy food very seriously and he had decided to eat only 
“good” foods and not allow himself any “bad” foods at all. At first it was hard to eat healthy all 
the time, because his friends kept asking him to hang out with them and they always had tasty 
foods like pizza or chips, so he decided not to go to their houses. initially he ran faster and this 
success encouraged him to keep being healthy, but as it got closer to the season starting, tom’s 
running time was getting slower no matter how hard he tried. At first, his parents has been 
pleased with his new interest in health and made him lots of salads and vegetables, but after 
a while they became concerned as he would not eat meat “because of the fat in it”, would no 
longer eat previously enjoyed foods, such as chips, and his physical appearance had changed 
from lean to bony. tom was in tears after coming home from football practice after summer 
break. confused, he said to his dad, “What does Mr Jones mean? He told me i can’t play - that 
i am too thin and not strong enough.” tom’s parents thought he was going through a “phase” 
and would “snap out of it”. However, tom had developed a serious eating disorder and within 
weeks was hospitalised for medical problems associated with malnutrition. 
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These cases illustrate the overlap between problems on the weight-related spectrum, 
whereby education and interventions concerning nutrition and weight can backfire to 
trigger problems. They also highlight the range of contexts where information about 
eating and bodies is available outside typical health settings. To develop insight into the 
types of miscommunications that can occur, it is important to have a comprehensive 
understanding of the broad range of eating- and weight-related problems.

the Broad spectrum of Weight-related Problems

There are a range of eating and weight issues that are typically described as discrete 
entities, but may usefully be considered as part of the same spectrum (Neumark-Sztainer 
2005) (see Figure 14.1). These issues are outlined below as background to the discussion. 

overWeigHt and oBesity

Overweight and obesity are defined as weight that exceeds an established criterion threshold 
value. The World Health Organization uses Body Mass Index (BMI), a measurement of 
weight relative to height, to define overweight in adults as a BMI between 25 kg/m2 and 
30 kg/m2, and obesity as a BMI > 30 kg/m2 (World Health Organization 1998). In youth, 
BMI age- and sex-specific percentile distributions are used. Raised BMI is not a disease, 
but is a major risk factor for cardiovascular diseases, musculoskeletal disorders, diabetes, 
and some cancers. 

Figure 14.1 a Dimensional approach to eating- and Weight-related problems
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dieting and disordered eating 

“Dieting” as defined in this chapter refers to a broad range of eating behaviors and 
cognitions that are unhealthy and potentially harmful from a physical and psychological 
standpoint. Overly restrictive eating, such as low caloric intake and cutting out entire food 
groups, strict and rigid food rules, and dietary changes that are not practical or sustainable 
long-term, such as seen in Tom’s case, are examples. Dieting can be distinguished from 
healthful dietary practices and cognitions, such as having a balanced diet, eating the 
recommended serving of fruits and vegetables, and sustainable dietary practices. In 
Western countries, approximately one half of women and one third of men report having 
dieted to lose weight at some point in their life (Hill 2002). Dieting is linked to numerous 
negative health consequences.

Disordered eating behavior affects many youth and adults (Croll et al. 2002, Hay et 
al. 2008) and is a major risk factor for eating disorders (Patton et al. 1999). Disordered 
eating describes unhealthy, extreme, and dangerous dietary and weight control practices, 
including restrictive eating, fasting, skipping meals, self-induced vomiting, excessive 
exercise, misuse of laxatives and diet pills, and binge eating. Skipping meals and fasting 
– as in Sally’s case – is a common pathway into other forms of disordered eating, because 
when sustained long enough, self-starvation triggers innate survival mechanisms, such as 
a dramatic increase in food preoccupations and binge eating. This was famously illustrated 
in a 1950s military experiment which recruited healthy conscientious objectors to an 
experiment to determine optimal refeeding methods after a period of prolonged famine-
like semi-starvation (Keys, Borzek, Henschel, Mickelson, and Taylor, 1950).

One in 10 adults engages in one or more forms of disordered eating at least weekly 
(Hay et al. 2008) and one-third of male and over one-half of female adolescents report 
disordered eating in the previous 12 months (Croll et al. 2002). Even in the absence of 
an acute eating disorder, disordered eating is linked to problems in mental, physical, and 
social functioning (Herpertz-Dahlmann et al. 2008). 

eating disorders

Eating disorders are chronic, complex and serious life-threatening illnesses with 
significant psychiatric and medical morbidity. They involve intense concern about 
body image, weight, and eating. Anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa are the two 
most commonly understood eating disorders. A third category is “eating disorders 
not otherwise specified,” a residual diagnostic category which includes binge eating 
disorder and syndromes that do not meet full criteria for anorexia nervosa or bulimia 
nervosa (American Psychiatric Association 2000). Eating disorders are more prevalent in 
females but can affect males too, and for binge eating disorder the gender distribution is 
approximately equal. Although they can develop at any age, eating disorders commence 
most frequently in adolescence. Anorexia nervosa and bulimia nervosa are leading 
causes of disease and injury in female youth (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 
2007). Physical problems associated with eating disorders include gastrointestinal 
illnesses, osteoporosis, kidney failure, heart failure, dental and gum diseases, Type 2 
diabetes, and anemia. 
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two sides of the same coin?

Obesity and eating disorder health communication initiatives, including health 
promotion strategies, policy, mass mediated campaigns, and school-based programs, 
tend to be designed and implemented separately. The segregation of professionals in 
these sectors, and limited cross-sector pollination, is largely to blame. There is a strong 
rationale for a multisectorial and co-ordinated approach.

Firstly, comorbidity studies and prospective research highlight patterns of concurrent 
and successive comorbidity, providing a further rationale for co-ordinated health 
communication initiatives. Above average weight in childhood elevates risk for future 
overweight, obesity, and eating disorders (Jacobi et al. 2004, Singh et al. 2008) and is 
associated with higher use of disordered weight control practices and lower use of healthy 
weight control practices (for example, eating breakfast; vegetable, grain, low-fat dairy 
consumption; regular physical activity) (Boutelle et al. 2002, Tanofsky-Kraff et al. 2004). 
Overweight and obese women are at elevated risk of disordered eating and eating disorders 
(Darby et al. 2007). Women with a lifetime history of bulimia nervosa and binge eating 
disorder have higher rates of overweight and obesity (Hudson et al. 2007). The prevalence 
of comorbid obesity and eating disorder behaviors in females quadrupled from the 1990s 
to 2000s – rising more than the prevalence of either alone (Darby et al. 2009).

Secondly, health communication about obesity and about eating disorders commonly 
target the same issues; body image, dietary practices, physical activity, nutrition, self-
esteem, weight, and physical status. There are many shared risk and protective factors 
for obesity and eating disorders across these themes representing viable targets for 
collaborative interventions (Haines et al. 2010; Neumark-Sztainer et al. 2007). 

Proposed modifiable shared risk factors include: 

a) dieting and disordered eating;
b) being overweight in childhood;
c) weight-related bias, stigma, and teasing;
d) parent weight concern and weight-related behaviors;
e) parental teasing of child weight or eating behaviors;
f) hours of screen time (TV/internet/videogames);
g) media and marketing exposure;
h) poor body image; and 
i) depression and anxiety.

Proposed modifiable shared protective factors include:

a) enjoyable physical activity;
b) positive body image;
c) high self-esteem;
d) eating breakfast, lunch, and dinner every day;
e) family modelling of healthy behaviors, (for example, avoiding unhealthy dieting, 

engaging in physical activity); and 
f) regular and enjoyable family meals.
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Not all risk or protective factors for eating disorders and obesity are shared. For example, 
being female and having a perfectionistic personality increases risk for eating disorders 
(Stice 2002) but not obesity, and low socioeconomic status and an inactive lifestyle 
increases risk for obesity (Parsons et al. 1999) but not for eating disorders. In addition to 
shared risk and protective factors at an individual or family level, the common ground 
becomes more striking when considering shared environmental or sociocultural risk and 
protective factors. 

a Food and Weight disordered World?

Our modern culture and environment make it easy for people to develop disturbances 
in weight, eating and exercise behavior, and body image; these disturbances are hard to 
modify. From a population perspective, weight and eating-related conditions occur in 
a macrosocial context that delivers ambiguous and opposing demands and messages; 
for instance, “taking diet pills will help you lose weight and are therefore good for 
your health” is juxtaposed with warnings of “diet pills are unhealthy and dangerous.” 
“Downstream” approaches emphasize the individual taking personal action to protect 
his or her health (Dorfman and Wallack 2007). Whilst important, this emphasis on 
individual factors and personal responsibility for falling into unhealthy patterns, and 
for changing these patterns when identified, props up the diet and food industries and 
inhibits real change. There is a growing push to shift health promotion “upstream” to 
create more supportive physical, social, economic, and policy environments. Upstream 
approaches may also have the potential to affect downstream factors.

Contemporary urban food environments have been labelled “obesogenic.” The food 
environment (for example, fast food outlet density, high cost of fresh food, availability of 
soft drinks) combined with the built environment (for example, lack of walkways, bike 
paths, and recreation spaces) and other population level trends (for example, increased 
working hours, decreased leisure time, decreased active work roles) may contribute to 
higher BMIs in modern urban populations and increase the risk for disordered eating 
by making healthy weight control practices more costly and difficult compared with 
disordered weight control practices. Binge eating is reliant upon the availability 
of excessive food, and as such did not become common until the 1960s, when food 
availability increased and rates of obesity also began to rise. 

Stigmatization in Western culture is rife, and though significant progress has been 
made in addressing race and gender bias, the same cannot be said for weight and shape 
bias. Weight-based teasing at school and broader societal discrimination is prevalent. 
The mass media sometimes perpetuate this prejudice, for example, by presenting obese 
people in a biased, stereotyped manner and presenting unrealistic and digitally enhanced 
images of beauty (Sandberg 2007). Media guidelines and codes of conduct are constructive 
avenues to reduce stigmatization and idealization of narrow beauty ideals; examples 
include the “Guidelines for the Portrayal of Obese Persons in the Media” developed by 
the Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity at Yale University and The Obesity Society, 
and the “Victorian Voluntary Media Code of Conduct on Body Image” developed by the 
Victorian state government of Australia. Weight and appearance-based bias, including 
teasing, stereotyping, and discrimination, can activate shape and weight concerns, poor 
body image, and negative emotional states, which may increase vulnerability to eating 
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disorders and weight-gain behaviors such as overeating (Brownell 2005). Those who 
internalize this stigmatization show a reluctance to exercise in public settings and avoid 
health care settings (Almeida et al. 2011; Puhl and Heuer 2009). Some health promotion 
initiatives for obesity have been criticized for increasing stigmatization.

Marketing, advertising, and media contexts play a significant role in propagating 
unrealistic beauty ideals, unhealthy food and beverage preferences, obesity stereotypes, 
negative content around body image, and the glamorization of eating disorders. The 
glamorization and normalization of an unrealistically thin feminine body or overly 
muscular masculine body is common, and sends negative and possibly destructive 
messages about the social unacceptability of normal bodies. As sociocultural vehicles, 
these media have significant scope for improving messaging around food, bodies, health, 
and weight, and health communication professionals and governments have a ripe 
ground available for facilitating large-scale improvements. 

conflict and Miscommunication in Health Promotion

Occasionally, despite our best efforts in the communication of health-related messages, 
unanticipated harmful effects occur. A concern with implementation of health promotion 
programs, for example, is “boomerang effects,” whereby attitude and behavior change 
occurs in the direction opposite to that intended. In the drug and alcohol field, 
boomerang effects have been noted, with one study finding that one third of public 
service announcements aimed to prevent illicit drug use increased adolescent drug use 
and experimentation (Fishbein et al. 2002). Through research we now know that early 
efforts to prevent eating disorders, which involved classroom-based psychoeducation via 
a recovered eating disorder patient or other person, could paradoxically increase eating 
disorder symptoms and normalize and glamorize aspects of eating disorders (Carter et al. 
1997, Mann et al. 1997). In addition to boomerang effects, messaged may inadvertently 
cause other harmful effects in other mental and physical domains. Very little research 
has been done in the eating and weight fields to ascertain whether obesity prevention 
programs may be harmful in relation to eating disorders, and vice versa (Carter and Bulik 
2008). For instance, in Sally’s case, although the health promotion lesson implemented 
by the teacher was based on good intentions, there was unanticipated risk. Traditionally, 
the eating disorder and obesity fields have been so separated that the necessary cross-
sector outcomes have not been measured. 

In the absence of scientific data, our understanding of the potential harm of weight-
related health communication and associated initiatives is informed by public and 
community reactions, clinical observations, and the expertise of health specialists. 
The leading areas of concern with obesity-related messages and initiatives include the 
possibility for weight bias and stigmatization, food fears and unhealthy dieting, and body 
dissatisfaction, dieting, and use of unhealthy weight control practices (Ikeda et al. 2006 
O’Dea 2005).

For eating disorder initiatives there has been concern about the promotion of size 
acceptance (that is, motivation may be lost to maintain or seek a healthy weight if people 
accept and are satisfied with their bodies), glamorization of eating disorders, suggestive 
information about unhealthy weight control practices that could promote longer-term 
weight gain, and dietary guidance that may promote a varied diet which includes enjoying 
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sweet or fatty foods to the extent that people will not restrict their intake sufficiently to 
maintain or achieve a healthy weight range (O’Dea 2000). Again, there are very little 
data to clarify the risks associated with eating disorder prevention communication and 
initiatives. 

The place where the two fields have most visibly been at opposite ends of the 
debate is the anchoring of weight to messaging and interventions. The eating disorders 
field aims to decouple identity and behavior from size and weight, even as the obesity 
field tries to intensify focus on weight loss or prevention of weight gain. For example, 
engaging in regular physical activity could be framed as a method to achieve a “healthy 
weight” and “healthy waist circumference” or to promote enjoyment and participation 
in community activities. The rationale for emphasizing weight is based on early health 
behavior change theories. The ‘knowledge-attitude-behavior” (KAB) approach assumes 
that accumulation of knowledge will translate into changes in attitudes and behaviors; 
however, human behaviors are often not “objectively” rational, and for obesity no 
research has demonstrated that KAB initiatives change behavior (Baranowski et al. 2003). 
Fear-based communication emphasizing the negative consequences of overweight are 
based on the “health belief model” (Janz, Champion, and Strecher, 2002), which aims 
to modify perceptions of risk and the personal impact of the outcome (Baranowski et 
al. 2003). At the broader level, fear-based campaigns are only modestly successful (Witte 
and Allen 2000). Fear-based messages could inadvertently encourage weight and shape 
concerns, a simplistic view of weight and health, and weight stigma. Being overweight or 
obese is often linked unquestionably to poor health and disease onset, whereas weighing 
in the normal and “healthy” range is equated to good health. However, being thin does 
not guarantee health; thin people may engage in unhealthy eating and exercise behaviors 
and experience poor health. An overfocus on weight in messaging may perpetuate the 
cultural stereotype and stigma that “thin is good and fat is bad.” 

BMI screening in schools is controversial due to the unknown impacts, positive and 
negative. BMI screening is distinct from BMI surveillance. There is a robust rationale for 
surveillance, which is measurement at the population level, to determine weight status 
trends, groups at risk, population responsiveness to school-based health programs and 
policy, and progress toward health policy objectives (Nihiser et al. 2009). For surveillance, 
weight data are collected anonymously and parents are not informed of their child’s 
weight status, whereas for screening the weight status of individual students is evaluated 
and parents are informed of the results, typically in the form of a written report containing 
a BMI-for-age percentile, an explanation of the results, and recommended follow-up 
strategies. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the United States 
found that one quarter of States required school measurement of students’ body mass, 
and three in four of those required parent notification of results (Nihiser et al. 2009). 
While the purpose of the measurements was not determined, many schools have adopted 
screening as an anti-obesity measure. Only a few studies have tested for benefits of use of 
BMI report cards, and findings are mixed (MacLean et al. 2010). Concerningly, diet-based 
weight control strategies, which are not typically medically recommended for youth, 
were common parental responses, rather than gradual changes in lifestyle behaviors. 
The current consensus is that BMI should not be used for individual screening unless a 
suitable clinical intervention is available for the individuals whose health may be at risk 
and these treatments are unavailable in most school settings. Anecdotes from clinical 
practice suggest that school weigh-ins can trigger eating disorder onset in those who 
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are vulnerable. When BMI screening is medically necessary, it can be done sensitively 
to minimize harm, such as in a private space, with an experienced health professional 
mediating the impact through interpretation of BMI in the context of other clinical 
findings and providing appropriate recommendations. However in practice, there are 
reports of children being weighed in groups, with public display of weights and with 
labeling of children as overweight or obese without context or intervention.

Whilst most dietary guidance developed by experts in nutrition emphasizes a positive 
attitude to a variety of foods with regular healthful eating, the everyday translation of 
dietary advice is often negative. This situation, combined with marketing by the “diet” 
industries has contributed to far reaching food fears and an epidemic of dieting. Popular 
“low-carb” weight loss programs are a prominent example of how food fears can be 
propagated by industry, with large numbers of people now fearful of carbohydrates, 
and those with clinical eating disorders avoiding carbohydrates in the same way that 
sugar, and then fat, became feared in the 1990s. In Australia, the national education 
curriculum teaches children as young as four to dichotomize foods into “good” and 
“bad” foods. Clinical observations at the workplace suggest that some children adopt 
the healthy eating messages in extreme ways and develop food fears and restrictive 
eating practices. People at risk of eating disorders are vulnerable to this messaging, 
as they have a dispositional tendency to be perfectionistic, morally concerned, and 
socially compliant, as seen in the case of Tom. Tom progressed to cutting out all forms 
of “bad foods” until his diet was a limited composition of “safe” foods (for example, 
salad, vegetables, non-fat dairy). Such actions lead to the drastic malnutrition that is 
observed in restricting eating disorders, as bodies require a range of vitamins, minerals, 
and other nutrients that can only be derived from varied food sources. Unfortunately, 
the expert dietary guidance is often obscured, either in its translation by laypeople 
or by commercially driven diet and food propaganda. It is not surprising that most 
people report obtaining their dietary advice from the mass media, given the advertising 
budgets of food companies far outweigh the financial resources of dieticians and good 
quality health communication initiatives. 

The negative portrayal of higher weight people in the media and in health 
communication initiatives has fuelled concerns about weight-based discrimination and 
stigma (Hilbert et al. 2008). In 2011, the government of Georgia, United States, launched 
an anti-obesity campaign in which pictures of overweight children were shown on 
billboards and in online videos with campaign messages such as “Big bones didn’t make 
me this way. Big meals did” and “Fat kids become fat adults”; the campaign attracted 
controversy for the above reasons. Health communication methods that foster weight 
bias and stigmatization are generally contraindicated and seen as unhelpful from the 
perspective of both eating disorder and obesity prevention. Regardless of size or weight, 
health for the whole community can be promoted through healthful nutrition and 
meaningful physical activity; portrayal of obese persons in a positive and fair light, rather 
than in a pejorative, dehumanizing, or stereotypical manner, is recommended in both 
health communication initiatives and in media portrayals. 

Understanding the full range of eating- and weight-related problems, the shared risk 
and protective factors, and the types of harms that may occur in the communication of 
information intended to promote health and prevent disease onset offers the strongest 
foundation for positive, co-ordinated intervention strategies.
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common ground for Health communication, Health Promotion, 
and Prevention

A viable path forward for co-ordinated eating disorders and obesity health communication, 
health promotion, and prevention is to focus messaging and interventions on shared risk 
and protective factors. As well as initiatives at the personal level (that is, “downstream”), 
environment and culture (that is, “upstream”) provide a fruitful area for health promotion 
and prevention. Initiatives that have the potential to be unsafe at any point on the 
weight-spectrum are best avoided. 

Practical key messages and strategies that exemplify an informed collaborative 
approach to health promotion and prevention follow, with progression from 
“downstream” to “upstream” approaches. These key messages were formed from a review 
of the limited international evidence, peer-reviewed publications, and resources developed 
by authoritative experts. They are relevant to a range of audiences, including members 
of health teams who give information to the community, parents, school teachers and 
administrators, policy-makers, researchers, and community members. 

key Messages and strategies

Fat diets don’t work Given that dieting is the single greatest risk factor for eating 
disorders, and that it leads to weight gain in the majority of people, a key message is the 
discouragement of fad and restrictive dieting (Haines and Neumark-Sztainer, 2006). An 
Australian Victorian government health promotion campaign named “Fad Diet’s Won’t 
Work” ran social marketing campaigns with one caption reading, “Fad dieting helped me 
go from a size 14 to a size 12, back to a size 16.”

Nourish your body Emphasize a positive, healthful approach to nutrition including 
eating a variety of quality, fresh foods from across the food pyramid or plate emphasized 
in dietary guidelines (Russell and Ryder 2001). Focus messages on what to eat, not what 
not to eat (O’Dea 2010); for example, eat seven fruit and vegetables everyday, and keep 
the messages from being judgmental or blaming (O’Dea 2010). 

Eat well Highlight regular, healthy patterns of eating (breakfast, lunch, and dinner), 
social eating (fun and enjoyable meals with family and friends), mindful eating (slow 
rather than fast), and ethical eating (local and sustainable) including growing food and 
buying local (for example, count miles, not calories) (Irving and Neumark-Sztainer 2002). 
Provide accurate information about healthy nutrition, including required daily intake, 
consequences of eating nutrient-poor energy-dense foods, and the perils of unhealthy 
weight loss (Irving and Neumark-Sztainer 2002).

Be physically active Ensure a positive approach to activity by accentuating the benefits 
(social, recreational, health and well-being) and enjoyment of physical activity and play, 
and help children in particular to pursue play and physical activity that boosts their 
self-esteem and friendships (O’Dea 2010). Provide balanced information as per physical 
activity guidelines about recommended activity levels and types of activity (resistance, 
cardiovascular), including information about overuse syndrome. Remove barriers to 
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participation; for instance, in the school setting provide privacy in change rooms and 
sports uniforms that are comfortable and not too revealing (O’Dea 2010).

Health at every size Eating well and being physically active is important for everybody, no 
matter their size or weight. The whole community can benefit from initiatives promoting 
healthy body image, nutrition, and physical activity.

Become media smart Promote critical thinking about food marketing, the media, and 
corporate communications, particularly those that involve messaging and images about 
beauty, food, and diet preferences (Thompson and Heinberg 1999, Irving and Neumark-
Sztainer 2002, Durkin et al. 2005).

Unplug and play Encourage reduced screen time (TV, computer, video games) and 
involvement in more active leisure (Haines and Neumark-Sztainer 2006). 

Positive parenting Encourage parents to build children’s self-esteem, model assertive 
communication, and model appropriate methods to deal with unpleasant emotions like 
stress, anxiety, and boredom rather than through comfort or controlled eating. Promote 
the message that teasing in general by any person is unhelpful and harmful (Keery et al. 
2005, Haines and Neumark-Sztainer 2006).

Throw the “good” out with the “bad”! Avoid labelling foods as “good” or “bad” in public 
messages (Russell and Ryder, 2001; Schwartz and Henderson, 2009) – food isn’t moral, it’s 
not immoral either, it’s morally neutral! Simplistic terms may encourage food fears and 
avoidances. 

Avoid fat talk Use positive language about bodies and eating, and discourage “weight 
talk” “fat talk” (Durkin et al. 2005) and extremes (for example, war on obesity, battle of 
the bulge, fighting fat).

A family affair Encourage families to adopt and role model helpful behaviors (that is, eating 
regular enjoyable family meals, eating breakfast, physical activity) and to reduce less helpful 
behaviors (for example, “fat” talk; sedentary behaviors). Encourage whole family change, 
like taking a walk together or planting a vegetable garden. Provide practical, realistic, and 
positive advice, for instance, ideas for physical games and activities the family can enjoy and 
small steps to healthful eating including recipe suggestions (Borra et al. 2003).

Responsible fashion Promote a positive and responsible fashion industry that supports 
availability of larger clothing sizes, mannequins of healthy shapes and sizes, and use of 
healthy weight models. These key messages largely originated from grassroots ecological 
movements (Piran and Mafrici 2011).

Make it easy Establish food and activity policies which enable healthy dietary and activity 
practices such as availability of healthy food choices in vending machines, increased access 
to affordable healthy foods including fruits and vegetables, curriculum requirements for 
physical education/sport, and adequate supervision of play areas and playground anti-
bullying policies which are linked to more physical activity at school (Garrard 2009).
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Health by design Engage urban design to make activity and healthful eating accessible, 
for example by providing safe and shaded neighborhood recreational and exercise areas, 
walkable neighborhood streets, safe roads for pedestrian and cycle use, reduced density 
of fast-food outlets, mixed land-use zones, and access to supermarkets and grocery stores 
(Garrard 2009). Ensure parks are aesthetically pleasant, safe, with shade and amenities 
such as water fountains, bicycle racks, and fixed equipment (for example, basketball 
hoops). Create attractive neighborhood open spaces and environments (with natural, 
cultural and creative features) (Garrard 2009).

Regulate or legislate Establish policies and laws that reduce the risk of harm such as school 
and workplace policy around weight-based teasing (Haines et al. 2006), bullying and 
discrimination, and codes of conduct that provide guidance for the media, fashion, and 
advertising industries. Examples include the Australian government Voluntary Industry 
Code of Conduct on Body Image which provides practice principles including promotion of 
a diversity of images, use of natural and realistic images and healthy weight models. The 
Responsible Children’s Marketing Initiative developed by the Australian food and beverage 
industry which provides guidance on the marketing of food and beverage products to 
children, with the aim of reducing exposure to marketing of nutrient poor, energy-dense 
foods and beverages to young children. 

These strategies and messages are integrated, and according to the extant evidence 
and literature, targeting shared evidence-based and theoretical risk and protective factors 
(implicit in these messages and practical strategies) represents a valuable direction for 
simultaneously working toward the prevention of eating disorders and obesity (Haines et 
al. 2010, Neumark-Sztainer et al. 2007). 

implications for academics

More knowledge, methods, and communication channels than ever before are available 
to support researchers’ efforts to reduce the incidence of eating disorders and obesity. A 
collaborative, inter-sectoral approach to future research is essential. Practical applications 
of health communication practices require evaluation for safety and efficacy across the 
weight-related spectrum and direct comparisons of different approaches will help to 
enumerate the most important risk and protective factors to target. More attention ought 
to be diverted to applied approaches at the upstream level and to the methodology that 
can capture change at this level. 

implications for Health Practitioners

Through an understanding of shared risk and protective factors, and integrated positive 
approaches to obesity and eating disorder prevention, health professionals are charged 
with translating this evidence to practice. Health professionals need to extend their reach 
into diverse mediated contexts, embracing the new technologies to deliver healthful 
information about nutrition and physical activity. When communication about obesity 
and eating disorders is combined, a more effective health message will ensue. Further, 
effort is required to ensure all frontline health professionals deliver messages in a 
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coordinated way. There is also significant scope for prevention, not just of obesity and 
eating disorders, but of other diseases, with the population, especially families, in having 
access to consistent, life enhancing health messages and strategies about nutrition, 
activity and body image. Health professionals also have a responsibility to communicate 
with government and industry, to ensure this knowledge is available to other sectors who 
plan and fund aspects of the environment, such as urban design, that have implications 
for community health. 

conclusion

Not a single person in our modern world is exempt from the endeavors to communicate 
about health, food, and bodies. Rates of obesity and eating disorders are at an all-time 
high, and are escalating. Do no harm is paramount in contemporary medicine and 
it is incumbent upon the fields of eating disorders and obesity to join forces in the 
delivery of positive health communication messages that promote healthful behaviors 
and attitudes, whilst minimizing the risk of damage. A commitment from both sides 
needs to be made, not just to eliminate harm, but to develop constructive messages and 
programs that promote the health of the entire population. Central to this responsibility 
is an obligation to evaluate the iatrogenic affects of both eating disorder and obesity 
prevention initiatives, as we develop them and ascertain their effectiveness.

A first step to reducing the risks is for the currently disconnected fields of studies to 
begin a conversation and recognize that we all aspire to the same end point: a healthy, 
disease-free population who eat well, are physically active, and are satisfied with their 
bodies. 

Downstream approaches are one option for health promotion, though care must be 
taken not to do harm or create a “narrative of the failed citizen” (Elliott 2008). For instance, 
some campaigns have used “scare tactics” which are not only often ineffective but may 
also escalate anxiety, shame, body hatred, fears of food, nutritional deficits, and uptake 
of unhealthy and extreme weight loss methods. Rather than censuring individuals for 
unhealthy behaviors or becoming unwell, we need to make it easy for people to live well. 
Upstream initiatives that focus on supportive environments have widespread potential 
and can impact downstream factors. These approaches may occur in the background of 
the individual’s life, without him or her necessarily having a strong understanding of 
the environmental modifications that have taken place. A public health exemplar is the 
use of fluoride in public drinking water supplies to protect teeth against dental decay. 
Rather than educating the population on the importance of fluoride and placing the onus 
of action for fluoride exposure onto the individual (for example, mouth rinse, dietary 
supplements, dental products), legislation on mandatory public water fluoridation has 
been introduced in many parts of the world (Watt 2007). Analogous upstream initiatives 
that may lower the risk of eating disorders and obesity, such as standards of conduct for 
the mass media or altering “obesogenic” community environments and urban planning 
to encourage uptake of healthy weight control behaviors may be safer and more effective 
than individualistic approaches which can risk harm and may occur too late.

Health communication, promotion, and prevention across the weight-related 
spectrum is poised on an exciting, new frontier, where dialogue, cross-pollination, and 
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sharing of knowledge between sectors has the potential to enhance community health 
and well-being in creative and previously unimagined ways. 
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chapter 15 The Ethics of Disability 
Representations on 
Television

Tracy r. Worrell

In 2010, former Alaska Governor Sarah Palin criticized the show Family Guy for the 
portrayal of a character with Down’s syndrome accusing the show of making fun of her 
young son, Trig. The voice actor of the character, who has Down’s syndrome, said that 
the show was not making fun of Trig but his mother and that the former governor doesn’t 
“get the joke” (Itzkoff 2010).What followed was an interesting, and sometimes heated, 
public discussion between Palin and Family Guy producers. Down’s syndrome advocates 
such as Gail Williamson, executive director of the Down’s syndrome Association, argue 
that asking for, “full inclusion in the world, we should appreciate full inclusion with 
other genres. Even if those genres are not what we appreciate” (Itzkoff 2010). Could 
Itzkoff’s argument indicate a case of “any publicity is good publicity” for disabilities in 
the media? Fortunately for Family Guy producers, this discussion waged on and further 
explanation was given regarding the character, but not all television shows have the 
ability to explain their side to the general public. So, what if there are other portrayals 
where viewers do not “get the joke?” What are the ethical implications of these ‘inclusive’ 
portrayals in the media?

Introduction

Hundreds of studies have surveyed thousands of hours of television, concerned about the 
effects on viewers. The majority of these studies have focused on violence and sex and 
how people may become more violent or promiscuous from watching the media. Much 
less research is being done to examine representations of disabilities in the media (there 
is substantial research into the health messages of the media but little on individuals 
with disabilities [see Kline 2003 for further discussion]). Aside from the intrinsic value of 
examining trends in the portrayal of disabilities in the media and the lack of complete 
examinations of disabilities in American television, important social changes have 
occurred recently. Changes such as federal and state budget freezes and decreases have 
impacted disability services and programs. The United Nations Convention on the Rights 
of Persons with Disabilities came into force in 2008. And, recently the popularity of 
characters with disabilities on highly rated television programs (that is, Glee and Dancing 
with the Stars) may have begun to impact the number of and portrayal of individuals with 
disabilities on television.
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If all of the characters with disabilities on television were “positively” portrayed (as 
perhaps Artie, a wheelchair-using character on Glee, is) there may be very little need to 
examine the ethicality of the representation of disabilities on television. Unfortunately, 
the much more common portrayal is of characters like Floyd Feylinn Ferell, a mentally ill 
young man on Criminal Minds (Lucky; 2007–08 season) released from an institution and 
who goes on to be a cannibalistic serial killer who eats his live victims piece by piece until 
they finally expire. Many researchers would focus on the violent, cannibalistic aspects 
of this episode, particularly the ethics of showing such material and its potential effects. 
There should also be (and arguably more importantly be) a thorough examination of the 
ethical considerations when airing this representation of a disability, in this case mental 
illness.

Before delving into these ethical considerations, one must try to understand 
exactly how individuals with disabilities are portrayed within television programming. 
Television’s portrayal of disabilities is important for a number of reasons including the 
implications for general disability knowledge, the potential of stigmas (for example, of 
mental illness [Signorielli 1989]), attitude change towards disabilities (for example, Elliott 
and Byrd 1983), and the portrayal’s potential to impact how individuals in the real world 
with said disability are treated by others (Zoller and Worrell 2006). This chapter examines 
the ethics of disability representation on primetime television by focusing not only on 
the representation of health in the media but also the accuracy of such portrayals. This 
understanding can help generate knowledge and further research.

In line with the objectives of this book, this chapter provides an example of 
current research being conducted in the portrayal of health issues in the media. In 
doing so the chapter offers a practical application of health communication research 
in that it can be used to directly educate individuals on what the general primetime 
television viewing public is exposed to (regarding disability). If the public is receiving 
misinformation regarding a disability, aside from the ethical considerations, it is 
possible that those creating health campaigns would be able to combat this information 
with Public Service Announcements (PSAs) or other materials to generate knowledge. 
As mentioned previously, there have been several changes to federal and state budgets 
including freezing or cutting disability services. Generating more knowledge on how 
disabilities are portrayed and the ethics of these portrayals can only help to educate 
policymakers and voters on any discrepancies that may be affecting their decision-
making.

The examination in this chapter is multidisciplinary in that it combines media and 
health communication research. Some information is also drawn from sociological 
research as the potential impacts to society may be discovered. By examining previous 
research looking at the media’s portrayal of disability one can see if there are changes in 
representation and accuracy. If positive changes in accuracy of messages are seen, one 
may argue that these changes are based (at least in part) on efforts from those in the 
health field communicating their informational messages to the public.

This chapter focuses on the ethical implications of the portrayal of disabilities in the 
media. After a brief examination of media ethics, previous research is examined to see 
how disability has been portrayed in the past. Then, a current analysis which examines 
the portrayals of disability in the media is discussed. This analysis is followed by brief 
implications for academics and health practitioners. Finally, the ethical implications 
of these representations of disability on television are discussed. In examining this 
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information the following questions are answered: What are media ethics? What are 
the previous portrayals of disabilities on television? What are the current portrayals of 
disabilities on television? How do some of these portrayals compare to reality? What are 
the ethical implications of the portrayals of disabilities?

Mass Media ethics

The discussion of media ethics does not frequently extend into examining fictional 
television programming content (Brown and Singhal 1990). Much ethical concern is 
directed at the news and journalists (see Starck 2001). Early journalism was criticized 
for potential negative effects on attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors (Ferré 2009). There has, 
however, been an increase in discussion regarding media ethics as a whole (for example, 
Christians 2000), expanding to include fictional portrayals of behaviors and minorities. 
Much of these conversations begin by looking at early ethical theorists.

One can examine several common ethical theorists and apply these principles to the 
media (specifically in this report, television). Aristotle’s principle of the “Golden Mean” 
looks at the desirable middle between two extremes. Accordingly, the media should 
present a balanced view of society and the characters within those societies. An argument 
might exist that the extreme views are what makes for good television. If this is the case 
then the balance would be in providing both sides of an issue or topic. With extreme 
portrayals, the inclusion of more temperate portrayals should be able to balance any 
potential effects.

If the storyline precludes the opportunity for a balanced view, there are other 
ethical principles that may be useful. The Utilitarian principle judges ethicality by what 
produces the greatest amount of good for the greatest number of people (Shaw 1999). 
The media should be concerned with reflecting the lives of the majority of viewers. 
Further, if only a few individuals are adversely affected by portrayals in the media and 
the majority of others are entertained, the utilitarian principle would likely be more 
concerned with the people being entertained versus harmed. Klobas (1988), however, 
mentions the potential for “us” versus “them” mentalities when individuals are 
presented as being different in the media. This disparity could lead to problems for the 
majority as their society becomes fractured. Of course, potential adverse effects would 
likely be unintended.

When looking at unintended effects, one can use violence as an example. Many 
ethical theorists would view excessive violence in the media as unethical. Specifically, 
the Kantian view of ethics (1780) would argue that violence violates the idea where 
the person is the end versus the means to an end. This ethical viewpoint would 
suggest that individuals should receive beneficial media messages, and not those that 
would cause harm. If previous research is correct, then some violence in the media 
would indeed cause many viewers harm and this ethical principle would be violated. 
Therefore, media practitioners would have a moral obligation to not show violent 
media. The same could be said for negative representations of individuals in the 
media. After all, research has found that negative representations of illness can cause 
negative repercussions on those individuals that have that illness (for example, Zoller 
and Worrell 2006).
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Previous research

DefInIng DIsabIlITy In THe MeDIa

Before delving further it is important to define disability. The World Health Organization 
uses “disability” as an umbrella term to describe impairments, activity limitations, and 
participation restrictions. Disability refers to the negative aspects of the interaction 
between individuals with a health condition (such as cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, 
depression)and personal and environmental factors (such as negative attitudes, 
inaccessible transportation and public buildings, and limited social supports) (World 
Report 2011).

Others have defined disability as portrayals of blindness, wheelchair use, deafness, 
amputees, developmental disabilities, and small stature (Klobas 1988). Research has 
varied on what constitutes physical disabilities. Gardner and Radel (1978) defined 
physical disability as physical impairments including paraplegia, quadriplegia, blindness, 
deafness, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, diabetes, and physical deformation. Other research has 
relied simply on the use of orthotic or prosthetic devices to determine physical disability 
(Warzak, Majors, Hansell, and Allan 1988). Some definitions of mental illnesses have 
included everything from attention deficit disorder to schizophrenia (Diefenbach 1997). 
Some researchers (for example, Signorelli 1989) require verbal confirmation of a mental 
illness diagnosis in the portrayal, whereas others look at the specific verbal labels as well 
as character behavior (for example, Diefenbach 1997). For example, a character discussing 
hearing voices telling him to kill does not need to be verbally labeled as schizophrenic 
for this portrayal to count as mental illness. For this chapter, both explicit and implicit 
portrayals of disability will be examined.

PrevIous DIsabIlITy fInDIngs

Previous research was examined to determine what types of disabilities have been 
portrayed in the media and how often they were portrayed. This examination also 
included whether the portrayal was deemed positive or negative (when reported by the 
authors). Brief comparisons were then made between fictional representations and reality.

Some early analyses of disability in the media and on television show distinctly limited 
and negative portrayals (for example, Head 1954, Signorelli 1989, Turowand Coe 1985). 
Many early studies also found that much of the information provided was misleading or 
inaccurate (for example, Gerbner 1980, Gerbner and Tannenbaum 1961, Heeter, Perlstadt 
and Greenberg 1984, Wahl and Roth 1982). In one of the earliest studies looking at 
disability in the media, Head (1954) examined over 1,700 characters in the media and 
found very few portrayals of illness. One character had a physical illness and 12 others 
portrayed serious mental illness. He found that fewer than 1percent of characters shown 
had a disability. Head concluded that crucial events in life (that is, birth, death, illness) 
are almost completely ignored within the sample.

Later works found more variety in the number of programs featuring disability and the 
number of characters portraying disabilities. Some studies focused on overall programs 
versus characters, finding diverse ranges of the number of programs that included 
disabilities (disability was often included when examining overall health information in 
the media). In 1968, 149 television programs depicted some type of disability. Ten years 
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later, in 1978, there were 256 programs depicting disability (Byrd, McDaniel and Rhoden 
1980). Smith, Trivax, Zuehlke, Lowinger and Nghiem (1972) found that 7.2 percent of 
programming content examined contained health-related information, and Wahl and 
Roth (1982) found that one in 11 shows contained mental illness (physical illness was 
not examined).

When focusing on individuals within programs, a number of studies from 1950–2000 
were examined. The range of characters with a disability was between 0.4 percent and 8 
percent of all characters. Donaldson (1981) found the low 0.4 percent of characters with 
disabilities after examining over 900 characters. The 1982 Cultural Indicators Project 
found that 8 percent of major characters experienced physical illness (mental illness 
was not included). Other studies found that 1.5 percent of characters were disabled (Leo 
1993), 2.9 percent of characters experienced mental illness (Diefenbach 1997), and 3 
percent of major adult characters were identified as mentally ill (Signorelli 1989).

The types of disabilities found in the aforementioned studies were both physical and 
mental. Physical disabilities included paraplegia, deafness, blindness, and other physical 
handicaps (Byrd et al. 1980) to name a few. Mental disabilities included psychosis, 
schizophrenia, obsessive compulsive disorder, and many others (Diefenbach 1997). 
Some programs contained main characters (such as Ironsides) with a physical disability. 
Other programs brought in guest or minor characters for a one or multi-episode arc. Few 
programs contained characters with long-term mental illness.

While there is a wide variety in the types of disabilities portrayed, characters are 
overwhelmingly portrayed in a negative light. Heeter et al. (1984) found the portrayals of 
disability in the media to be not informative; Smith et al. (1972) found that 70 percent of the 
health information provided was inaccurate, misleading, or both. Wahl and Roth (1982) 
found that people with disabilities were portrayed negatively and frequently stereotyped. 
Signorielli (1989) and Diefenbach (1997) both found that mentally ill individuals were 
more likely to be portrayed as criminals. Signorielli, found that individuals with disability 
were also portrayed as victims or overall failures.

When comparing these portrayals to reality two aspects become clear, individuals with 
disabilities are both under- and mis-represented on television. Contrary to the portrayal 
of disabilities from 1950–2000 (0.4–8 percent), the number of Americans who possess 
some type of disability has ranged from 10 to the current high of just over 19 percent 
(Americans with Disabilities 2005, 2008). It is clear that individuals with disabilities have 
historically been vastly underrepresented on television. Not only are individuals with 
disabilities underrepresented, but the limited portrayals typically present inaccurate 
depictions of individuals with disability being violent, dangerous, and insignificant 
criminals. These portrayals also suggest that individuals with disabilities are and should 
be marginalized within society. In fact, individuals with disabilities do not commit any 
more crimes than the general population (Diefenbach 1997). It appears that by and large, 
past television programs have portrayed disability inaccurately and negatively. However, 
there is little information on more current presentations of disabilities on television.

Primetime Television analysis

Due to the fact that very few recent publications have examined disability on American 
television it was important to gather more current data for comparison and discussion 
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purposes. Television programs airing from 2006–2011 were examined for their portrayals 
of disability. Specifically, the analysis examined if a disability was present in a given 
episode, the type of disability, the demographics of the character with the disability, the 
character’s role (main or minor), and any symptoms, difficulties, or side effects displayed 
by the character. Finally, the overall portrayal was deemed positive, negative, or neutral 
and the outcome of the character’s life in the episode was examined as either positive or 
negative. For the purpose of this analysis, the aforementioned definition from the World 
Health Organization will be used and both explicit and implicit portrayals of disabilities 
will be examined.

A total of 195 episodes were examined. Three episodes (randomly selected) from the 
top ten fictional1 programs of each season between 2006–2011 from network programming 
and the top 15 programs from cable were selected. The top shows were chosen based on 
Nielsen ratings for the years sampled. If a show was rated highly in multiple seasons, 
that show was chosen only once and removed from the pool for other seasons (therefore, 
some of the shows sampled were below the “top 10” mark for the year to give a solid 50 
program sample of primetime broadcast programming).2 For example, the show House 
was rated in the top 10 for multiple years but was examined only once. A few significant 
findings are highlighted below.

fInDIngs 

Of the episodes, 24 percent portrayed an individual with a disability with a total of 11 
percent of characters displaying a physical or mental disability. There were 498 total 
“regular” characters on the programs examined (characters were deemed as regulars if 
they appeared in at least 75 percent a program’s episodes in the given season). Only 27 
percent of the characters shown with a disability were main characters; the remaining 
73 percent were guest stars on for one or two episodes in the season. Some of these 
main characters were, however, the title characters of their programs (for example, Adrian 
Monk on Monk). Entire series might revolve around an individual with a disability such as 
Samantha on Samantha Who, a show that revolves around Samantha’s amnesia and her 
difficulties remembering her sordid past.

The most frequent type of disability portrayed was mental illness, specifically, 
psychosis. Programs within the crime genre most often showed individuals with 
disabilities which were almost exclusively some type of psychosis. While an occasional 
diagnosis was provided (schizophrenia, paranoia) the labels of “crazy” or “psychotic” 
were more commonly used. Physical disabilities were also present in the sample; these 
were usually found within medical dramas. ER, House and Grey’s Anatomy all had at least 
one character with some type of physical disability. Within the medical dramas, one main 
character (Gregory House of House) displayed a physical disability, and the remaining 
characters were confined to one episode. In the same subsample, of the individuals with 
physical disabilities, 80 percent were seemingly cured by the end of the program (the 
other 20 percent either died or bravely carried on with their disability). While physical 

1 Reality programs were not included in the sample of programming. While individuals with disabilities do appear 
in some reality programming (for example, Dancing with the Stars) as these are real people whose disabilities are not being 
manufactured or significantly altered by program producers such as in fictional television.

2 In the 2007–2008 season, there was a writer’s strike which led to the inclusion of many of the top programs of the 
year in the reality genre. This inclusion allowed many lower ranked programs to be a part of the sample for this season.
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disabilities were less common in other genres, a few main characters did display permanent 
disabilities (for example, the aforementioned Artie from Glee and Auggie, a character with 
visual impairment on Covert Affairs).

As was previously mentioned, the majority of the characters with a disability had 
a mental illness. Of these portrayals roughly half of characters with disabilities were 
portrayed as criminals. This finding is not too surprising when one notes that almost 
half of the sample programs were crime dramas (for example, CSI, Law and Order: SVU, 
Criminal Minds). Those with a disability were also portrayed as suspects, victims, patients, 
and the more positive (and rare) doctor, detective, student, and business executive. 
Almost all of the characters with disabilities were portrayed in a negative or neutral 
manner. Even those individuals with good jobs (that is, the non-criminals) were seen 
as surly, troubled, socially awkward, mean, or incredibly silly. Fortunately, the outcome 
for some of the characters with disabilities did turn more positive. For example, the 
aforementioned characters with temporary physical disabilities that were “cured” by the 
end of the program or the person suffering from amnesia learns a valuable lesson by the 
end of the half hour.

A small increase in the percentage of individuals shown was found (previous highs 
fall around 8 percent, whereas this study found 11 percent, which is still an under 
representation compared to current figures of 19 percent), these more recent findings 
are not far removed from much of what was discussed in the previous research. The 
information provided is not usually accurate (cures in 30 minutes), is often misleading 
(not all criminals have a disability and vice versa), and is predominantly negative. 
Characters with disabilities do not fit into a normative role and they exemplify the 
“them” that Klobas (1988) was referring to.

DIscussIon

What do these findings mean for viewers? What do they mean for people have a disability? 
Studies reveal that the mass media are a primary source of health information for the 
public, particularly for individuals who do not have direct experience with an illness or 
disability (Sharf, Freimuth, Greenspon and Plotnick 1996). Dutta-Bergman (2004) found 
that television was a primary resource of health information for people who are not 
health-oriented. If people continually turn to and believe what they see about disabilities 
in the media they may believe that these portrayals are accurate. Based on media theory 
and previous research findings, these false representations have the ability to negatively 
impact not only viewers but real people with a disability.

Cultivation theory (Gerbner et al. 2002) states that heavy viewers of television will 
believe that the “real” world more closely resembles what they see on television. If 
Gerbner is correct, then television fills a void in one’s direct experience. Under- and mis-
representation of disabilities can lead to three potential issues: television viewers may 
not have any knowledge that such a disability exists; if the prevalence is well below the 
number of individuals with such a disability in the real world then this representation 
can affect the attitudes of viewers; or, this underrepresentation could lead viewers to 
believe that all individuals with a disability are like the few they see on television.

Further, studies have found that the media’s portrayal of disabilities influences people 
viewing as well as those who have a disability (for example, Glauberman 1980, Zollerand 
Worrell 2006). These effects have been found to be negative and potentially damaging 
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to individuals. Negative portrayals do little to reduce already negative perceptions of 
disabilities held by the public. Farnall and Smith (1999) found that viewing positive 
portrayals of characters with disabilities reduced feelings of anger, fear, or concern 
regarding encounters with individuals with disabilities. However, even the positive 
portrayals of disability did not reduce discomfort at the thought of interacting with such 
individuals.

Implications for academics

As previously mentioned, one of the first steps in examining the ethical representation 
of disability in the media is by examining the portrayal of disabilities. If characters with 
disabilities are non-existent in the television landscape, then this underrepresentation 
will be problematic based on what we know from cultivation theory. If the portrayal 
does exist but is inaccurate or implausible or even heroic, there are potential negative 
implications. While the negative implications of inaccurate or implausible portrayals are 
more obvious (see previous section). The heroic or “super crip” portrayals (see Nelson 
1994) can also diminish the lives of those in the real world living (the majority less 
heroically) with disability. Therefore, it is important to examine all types of disability 
portrayals.

The lack of current research looking at the portrayal of disabilities in the media needs 
to be remedied in order to more fully examine the scope of the ethical nature of these 
representations. Research focusing on the potential effects of negative disability portrayals 
on the general population as well as those diagnosed with disability can provide great 
heuristic value to academic research. These studies can also provide valuable information 
for health practitioners. 

Implications for Health Practitioners

Media practitioners have a moral obligation to show accurate or at the very least balanced 
representations of disability in the media. How can this be accomplished? One way to 
show accuracy is by using actors and actresses who actually have a disability to play the 
character. While this practice will not change the role of the character (“crazy criminal” 
or socially awkward obsessive compulsive), at least the disability itself will be accurately 
represented. Health practitioners can encourage media producers to utilize organizations 
such as the Media Access Office (MAO) in Los Angeles, which was founded in 1980 to 
help producers provide more realistic and responsible representations of people with 
disabilities. The MAO encourages producers to hire people with disabilities to play the role 
of a character with disabilities. This practice would create the most realistic representation 
of disability in the media.

If utilizing an individual with a disability in this capacity is not possible health 
practitioners should encourage media producers to follow the “Golden Mean” and 
provide balance. An option to create balance would be to have multiple characters with 
the same disability. For example, if there is a need for someone with a mental illness to 
be portrayed as a cannibalistic maniac, perhaps another family member with the same 
mental illness can be portrayed as living a more “normal” lifestyle. Providing a balance 
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across time may also be a more viable option due to the constraints of a 30 to 60 minute 
television program. If all else fails, the friendly PSA at the end of the episode better 
explaining the disability in question can also help to create a balance to the messages 
received.

Health campaigns related to disabilities may also take note of such representations. 
If the public is receiving misinformation regarding a disability, it is possible that those 
creating health campaigns may be able to combat this information with PSAs or other 
materials to generate knowledge. As mentioned previously, there have been several 
changes to federal and state budgets including freezing or cutting disability services. 
Generating more knowledge on how disabilities are portrayed can only help to educate 
policymakers and voters on any discrepancies that may be affecting their decision – 
making.

conclusion

If we look back on the early theorists again, we can see how false representations would 
be seen as unethical. While the media may present a balanced view of society for the 
majority what about for minorities? The underrepresentation of disability in the media 
does a disservice to those that have a disability in reality. Gerbner et al. (2002) might 
argue that if someone is not represented on television not only do they not exist in 
the eyes of many individuals but when encountering someone with a disability the 
“cultivated” individual will not know how to react leading to possible marginalization of 
individuals. Aristotle might also be concerned with the extreme representation of those 
with a disability. That the majority of televised individuals with a disability are seen in a 
negative light (as criminal, victim, stigmatized) without the same number of individuals 
being shown in a positive light causes a great imbalance of disability representations. 
Fictional television does not show both sides to a disability. Even without removing 
the “crazy criminal” element on television highlighting the other side of the story (for 
example, information about the disability itself, what it does to a person) might provide 
the balance needed to offset some of the potential negative effects.

Of course, the Utilitarian principle might actually account for why there are so limited 
portrayals of disabilities in the media. The 10 to 19 percent of Americans with a disability 
are still a minority. The media may just be reflecting the lives of the majority of its 
viewers (Plaisance 2009). Do these negative portrayals, however, reflect a “harmonious” 
social life? Possibly, if Klobas’s (1988) “us” versus “them” mentality holds true then the 
false representations of people with disabilities may unite the “us” of society to more 
adequately marginalize the “them” or those with disabilities.

According to Kant’s principles, however, the lack of disabilities in the media as well 
as the overall negative portrayal are unethical and not beneficial to viewers and may 
in fact cause harm for those with a disability. The entertainment does not justify the 
potential harm. One example of an area of disability research that is important is that of 
shame. Shame has been found to be related to discrepancy between one’s ideal self and 
their perceptions of actual self (Sidoli 1988). More importantly, in media research, shame 
is related to the fear of being negatively evaluated by others (Gilbert, Pehl and Allan 
1994). If viewers are most often exposed to negative representations then those with the 
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disabilities shown may believe that others perceive them in the same light as the televised 
portrayal.

The media has the power to shape and facilitate lives and societies; at the very least, 
the images it portrays should not harm either. The under- and mis-representations of 
disabilities in the media are problematic and potentially harmful. Continuing research 
into disability portrayals and their potential effects may help individuals and organizations 
working to improve Hollywood’s representations of disabilities and the lives of people 
affected by those representations.
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